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I ~ABSTRACT -

An annotated bibliography on operator mental worlaload is presented with
supp]m ig information. This bibliography is based upon two literature searches,
one performed in 1977 in support of a survey and analysis catalog (AD / J59-501)
and one performed in 1979 as an update.

Each literature cltation presented contains reference information, an abstract,
a numerical workload technique category classification, a numerical operator
behavior classification, and a group of wvord descriptors. Workload methods are

"[ divided into Z8 specific techniques in four major categories: opinion, spare wental
cLpacity, pr!mary task, and physiologicai. Applicable operator behaviors are
similarly divided into categories.

The descriptors associated with each citation designate the general workload
classification, the specific workload classification, tue type of presentation, the
type of f~cilities used, and the potential ahxcrew application. Over 600 citations
are presented. Two indexes are also provided. The first is a workload technique
index and the second is an experimental facility index. It is concluded that
periodic updating of the bibliography will be required and that attention should be
directed toward computerizing future workload bibliographies.
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1.1 DACKCROUND

Technological advances in aircraf: s'ystems daring the past several decades
hvve r*esulted in sophisLicated avionics and weapons delivery subsystems which are
availabie to aid L-.• aircrew in comp;!eting specified missions. The ultin.ate mission
success of today's mili~ary aircraft, however, still rests on a common factor, the
human operator. To bz effective, moder:i aircraft systems, with all of their
advanced sen3ors and avionics, must be compatible with the capabilities and
limitations of the aircrew.

During the design, development, test, and evaluation of any new aircraft
system, care must be taken to insure that the new svytem. coes not place
unreasonable demands on the aircrew by :verwhelmi.ig them with too much
information :nd too little time tr% procesm that information. Such considerations
are often characterized as -.itessing mental workload.

It has cener-;iy beer, recognized that mental workload assessment or measure-
ment is a v!ixficult problem. First, there are difficulties in defining mental
workload Second, there are difficulties in finding the available technology and in
selec+'ng appropriate techniques for measurement in any given application. And
f•rally, there are difficulties with the workload assessment methods themselves.
Problems exist in: the areas of sensitivity, intrusion, transferability, reliability, and
validity.

The literature of mental workload is diverse and the terminology vikries. What
one researcher may call mental workload, another may call attentional demand or
cognitive load. Most of the work is recent and it appears in proceedings, journals,
and reports from many parts of the world. Furthermore, there are numerous
studies in progress, requiring that any literature search be updated periodically if it
is to remain current.

Because of the importance of workioad assessment in test and evaluation of
aircraft and avionics systems and because of the diversity of workload literature,
the Naval Air Station. Patuxent River, Maryland, tasxed Systemetrics, Incorpo-
rated, to study the available literature on operator mental workload. That initial
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study was undertaken in August 1977 atd was concluded in September 1978. Th•
pioject final report contained references to more than 400 workload documents.
The report also included work'oad technique and operator behavior classification
schemes along with brief descriptions and typical citations for each known methcd

[ of workload eetimation, some Z8 methods in all.

[ The original survey and analysis report was printed, in 1.50 copies, all of which
were distributed arnong workload researchers and users within a few months.
Because of the demand for the document, a second printing in IZ5 copies was
ordered. Almost all of those copies have also been dittribated. It is very clear
that the demand for documents summarizing and cataloging workload estimation
techniques is high.

In preparation for the survey and analysis report, each document selected for
inclusion in the reference section was first abstracted and categorized. lNumerical
indexes ar.d word descriptors were included. Each citation with its abstract,
numerical ir.dexes, and word descriptors was then typed on a 5x8 inch index card.
The purpose oi the cards was to aid in writing the survey and analysis report and to
provide a more detailed record that could be edited and published subsequently.
Sucb a record would provide more detailed information on what is contained -I
each workload e'cument and, if published, would be of substvitial value to
workload technique users and researchers.

Originally the plan was to publish the abstract cards as a companion document
to the survey and analysis report. However, when this task was undertaken in June
1979, it appeared prtident to update the original search and abstract all recently
available documents prier to publishing the bibliography. It must be remembered
that workload estimation is an active research area and new documents appear
frequently. Also, the origin d cards required updating and editing. Many
documents which were cited as presentations at meetiiig3 had subsequently bh".n
published in journal or book form. Furthermore, experience gained in the
abstracting p.rocess could be used to increase the uiformiLy of indexing and
descriptor notdticns.

This report, therefore, contains an updated, annotated bibliography ot mental
workload estimation techniques. All known documeiuts meeting the selection
criteria described in Section i.3 and available in 1979 or earlier have been
included.* tIhare are more than 600 citations.

While it would be helpful to read the earlier survey and analysis report, the
present rcport does stand by itself and contains all necessary formating informa-
tion regardinhg the annotated bibliography. It also contains a description of the
mainer in which the searches were conducted.

IWierwille, W. W. and Williges, R. C., Survey and Analysis of Operator Workload
Assessmet t Techniques, Final Report. B-lacksburg, Virginia: Systemnetrics, Inc.,
5-78-101, September 1978 (Contract N00,.iU-77-C-0083) %AD A059-531).

*Certain 1979 dated docurents may not be contained, however, because of their

publication lags.
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l.Z SEARCH PROCEDURE

To accomplish a comprehensive search of the scientific literature dealing with
various methods of ass ing mental workload, several sources were used. The
potential sources of both foreign and domestic literature that were searched
included books, scientific journals, technical reports, and proceedings of technical
meetings. Computerized information retrieval, library searches, and direct con-
tacts with the scientific community were used to locate relevant documcnts.

1.2.1 INITIAL SEARCH

Computerized Information Retrieval

To provide an initial pool of workload documents, several computerized
information search and retrieval systems were used. Most of these ;earches are
based on key word accessing of documents contained in the files. The user must
develop an appropriate key word index and then use various logical expressions inI an iterative fashion to combine these key words appropriately. The initial list of
key words chosen for use is presented in table 1. Subsequently, subsets of these! words were used in individual computeriz•.d searches.

DIALOG system. First, a nationwide, interactive information system was
searched through direct telephone access. The particular system used is called
DIALOG and provides 50 computer files pertaining to science, technology/
engineering, social sciences (humanities), and business/economics. Complete
reference citations, accession numbers for ordering references, and abstracts are
readily availab'e on request through the National Technical Information Service
(NTIS).

Searches of three files, COMPENDEX (Engineering Index). NTIS inch-lding
Defense Technical Information Center (DTiC), and PSYCHOLOGICAL ABSTRACTS
(American Psychological Association), were conducted on DIALOG. This search
provided more than 900 titles that contained potential information on mental
workload.

DTIC report bibliography. The literature contained in the dialog system
includes primarif.v reports published within the last 10 years. To provide a more
comprehensive survey of the technical report literature, a broad coverage survey
of DIIC files was requested covering human operator workload measurement
methodology, research, and applications to human operator/machine systems.
Specifically, requests were made for annotated bibliographies, including AD
numbers, which cover the broad human factors, aircrew systems, man-machine
relatione, psychology, personnel evaluations, and stress/physiology areas. Three
report bibliographies were- ontained from DTIC covering the periods 1947-1957,
1957-19t0, and 1967-1977, respectively. These three bibliographies combined
resulted "n a list of over 300 titles.

-I -
I- . •.... . .... . . . . . .••, . ..•.. . • • -- . t-- • • L • ¢: :•.,' '• • • • . t -| € • : , . ..
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Table I

List of Key Words

Workload Difficulty of Operator Tasks

Workload Estimation Subsidiary Tasks

Spare Mental Capacity Attentional Demand

Human Lformation Rate Pilot Workload

Psychological Stress, Mental Load

Stress Due to Workload Perceptual Loading

Stress Due to Overloading Reserve Capacity

Mentel Stress Time Sharing Respcmse of Human Operators

Human Operator Workload Pilot (Mental) Fatigue

Operator Workload Task Induced Stiess

Secondary Task Task Difficulty (Measuiemant Of)

Auxiliary Task Sensory Overloading

Primary Task Physiological Stress

Human Information Procensing Rate Information Capacity (0f. the Human

Operators)

Operator Loading Time Sharing

Operator Channel Capacity Pilot Time Sharing

Human Operator Channel Capacity S,-condary Tasks

Extra Task Performance Residual Capacity

Task Induced Stress Residual Attention

Physiological Measu-es of Stress

4
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CDIC library. A search similar to the one described for DTIC reports was
requested from, the Control Display Information Center (CDIC) library at the Air
Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory, Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio. ThisI library has a unique listing of human factors-related documents pertaining tc
aircrew -tnvironments not normally found in the open literature. Abstracts of 27
references were obtained from this search.

luits library. Maxny of the older hiuman factors documents are available
F through the Tufts library collection which is now housed at Johns Hopkins

University. Dr. Stanley Lippert, who developed a computerized search of theI complete Tufts bibliography, searched the files according to the key word structure
used on the other computerized searches. Unfortunately, these specific terms did
not appear in the Tufts bibliography to any great extent. Therefore, the Tufts
bibliography published by the Human Engineering Laboratories, Aberdeen Proving
Ground, Maryland, was manually searched.

j Library Searches

Computerized searches are not exhaustive, largely because many of the
reference sources are not included in the files. This is particularly true for
proceedings of professional meetings such as the Hurrar Frctors Society and the
Annual Conference on Manual Control. To supplement thie computerized retrieval,
an extensive library search was made of several abstracting documents including
Ergonomics Abstracts (which includes proceedings of technical meetings), Journal
Supplement Abstr.act Service of the American Psychologicai Association,
Psychologi~cal Abstra~cts, and Dissertation Abstracts as well as selected journals
such as Acta Psychologica, AHIE Transactions, Ay!erican Psychologist, .A~ppied
Ergonomics," Aviation, Space, and Environmental Medicine, Ergonomics, B.ritish
Journal of Psyholog, Canadian Jora of Psycholog, Human Factors, IEEE
Transactions of Man-Machine _Systems, IEEE Transactions on -Systems, Man,_ and
Cybernetics.. Journal of Experimental Psyh 1 9sy, Journal of Motor Behavioi,
Organizational Behavior and Human Performnance, Perceptiun and Psychophysics,
Perceptual and Motor Skills, PyhliclBulletin, and Psychological Revie-w.

Two additional library holdings were also included in the literature search.
One library was the existing bibliography pertaining to workload assessment
methodologies which was maintaired by Dr. S. G. Schiflett at the Naval Air Test
Cente,., Patuxent River, Maryland. The other libray was the AGARD index and
report holdings main-lained by Dr. J. t7. Pollard of the Biololjical and Medical

Scienices Division of the Office of Naval Research in Washington, D.C. Over 2000
pages of indexing were searched in this library holding the AGARD Index of
Publications from 1952-1976.

Corntacts with the Scientific Community

Several direct contacts were initiated with members of the scientific

'community currently involved in workload assessment methodology. Three sub-
groups of individuals were mailed requests for reprints of their contributions to the
field. Specifically, letters were mailed to six members of the TniService T&E
Technical Advisory Group, eight members involved in the TriService/NASA

5
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Operator-Crew Workload activities, and 5Z individual scientists who were known to
have teen involved in workload-related research. The response received from
these requests was most gratifying and provided a valuable source of information.

In addition, site visits were made to the Naval Aerospace Medical Research
Laboratory (NAMRL) facilities at Pensacola, F!orida, and New Orleans, Louisiana,
to discuss current workload-related research activities.

1Z.Z UPDATE SEARCH

The update search was planned to provide maximum access to workload
literature that had become availablc between 1977 and 1979. This search was
optimized on the basis of experience with the initial search and consisted of three
main components: computerized information retrieval, library searches, and
inquiries in the scientific community. E'.ch of these components yielded substan-
tial numters of document citations having a bearing on workload.

Computerized Information Retrieval

A [rocedure similar to that used earlier was followed for the computerized
search. The DIALOG system was again used as the main source of information.
Limits, however, were placed on dates of documents retrieved, with documents
appearing prior to 1975 being eliminated. Allowance for the years 1975 to 1977
was considered appropriate because of possible lags between document dates and
actual appearance, plus time to enter the compuf -rized information data base.

The DIALOG search included seiaches of COMPENDEX (Engineering Index),
NTIS including DTIC files, and PSYCHOLOGICAL ABSTRACTS (American
Psychological Association). A set of logical expressions made up from the list of
key words appearing in table I was again developed for the search. This was
performed on line so that the number and type of titles obtained could be adjusted
prior to complete printout of all titles. The procedure increased the efficiency oi
the search substantially. In total, approximately 300 initial citations were
obtained.

In parallel with the DJALOG search, the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration was requested to perform a seach of their 3cientific and Technical
Information Office computerized information system in Washington, D.C. A list of
key words was provided. Because NASA had not participated in the initial search,
citations dating back to 1970 were requested. This search resulted in another 300
citations. However, because of NASA's extensive, direct experience with pilot and
astronaut workload problems, this search provided a high yield of new documents
meeting the selection criteii-l. Several of the documents cited were from foreign
sources and had not appea, AJ through the other information retrieval sources.

Library Searches

Because computerized searches cannot be considered exhaustive, a direct
library search was instituted again in the update. The search was conducted in the
same way as the earlier search, th- is, including abstracting documents and

6
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journals and pioceedings known to be published on the subject of operator
workload. The publications and abstracting dccuments searched were essentially
the same as those mentioned in the original library search (Section 1.2.1).

Contacts with the Scientific Community

The list of individuals to whom initial requests for documents had been mailed
was updated. In addition, the Human Factors Society Directory was searched for
individuals who included operator workload (or similar terminology) as one of their
technical specialities. Also, contacts at technical meetings provided the names of
additional individuals. In total, approximately 100 letters were sent requesting
documents and information on workload publications for the years !977 through
1979. The cooperation of the workload comrz,,nity was very encouraging and
netted approximately 100 technical papers, reports, and citations.

1.2.3 DOCUMENT RETRIEVAL

On the basis of the titles and abstracts obtained from the search, documents
appearing to meet the selection criteria were ordered from NTIS or were otherwise
obtained in a single copy. Approximately 80% of the documents cited in this
bibliography were classified on the basis of the entire document. In the remaining
cases, the documents were classified on the basis of the abstract and any other
information, such as telephone calls to authors or direct knowledge of the ongoing
work. It was felt that classification based on all available information would be
more advantageous to the reader than no classification when the full document was
not available. While such a procedure may result in some slight inaccuracies in the
classifications, these are believed to be minor.

1.3 SELECTION CRITERIA

G Given the large po-l of documents obtained by the combined search proce-
dures, it was necessary to develop a set of criteria for inclusior of a reference in
the final bibliography. Both a peneral set of criteria as well as a specific set of
criteria were adopted.

General Criteria

t For a document to be included, it had to satisfy the criteria listed in this
section.

A. Topic. Each document had to be applicable to, deal with. or apply
workload concepts. Workload here is used in a general sense and includes
the terms: spare mental capacity, residual attention, mental load, etc.
The term "workload" or similar terms need not explicitly appear in the
document provided that a description similar to workload appears and is
used.

A.l. Topic discrimination. Each document had to involve mental work-
load, as opposed to physical workload (physical labor, for example)
)r hardware workload (computer workload, for example).

l
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A.Z. Topic clarification. Mental workload is assumed to occur when i
human operator performs perceptual, mediational, communication,
or motor processes, or any .ombinatirn thereof.

A.3. Tojpic background. A document providing essential background
needed for development of a mental workload concept as presented
in a later document or a rarallel document was included.

B. Svubject population. Each document had to describe work with or be
applicable to aormal adults. Studies dealing with specific groups of
normal adults such as drivers, females, trained system operators, and
pilots were included. Studies dealing with nonhumans, nonadults, and
adults with physical or mental disabilities or debilitatinZ diseases were
not included.

C. Application. Each document had to be at least potentially applicable to
aircrew mental workload assessment in simulation, in flight test, or as
background information.

D. Level of contribution. Each document had to contribute to the scientific
understanding of mental workload and its measurement.

E. Existence. A full copy of each document must exist in print or in
copyable form. Documents appearing in summary, with sufficierAt detail
to make them usable, and meeting all other necessary criteria a listed
here, were included. Documents appearing in short abstract only,
personal communications, and verbal presentations were not included.

Specific Criteria

For a documeni to be included, it also had to meet at least one of the criteria

listed in this section.

A. Measurement techniques. A document relating me-vtal workload to any
other measurable variable was included.

B. Constructs and models. A document involving philosophical or mathemat-
ical constructs or models was included only if mental workload was at
least potentially assessable from the constructs or models.

C. Experimental design. A document involving human operator loading was
included only if specific implications were made regarding mental wnl-l
load concepts. (Human operator loading is defined here as an indepena,..A
variable, that is, any controlled change in experimental conditions thait
may result in changes in operator behavior.)

D. Design methodology. A document involving design methodolo.gies
(methods engineering in industrial engineering, or workspace desig. in
human factors engineering, for example) was included only if specific
implications were made regarding mental workload concepts.

8
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!

CLASSEFICATION SCHEME

7he classification scheme used for the annotated bibliography was developed
to provide information to the user or researcher regarding the type or types of
workload estimation employed in the cited document and the range of operator
behaviors to which the document may be applicable. Additional information in the
form of wL, d descriptors also appears. The descriptors provide information on the
type o:' document, facilities used, and potential applications. Once the reader
understands the classification scheme, it should be possible to determwne whether
or not a given document has bearing on a specific workload problem at hand.

Z.1 WORKLOAD CLASSIFICATION

The most important dimension in the classification scheme is the workload
classification dimension. The literature on workload is so diverse that categoriza-j tion on the part of the reader of this literature is almost intuitive. It is, however,
important to select a categorization which groups the various workload techniques
in a logical way so that conflicts and discrepancies on workload concepts are
minimized. The taxonomy of workload methods that evolved from the documents
reviewed is presented in table U along with a gradnated numbering designation.
Basically, the various methods are grouped into fe-ur maior categories (subjective

measures) which are further subdivided into Z8 individual techniques. Each of
these specific techniques as well as the higher-order classification terms are
described in detail in Section 4 of the earlier survey and analysis report.

In the bibliography which follows, reference to the workload dimension appears
directly below the abstract as a numerical classification entitled "W/L Cat. Code."
Table III shows a typical citation. The numbers appearing in this classification

* refer to the workload techniques described in the document. The numbers
correspond to the numbers appearing in table II. In the example, two workload
techniques are cited. The first is 2.2.4, a secondary task of an adaptive type using
either an arithmetic or a logic task. The second !s 3.1, measures taken from the
primary task, analyzed individually or singly.

It should be noted that in many documents emphasis is on one workload
technique, but additional measures are also taken or discussed in detail. When this
occurs, all techniques receiving appreciable coverage arc included in the workload.
classification.

S10
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Table U

Classification of Workload Methodologies Dimenvion

I

( 1.1 Rating Scales
1. Subjective Opinion

l.Z interviews and Questionnaires( 1 Z..1 Task Component, Time Summation
e.1 Task Analytic Z.1.z Information-Theoretic

*.Z.1 Nonadaptive, Arithmetic/Logic

S1. Epare Mental Capacity Z.2.Z Nonadaptive, Tracking
.2 Secondary Task( 2.2.3 Time Estimation

SZ.Z.4 

Adaptive, Arithmetic/Logic
'.Z2.5 Adaptive, Tracking

Z.3 Occlusion

r 3.1 Single Measures

3. Primary Task 3.Z Multiple Measures

3.3 Math Modeling

4.1.1 FFF
4.1.Z GSPS
4.1.3 EF-J
4.1.4 EMG
4.1.5 EEG
4.1.6 ECP

14.1 Single Measures 4.1.7 Eye &id Eyelid Movement
4.1.8 Pupillkry Dilation
4.1.9 Muscle Ten6ion, Tremor
4.1.10 Heart Rate, Heart Rate Variability,

Blood Pressure

4. Physiological Measures 4.1.11 Breathing Analysis
4.1.1Z Body Flu'kd Analysis
" 4.1.13 Handwriting Analysis

4.Z Combined Physiological Measures

4.3 Speech Pattern Analysis

I ...... .. .. .. 
.... ..
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( ITable M

Example of Annotated Bibliography Format
Using a 5x8 Inch Index Ca•rd

Krause, E. F. and Roscoe, S. N., Reorganization of Airplane Manual Flight Control
I Dynamics. W. B. Knowles, M. S. Sanders, and F. A. Muckler (eds.), Proceedings of

the Sixteenth Annual Meeting of the Human Factors Society. ata Moica,
California: Human Factors Society, 1972, 117-126.

Experiments were conducted in a Singer-Link GAT-2 simulator to evaluate! the
effectiveness of a system providing direct control over aircraft maneuve-ing
performance. Pilots performed complex navigational tasks involving the use of a
computer-assisted area navigation system. Changing way-point storage capacity of
the simulated navigat'mon system induced variable task loading on subjects. The
experiment was replicated with and without an adaptive, digit processing, side task
to determine levels of residual attention associated with the control modifications
and the varying levels of workload. The flight performance controller yielded
greater precision of maneuvering control, fewer procedural blunders, and an
increased level of residual pilot attention.

J W/L Cat. Code: 2.Z.4, 3.1

Op. Behav. Code: 1., Z., 4.

Spare m. capacity Subsidiary task Experimental Flight simulator Flight simulation

Primary task Single measures Flight test

IJ

1
I
I

I
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Z.Z OPERATOR BEHAVIOR CLASSIFICATION

The purpose of the operator behavior clabsificatlon is to provide information
to the reader on the range of operator behaviors or tasks described or employed in
the cited workload document. To attain this p.urpose, it is necessary to categorize
or otherwise classify operator behavior in systems.

The range of operator behaviors and their taxonomies have been investigated
for several years. These taxonomies have been ueed to obtain an imderstanding of
what functions an operator )erforms in a system and as a basis for task analysis.
One widely used listing of operator behaviors was developed by Berlinger, Angell,
and Siiearer (1964).Z This approach breaks operator behavior into four major
processes (perceptual, mediational, communication, and motor) as shown in
table IV. These four major processes are further subdivided into seven activities
and then into 47 operator behaviors. This classification yields good agreement
among investigators in determining specific behaviors of operators in systems.
Consequently, this approach was used to classify operator behaviors.

Early in the process of classifying documents for the survey and analysis
report, it became evident that the literature on operator workload did not lend
itself to a highly detailed categorization of operator iehaviors. Generally, the
literature could only be classified dow. to the second level of detail. Conse-
quently, the literature was classified only according to the four major processes
and seven activities shown in table IV, instead of the 47 behaviors. Even at this
less-refined level of analysis, classification of the literature according to the
operator behaviors dimension appeared more subjective and unreliable than classi-
fication in terms of workload technique.

The second line below the abstract designated "Op. Behav. Code" contains the
behavior classification. In the example of table III, the general categories of
operator behaviors described in the document are 1. Searching and identifying
types of perceptual processes, Z. Information processing and problem solving types
of mediational processes, and 4. Simple and complex types of motor processes.

ZBerliner, C., Angeiu, D)., and Shearer, D. J., Behaviors, Measures, and Inst~ruments
for Performance Evaluation ýn Simulated Environments. Paper presented at the 1
Symposium and Workshop on the Quantification of Human Performance,
Albuquerque, New Mexico, August 1964.

I
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ii Table IV

Classificr.tion of Universal Operator Behavior Dig, ýnsion
,, (After Berliner, Angell, and Shearer, 1964)

Procemes Activities Specidc Behavior

1.11 Detects
1.1.Z Inspects

rI.I Searching for and 1.1.3 Observes
receiving information 1.1.4 Reads

S1.1.5 Receives

1 I I. Perceptual processes 1.1.6 Scans
•. 1.1. 7 Surveys

S1.2 Identifying objects, 1I.2.1 Discriminate&

actions, events 1.2z IdentifiesII ,- 1.-.3 Locates

2.1.1 Categcrizes
2.1.Z CalculutesI. Z1.3 Ccdes

2.1 Information processing ...1.4 Computes
Z.1.E Interpolates
Z.1.6 IRemizes
2.1.7 Tabulates
2.1.8 Translates

2. Mediational processes C. 1 An es

S•|2Z.2. Calculates

Z.2 Problem solving and 2-..3 Chooses
decision-making 2.2.4 Compares

| 2.2.5 Computes
ý2.2.6 EstimatesZ .Z.7 Plvis

.3.1 Advises
3.2 AnswersI 3.3 Communicates

j 3.4 Directs
3. Communication processes 3.5 Indicates

3.6 Informs
" r3".7 InStruc ts

-3.8 Requests
3.9 Transmits

"4.1.1 Activates
4.1.2 Closes
4.1.3 Connects

4.1 Simple/Discrete 4.1.4 Disconnects
4.1.5 Joins
41.6 Moves

4. Motor processes 4.1.7 Presses
I4.1.8 Sets

4.2.1 Adjusts
4.2.Z Aligns

S42 Complex/Continuous 4.2.3 Regulates
4 o e ot4.2.4 Synchronizes

"4..5 Tracks

14
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2.3 WORD DESCRIPTORS

bi r.dditio,. to the numerica!k classifica tions for workload technique and
operator behaviors, each citation Y~as also classified according to five categorAies
by means )f short wvord descripturs. The purpose of these deacriptors was to
convey information to the reader qu~ickly on the detafts of !he cited document.

At the bottom of each citation, five columna of descriptors appe&r. Go ir-.L
from left to right, the first two columnb. provide wokload technique classification
information in easily recognizable form. The first columnn ind',cates which of the
four major categories of workloAd estimaation are described. The entriet. in this
column correspond exactly tv' those of the first column of table Ui. The eecond.
column of eachi citation provides a detailed description of the workload techniques
employed and represents a hybrid descriptiecn of the second and third columns of
table IL Consequently, the descriptors in table HI have bezn changed in~ some cases
to provide the maximum infor 'atioa in the least spaces Also, in the second
column, when Aive oL more. workloa i techaidques have been tcmpioyed or described in
one document, the term "multiple" has been used.

TIhe third column specifies the type of piesentation, as either Review,
Construct, Experimental, or some com~bination. Documents presenting a brief
review prior to developing a construct or describing an experiment were not give.1
the Review desigiaition.

The fourth ccolumr. lists the experimental facilities used in the experiments
described. In the case of review articles, if the review refers in a substantial way
to earlier experiments, the facilities associated writh those experim.~rats are
designF~ed. Cn the other hanii, if the rev-ew does riot extensively describe earijer
experimnents, no fpcilities are designated. Entries in this column consist of None or
&Eome combination of Laboratory*, Field, Simulat'rt Flight simul'ator, ar~l Flight
te~st.

The fifth cohiwr' describes the potential aircrew application environment.
Those documents providinig background information ind-rectly -ipplicable to a"-rcrew
problems were -Aergnated by tne term~ Background. The rerraiitdng documents were
ciassified as containing inforinttion having dire~ct bearing in~ "Flight simulator"

L experiments .'r "Flight test" exper.iments, or bath.

If the experimental facility was a compu'ter, the designation Laboratory was use~d.

15
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I ~CONCLUDIhMG REMARKS

The main purposta of the remarks in this section is to aid researchers who way
become involved in future workload literature reviewn or who wish to gain greaterLi iusight into the current review. Severat matters have become apparent as a result
of comupleting this annotated bibliography and the earlier surve7 and analysis
report.

I ~First, it is clear that mental workload e-'imation As an active field of
research. 'rhe fact tha., ZOO additional rt-ferences were foutd between 1977 and
1979 attests to this. It is suggasted that search updates should be made in eac:ýi
biennium. While timing is not critical, to wait mcre than three years to perform an
update may again result in a task of enormous magnitude. When performing such aIf search, it is important to allow time overlap with any previous search. Overlap
allows inclusion of publications which are dated prior to actual avalabilitl,. Also,
as indicated earlier, some papers presented at technical meetings eventually
appear in journals, proceedings, and books, and it is helplul to the reader to list the
most accessible citation.

As ti -1-. of%"&ocumenL demonstrates, something should be done to make
the workload literature more manageable. Probably this document is the maximumn
usable size, and future updates should be tied in with computerizing the citations.

Initial work in this area is underway using the New Jersey Institute of Tec~inologyI
Telenet Systeni (Electronic Information Exchange System). However, this work
represents a feasibility study. A more permanent approach needs to be developed
that coald be used for the next two decades. The approach should ailow additions,
editing, indexing, and cross-referencing by authorized personnel as well as
accessing, read out, and print out by researchers and users.

Additional work shoald be done on bounding the topic: of mental workload.
While the selection criteria presented in Section 1.3 h&'ie worked well in most
cases, certain problems remain. Foremost among theme ts the need for a better
definition of "essw~tial background.' At preaent, whethe~r or not r. document should
be included because it represents e~eential backgrournd in entirely a matter of
judgment. To illustrate the difficulty; corsidir the secondary task method of
wrzkload estimation and its rsltionah~p to ducil-task perform ance studi ad by
experimental pcycholngis~s. There are at least a thousand publications dealing with
dual-taftk.3 They address many aspects, incIueling sense modalities, timing,
instructicar, cognitive processing, and interfereuce. Their relationship to secondary
tasks is on a continuutu. Some pr~vid&t more usrable background than others, and It
'io difficult to decide which to include and which to exclud a

16
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Alec. ii terms oi bounding workload, more attention shatold be afven to what
might, be teemed subeidiary deWin Ions. VK•mtal worklord itself can be considered as
a gIobsl term. As an analogy, cfs-dro w the word "automation." It has distinct
memeaig and yot conjum up different Imagft to differewt people. It asppm that
mantel woekload has this problem also. By carefully defining subsid:ary categories
that -ulaimize overlap, progrem wight be made toward resolving the difficulties in
defimng wodkload.

Lastly, a problem remains i- terms of applicability of the literature. The
survey and analysis report and this annotated bibliography both use the "universal
operator behavior? approach as an applil.atlons dimension. However, most
literature cut* across two, three, and, in some cases, all four of the major
categories of operator behaviors. Consequently, the information contained in the
"C4p. Behav. Code" notation is quite general. 'Future reviews should address
refinememts or alternatives to -eveing applicability.

iI

17
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Adams, R. J. and Rich, P. INAV waypoint charting effects on pilot procedures,
training and workload. In Proceedings, National. Aerospace Meetina, Denver,

Color. April 13, 14, 1977, 31-37. (Washington, D.C.: Institute of Navigation).

A summary is presented of the analytical procedure used to establish waypoint
charting requirements. From this theoretical base, the paper introduces several
currently used area navigation (RNAV) Standard Instrument Department (SID) and
Standard Terminal Arrival Routes (STAR). The advantages gained by both the pilot
"and air craffic control system through the proper use of pilot procedures is
quant 4 fied by using detailed flight test results from the Miami, Denver, and
Chicago terminal areas and also flight simulator results.

W/L Cat. Code: 3.1

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 3., 4.

Primary task Single measures Experimental Flight simulator Flight simulator

Flight test Flight tkist

Akhutin. V. M., Zingerman, A. M., Kislitoin, M. M., and Menitskii, D. N. Complex
evaluation of the functional state of a human cperator in control systems.
In Optimization of the professiouol a' tivity o& cosmonaut. Moscow:
Trdatel'stvo Nauka. 1977. 234-244. (in Russian.)

A study of the psychophysiological reactions of human operators performing control J
operations has indicated two fcrms of regulation of the heart beat rate by the
parasympathetic nervous system. The distirguishing between types of regulatior
confirms a, analysis based on EEG indices ,,nd also shows the usefulness of the
sensory-motor tracking procedure used in tte paychophysiological study. The use
of the experimental data to establish reglation information evaluation criteria
and to predict the dynamics of operator tonsioLn is considered.

W/L Cat. Code: 3.1, 4.1.3, 4.1.5, 4.1,10

Op. Behav. Code: 1.2, 4.2

Primary task Single miasures Experimental Laboratory Flight simulator
Physiological EEG

EKG
Heart rate,

h.r. var.

19
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II
Albanesa, R.A. Mathematical analysis and computer simulation in military

mission workload assessment. Proceedings of the AGARD Conference on Methods
to Assess Workload, AGAPD-CPP-216, April, 1977, A13-1 - A13-6.

This paper discusses mathematical and computer approaches to the assessment of
crew workload during military missions. Three analysis tools are discussed: (1)
estimation algorithms, (2) linear models, and (3) nonlinear/hybrid models. These
separate but interacting methods provide incre~asing levels of detail in an-
analysis, but require increasing levels of effort to obtain a result. A central
element in this presentation is emphasis on the notion that a significant
measure of crew workload is acceptable accomplishment of the mission plan.
Mathematical analysis and compucer simulation, properly employed, provide
several measures of workload to the investigator, including mission acnomplish-
ment measures.

SiW/L Cat. Code: 3.1, 3.3

Op. Behe. Code: 1., 2., 3., 4.

Primary task Single measures Construct None Flight simulator

Math. modeling Flight test

Albanese, R. A. Quantitative military workload analysis. In B. 0. Hartman and
R. E. McKenzie (Eds.) Survey of methods to assess workload. AGARED-AC-246,
August, 1979, 69-71.

This report discusses a method of tradeoff analysis as applied to workload analysis
in the military environmert. it is suggested that workload studies be performed
in a tradeoff setting which allows the analyst to estimate the return on invest-

ment he has earned through his proposed system modifications. The methodologies
described employ mathematical modeiing techniques. It is emphasized that these
techniques are an adjunct to, and not a replacement of, more traditional ethods
of workload analysis.

W/L Cat. Code: 3.1, 3.3

Op. Rehav. Code: 1., 2.

I Primary task Single -e&sures Construct None Background

Math. model

'1
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Allen, R.W., Jex, H.R., McRuer, D.T. and DiM&rco. R.I. Alcohol effects on
driving behavior ad *perforaance in a v; simulator. IEEE Traneactiona on
Systems, Man, and Cybe netics. 1W5, SMC-5, 498-505.

A fixed-base sirWu!Lion was developed to test the effect of alcohol on driving
performanee. Neasurements of both driver control behavior and driver-vehicle
performance were obtained for the steering task, and detectior and recognition
indexes and reaction time were measured on the discrete task. Preliminary resuls
on scanning behavior are also presented. Alcohol causes larger live and heading
deviations, and increases detection aid reaction times on the diacrata task.
Both continuous steering control and discrete peripheral "sign" response tanke
were performed, singly and combined, to inventigate the effects of divided
attention.. Performance or the steeriag contol task was decreased when boýh tasks
were done concurrently, but the sensitivity to alcohol effects was 3imilar.

W/L Cat. Code: 2.2.1, 3.1, 4.1.7

Op. Behav. Code: 1,, 2., 4.

Spare m. capacity Subsidiary task Experimental Simulator Flight simulator

Primary task Single measure Flight test

Physiological Eye movement

Allport, D. A., Antonis, B. und Reynolds, P. On the division of attention: a
disproof of the cingle channel hypothesis. Quartery ic-urnl -of xperlmemntAl
Psychology, 1972, 24, 225-235.

In dichotic listening, subjects are appavently unable to attend simultaneous",y
to two concurrent, auditory speech messages. lowever, in two experiuents
reported here, it is shown th&t people can attend to and repeat back continuous
speech at the same time as taking in complex, unrelated visual scenes, or even
while sight-reading piano music. In both cases performance with divided
attention was very good, and in the case of sight-readinc waa as good as with
undivided attention. There was little or no effict of the dual task on the
accuracy of speech shadowing. These rewults are incompatible with the
hypothesis that human attention is limited by tha capacity of a general-purpose
central processor in the nervous system. An alternative, "'multi-channel",
hypothesis is outlined.

W/L Cat. Code: 2.2.1, 3.1

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 3.

Spare m. capacity Subsidiary task Experimental Laboratory Flight simulator

Primary task Single measures Flight test

21
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F-.

N Alluisi, E. A. and Morgan, B. B., Jr. Effects of practice and dork load on the
performance of a code transformation task (COTRAN). Moffett Field, California:
National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Contractor's Report NASA CR-1261.,

1969.

a The effects of practice and operator workload on the aequisition
and performance of a code-transformation (COTRAN) task are reported. The COTRAN
task was developed previously (cf. Alluisi & Coates, 1967) to provide a means for

obtaining performance measurements of that part of intellectual functioning which is

typically called "non-verbal mediation"; it follows the problem-solving paradigm.
The experiment was conducted in two phases. During the first, or acquisition phase,
27 COTRAN problems were solved on each of fou'r (Group-4, with four subjects), eight
(Group-8, w-tth twenty subjects), or twelve (Group-12, with four subjecta) successive
days. 1'erfo.mance reached asymptotic levels in four to six session3, in general,
and ti - dWlferences in final levels of performance of the three groups (4, 8, and 12)

were not statistically significant. During the second, or transfer phase of the study,
each of the 28 subjects solved 27 COTRAN problems on each of five successive days

while time-sharing the COTRAN task with different combinations of tasks Gelected from
a multiple-task performance battery. The results indicate that skilled COTRAN

Jj performance is sensitive to at least two or three levels of workload stress, and
that different subjects may tend to adopt different strategies in time-sharing the
COTRAN task with other tasks.

W/L Cat. Code: 2.2.1, 3.1
Op. Behav. Code: 2.

Spare m. capacity Subsidiary task Experimental Laboratory Flight simulator

Primary task Single measure

Alluasl, E. A. and Morg3n, B. B., 'r. Effects of susLal ed perfomance of
tlme-sharing a three-phase code transformation task (3P-^OTRAN).

Perceptual and Motor Skills, 1971, 33, 639-651.

V The 3P-COTRAN task was time-shared with 5 different combinations of tasks P
selected from a multiple-tank perfor ance battery (MTPB) used in a synthetic-

work approach to the study of work behavior or sustained performance (Alluisi,

1969). 20 Ss previously trained to a high level of skill on the 3P-COTRAN

task were divided at random into 5 groups of 4 Ss3, each of which then time-

shared the task with a different combination of HTPB tasks. Results were

analyzed in terms of both the effects of the time-sharing on the 3P-COTRAN
parformances, and the effects of 3P-COTRAN on the time-shared KrPB performances.
Evidence of the adoption of different responso strategies to time-shared tasks,

especially under conditions of operator overload, or workload or performance
1,5 stress, was found, and the methodological implications of this findint are

C discussed.

W/L Cat. Code: 2.2.1, 2.2.2, 3.1

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

i Spata m. capacity Subsidiary task Experimental Laboratory Background

SPrimary t~sk Single measures

U.
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Anderson, D. B. and Chiou, W. C. Physiological parameters arsociated with extended
helicopter flight missions: an assessment of pupillographic data. Fort RUker,
xlabama: U.S. Auny Aeromedical Research L.aboratcry, USAURL no. 77-21, Final1
report, September, 1977. (AD A052 771). F

Six Army aviators were used to study various psychological and phyiological
parameters of flight fatigue. This study reports the ciaracteristics of the K
pupillary reflex response to light and of the puplilary auplitude variation. It
was found that the 'aaveform characteristics of the pupillary ruilex responre to -"

light were relatively irregular. Qualitative analyses revealed that the blinking
rate increases and the pupillary amplitude varies as a function of loaded fligý- -t

. task. The average pupillary diameter was smaller in the morning than in the
eveniug. Results from this study should be evaluated with other potential flight,
fatigue parameters such as the blcod and urine tests, EKG, etc. to derive more

Smeaningful interpretations of the complex underlying flight fat-gue mechanism.

W/L Cat. Code: 4.1.7, 4.1.8

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2.

Physiological Eyelid movement Experimental Laboratory Background

Pupillary dia.

Anderson, P. A. and Toivanen, H. L. Effe-cts of varying levels of autopilotI assistance and workload on pilot performance in the helicopter formation
flight mode. Washington, D.C..i US Office of Naval. Research, JA&AIR 66,006LoW,
March, 1970.

The objecti.Ie of this study was Co evaluate pilot performance in manual IFR
formation flight uith varying levels of aitopilot assistance and pilot workload.
Man-in-ths-lTop simulations of these vehicles were cnnducted to evaluate pilot
"performance undicr six levels of autopilot assistance, and three levels of pilot
workload, consisting of a forced-pace, secondary concomitant task. Results of
this study indicated that increasing the level of autopilot assistance resulted
in a less demanding task for the pilce and provided gre&ter system stability.
This was borne ovt in terms of both quantitative performance data and pilot
opinion. Only at the highest workload level tested did autopilot assistance
serve to reduce the positior, errors from what was experienced under the manual
control conditions.

W/L Car. Cooe: 1.2, 2.2.1, 3.1

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Opinion Questionnaire Experimental. Flight simulator zlight simulator
Spare m. capacity Subsidiary task 7light test
Primary task Single meauures

;3 3
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i Armstro~ig, G.C., Sams, D.D., McDowell, J.W. and Winter, F.J., Jr. Pilot
factord for helicopter pre-experimental phase. Randolph AFB, Texas: USAF
Instrument Flight Center, IFC-TR-74-2, February, 1975.

This investigatiou was conducted to establish the methods and procedures, ta
collect pilot factors information, and to obtain: firsthand pilot opinions ane
judgments concerning the present control-display systemE installed in helicopters.
Four instrument instructor pilots were used as test subjects, and seven data

* Igathering sorties were accomplished. The profiles flown represented typical
• 5 helicoptar instrument maneuvers. The pilot/subjece: activity required in

performance of the m#euver segments was designed to progress from simple tý :s
to complex tisks. Objective and subjective data were obtained through the t -, of

* •video, audio, and oscillograph recording equipment. This 4tudy document3 thea characteristics and trends of the control and display devices as installed in a
light to mpdium utility helicopter.

W/L Cat. Code: 1.1, 3.2

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 3., 4.

Opinion Mult. measures Experimental Flight test Flight simulator

Primary task Flight test

MAsl-la, C.F. Advanced man-machine evaluation techniques. Paper presented atthe American Defense Preparedness Aosociation, Huntsville, Alabama,
November 12-13, 1975.

Recent design/integratlin efforts have provided an advanced man/machine
evaluation technique that focuses on (1) edvanced fighter performance, (2)
m.•ssion analysis, (3) functional allocation analysis, (4) task analysis, (5)& anthropometric/visual link analysis, (6) static design aid evaluation, (7)
digital pilot simulation model, and (8) ilight (man-in-the-loop) simulation.
This advanced technique provides a tangible basis for development and assurance

•i. f of an optimized, integrated cockpit and traceability of man-machine design
decisions. Current research efforts have included the development of pilot
performance model techniques that evaluat3 the impact of alternate crew station
and weapon delivery configurations on pilot workload. In addition, simulated

-r mission profiles have yielded valuable information on the head and eye motion and
workload of operational pilots.

[ W/L Cat. Code: 2.1.1, 2.1.2, 3.3, 4.1.7

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 3., 4.

Spare m. capacity Task comp., Review None Flight simulator

Primary task time assess.

I Math. model
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Asiala, C. F., Loy, S. L. and Qtinn, T. J. Digital simulation model for fighter
pilot workload. St. Louis, Missouri: McDonnell Aircraft Company, MDC A0058,_1 1
September, 1969.

The Pilot Simulacion Model (P.FSM) was developed by McDonnell Douglas to evaluate
workload and mission success f"actors in developmental aircraft. It has been
applied to a number of military system studies such as A-69 TRAM, A-7, F-15,
Advanced Tactical System (ATS), Digital Flight Control System (DFCS), Advanced
righter technology Incogratioc (AFTI), P-18 and the Harrier. The last two Are I
currently undergoing periodic model Iterations in response to design updatas.
The PSM is used primarily to fill the evaluation gap beLveen paper-and-pencil 0
and manned simulation, in situations where system design status justifies a more
comprehensive technique than paper-and-pencil but does not necessarily require a
manned simulation approach. The model provides a detailed workload analysis by
task by modality (e.g., hand, eye, information processing), and equipment utilized.
To accomplish this effectively, both a functional task flow and a task by modality
by task time analysis must be performed.

W/L Cat. Code: 2.1.1

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Spare m. capacity Task comp., Construct Laboratory Flight simulator
Experimental !

Asset, A. H., BateJat, D., Papin, J. P. and Viard, D. Investigation of pilot -m

behavior in flight-analysis of Japanese studies. Revue de Medicine heronautique
et Spae4,t1 9 Q76, , 6-66. 1n F e runciQ. 'I

This paper de3cribes Japanese investigations Involving analysis of pilot behavior
during air flight with the purpose of estimating pilot workload and performance --
complexity. Major aspects discussed concern a description of the activity network

in the man/machine system, temporal course of pilot behavior In this system,
Sdevelopment of ieasurement techniques for evaluating pilot behavior, and data

S~ analysis and workload estimation.

W/L Cat. Code: 2.1.1, 3.1

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 3., 4.

Spare m. capacity Task comp., Review None Background
time assess.

Primary task Single measures

25a
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W Auffret, R. Studies on pilot workload-psychophysiological factors. Proceedings

of AARD Conference on Studies on Pilot Workload, AGARD-CP-217, April, 1977.

The different variables which can influence human performance during the
operational use of helicopters or other aircraft having .itgh acceleration loads
"are assessed to quantify the sum of work which can be provided at each moment
during flight.

W/L Cat. Code: 4.1

Op. Behav. Code: 1.$ 2., 4.

Spare m. capacity Task coup., ConstructI .time assess.
Primary task Single measures

Auffret, R., Seris, H., Berthoz, A. and Fatras, B. Estimate of the perceptive
* load by variability of rate of heartbeat: Application to a piloting task.

Le Travail Humain, 1967, 80, 309-310.

• The load undergone by a subject during aircrew work is essentially
perceptive. Its estimate is necessary for the human factors engineering
study of an operator station. With this coal in mind we have studied t-heA
rate of r-ulse beat and its variability. This method doeti not degrade the
performance of the subject. The measurement of the variability of the
instantaneous cardiac frequency appears a useful criterion in view of the
computation of the load or the detection of the variations of load during
"pilot work. The data reduction should be carried out with a minimum accuracy
of 5 is. Establishing means over long time perluds can mask modifications
in variability.

'W/L Cat. Code: 4.1.10

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2z, 4.

Physiological Heart rate, Experimental Laboratory Flight simulator
h.i. var.

Flight test Fli.ght test

.i
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Bahrick, H. P., n•oble, N. and Yltte, P. V. Extra-ta~sk performance as a measure

of larning a primary task. 4outnal of M rImental PsycholoWy, 1954, 48,
2-302.

SThe present study was tuidertakon to determine whether performance on a
secondary task, practiced simultaneously with a primary rask, can serve to
reveal learnint on the prie-tay tao that is not revealrd by conventional

measures on the primary task itself. The study was based on the widely
held notion that with continued pracetice tasks become U~se susceptible to

interference. To test this hypothesis, Ss were trained either in a
repetitive or in a random version of a motor task. The two versions were
adjusted in such a way that a primkry task performance index of the various
groups remained at a comparable laurel at each stage of tratving. Concurrent
performance of an extra task was required either early or late in practice
on both versions of the motor task. The results showed that extra-task
(arithmetic) performance late in practice was superior to extra--task performancG

ely in practice when the sequence of stimuli in the concurrent motor task was
repetitive. No such difference oc:curred when the motor task was random. Since
scores on the motor task itself rmmained comparable at different levels of
training for the random and ropertlive groups, these results support the
hypothesis that extra-task performance can bz used to measure certain kinds
of improvement on a primary task which are not evident frum conventional
score, -), that task itself.

W/L C_.. Code: 2.2.1

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

a. capacity Subsidiary task Experimental Laboratory Background

Bainbridge, L. Forgotten alternatives in skill and work-load. Ulsonomics,
1978. 21, 169-185.

This pap z suggests that the nature of process control skill lies in Lhe

behavi, During learning, feedback about process output indicates that
S the nrecss needs correcting, and also that the operator must adjust his
choice of action. An experienced operator knows the correAt error-ection
alignment, so has less need: to check and correct both the proces8 and his
awn behav'or. He has a lower workload and a larger task capacity. Choice
of appropriate control actions requires knowledge of the effects of his own
behavior as well as that of the process, and asseseent of the task context.
If behavior is chosen to maintain the operator's mental and physical state,

as well as to maintain the process, this requires further knowledge about
his own potential behavior, his internal state, and criteria for aceeptability
of his own state. High task demands may lead to performance breakdown because
they cause unfaziliar decision situations, so the operator is returned to
inexperienced, less effective types of behavior.
W/L Cat. Codet 3.1

Op. Iehav. Code: 1., 2., 3., 4.

Primary task Single measures Construct None Background
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I
Baker, D. L. and Intano, G. P. Hlilcoptar yaw a&'* asigmeutatirn investlLaition -

CDG-•I•-4. Randolph AFB, Texast USAF instrumsnt ('iF hc Ccnter, VJC Test Plan
74-11, December, 1974.

A test plat is presented for a flight ttt, The o•jecties of the helicopter
yaw axis augmentation investigation ere to determine the mount of change to

performanre pilot activity and pilot acceptanct by augmenting the yaw axis; eetermine
the value of a heading-hold feature d'Oiring lover, take-off, climbs, descent, and
cruise; and to assess the degree of valae of tuen coordination when climbing,
descending, and level turns are enecuted. A series of in-flight, postflight,
and subject pilot qu-stionnaites will be used. V

I W/L Cat. Code: 1.2

Op. Rehav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

I Opinion Questionnaire Construct None Flight test

Fliqht simulator

j Barnes, J. A. Use of eye-movemeiat measures to establish depign parameters for

helicopter instrument panels. Proceedings of the AGARD Conference on Methodu
to Assess Workload, AGARD-CPP-216, April, 1977, A3-1 - A3-8.

Recording the pilot's eye-scan paths and fixation points during actual helicopter
flight provides an accurate measure of the visual workload imposed by a particular
panel design. This tool is not limited to aircraft instrument panels; it can be

- used to evaluate any uperator control panel or even the design of a multi-
information display within a panel. Initial work was done in the UH-1 helicopter

"- using experienced instrument-rated pilots flying actuAl maneuvers ob instrunents.
The knowledge gained from these data allowed for design of a helicopter instrument
panel in which the most referred to instruments wers placed so that the eye-scaL
paths were minimized. Thi5 design considerably lessens the pilot's visual
workload, reduces fatigue, and allows more time for other tasks.

W/L Cat. Code: 4.1.7

Op. Behav. Code: 1.1, 2.1, 4.2

Physiological Eye movement Uxperimental Flight test Flight simulator

Flight test

i9
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Baron, So and LseLsono W. H. Al optiael control xmtbodoý.ogy for analyxing tho
Selfcts of display paramoters on performance and workload in manudl flight
control. I11 Transactions on System, MAL, and Cyb rnet•is, 1975, SC-5,
423-43Q.

Ar. approach to the analysis of the effecra of display parametera on manual
control based on a& optimal control model of che human operator and a related
model for task intayferencs is presented. The methodclogy allows one to predict
the effects of changes in display variables on both perfcrmance and attentional
aemand or workload. The methodology is applied to vertical situation displays
for STOL approach-to-landing. Both status displays and displays of command
iuformatlon are examined and compared in teams if approach succese piobability
and workload requirements.

W/L Crt. Code: 3.3

Op. Behav. Cod*: 1., 2., 4.

Primary task %4aLh. model Construct Laboratory Fl.ght simulator

Experimental

Baron, S., Muralidharan, t., and Kleinman, D. Closed loop models for
analyzing the effects of simulator characteristics - pilot performznce/
workload prediction. In Flight Technologies Conference, Arlington, Texas,I, September, 1978, 138-148. ýAmerican Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics,

: • Now York.)

The optimal cont.rol mod-1 (OCH) of tht human operator is used to develop closed-
loop models for analyzing the eff ects of (digital) sinulator characteristics on
predicted performance un. workload. Two approaches are considered: the first
utilizes a continuous approximation to the discrete simulation in conjunction with
the standarl optimal control model; the second involves a more exact discrete

4 • description of the simulator in a closed-loop multi-rate simulation in which the
optimal rontrol model 'simulates' the pilot Both models pre.ict that simulator
characteristics can have significant effects 3n performance and workload.

W!L Cat. Code: 3.3

Op. Behav. Cole: 1., 2., 4.

P:Ž'oary task Math. model Const-uct None Flight simulator
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Bachera, P. and Grar4jesu, I. Rf fects of tepetitive choice reaction tasks On
activation level and subjective state. 2aper presented et the 7th Congress
of the Iaternational Ergonomics Association, Warsaw, Poland, August 27-31, 1979.

The #ffects of sapetit~ve choice reaction tasks with different degrees of difficulty
Ion activation level and sujective state were investigated. As indices of

acLi-ation level critical flicker frequeucy and hart rate variabilit:y were
used; subjectPre state was studied vith a questionnaire. The tack with the lowest
degree of difficulty produced the greatest decrease ii C1Y and the smalleut-

impairmant of subjective state. The tosk with ýhe higoest degree of difficultyalso produced a large decrease in CFF, but It Steetly inpaired subjective state.*,

Heart rate variability increased most on the task with the lowest degree ofdifficulty,.i

W/L Cat. Code: 1.2, 4.1.1, 4.1.10I '
Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.1

Opinion Questionnaire Experimental Laboratory Background

Physiological FFF

Heart• rate,
h.r. var.

Bate, A.J. and Self, N.C. Effects of simulated task loading on side-looking
"radar target recogniition. Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio: Aerospace Medical
. esearch Laboratory, ML-TR-57-141, June, 1968. (AD 673873)

-rhie study was cnducted to determine the effects of simulated task loads that
prevented observers frce devoting all of their time to seatching a radar display |
for targr•ts of op'ort4nity. lank loads taking up 0%, 252, 502 and 75% of
observets' screen viewing time were simulated by turning the display on and off
in a prograuAed random pattern. The radar picture depicted a strip of terrain

-. • 25-rautical-miles wide and traveled from the top to the bottom of tha screen at
a simulated aircraft 4peed of 1300 knots. The number of correct responses and
"n•zrmber of false responses were both approximately lixear functions of accumulated
viewing time. Mean distance traveled down the screen by tsrgets and nontargets
prior to responses was also significantly affoected by viewing time. Since the
numbers of correct iio4 false rasponses decreased in appronimately the same
proporticn with each decrease in viewing time, overall accuracy of responses
wae nearly constant for all viewing times.

W/L Cat. Code: 2.3, 3.1

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 3.

Spare m. capacity Occlusion Experimental Laboratory Flight simulator

Prmwary task Single measures
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Bateman, R. P. An heuristic approach to work mnalysis. Proceedings of th. 23rd
Annual Iset/ of the B Fam xto Socie.y Boston. Massachusetts, October

29 - Novemer 1, 1979, 554-537.

Nine ezperienced pilots served as subjects in am experiment designed to evaluate
differences between multifunction keyboards by measuring the objective performances
of the subjects. Subjects performed tracking tcsks and used the keyboards for
sea.ondary tasks. eassurments of tracking parmeters and of performance tims and
errors using the keyboards were taken. The results shc ;ed that no single variable
consistently reflected changee in task difficulty. The observed tendency of
subjects to employ different, changing strategies during the multiple task
performance led to a tentative hypothesis that work was a cr uposite of all of the
parameters. A regression analysis was used to develop an equation with weighting
coefficients for the pp.ameters. The equation was found to be in agreament with
subjective perfc:--nce evaluations.

W/L Cat. Code: 1.1, 2.2.1, 3.1, 32.

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Cpifnion Rating scale Experimental Flight simulator Flight simulator
Spare m. capacity Subsidiary task
.•rimary task Single measures

Multiple measures

Baty, D. L. Human transinformation rates during one-to-four axis tracking with
a concurrent audio task. Proceedings of the 7th Annual NASA-University
Conferance on Manual Control, University of Southern Californla_ .une, 1971,

II • "3-"^6 -,SA P-28i).

An experiment was conducted to determine the information processing rates of
six subjects performing one-, two-, three-, and four-axis compensatory
tracking tasks, with and without a concurrent four-choice auditory task. The
purpose was to obtain further evidence concerning the nature of an hypothesized
ceiling on human transinformation rates. Interference was found among tasks,
but the evidenca concerning a ceiling on information processing rates was
inconclusive.

W.L Cat. Code: 2.1.2, 2.2.1, 3.1

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 3., 4.

Spare m. capacity Subsidiary task txperimental Laboratory Flight simulator

Primaary task Single measures Flight test
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Beatty, J. Pupillonetric measurement of cognitive wo-kload. Proceedings of

the 12th Annual NASA-Univetaity Conference on Manual Control, University of
Illinois, May, 1976, 135-143. (NASA TM X-73 170).

The momentary workload that is imposed by a cognitive task upon the limited

capacity human information-processing system appears Lo be accurately reflected

in the momentary level of central nervous system activation. The utility of

pupillometric methods of workload assessment is evaluated and several lines

of experimental evidence relating activation and cognitive function are reviewed.

S W/L Cat. Code: 4.1.8

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 3., 4.

Physiological Pupillary dis. Experimental Laboratory Flight simulator

[ IFlight test

4
Beatty, J. Pupillometric methods of workload evaluation: present status and

T future possibilities In B. 0. Hartman and R. E. McKenzie (Eds.) _Survey

of methods to assess workload. AGARD-AG-246, August, 1979, 103-109.

This paper discusses the use of purillometric measures in the evaluation of pilot

workload. First the innervation of the pupil with respect to its connections

braisL~ --- ~-'~ *Modern mnethods for nuni11ometý'icS~~with or,.inaber- acti.vati,,,oon ,. System is d- . be............. .•

measurement are then described. Next, a series of experiments describing pupillary

response in a variety of information-.processing tasks is reviewed. Finally

some possibilities for the use of pupillometric methods in the measurement of

pilot workload are discussed.

W/L 12at. Code: 4.1.8

k Op. Behav. Code; 2.

Physiological Pupillary dia. Review Laboratory Flight simulator

I

I
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Bell, P. A. Effects of noise and heat stress on primary and subsidiary task
performance. Human Factors, 1978, 20, 749-752.

A primary pursuit rotor task and concurrent subsidiary number processing task were
performed by 72 r-ile and 72 female paid volunteers who were experiencing ambient
temperatures of 22%C, 29*C, or 353C and noise levels of either 55 dB(A) or 95 dB(A).
Performance decrements amsociated with high noise levels and high ambient
temperatures were additive for th. subsidiary task. Neither noise nor heat stress
affected perform4ce on the primary task. Results are interpreted in terms of
an overload framework.

W/L Cat. Code: 2.2.1, 3.1

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Spare m. capacity Subsidiary task Experimental Laboratory Background

Primary task Single measures

Benel, R. A., Coles, H. G. H., and Benel, D. C. R. Electrodermal lability and
individual differonces in simultaneous monitoring and tracking. Proce-dings
of the 23rd Annual MeetinR of the Human Factors Societq, Boston, Massachusetts,
October 29 - November 1, 1979, 518-522.

Electrodermal (galvaniL ski ) responses conveniently index sympqthetic arousal.
Indiwtduals with high level& of resting electrodermal activity --re designated
"labiles," while those with low levels, 'stablles." Labiles appear resistanc to
performance decrement over time in vigilance tasks. Thus, increased electrodermal
responsivity may represent enhanced attenitional capacity during such tasks. The
"responses of 10 lebiles and 10 stabiles were collected during a simple reaction
time task and under single and dual task monitoring and tracking conditions.
Subjects monitored an automatic tracking task for dynamic system failures. Tracking
was the Critical Task with a subcritical level of instability. The reaction
time date paralleled the previously reported findings of inferior performance
for stabiles. The data for complex single and dual task conditions did nat reveal
a similar trend. Generally, staoiles performed better.

W/L Cat. Code: 2.2.2, 3.1, 4.1.2
Op Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Spare m. capacity Subsidiary task Experimental Laboratory Flight simulator

Single measures Single measures

GSI3
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Benson, A. J., Iluddleston, J. H. F., and Rolfe, J. M. A psychophysiological
study oZ compensatory tracking on a digital display. Htman Factors, 1965,
7, 457-472.

Comparable performance on a compensatory tracking task was achieved with a
purely digital altimeter display and with a combined digital. and scale-pointer
display. Performance of a subsidiary, light responding, task was degraded
significantly wlen the digital task was employed. In the presence of the
subsidiary task a larger change was recorded in a number of physiological
variables (heart rate, muscle activity, skin resistance and respiration) with
the digital than with the counter-point display. Thus, both performance and
physiological measures indicated that parity of performance on the primary
task was achieved by increased "effort" when using the digital display.

W/I, Cat. Code: 2.2.1, 4.1.2, 4.1.4, 4.1.9, 4.1.10, 4.1.11

Op. Behav. Code: 1.2, 2., 4.

I Spare w. canacity Subsidiary task Experimental Laboratory Flight simulator

Physiological MultipleI
Bergeron, H. P. rilot response in combined control tasks. Human Factors, 1968,

10, 277-282.

Pilot response in a taulti-task simulation, which -onsistcd of a primary control
task combined with one or two secondary or side control tasks, was investigated.
A general descriptioi, of the response characteristics of each of these tasks
was obtained and this information was used to determine the workload requirements
of the tasks. Two different control tasks were used as the primary control task,
either a fixed-base simulation of a lunar letdown or a simplified multi-loop

r tracking task which was similar to the end of the lunar letdown. The simplified
tracking task was in lieu rf the more complicated lunar letdown because it could
be represented and reproduced analytically. The secondary or side tasks
consisted Qf a system-failures task and motor response task. The system-

failures .ask was incorporated from those systems present in a vehicle known
as the Mercury Procedures Trainer. The motor response task consisted of using
n pencil-like device to make impacts on two separated, restricted columns.

W/A Cat. (,ode: 2.2.2, 3.1

] Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Spare m. capacity Subsidiary task Experimental Flight simulator Fliht simulator

S Primary task Single measures
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Bergstroem, B. and Arnberg, P. He~rt rate and performance in manual missile
guidance. Perceptual and Motor Skills, 1971, 32, 352-354.

Earlier stress studies under laboratory conditions show that heart rates from
100 to 110 bpm are associated with significant decrements in missile-tracking
ptrformance. Data from real missile tracking by eight operators with no
stiess deliberately induced indicate, however, that performance is unaffected
up to 135 bpm, and only moderately affected in the 135- to .170-bpm region..
The disagreement between the two sets of results highlights the difficulties
in generalizing from stress experiments.

W/L Cat. Code: 3.1, 4.1.10

Op. Behav. Ccde: 1., 2., 4.

Primary task Single measures Experimental Laboratory Flight simulator

Physiological Heart rate, Flight test
h.r. var.

Beringer, D, B. The design and evaluation of complex systems: application to
a man-machine interface for aerial navigation. Proceedings of the 23rd
Annual Meeting of the Human Factors Soceity, Boston, Massachusetts,
October 29-November 1, 1979, 75-79.

Systn.t.-.. and economic d and evaluation . .isategien were applied to a computer"
generated 4-D serial navigation system. Experienced instrument pilots received
trai-ing in a PLATO-based digital flight simulator using either a keyboard entry/
static malp, keyboard eritry/dynamic map, or touch entry/dynmaoc map system.
Digital data entry training time was comparable for all three systims but the
touch-map proved superior for the plotting tasks, greatly reducing training and
-ask execution times while virtually eliminating errors. Subsequent performance
evaluation showed that the touch-map reduced flight path tracking error, increased
processing rates on a digit-cancelling secondary task, and Increased the accura:y
oi manual plotting operations. It was concluded that a touch entry system could
sigaificantly reduce cockpit workload across a wide range of operational environments.

W/L Cat. Code: 2.2.1, 3.1
Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2,, 4.1

Spare m. capacity Subsidiary task Experimental Flight simulator Flight simulator

Primary task Single measures Flight teat
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£
Bermudez, J. M., Harris, D. A., and Schwank, J. C. H. Peripheral vision and

tracking performance under stress. Proceedings of the 23rd Annual Meeting
of the Human Factors Society, Boston, Massachusetts, October 29-November 1,
1979, 402-406.

The complexity of modern aircraft systems places substantial information processing

lorads on the pilot. Physiological and behavioral evidence for two human visual
systems that may differ in susceptibility to psychological stress suggest"i the
-possibility of a natural stress resistant informatiou channel that could be used
to input irtformation during stressful flight aituationsý It follows thac the
extreme peripheral visual fields could be a possible location for adjunct vieual
displays that serve to* orienr.t expeditiously the pilot's focal vision and
attenticn. Two experiments involving male cadets were conducted. The data
concern the effects of three types of inctrument displays uWed under varying
levels of stress during a simulated instrument landing, Stress was defined as
demand for prlmary task-related cognitive activity. A modified Sternberg memory
probe technilj"e was used to impose these dema.nds.

W/L Cat. Code•: 2.2.1, 3.1
Op. Behav. Cide: i., 2., 4.

Spare m. capa•pi ty Subsidiary task Eiperomental Foight simulator Fl.ight simulator

Primary task Single measures

Beyer, R. A study of pilot's workload in helico, tar ope-zation ,mder simulated
IMC employing a forward looking sensior. Procet iings of AGARD Conference on
Studies on Pilot Workload, AGARD-CPP-2].7, April, 1977, 36-1 - B6-10.

Various measures of pilot workload are known tuhich are presently applied to human
S~engineering investigations. it is difficult, however, to find a measure which

has proved to be universally applicable and adequately vall~ated. Primary task
and rating measures tailored to a specific application may be less fle.xible but
can provide relevant and sufficient information on pilot workloAd, nlicl Is
demonstrated by referring to experiments with advanced helicopter displays
which were tested in flight.

W/L Cat. Code: 1.1., 3.1
Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 3., 4.

Opinion Rating scale Review- Flight test Pli.ght simulator

Primary task Single measure Flight test
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Bisseret, A. Analysis of mental processes involved in air traffic control.
Ergonomics, 1971, 14, 565-570.

The research which is briefly presented here has been carried out, during the
tast ten years, by a team of psychologiste at the Centre d'Experimentation de la
Navigation Aerienne, whose aim is the automation of the air trsffic control
systea. The general topic refers to the operator-computer's interactions in a
cos•plex system. The type of contribution that psychology may provide is shown
by indicating the three interdependent aspects of the research: 1) the definition
ot the operator's algorithms; 2) the analysi: of his "ontal representation"; and
3) the study of the etfect cf the workload on the mental processes. The general
methodology of the studies of mental processes is presented; and an experimnt
on operative memory is discussed,

W/L Cat. Code: 2.1.1

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 3., 4.

Spare m. capacity Task coup., Construct Field Backgrou;d
time assess. Review

Blaaw, C. J. Godthlp, J. and Yorall, J. Driver's lateral control strategy as
affected by taek demand3 and driving experience. Society of Automotive.
Engineers, Paper no. 770816, 1977.

Driving behavior may be described as the result of a process in which ;)erformance
is optimized to meet ceveral task demands at the same time. The present study
investigated how different task demands interact, particularly in ccmbination with o
driving experience, the latter factor beinh indicative for driving skill develo?--
ment. The results showed that driving experience a3 a main experimental factor
interacted significantly with task demands foý lateral and longitudinal control.
The results may be importart for the discav-try of characteristic performance
patterns of exper 4 enced and inexperienced drivers and therefore for the
development of driver e lucation and training programs.

W/L Cat, Code: 3.1

Op. Behav. Control: 1., 2., 4.

Primary task Single measures Experi.aentel Field Background
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Blosscsyuski, R. M. and Kozerenko, O.P. A psychophysiologIcal study of pilot
btehavior in condItrois of combined activity. In Opttatution .of the
pro..feua.ion# ac cof• a cosmonaut. Moscow: Isdatel'stvo Nauka, 1977,
160-169. (In Ruseian.)

The behavior of pilots performing two different kinds of tasks simultaneopisly Is
described. One task involved reception., =Prklng, and transmission of oral in-
formation, and the other involved visual tracking and psychomotor covpensation.
during control maneuvers usiag a simulator. Continuous monitoring of psychomotor
"compensation Indicez (control hand movements) and of phy*teoecUi1 iunctions
(pulse, arte•ral pressnutes, oral temperature) Is described. It was found that
the quality of compensatory tracking during conditions of semantic loading depends
on the initial 1evvl of performance.

W/L Cat. Code: 2.7.1, 2.2.2, 3.1

Op. dehav. Code., 1., 2., 3., 4.

Spare m. capacity Sub•.diary task Experimental Laboratory Flight simulator

Primary task Single measures

1o.., A. S., Stromme, S. B., end U;ksin, H. Additional heart rate-an indicator

oI f JAsyclkalosicfl activatiorL, Adopc Mesdicine, 1974, 45, 1219-1222.

Heart ratc and o•ygan consumption of helicopter and transport aircraft pilots
were measura4. Wuring flight operations, the heart rate ac,'elerated without a
corresponding increare 4.n oxygen coasinmption. This heart rate increase beyond
that expected from tha oxygen uptake Is therefore used as an indicator of
psychological activation. This activation did not depend only on the actual task,
but also on the experience levi1 of the pilot himself. The levels of heart rate
(and blood rreesurrn) recorded indicate that even routine missions may Jipose a
hazard to p.jots with unman-fested or latent heart failure. This obvIusly calls
for frequent workload-ECG e.•Rvianations of flying personnel.

W/L Cat. Code: 4.1.10

Op. Pehav. Codet 1., 2.,, 3., 4.

"Physiological Heart rate, Experimental Flight test Fligkt sivraiator
h.r. var.

Blood pressure Fligti test
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loller I. a. and Kz'%erv W. Investigation of a &cntrol device with force input
and dlsplteýt feedback is steetLn-loVi-fvequeecy system. Paper presented
at the 15th hAL.el Conference on Manual Controlp Wright State Uaiversity,
Dayton, Ohio, March 20-22, 1979. (See also ZTitschrift fWa Atberlsoissenschaft,
1978, 32, 254-260, In German).

In manual control information about the vehicle dynamic behavior can be advantageous
for the operator. WI'h low frequency systems it must be determined whether the
advantage of kinesthetic feedback can be utilized for the slow wve.tz•, bicau~s
technical complexity and costs involved are at a relatively high level. This study
compares mwo two-headed yoke controls with the control functions of (1) displacement
input and (2) force input with positional feedback as a kinesthetic display of
vehicle respou;e. Eight subjects 'had to reach command values as quickly as possible
controlling the low frequency system output variable and its derivative (depth and
vertical rate of a simulated submarine). The values obtained show that the
technical complexirty involved in a cnntrol with force input and positional feed-
back is not worthwhile for the siagle-axis vehicle dynamic 0.hosen.

W/L Cat. Code: 2.1.1, 3.1
Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Spare m. capacity Task comp., Experimental Simulator Flight simulator
time assess,

Primary task Primary task

Borg, G. Subjective aspects of physical and mental load. Ergonomics, 1978,
21, 215-220.

Methods of measuring subjective difficulty, effort and other aspects of
work-load which have baen developed by the author and his colleagues are
described, and the use of these methods as means of distinguisbin,4 between
individuals, and their relationships to psychometric measures, are discussed.
Applications are noted to both physical and mental work.

W/L Cat. Code: 1.1

Op. eshav. Code: 2., 4.

Opinion Rating scale Review None Flight simulator

Flight test
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Bowser, D. 1. Lititng flight control system. In kAGM'Conference ProceedingsS~~No. 199, Stall/spin Problem of Milita~ry Aircraft, (AGOaD-CP-199) June, 1976, ,
IIi- 11-12. (AD) A029 071). - :

This paper addresses the development and application of various types of

automatic flight control systems for high-angle-of-attack augmentation and livttSg.
COnsiderations included are improved handling qualities for uaxima tracking -
effectiveness, radaced pilot workload, control-configured vehicles, stall inkbitors,
"and departure prevention systems.

"W/L Cat. Code: 1.1, 3.1

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Opinion Rating scale Experimental Flight tesc Flight simulator

- Primary task Single measures Flight test

Boyce, P. R. Sinus arrhythmia as a measure of mental load. ErRonomics, 1974,
17, 177-183.

Tb$h experiJment exaninet the proposition that sinus arrhythmia is a measure of
mental. load. The experiment involved a subtraction task in which the physical
and mental loads could be varied independently. The results indicat:e that sinus
arrhythmia does decrease with an increase in mental load. However, heart rate
can also be used to differentiate between the mental loads. In addition it V.as
found that both heazt rate and sinus arrhythmia increased for an increase in
physical load. This increase in sinus arrhythmia can be explained by the static
work component of the physical load and the scoring sya'CiB used. It is concluded

that changes in heart rate and sinus arrhythmia are best regerded as generalized
responses to the imposition of a load.I::-W/L Cat. Code: 1.1, 4.1.3, 4.1.10

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

,. Opinion Rating scale Experimental Laboratory Flight simulator

Physiological EKG

Heatrt rate,I -h. r, var.
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Boylan, 1. J. A review, of crew systems analytic methods. Seattle, Washington.,
1oeing Aerospace 4ompany, D-180-17523-1, January, 1974.

Th* purposes of crew system analytic methods are to provide a valid methodology
for evaluatins design/operational requirements, and to pinpoint potentia l trouble
spots esrly In the design cycle before the system reaches the hardware stage.
The impl'mAntation of this methodology requires a firm analytic base if the
resultu are to have a bearing on operational performance. It is to this end
that the present review was undertaken, attempting to compile, in summary
foim., a collection of effective, easily adeptible analytic methods for use
4n man/machine or system analyses. The second purpose of the document is to
present the initial development work on a general mission profile, d'isignmd
for application over a cross section of civilian and military aircraft. Use
of the profile by the crew systems analyst will result in a considerable
sav•ng in developm•nt time, as task and functional commonalities are maximized
and prevent needless duplication of effort.- In using the general mission
profile, the analyst can plug in aircraft specific parameters where applicable,
thus approximating the function of contemporary "user-interactivc" de31gn programs.

W/L Cat. Code: 2.1.1

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 3., 4.

Spare m. capacity Task comp., Review None Flight simulator
time assess.

Boylan, R. J. Introduction to Boeing operator workload and workspace evaluation

- .wo analytic and computer aiding programs described in this document were

&', loped in resp,."zc. to a growing requirement for a quick, efficient method
for designing and evauating the man/machine interface in contemporary
aerospace systemu. Fit only are the capabilities of tiuch programs in demand
today as Integral t'iois in human engineeriag endea:vors, but it is anticipated
that they will be contractually required in the near future. In order to
meet this challenge, the Boeing Crew Systems Group bas pursued a program

aimed at the development and refinement of computerizod, operator evaluation
programs. The two proqrams .rooented in this document constitute examples
of these effe- , cL- ng workload evaluation of cockpit crews (WECC) based
on task .. ..waanc' .-;Loes, and workspace accessiAility (TX-105) based an
operator/control distance and movement sequences.

W/L Cat. Code: 2.1.1

SOp. Behav. Code, 1., 3., 4.

I Spare m. capacity Tack comp., Ccnstruct Laboratory Flight simula:or
tiwe ascess.
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Bradshaw, J. L. Load sMd puplllary changes in continuous processing tasks.
itim, Jou. rnal of lvcholo, 1968, 59, 265-271.

The interaction of ratui of presoenttior., and number of transforms and possible
responsas was examined in conection with the effect of cognitive load upon
pupillary dilation. The task Involved eontinuoo ptocessing of a-%ditorily
presented material. '"rhe two criteria of task 6ifficulty both contributed to
raising pupillary dia-aeters, wvtch were further incrnased at the moment of'
button-press responding. That variations in le',iel arousal were involved was
further borne out by the tendency for certain regular changes to occur ini ~pupillary dilation iii the course of the proceasitn8 t~asks. •

W/L Cat. o',de: 3.1., 4.1.8

[ Op. Behav. Code: 2.,, 3., 4.

Primary task Pupillary die. Experim.ntal Laboratory Flight simulator

Physiological Single measures

Branscomb, H. H. The development of a measure for task induced stress in
"speech. Has.. r's thesis, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge,
Massachusetts, February, 1979.

In an experimtant involving responses to Instructions presenLed on a video termiual
and clicks preaented in a pair of headphones, subjects were tested for changee in
speech patterns as a function of task load. Opinion ratings and task stores

. ~ were also obtained. Results indicate that there is a systematic and reliable,
but not very accurate, way to detect the influence of tatwk difficulty on speech.i•'• Larger sample size& and average times appear to be required.

W/L Cat. Code: 1.1, 3.1, 4.3

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 3.

Opinion Rating s-ale Experimental Laboratory Flight simulator

Primary task Single teasures

Physiological Speech part.
anal.
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Bracht, M° Cardiac arrhythoma and secondary ,.asks as measures of mental load.
Master's thesis, California State Unlvei'sity at Northridge, August, 1977.

Flvq methods of scoring cardiac arrhythiaa, ýanr both self-paced and adaptive
versions of the secondary-task method ware comapared as measures of uantal load.
Each was ueed to differentiate ano3 easy, sedium, and diffiault versions of a
mental arithmutic task. In this standardized task situation where task difficulty
was a function of eompJexity (load stress), only the secondary-task measures
reflected cehnges in mental loading which corresponO.ed to the increasing
difficulty oi the arithmetic task. The self-paced and adaptive secondary tast.-
versions were quite similar as indices of tht mental load imposed. Interference
of the self-paced secondary task with the primary loading task was not a problem.
None of the cardiac arrhythmia measures consistently nor accurately quantified
levels of task difficulty.

W/L Cat. CWe: 2.2.1, 2.2.4, 3.1, 4.1.10
Op. Bahav. Code: 1., 2., 3.

Spare m. cap.fc•ty Subsidiary task Experimental Laboracory Flight simulator
Primary task Single measures
Physiological Heart rate,

h.r. var.

Brenner, M., Branscomb, H. H., and Schwartz, G.E. Psychological stress
evaluator-two tests of a vocal measure. Psychophvsiolopv. 1979, 16, 351-356.

The Psychological Stress Evaluator (PSE), a comercial lie dectector employing
voice analysis, was tested on two laboratory tasks. On the. guilty knowledge task
of Lykken, 20 subjects were interrogated on personal information after beeing
offered a reward to fool the intkrrogator. P.SE analysis failed to identify correct
responses boyond chance levels. On Lhe mental arithmý-_zc task of FAhneman,
Tursky, Shapior, and Crider and TuIrsky, Schwartz, and Crider, 16 subjects performed
arithmetic problems which varied in difficulty but were performed twider identical
pacing. According to PSE scoring, stres.a increased with task difficulty. In
addition, the PSE-measured differences occurred with high consistency across
subjects. Some aspects of PSE analysis nay be valid for the measurement of stress,
althoogh the validity of the analyuis for practical lie detection is questionable.

W/A Cat, Code: 3.1, 4.3
Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 3.

Primaz;" task Single measures Experimental Laboratory Flight simulator

Physiological Speech patt.
4• anal.
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Bretmer, 1., Branscomb, 3. H. b0a• Wright, R. A computer based m*asure of vocal
StC493. (Unpublinhed suw/ry report, MABA Ams Research Center, June, 1978-
Jtme, 1979.)

The purpose of the program is to clevelop an automated masure of workload based
04 the voine. This mseaszre might be employed iii aviation situations w.•thout
att.ching moniters to a subject of interfering with cockpit activity. The first
year project consisted of thzee parts: A) automation of the avaitable procedures
iuto a prototype measure ("automation"), B) collection of high-fidsl1ty voice
data from a laboratory workload task ("data collection"), and C) initial testing
nf the prototype measure against the laboratory relt.Ats "tearing").

W/L Cat. Code: 4,3

Op. Behav. Coda: 1., 2., 3.

Physiological Speech patt. Exq~eriaental Laboratory B'ckground
anal.

I
Brichcin, K. and Haapejsova, 0. Results of two kinds of hiental load measurements.

T CeskoslovenakaPc yLej, 1970, 14, 19-31. (In Czechos.lovak'an).

The experimental project with 51 men waz conceived to verify whether it wai
poRsitble to dl~ferentiate in secondary task conditions the effect of mental load
on various types azd the degree of difficulty. The model of the zmntal activity
consisted of gradual deduction of number 7 for a 6 minute period (the 7 test) and
,)f searchig and ranking of three-figure numbers in a specially constructed
numberical square. The secondary activity consisted of a periodic reaction to an
acoustic signal (voLuntary reaction: the flexion and extension of the right
forearm). The course of each reaction was measured by 24 different parameters

- (poiition, time, speed and force). The personality tcalts of the invesiigated
men were tested by Cattell's 16 P.F.Q. Results of the statistical analyses cae
described in detail.

W/L Cat. Code: 2.2.1, 3.1

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Spare m. capacity Subsidiary task Experimental Laboratory Flight simulator

.* Primary task Single measures
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Brictsou, C. A. Pilot land/g performance umdei high workload condittnns.-
La Jol).a, California: Dunlap and Associates, Contract NCO014-73-C-0053,
April, 1974. (AD/A 001 802).

A longitudinal study of pilot carrier landing performance was conducted to
describe the influenee of prolonged operations on pilot performance. A landing
performanc,% critarion previously validated in a fleet environment was used to
measure and compare pilot and squadron performance variations over time. three
levels of ctuaulative workload were defined to evaluate concomitant changes ir
performance associated with each workload. Pilot landing performance improved
over time with more improvement found in night performance than day. The
influence of practice on carrier landings is discussed in relation to high
cumulative workload. The performance criterion was used to identify potential
night pilots on the basis of landing proficiency. High and low proficiency
pilots also were identified and diagnostic training information provided, A
statistically significant increase ir. night landing performance during high
cumulative workload may be due to practice effects as well as workload.

W/L Cat. Code: 2.1.1, 3.1

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 3., 4.

Spare m. capacity Task comp., Experimental Flight test Plight simulator
time 03sess.

Primary task Single measure Flight test

Brictson, C. A. Pilot landing performance under high workload conditions.
Proceedings of the AGAx= Conference on C4.MlIo-" 4v nd Stut•v Of •_ih Workload
Operations, AGARD-CP-146, April, 1974, A7-1 - A7-10.

A longitudinal study of pilot carrier landing performance was conducted to
describe the influence of prolonged operations on pilot performance. A landing
performance criterion previously validated in a fleet environment was 'used to
measure and compare pilot and squadron performance variations over Lime. Three
levels of cumulative workload were defined to evaluate concomitant changes in I
perforrance associated with each workload. Pilot landing performance improved
over time with more improvement found in night performance than day. The
influence of practice on carrier landings is discussed in relation to high
cumulative workload. The performance criterion was used to identify potential
night pilots on the basis of landing proficiency. High and low proficiency
pilots also were identified and diagnostic training information provided. A

statistically significant increase in night landing performance during high j
cumulative workload may be due to practice effects as well as workload.

W/L Cat. Code: 3.1

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Primary task Single measure Experimental Flight test Flight s.mulator

Flight test
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Brictson, C. A. Hathods to "ssees pilot workload and other temporal indicators
ef pilot performiance effectiveness. Proceedings of AGARD Conference or. Studies!
on Jilot Workload, AGARD-CPP-217, April, 1977, B9-1 - 9

A systematic approach to define, measure and describe how certain pilot-related
variables influence carrier landing performante during sustained operations is

briefly outlined. Previous exploratory research on the interrelations between
psychophysiological variables, pilot experience and performance is described.
Pilot work activity, mood and sleep are identified as indicators of a pilot's
temporal state of readiness. A field study design and techniques to measure and
describe temporal readiness during prolonged flight operations are provided to
demonstrate the methodology in an operational environment. Potential applications
of the research are discussed along with the future role of temporal, psychological
and other moderator variables in estimating pilot flight status.

W/L Cat. Code: 1.1, 1.2, 3.2, 4.2

Op. Behav.. Code: 1., 2., 3., 4.

Opinion Multiple Construct Flight test Flight simulator

Primary task Flight test

IPhysiological

Brictson, C. A. and Ciavarelli, A. P. Aircrew performance research opportunities
using the air comb)at maneuvering range (ACHR). In B. 0. Hartman and R.E.
McKinzie (Edo.) Survey of methods to assess workload. &GkRD-AG-246, August,

-~1970I 111-113.

Three years of aircrew performance measurement relatcel to air .ombat effectiveness
using the Navy's Uir Combat Maneuvering Range (ACHR) are presented. Performance
assessment w,4thods used to evaluate pilot proficiency are described. The aircrew
assessment methods have been used to identify squadron performance differences,

I evaluate competitive exercises, and provide diagnostic training feedback to
operational users. The availability of objective perfoirmance criteria promise
to be of substantial benefit to both the operational u&er and the research
community in such ar~eas as pilot selection and training, fleet combat readiness,

and pilot workload and stress.

W/L Cat. Code: 3.2

Op. Behav. Code. 1., 2., 3., 4.

I Primary task Mult measur~e Review Flight test Flight simulamor"

Flight test
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Brictson, C. A., McHugh', W. and Naltoh, P. Prediction of pilot performance:
Biochemical and sleep-mood correlates under high workload conditions.
Proceedinaa of. the AGARD Conference on Simulation and Study of High Workload
Operations, A(GARD CP-146, April, 1974, A13-1 - A13-10.

A preliminary longitudinal study of the factors affecting the carrier landing
performance of naval aviators under high workload conditions has been carried
out. Using stepwise multiple regroession techniques, a substantial portion of
the variability in landing performance could be accounted for by six facters
under zero cumulative workload conditions and by seven factors under moderate
cumulative workload conditions. High cumulative workload conditions sharplyij reduced predictive ability. Although specific aircraft experience and tetel
flight experitinne were important predictors of average landing performance,
blood biochemical levels and emotional states had significant predictive ability.
Sleep patterris relate strongly to performance. The factors that determine iending
performance change as cumulative workload increases. Suggestions for further
research in this area are discussed.

W/L Cat. Code: 4.2

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Fhysiological Mult. measures Experimental Flight test Flight simulator

Brigham, F. R. COPTEC-A controller overload prediction technique.
Loughborough, England: Human Sciences and Advanced Technology
Research uroup, Department of Human Sciences, U"-Ver..ty of 1'echno.gy.
HUSAT Memo. No. 67, February, 1974.

During the course of a number of field studiee of control tasks, it became
clear that controller overload was an important probleu. One of the reasons
for controller overload was the occurrence of simultarecus high priority
deuiarns. Since the human operator tends to behave as a single channel
information processor in situations of this type, he can only satisfactorily
attend to one demand at a time. Given the existence and the importance ot
the problem, it would be useful if this type of overload could be predicted
in advance, so that due account could be taken during task design and manpower
planning. This is the purpose of the technique described in this report.

W/L Cat. Code: 2.2.1

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 3., 4.

Spare m. capacity Subsidiary task Construct Field Flight simulator
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Broa~dbent, D.R. and Meron, X, Effects of vua sidiary task on performante
irvolvir4 ZImaud ate malmory by younger and older men. BriiJhournas of

AXco~*, 1962, 5Al, 189-lR

Most situlatioo* deviuad by psychologists -'.aamine either reaction t~o isignale
witbout memory. or mamnory without reaction, A teak has been devised In whiich bnth
functions are involved. Sets of random a~wberei are observold through a snAil 1.ot
allowing only a feow numblirs at a time to 4a viuible. The rubjact has to crost OutI particular di~its, and has to remember Atich idigit he is seeking at ony particular
iustant, This type of task io compared with a mare tonventitonal number crossing
task. In the prssenV cotpariment it. was fotivid ch#At the task*. involving mamoryI ~are very vulnerable to'dtatraction, The older subjects lifforod greatly among
themselves. some bel.t4 seriously int~rior in performance to youngeor subjects;
.4 such difiereroce in variante opp~aru in the similar tosk without %maory load.
When it distracting task toe presented togotbor with a main task Involkving memory,
older oubjects do very badly zt one or the other, whereas young qubjects do
traoaaeably et bcth.

W/L Cat, Code: 2,2.1, 3.1

Op. Behav. Coddt Is 2,0 4.

Spare 7%. capatity Subvidiecy trisIk aixper'immntal Laboratory Background

Primary ttakb Sin~gle measures

ýkrombergor, R~. A. LA"3 minullst±onez V1 Pilot psrfc~riuince In the 1AMPS4
siltnt'jnar. wlamtnster1 YFaitntrvanis: Naval Air Dev*14pvont Cotz
NATC-16191-40, October., 1976,

TDI~u report ounmnat, tho pilot's lahil~ty to follow % prodetamuined (2ight pet' I
under fivu Instrument pan.al tonfiýurations, 1hrets variables. (1'0 pr**inco or
%boon(- of a Ivlot's v~ew of tha TAMPS ASW tactics, (2) gt.~und V*. Aircraft
itab~iaied forvcat for tacticA,, (3) trad3itional flight intstruotents vs. ani
olctronic pro*"tation *! flight. infoirmbtion were tested, It was concluoeJ
ohjeetive malzstries of portormanic (ev~a~ from prwdetr-itned fl"Ight path*'
revelictle al practical diQt,.h p~rurmaknlc., Subjective opinion ý4uggesteoi
e proloronce for tradItion*'l. intrum6titatiaor and A4 ground .Labiligod viny, it rA

WP~. Cat. C'olds. 1.2, 4.1

Op. Athav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

opittion Q'oeiýionrnaire Experimental Fl.ight simulator Flight w tmutor
Prim~ry txmU- Single molasure Flipthr tosot
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Brown, E. L., Itone, G. and Pearce, W. S. Improving cockpits through flightt
crew workload measuremsent. Paper presented at the 2nd Advanced Aircrew
Display Symposium, U.S. Naval Air Test Center, Patuxent River, Mary-land,
April 23-25, 1975. (Douglas Paper 6355).

This project is directed toward devloping the capability to measure objectively
the flight crew workload with sufficient sensitivity to differentiate between
alternative crew station layouts, controls, and displays. The ccmputerized
technique concentrates on design factors under the control of crew station
designers and provides for quick and low-cost iteration of alternatives. The
program provides workload as related to specific equipments and systems,
permitting special attention to be given to high workload items during the
early development of concepts and hardware before simulation is available.
The technique and program is also applicable ti integrated displays, including
those where programming to meet information requirements is an element.

W/L Cat. Code: 2.1.1

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 3.s 4.

Spare m. capacity Task comp., Construct Laboratory Flight simulator
time assess.

Brown, I. D. Measuring the spare mental capacity of car drivers by a satbsldiary
auditory task. Ergonomics, 1962, 5, 247-750.

We have attempted to measure spare capacity by giving the driver a s,'bpidiarJ
auditory task Lo perform when he could. Our first experim.at was devoted to
finding out whether the method was sufficiently ser.sit•t•e, ,rd safe. for field
studies of driving. As a report of this expe:.,ernt has already been publiched
(Brown and Poulton 1961), and the experiment ii being demonstrated at this
congress, I need not go into details. We sim.ply gave drivers an auditory task
to perform in two different levels of traific. In a second expertvet the metbod

is being used in a study of fatigue. This ex;)eritent &IsG has a ýiocord objective,
which is to cumpare two quite diffrrent typca of subsidiary auditory task. 'e
conclude that relatively smnll .,hanges in a ,rrtver's spare cepaciy can be
detected by scoring his performance on a subsidlary tusk Yhith has nn a&verse
effect upon driving. We can measure the change in his levxl ot concentration
which results from a change in the level of trnffic, and we zhink that we can.
measure the effect of fatigue tuoc :pace caiaacity, althoulh, better controlled
experiments are needed to answer the real questions here.

W/L Cat. Code: 2.2.1
Op. Bihav. Code: 1., 2., 4, i

S Spivre m. capacity bubeidiary tesk Experimental Field Flight s±mulatcr

Flight test
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Brown, 1. D. A comparison of two 3ubsidiary caskska sed to mas~ure fatigueI in car drivers. SEronomics, 1.965, 8, 467-473.

Car dri.ving has been studied by combining it. with a subc'.diery taisk.. performance

on which is negatively correlated with the perceptual load ivkp-.ed by changing

conditions of traffic. The present experiment comparep a sobs,-.4dy ask which

requiredi almost contiuuous attention to an auditory disp2lay, and which involved

memory spans of only 3 sec, with an alternative task which did r~oc require

continucus attention, but which involved memory apans of up to 51- sec. The
former was found to have some advantages. This comparison was covibined with

T a study of men engaged. in 8-hour spells of car driving. Some exrpiaanfions
are offered for the finding that performance an the subsid!,ry tzske wa better

at the end of the work-spell than at the beginning.

W/L Cat. Code: 2.2.1, 3.1

Op. Be1hav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Spare m~. capaciV-y Subsidiaryr task Experimental Field FlIghL simulator

Primary task Single measures F' Iight t-est

Brown, T.. D. S-ibjective and objectiv,.e comparic-:-ns of succees-ful and unsuccessful
tra!.nee drivers. Ergonomic~s, 1966, 9, 49-56.

Twevty-zwo men rar~e teated at: wetzlkly intervals during their 5 z.~& ourse cs.

instruction in bus-driving. Thte use of the vebicle's controls, arid time taken ove-

a standard circuit in t-raffic weri recorded ait t-acTh test, and the trairees'

reserve capacity was measured by scoring thei--. performance oxi a su I sidiary

auditory taak, 1)etai-As wer.-, availalb' o--- previous diriv-ing exper..et.ce with otherI
vehiz:Ies and the treinees vera also s~ijactive.1y assessed at w.eekly prog.ess
chacc3 &gIven Iny ex~erienced examinerr,. Th.ý object -.4aa to compare scorts

obtained by trainees who passed tne inderreqndent driving test for Public Serv-cei

Vel-Icles, giver. at the end. of thei-L r~ourse, with the scores of thos-e whn failed.

Socceois on~ the P.S.V. test was si~.Dificantly relatvd ý:o previous experi'ý-nce of

any Kiti (p-,;.Or)4), aral to the rbsult 6f the p2yosress c. cvk given after 14 days'

training (p-0.0002). The. resevve capaicity of the successful Aro-,p wao si~gnifican~tly

graa:e,, than that of the unsuiccessful, at thA first test given ot, tthe 7th day

(P<0.025). At vo 3tage dur'ing training could tlhe two groups be disc~riminated on

the objective measuremeute made directly on driving per~ormwnce. The relative

Vaelits of theee methods of assesolug d:lvirng 1.otentia1 are briefly discussad,

with a view to the design of simple selec~tion tests ft.jr profesailonal driverr.

W/L Cat. Coen: 2.2-1, 3.1f

Op.- Beliav. Code:- 1. , 2. . 4.

'1 tpare m. cap~zity Subs'.1diary task Erperbaental Yield Flight s~ivjlatofý

Primary task Singlc mieatures Fli&IhL ~'
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Brown, I. D. Dual ýack methods of &aaessirg work-load. Ergonoica, 1978,
21, 221-224.

Various applications and design factors of dual task situations are crititcally
surv•yed. It is concluded that many applirations make questionable acsuLptions
armd that many frequently used features of design are unsatisfectory. However,
th2 technique a.ppears to be valid and useful for the study of lndividual
differences in processing resources, when the additional task is secondary,
presents discrete stimuli which impose constant lo•d, i.r carried out at Q
forted pace and competee with the primary task for processing resourzes only.

W/L Cat. Code: 2.2

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Spare m. capacity Subsidiary task RL-,iew Mione Flight simulator

Flight to-t

Brown, I. D. and Poulton, E. C. Measuri:ig the spa&'e mental capacity of Pr
drivers by a subsididry task, Ergowoxics, 1961, 4, 35-',i.

It is imposcible to determine the degree to i.dhch R driver is abscxrod ir,
his driving by meosurig his overt responsea directly. R4ow.-vr, rRlatively
small changes :;n his spare "inentel capact.ty" can be letected h/ scoring hIK.
performance on. & subsidiary t.,sk, which hr no ,•,verse effscr upon driving,
T•is Lechniqne is suflciently atnsitive to rr.veal the ýiighel" level o.c
cOWnen'ratior. required in u ahoppjp-, area ae compared with that r'!quired 5I
a Leidexit'&l nr:ý-.

W/A Cat. C"-de: 2.2

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

4arp m. capacity Subs3.dWery tas!: Experivantal 9 £elo l sit k;&t.r

Fli 3 ht .est

4,
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Puckley, 3. P., O'Ccr.'cr, W. F. Individual and system performance indices for
the air traffic control dsttm. In S. 0. HL,-tman and R. 3. McKeznie (348.)
SurvZ of Mthods to Assess Iforkload. AGARD-AG-246, Auguat, 1979, 135-136.

SM This study examixed the rela;ionships between field air traffic controller
SIPerformance iudices and system pt.formance measures. The study encompassed per-

formanca cr•.teria developed within two distinct envirqoments, the controller's
hom facility where he cntroU6d live traffie, and a Apecially designedidecroaystem or "one-man ATC c•yetauu" with simulated traffic. This microsysteam
simulation was done ar, htL. National Aviation Facilities Experimentel Center.
The eierinkent reprerentitd a comparative examination of several quantitative measuresof oyatem fumcticning derivad from air traffic control simulation and an
Individeal air traffic controller.

ii U.-., . Code. 3 .1, 4,12 .1.10

Op, Behav. Co6 1., 2., 3., 4.

Priulary taek Single reasures Experimental Simul~ation '71ight simulator
Physiological GSR Flight test

Heart rate,
h.r. var.

Burke, J, E. Use of Eye MarkiSony Vi'ieocc!rder System and related data
reductton DOas -. Tr-x-s: .TV Aerospace, Vought Syatems Division,
VSF Report Z-5711DM/3R-3107, Akigust, 1973.

IRecent VSD e"3-. i~en.o wl t) J~n-f ligbr. recaredtrg of pilot: viewing requirements• in U. S. A-.'my helicol -era hat .demoastr-atcd the feasibility of the equipment

used ,ad !he re•a• ed L•te re.v'ction prnceduri&a. This document summarizes the
'ov'.dge raireC. It it a co•pilati=a *! salected portions of the draft
•verian ',f VSD Report 2-57110/.41-3107, Stiidy tco Analytically Derive ExternalVislob Requirrptat&e for U, S. Army llclicopzers. This effort was conducted
for the J. G. Army A'riateoin Systems Coumane undcr ccntract No. DAAJ01-72-C-0887.

N/L Cat, Code 3.1, 4.1.'

A Op. Behpv, Code, 1.., 2., 4.

Primary task Single Leasures Expevimental Flight tesz Flight simulator

Physiaiooical Eyt miveweit Flight trest
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Burke,. J. 1. In flight acquisition of task sequenees and task times'. Papsor
presented at the meeting of the Aerospace Nedical Association, Las Vagas,
Nevada, Nay, 1977.

The human engineering of pilot provisions in current aircraft is based upcn
analytical definition of pilot contribution to system operation. A tectnique
is proposed to gather *mpirical data on pilot operations, so that follow-on
analyses, simulations, and hardware developments will Niave a solid cperational

-n"tion. Vought has demonstrated key features of the proposed system,
.g existing equipment, in a recent helicopter vision study for the U. S.

Srmy Aviation Systems Command under contract No. DAAJOl-72-C-3887. This study
used a single point MAC Eye Mark recorder and Sony video/audio taping system.
The helmet mounted Eye Mark recorder provides pilot f-eld-of-view, which also
picks up hand motion, and point of visual reference. This visual/sudio data
needs to be supplemented, complemented, or verified wý.th other system measures
which are common to the instrumentation of all new military aircraft. These
include: stick/rudder/throttle positions, rates of deflection, and forces;
aircraft flight profile; aircraft subsystems moding and performance.

W/L Cat. Code: 3.1, 4.1.7

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Primary task Single measures Experimental Flipht simulator Flight simulator

Physiological Eye movement Flight test Flight test

Burke, N. W. An investigation of visual/tactual multi-modal information processing
using dual cross-adaptive critical tracking tasks. Columbus.. Ohio: The
Ohio State University Aviation Psychology Laboratory, Technical Report No. 2,
March, 1979.

This investigation comqpared performance on a secondary subcritical tracking task
using a visual display when the 1 :imary subcritical task either also used a visual
display or instead used a velocity--id kinesthetic-tactile (KT) dismplay. The
primary and secondary tasks were cross-adaptively coupled. Four visual display
conditions were examined to isolate the contributions of peripheral scmnning and
aiding factors to cross-modal workload relief. After four days of dual-task
tracking, the subjects using a KT primary display had significantly higher
secondary task workload capability with integrated and separated -,isua1 dinplays
indicated that the superiority of the KT display was not simply ece to thfi
elimination of scanning.

W/L Cat. Code: 2.2.5, 3.1

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.1

Spare m. capacity Subsidiary task Experimental Laboratory Background

Primary task Single measures
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Butterbaugh, L. C. Crew workload-techv.lopy review and Fircblew assessmient.
Wright-Pattersoni Air Force Sao*, Ch&ic: Flight D)ynamics Latoratory, Technical
Meisovandum, AMFL--TH-78-74-POR, .'anvary, 1978,

The applications and resulting technical requirementa of nilot/crew workload
Masurement~predictioi methods are reviewed and discusse~i.' 1A addition, existing
pu aL/crev wor~road masurement/prediction technology 1.3 identified and reviewed.
An assessment of the ad~equacy of t~hese techniques relative to the identified
requirevents is perforua'd. Generally, the state of wclorr-od measurement/preditcion

tecnolgyis not sufficiently developed for meas'irinj&,.ý ýicting total mission-

W/L Cat. Code-. 1., 2., 3., 4.

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2.,~ 3,, 4.

Opinion Multiple !Rev1.e' None Flight simulator
Spare m. capacity ?light testJZ Primary task
Physiological

Canitings, R. Speecn patterns anr.l aircrew workload. In B.O. Hartmfin and R.E.

McKenmie (Eds.) Survey of irathods ao assess workload. O.GAkD--AG-246,i
August, 1979, 115-127,

The us.e of s-ee cl petterne L-. thi analysis of workload is examinxed. The rather
sparse amount of research effort expended in this field is revieired in terms of
a simple model of speech production and the applications of curremt analysia
techniques are considerid, There is intuitive evidence tri sugge~st tharz high work-.
load or stress way chenge the fundamental characteristics of speech. Alth~ough the
voice may not wxhibi!.. obvicus variationsi duzing normal flight -.rrofiles, a search
for change in speech may prove to be a worthvnhiv worroa-h. in the investi~ation
of workload in air operations.. Ruw~ver, centrol to the possible use of apeech i
patterns is thew requirament to reduce compler. speech d5.ta to parameter sets ofu

mavaageable site, and to relate these sets to the psychologicald and physiological L
stati of the pilot. Optimum choice of par~metur sets constitutes a difficult
task, but there is an ever increaeuing lit.c.raure concerned with sj1eech processialg
which provides many tachniquaa of analysis.

W/L Cat. Code; 4.3
Op, Behav. Code- 1., 2., 3., 4.

~1Physiologieal Speech patt. Review Laboratoty Flight simulator
anai.

Construct Flight test
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Cannings, R., Borland, RL. G., Mill, L. 3. and Nicholson, A. N. Pitch and
formant analysis of the voice in the investigation of pilot workload.
2roceediage of the &A_3D Conferemce on Methods to Assess Workl oad, AGARD-CPP-216,
Aprtil, 1 A77, 5-1 - A5-10.

Computer techniques are described which extract parameters from the speech
waveform which are amenable to statistical analysis and can be compared to the
structure of the pilot's speech waveform at different points in the flight
profile. Phye•ological data and subjeiva assessment may be used to indicate
the workload o£ the flight p- • *,, that the voice parameters can be correlated
with known workload levels. In 0 present study the call sign of British
Airways "Speedbird" was analya., •,:•h in terms of pitch and format information.
It was concluded from p.,' iminrtak taxamination of in-flight recordings that this
technique is useful for -lassifyir,.g specific phonemes and is effective despite
the noise corruption of the raw data.

W/L Cat. Code: 4.3

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Physiological Speech patt. Experimental Laboratory Flight simulator
anal.

Flight test I
Cantrell, GK. and Hartman. B.O. Applization of time and workload analysis

technics to transport flyers. Brooks AFB, Texas: USAF School of Aviation
Medician,, Technical Report SAM-TR-67-71, August, 1967.

Two groups of Military Airlift Command aircrewmen reported oa their activities
I-. haL'-hour blocks around the clock--one group for 15 consecutive days, the
other for 20 consecutive days--to provide data on the typical transport flyer's ,
workload. Mean times on approximately 50 different activities are presented.

Crew availabilfty, level of job-satisfaction, and fatigue are analyzed. It
is conciuded that: crew availability is nearly 1001 and does aot limit
airframe utilization; certain factors are sources of contirnuing frustration
to aircrewmen; perdistont complaints of fatigue appear to arise fron frustration
rather than overwork; any improvements resulting in a decrease in aircrew
frus-ration should improve aircrew morale and level of Job-satisfaction; changes
designed to increase airframe utilization rates may increase the level of aircrew
frustration; and consideration should be given to training as aircrewmen only
those individuals free from excessive sensitivity to frustracing conditions.

W/I, Cat. Code: 1.2

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 3., 4.

Opinion Queatloniaire Experimental Field Flight simulator
Flight test
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Caplan, R. D. and Jones, KL V. If feccts of work load, role ambiguity, and type
a personality on anxiety, depression, and heart rate. Journal of Applied
Psychology, 1975, W1~, 713-719.

Type A personality (hard driving, persistent, involved in work) was studied as
a conditioner of the effects of' quantitative workload and role ambiguity (arois...)
on anxiety, depression, resentment, and heart rate (strains) among 73 male users
of a university co~uter syatem that was approaching an im-inent 23-day shutdown.
Eacih respondent was his own control. Stress, person.'lity, and psychological
strain were assessed by questionnalire, and heart rate was measured. Change @cores
vete then analyvecl. ?ole ambigui ty was positively associated with anxl~ety,
depression, end resentmient; subjective -workload, was positively associated only
with anxiety. Mnxity was positively related to heart rate. The relat~onship
betvesn workload ard anxiety was greatest for Type A persona, and a similar, but
nonsignificant trend oippeared for the effects of anxiety on heart rate. Responue
and respondent specti~city are discussed.

W/L Cat. Code: 1., 4.1.10

* Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2.*, 3.

("pinion Rating secale Experimen~tal Field Background

Physiological Questionnaire

Heart vate '
h..r. var.

Casey, S. M., Breitual.er, W. A~. and Nason, W. E. Carebal activation and the
placement of visual displays. Warmirster, Prnnsylvania: U.S. Naval Air
Development Centert tILDC-77247-40, August, 1977.

Previous studies have shown that the human cerebral hemisplice~rs are funaf~on~lly
asyametic~al. In addition, differerzti~al 1%emispheric activation has been
bronght about 1ky 3hifta In lateral visual oriontatlion. In view of tlaia Infocuation,
an experiment was ttondected to utudy the effeactsi of tha lateral 'placement of
displays with spatt al-type information on human performance. Thirty two right-
handed males were rox"tul~red to respond to peripheralil''located engine monitoring

IJSVplay while perfrm-inig a central! -lnteated compensatory tracking taak, For
half of the subjects the enginte mon~i:oring displays were presented to the left
of the tracking display and for the ott~er half the en~gine monitoring display?
werr'. presented to the right of the tracking display. Performance was found to
be better for those subjects who were required to orient, to the left than for
those who were required to orient to the right. The results oC t'Ais experiment
6upport the thaory that cerebral activat-len may be an important consideration

when locatiag certaia types of visual displays in a high workload cockpit.I environment.
W/L Cat. Code: 3.1, 4.1.7

Op. Behav. Code: 1.., 2., 4.

Primary task Single aeas'~res Construct 7lighi: siaulator 7lgt~t simwiiator

Physiological Experivaental Flight test
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Catlett, R. L. Application of information theory concepto to study work coIplex
versus operator action time. Red River Army Depot, Texarkana, Texas: USANC
Intern Training Center, USAMC-ITC-2-73-08, March, 1973. (AD 786 286).

Infotuation Theory Concepts are currently being applied to obtain a quantitative
measure of worh difficulty or complexity. Tbis paper uses information theo y to
investigate the relationship between infurmatica input and operator response time.
To investigate this relationship, twelve ma1c subjects were tested for readtior.
time. Stimuli were any pom'sible pattern of eight lights. Responses were
corresponding patterns ol stimvltaneous itey depressions in an eight-key keyboard,
(one key for each finger). The conclusbon drawn from these experiments was that
there seems to be a lineor relptionship between information input (log2 N, where
N is the number of equally likely alternatives) and operator reaction time for
an unlearned tabk.

W/L Cat. ';ode: 2.1.2, 3.1

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.1

Spare m. capacity Inform. theory Experimental Laboratory Flight simulator

Primary task Single measures Flight test

Cavalli, D. Discrete time modeling of heavy transport plaue pilot behavior-
workloads d1trin_ 1,ndluR. Proceedings of the 13th Annual NASA-.Pniver.!ty
Conference on Manual Control, Massachusetts Institute of TecLnology, June
15-17, 1977, 321-328.

A digital computer program simulating the reactions of thpe pilot of a tsanspcrt
aircraft during fi•al descent is described. Experimental data obtained from
iionitorring human pitlots during simvlated final descents prmait formulation of a
model decision-making strategy involving nine instrimnent readings (localized
deviat:Lon, glide path deviation, roll, pitch, yaw, vertintal speed, thrust,
altitude, and airspeed). Recogniti-n of a diffisulty and the sequence of
corrective procedures undertaken are also described. It is concl,•&d t.iat a tetter
informazion dicplay could sigý!iftcantly decrease the pilot's Vo..:kload and thus
improve flight safety.
W/L Cat. Code: 3.1, 3.3, 4.1.7

Op. BeL..ai. Code: I.., 2., ,.

Prtmary task Single measjrets Conaturt ilight simjlator Flight simulator

Physiological Hath. mcdel Experimenta.l-

i.ye move-uent
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I Ceder, A. Driver's eye movements as related to attention in siraulated
traffic flow conditions. Human Factors, 1977, 19, 571-581.

SDrivers' eye-movement amplitude and fixation duration are studied in four
simulated traific flow conditions: (1) within free-flow mode, (2) under
maximum flow conditions, (3) within congested-flow mode, and (4) on tn urban
street between signalized intersections. Of major interest to the poosible
correlatiou between eye-movement data and drivers' attention demands. This

correlation is based on ai uncertairty theoretical model which provides a
quantitative approach for evaluating drivers' attention level in various
traffic flow conditions. Some applications to t-affic flow phenomena are
presented.

W/L Cat. Code: 4.1.7

rOp. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Physiological Eye movement ExperimertA Laboratory Flight simulator

I
j Chainova, L. D,, Komarova, I. A. and Zonabend, F. I. Complex paychophysiological

e',aluation of the readability of symbolic iuformaticn (Kompleksnaya
Psikhofiziologicheskaya Ctsenka Chitaemosti Znakovoy Informatsii). Vrosy
pska414s.1i4 to7f al Vatal I F 4..L¶a ..L

________76, *' -* X U ".~JU ~~~J.malLL L.LULULy

Translation 1777, 1974).

Slides of conventional cartographic symbols vary Lng t. num•e" were exposed
for two seconds and their recognition difficulty deterained. Twelve such
symbols were selected experimentally to cover the range of ~i•ficulty.
Recordiaigs were then made on ten subjects of their EEC, GSR, L and electro-
ocuiogram (EOG) in a recognition task in which the nuuJ)er and difficulty of
the symbols were varied. The GSR, EOG and EEG measures were found to reflect
the condition of the visual system best. The results obtained make it possible
to make decisions tegarding information saturation of the visual field, ways
of representing symbole, expoavre time, and individual differences.

_ W/L Cat. Code: 3.1, 4.1.2, 4.1.4, 4.1.5, 4.1.7, 4.1.10
-.t I Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Primary task Multiple Experimental Laboratory Flight simAator
Physiological Flight test
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d.ilds, J. M. The development u objective inlught"performance asssmeat
procedures. Proceeeings of the 23rd Annual Meeting of the Human Factors
Society, Boston, Maisachusetts, October 29-Novoober 1, 1979, 329-333.

The purpose cf this research was to develop pocedures for objectively evaluating
Initial Etry Rotam'y Wing (IERW) student periormance in flight. Maneuvers of the
Basic Instrzmient phare were addressed. rvscriptive inflight scoring procedures
to assess abso.'.ute deviations of desired values from obetorved values at designated
times, were developed. Desired values were determined on the basis of the rates
specified in IE.1W training guides. Observed values were instrumett indications v
of airspeed, altitude, 3r heading at those times. Four tolerance categories were

iticorporated int alternative six-point maneuver scoring algorithms designed to
assess aircreft iontro1 precision. The criterion for acceptable proficiency was
the maLatenav,' cf each sampled measure within istandRrs IFRW tolerance limis for
each sampilnA pc'int of a maneuver. Tests of the objective scoring procedures
were conducfed in• the UH--l flight simulator.

W/L Cac. Code: 3.1 p

Op. 74thav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Primary task Single measures Experimevtal Flight simulator Flight simulator

Chiles. W. D. Objective methods for developing irdices of pilot workload.
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma: Federal Aviation Administration, Civil Aeromedical
"Instt.ute, FAA-AM-77-15, July, 1977.

This paper discusses the various types of objective methodologies that ritber ,
have been or have the potential of being applied to the gelneral problem of the

reasurement of pilot wurkload as it occurs on relatively short missions or
mission phases. Selected studies that have dealt with the workload measurement
problem or some similar problem are reviewed in relation to their applicability

to securing ;Lnswers to operational quactions. The types of methods are

classified as: laboratory, analytic and synthetic, simuilator, and in-flight.

The paper conc:ldas with a general discusaion of the relative merits and some
of the cautions to be observed in attempting to apply these methods and in

tyying to interrret the results with a view toward generalizing to operational
situations.

W/L Cat. Code: 2., 3.

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 3., 4.

Spare zA. capacity Multiple Review None Flight simul.tor

Primary task Flight test
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Chiles, W.D. Objective methods. In A.H. Roscoe (Ed.) Assessing pilot
workload. AGAILD-AG-233, Febrt •ry, 1978, 54-77. (AD A051 587).

The general approaches that we have labelled "laboratory methods" are probably
best suited to conducting background research on more general questions pertaining
to workload. Wherever they are appropriate they are the method of choice because
of the typically high degree of control posmible and the attendant high levels
of reliability. The synthetic work method in especially well suited to examining
general workload questions because, by its nature, tasks cail be added, removed,
and modified with relative ease, and, depending on the overall level of complexity,
large investments in training time are not required. The analytic and the
synthetic methods both appear to yield reasonable resiltis, but both techniques
-eat on relatively fragile data bases. Simulators, especially those controlled
by general purpose digital coaputers, have the pot~ntial of generating large
amounts of very useful information on workload. lowever, whether the programs
that resulted in their acquisition wJll allow adequate access to such systems for
research purposes remains to be seer. Except for some of the safety limitations,
in-flight methods can be used on virtually any problem suitable for investigation
in a simulator. However, the recording of data of demonstrated reliability is
a significant problem.

W/L Cat. Code: 2., .3.
Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 3., 4.

Spare m. capacity Multiple Review None Flight simulatori Primary task Flight test

Chiles, W.D. and Alluisi, E.A. A review of methods for specifying nperat.r or
occupational workload. Paper presented at XIXth International Congress of
Applied Psychology, Munich, Germany, August, 1978.

- . Laboratory, analytic, synthetic, simulation, and operational-system methods
employed in the specificacion of performance workloads are reviewed. It is

L concluded Chat laboratory methods re the methods of choice, with the synthetic-
work technique especially well suited to examinations of general workl~oad.

AXnalytic and synthetic methods yield reasonable results, but both rest on
relatively fragile data bases. Simulation methods have the potetial of peoviding
quite useful information on operator workload, but simulators have not Senerally
been employed for this purpose, and some of the difficulties implicit to their
use are discussed. Operational-system methods can be uned on virtually any work-
load-spec.Jfication problem suitable for investigation in a simulator, but the
problems of data recording can be substantial.

9 W/L Cat. Code: .,3.
L Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 3., 4.

Spare m. capacity Mlultiple Review None Fligthv simtilator

Primary task FlighL test
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Chiles, W. D. and Alluisi, 3. A. On the specification of operator or occupational
workload with performance-measurement methods. Human Factors, 1979, 21,
515-528.

Five system-output or performance-measure~mnt methods have been described in the
literature for use in operator or occupational workload specifications: laboratory,
analytic, synthetic, simulation, and oparational-system methods. A review and
analysis of these methods indicates that la&oratory methods, where appropriate,
are the methods of choice, with the synthetic-work technique especially well suited
to examinations of general workload questions. Analytic and synthetic methods
appear to yeild reasonable results, but both rest on relatively fragile data
bases. Simulation methods have the potential of providing quite useful information
on operator workload, but simulatorn have not generally been employed for this
purpose, and some of the difficulties implicit to their use are discussed.

4 Operational-system mithods, except for some possible safety limitations, can be
used on virtually any workload-specification problem suitable for investigation
in a simulator, but the problems of data recording tan be aubstanial.

W!L Cat. Code: 2.1, 2.2, 3.l, 3.2

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 3., 4.

Spare m. capacity Mul1tPle Review None Flight simulator

Primary task Flight test

Chiles, W. D., Jennings, A. E., a::d A]luisi, E. A. Hekasurement and acaling of
workload in complex performance. Aviation, £pace and Environmental Medicine,
1q79, 50, 376-381.

A method is developed for scaling different le.'els of workload on himan operators
involvcd in man-machinc systems. A multiple task perforxuanre battery is une(!
to provide several tasks (monitoring lightc, w.onitoring -eters, two-dimwnsioaul
cc-spensatocy tracking, pattern identification, tiental arithmatic, and prnblem
solving) in different combinations to guiecate vwrying job demands and,
presutzbly, varying levels of workload. A total of 94 v"lu'nteer" male subjects
is tested, 4ivided in two gi'oups tested on one and two dayr, respettively. A
scale of workload is derived for five complex task cmbib.iaý.ion condit.,cns. The
,cale provided rzliable values that were stable cn replication. The mcjor
restriction to the method's use is the reouirea-art of employing at leest 50
subjects to yield stable scale values.

W/L Cat. Code: 2.2, 3.1. 3.3
Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Spare m. capacity Secondary task Experimental Laboratory Flight si.uitor
Primary task Single meaaures

Multiple measures
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Chu, Y. and Rouse, W. A. Optimal adaptive allocation of decision making
responsibility berwetn human and comreuter in multi-task situations
Proceedings of thn 1977 Int'rnation4l Confer,.ce on Cybernetics and
Soc$,e., WaNhingLon, D.C , September, 1977, 169-175.

It is suggested that the computer serve as a backup decision maker in multi-

tack situations, accepting responnibility when iorkload becomes axcessive
and relinquijUing raspona4.1 1 ty when workl.oad becomes acceptable. A
queueing theury formulation of multl,-rask decision making is used to develop
a procedure for determining when the computer xhould be assigned decision
making rebponsibility. The procedure Is illustrated by application to a
tomptiter-aided flight management bituation.

I W/L Cat, Code: 3

Op. Behav. Co4e: 1., 2., 3., 4.
Primary tack Wath. model Construct Laboratory Flight simulator

Experimental

Clark,.. A., AruolL, E. L., Fuulds, E. L., Jr., Brown, D. M., Eastmead, D. R.,
and Parry, E. K,. Avirtion; Cpeze, and Environmental Medicine, 1975, 46, 1044-
1048.

Studies weim conducted to wturtind the psychological correlates of elevated
serutz urate and choleaoterol levels. Elevations of uric acid level appeared to
reflect stresu that exp~ted fear or insecurity, while high cholesterol levels
scemed to reflect a stress which the individual perceived as requiring a sustained
increase in physical and/or mer..il performance.

W0i Cat. Code: 4.1.12

"Op. Dehav. Code: 1., 2., 3., 4.

Physiological lody fluid Experimental Laboratory Flight aimu•ator A

anal.
Flight test
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Clark, W. E., :r. and Armetrong, G. C. Thrae-4vse helicopter flight directin
evaluution. Randolph APB, Txas: USAF Instrumen. Flight Center, IFC TR
77-3, July, 19)7.

Thin repc-t covers the work accomplished during an inflight inveatigAtion
coocerntng the evaluation of the changec In pilot performance, control ac(tivity
and biochemical cAaages rhile flying with varfons display configurations of a
helicopLcr Three-Cue Flight Director System. A series of objective, bubJsctive,
and pyaliological measures wcre used to evaluate the various displa7 =onfigurations.

W/L Cat. Code: 1.2, 3.?, 4,.1.0, 4.1.12

Op. Behav. Co.e" 1.2, 2., 4.

Opinion Questionnaire Exrerimental Flight test Flight simulator

Primary task Mult. mceasures Flight test

Physiological fleext rate
h.. var.

Body fluid anal.

Clement, W.F. Investigating the use of a moving map display and a horizontal
situation indicator In simulatel powered-lift short-haul operationa.
Proceedinga of the 12th Annua4l NASA-University Conference on Manual Control,
University oi lllinuis, P'iaY, L9167~, 201-224. f(11NAM 0~~~

This research inveatigatcs the use of & moving map display from enroute through
the terminal area, inrluding aporoach and go-around. Various features of each of
the primary STOLAND displays, the electronic movin3 map multifunction display
(MFD), horizontal situati-n indicator (HSI), and electronic attitude director
indicator (LADI), are usau in the three phases of flight mentioned above when the
STOIAND ryatem ir operated in each of three ways: a) flown in thý. fully automatic

taode with the pilot(s) in a motAntoring role; 5) flowrn manually using flight
director guidance to reduce workload and task requirements in cn acceptable level;
of c) flown manually u.ing raw instrument situat-on data. Eye-poirt-of-regnrd
and workload measurerments, coupl..d with taak performance measurements, pilot
opinion rating3, and pilot comments are presented. The measurements, ratings, and
cowments provide an indication of the utility of the MFD as a supplement to the
HSI for improving flight safety.

W/L Cat. Code: 1.1, 2.2, 3.2, 4.1.7
Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.
Opinion Multiple Experimental Flight simulator Flight simulator
Spa- m. capacity Flight test
Pr iinery task
Physiological
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Clement, W. Annotatel bibliography of procedures which assess primary task
perfo.mance in some mauner as the basiL eltnent of a workload measurement
procedure. Hawthornc, Calif.: Systeme Technology, Inc., Technical Report
No. 1104-2, Jenuary, 1978.

The survey endeavors to incltde all contributions back to 1970 with
sppeial effort to i0¶utify papers not contained in formal journals; that is,

3 papers presented at meetings or only available in non-archival proceedings,
etc. Major theoretical ar bibliographiz review articles including sources
extending back tv 1)50 have bet-r inc!ured in the search. The annotated
bibliniraphy provides complete references to each relevant contribution and
an abstract of each -with a brief summary of results or firndings. Except for
the major sa'rveys and conference proceedings, which are arranged chronologicalXy,
the contributions within each subtopic are arranged alphabetically by the firsr
author's name.

WIL Cat. Code: 2.2, 3.1, 3.3, 4.1.7

1 Op. Behav. Wode: I., 2., 4.

Primary task Multirle Review None Flight simulator

Spare m. capacity Flight test

Physiological

Clement, W. F., Hofmann, L. G., and Graham, D. A direct procedure for

partiticning scanning workload with a flight director. Proceedinhs of the
, • IEEE Cybernetics and Society international Conference, Buston, Hassachusetta,

November, 1973, 38-43.

Recent exparimeata]. eye scanning measurement from simulated approaches in a

* .... flight-like cockpit representing a contemporar1 Jet transport have made it possible

to simplify the procedure for preiicting the partition of the pilot's s:anning

"workload required for monitoring and c'ntrolling a task with status displays and

fa light director. Wheyi there is but a single director contr.l display, tha new

procedure eliminates iteration iii the preliminary design computatici¢. The

preliminary design computations are beaed on predictions of closed-loop inplut-

correlated errors in displayed variables with respect to the trimmed flighliu
values. Also Included are methods Aor predicting multiloop error coherence, and

for correcting the predicted ;artftion of scanning workload when the pilot's
scanning remnant contribution is significant.

WI,, Cat. Code: 2.1.1, 3.3
"Op. Behav, rc)de: 1., 2.

Spare m. capacity Task zomp., Construct None Flight 3imulator
ttme a5S•-s•

Primary task Mach. model
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Clement, W. F., Jex, H. R. and Graham, D. A manual control-Display theory applied
,to ivitroment landing* of A. jet transport. CIEEE Transactions on Man-Kaohine

a t~ e 1968, MNS-9, 93-109.

This p6.per presents an illustrative application of a theory for manual control
displayc to -he instrument landitig approach of a large subsonic Jet transport.
A methodical procedure is disclosed for forrmniation of compeusatory diop:.ay-
contrcl systems. Manual approach height *md lateral position control are treated
in multiloop dynam..c analyses so as to select preferred variables for measurement
and display. Closed-loop system performance and pilot scanning and workload
measures are also evaluated. The example concludes with the "predictiorn" of a
preferred display arrangement. Comparison with an FAA Category II instrument
panel arrangement selected by an airline operating the example aircraft shoews
the predictions to be rema-kably accurate. 7n regard to workload a procedure
similar to that of Senders is used. Fractiouil workload techniques are developed
on the basis of summation of fixation frequency-meaa dwell time products.

W/L Cat. Code: :.1.1, 3.3

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Spare m. capacity Task comp., Construct None FlighL simulator
time assess.

Primary task Math. model

Clument, W. F., Jex, H. R. and 3rabam, D. Application of a systems analysis
tbeory for manual control di lays to ai 'craft instruxent-lauding. Iroceedings
of the 4th Annual N&"'A-Un.vqrwijy Coafe.cae on Manual Control, A.m Arbor,
Mi'zhig., flMarch, )96G, 69-94. (NASA S71-192).

This paper piee•ts &i Illustrative ipplication cf a theorl for manual control
displays to the Instruxent landing aproaah of a large "ubbontc :'et tri'msport.
A methodical procedure is divhcloeed icnr formulation cf :=opensatory .:-sp!.ay/
c(l, 10. system.,. Mrnual app%-oach height and lateral position control are
treated in mi.ltil.,,op dyramic ana)yves so kAR to select preferred variables for
meauremenc knd di4play. Clcsad-J,.op syatem 2erfcrmn:tce and pilot scanning
and 4orkload measurei are also evaluated. Yhp exemple ccncludes with thb
prediction oi a preferred dis!-lav arr&ngement. Compariion with an eAA category
Ii insti.uoeun ysrel. a irrangemenc selected bh a&.i ala:ine operatiag the e-aample
eircra•t sakows tb•t 1,reiacti.ns to be remarkaoly accurate.
W/L CN,.- C~d•" %.. 3.3 "

up. lehav. Codi-_: 3,, 7., 4, ,

Spare w- apacity Task comp., Constru'ct None Flight similator
time assess.

Primary tnsk Math. model
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Clement, W.F., McRuer, D.T. and Ktein, R.H.. Syst.-matic manual coutrol display
design. Proceeding5t of the AGARD Conference on Guidance &nd Control Displays,
AGARD-CI-96, 6-1 - 6-10.

A theory of di.spleys, together with validated techniques for analyzing closed-
loop ptiot-vehicle dynamic performance, provides P. systematic procedure for
improving the guidance and cortrol display design process. Ceatr. to this
theory is the notion that display design is fundamentally a guidance And control

* problem which has interactions with our knowledge of human psychomotor activity.
We, reviet the inspirati-ins for eye movement studies in flight control and
monitoring tasks and jummarize the relationship of eye scanning phenomena to pilot
describing functions and remnant. Several -easures of pilot workload in control
tasks are discuss.-d. One measure, in partictailr, has great promise in quantifying
a practical definition of workload. This is excess coarrol capacity. We conclude
by illustratinrg the further connectionvs with lead equalizdtion, scanning workload,
phyntologici.t measures of neuromuscular tension, and the effects of additional
modalitles on visual workload.

W!L Cat;. Code: 1.1, 2.2.5, 3.3, 4-t.7, 4.i.9
Op. Whav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Opi.iion Multiplz Construct Laboratnoy Flight simulator
Spare m. capacity Experimental Flight simulator Flight test
rrimary task
Physiological

Cliff, R. C. The effects Pf attention sharing in a dynamic dual-task environment.
irrceedings of the 7ta Anugal NASA-University Conference on Manual Control, A
University of Southern California, June, 1971, 307-325. (NASA SP-281).

There are nuwirous examples of cases where the human operator is confronted
with several tasks occurring simultaneously and continuously in time. The
current study i• in invustigation into the nature of attention sharing between
"two cortinuous tasks with independant input-output modes. Eleven subjects
.weit tested using a zero order compensatory control task with three levels of
difficulty (Inp, bandwidth) for each subje.t As a secondary task on half of
the trials, the subjects wre also required tc, verbally shadow a random auditory
inpimt. Results from an e7Atensive time and frequency domain analysis of the
"data are presented and discussed. The evidence supports a single channel model
for continuous dual-tavk control.

W/L Cat. Code: 2.2.1, 3.1

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 3., 4.

Spare m. capatcity Subsidiary task Experimental Laboratory Flight simulator

Primary task Single measures Flight test

I6
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Cohen, S. I. and Silverman, A. J. Measurement of pilot mental effort. Paris, .
France: North Atlantic Treaty Organization, Advisory Group for Aeronautical
Research and Development, Report 148, May, 1957. (AD 200 672).

This oaper discusses the factors which affect a pilot's ability to respond
to situations demanding effort and methods of measuring his total psycho-
physiologic response. A description is given of some methods and quantitative
results obtained in research at the Aeromedical Laboratory of the Wright-
Patterson Air Force Base.

W/L Cat. Code: 4.14, 4.1.5

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 3., 4.

Physiological GSR Construct Laboratory Flight simulator

EEG Experimental Flight test

Colle, H.A. and De~alo, J.C. The use of dual-task performance operating curves
to assess workload. Paper presented all the 1978 Review of Air Force Sponsored
Basic Research in Flight and Technical Training, U.S. Air Force Academy,
Colorado Springs, Colorado, April, 1978.

A preliminary study generated performance operating curves (POC) for two digit
tranaformation raska (repeat the digit, add three and report the sum) each of
which were combined with a tone classification task. Two POCs were generated
which allowed the two digit transformation tasks to be equated in attentional
demand over a wide range. Pilots also were tested in a formation flying
simulator together with the tone classification task. Although the formation
flying tasks did make workload demands, they were small in comparison with those
made by the digit transformation tasks, as would be expected for an overlearned

task. Currently, the additivity of the equivalent demand procedure is being
investigated.

W/L Cat. Code: 2.2.1

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Spare m. capacity Subsidiary task Experimental Laboratory Flight simulator
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Control-display pilot factors program. Randolph AFB, Texts: USAF instrument
i ~Ptlot Instructor School, Instrument Evaluatiost Project NR.63-1, Decemaber,

1963.

Intvrvening leve!8 of control between full manual and full automatic were
examined for the purpose of determining the compatibility of the human pilov
with an automptic flight control system using Force Wheel Steering as the link
between the two elements. Two identically equipped T-39 aircraft were m~tiliz•d
in the inflight examination. Twenty-six pilots representing commerciaJ airlines,
FAA, and the USAF flew every possible combination of the two levels of control r.
in pitch, and three levels of control in roll, a total of five times; two times
were for training and three times for record. The stadard T-39 panel, featuring
the USAF Flight DL:ector Display, was used. The profile consisted of the ILS
final approach. All approaches were made under the hood. Standardized briefings
and procedures were utilized. Both subjective and objective measures were
obtained for describing the effects of intervening levels of control upon
pctormance. Comparable performance was obtained across the intervening levels
of control indicating compatibility. A reduction in pilot work load, unburdening,
was obtained as a function of increasing levels of automation.

W/L Cat. Code: 1., 3.2
Op. Behav. Cide: 1., 2., 4.

Opinion Rating scale Experimental Flight test Flight simulator

?rimary task Questionnaire Flight test

Mult. measures

Cooper, G. E. and Harper. R. P.; Jr. The use of pilot rating in the evaluation
of aircraft handling qualities. Mofftcr Field, California: National
Aeronautics and Space Administration, Ames Research Center, NASA TN-D-5153,
April, 1969.

Pilot rating scales and their use in assessing aircraft handling qualities are
reviewed historically, and objections that have been raised to limitations of
earlier scales are considered in the developmern of a reviLsed scale. Terminology
used in the evaluation of handling qualities is reviewed and new definitions
are proposed to improve communication and international understanding. Of
particular significance is the new definition of handling qualities, which
emphasizes the importance of factorc that influence the selection of a rating
other than atability and control characteristics. The experimental use of
pil¢o. rating is discussed in detail, with special attentiom devoted to (1)
clarifying the difference between mission and task, (2) identifying what the
rating applies to, (3) considering the pilot's assessment criteria, and (4)
defining the simulation situation. The important elements of the report are
then summarized In a suggested "Briefing Guide," desfqned for guidance in
planning and executing handling qualities experiments.

W/L Cat. Code: 1.1

j Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Opinion Rating scale Construct Flight test Flight simulator

Flight test
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Corkindale, K.G.G. A flght limlatoz study of mlssile control perfotmancq as
a function of concurrent workload. Proceedings of the AGARD Conference on
Simulation and Study of High Workload 2perations, AGARD-CP-146, April, 1974,
A5-1 - A5-6.

Eight pilots took part in a simulation of the delivery of a stand-off air-to-
surface guided weapon. The attack phase of a sortie was simulated. Four levels
of workload were studied. The results show that performance at the missile control
tasks was degraded by increase in concurrent workload, and manual flight coatol
and auto-pilot monitoring were adversely affected by concurrent missile control
tasks. A small group of non-pilots was put through the same experimental program.
A similar pattern of results to those of the pilot group were obtained but the
absclute levels of performance wera predictably different. Eye movement data and
subjective dati allow the detericration In two-task performance to be explained.
The results of this study confiru laboratory secondary task experiments in that a
deterioration in primary task performance is associate(i uith the occurrence of a
secondary task.

W/L Cat. Code: 1.2, 2.2,2, 4.1.7
Op. Eehav. Code: 1., 2.. 4.2

Opinion Questionnaire Experimental Flight simulator Flight simulator
Spare m. capacity Subsidiary task Flight test
PhysiologicL. nye movement

Corlett, E. N. Cardiac arrhythmia as a field technique: Some coments on aj recent symposium. Ergonomics, 1973, 16, 3-4.

The seminar on "Heart Rate Variability and Mental Load" at which the papers
"in this issue were presented was attended mainly by research workers and
presented by researchers. The examples given and problem areas posed in these
papers are either actual field studies or analogues of field aituations. It
is not unreasonable therefore to look at the work reported in relation to its
contribution to the study of mental work and mental load, not in any carpinp
spirit but to indicate the enormity of the task facing the field worker who is

*tudying mantal work. This approach will also indicate the quality of personnel
:hIch will be needed in industry if this area is to be adequately treated. To V
say the least, it seems unlikely that Industry will be able to continue with
the use of simple techniques and technician level personnel for the study of
work loads arising from modern industrial jobs. The seminar gave a clear
indication that the study of wvrking stress requires a professional level of
training, i.e., one equivalent at least to a chartered engineer in quality, if
the effective interpretation of data, which are in themselves reliable, is to
be achieved.

W/L Cat. Code: 4.1.10

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Physiological Heart rate, Review None Flight simulator
h.r. var.
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Cculuris, G. J., Utner, R. S,, Potracek, S. J., Wong, P. J. and Ketchel, J. M.
Capacity an6 productivity Implications on enroute a*r traffic control
autumatton. Washington, D.C.: Federal Aviation Adedxnistration, FAA-RD-71.-196,
December, 1974. (ADA 016 622).

This report documents the work perforwd by Stanford Research Institute (SRI)
to evaluate controller productivity and capacity benefits potentially realizable
from postulated evolution of enrout.d air traffic control (ATC) automation. This
work focused on the workload iimititions of human controllers and the affects o'
on controllers of various automation applicatioan to National Airspace Systew
(HAS) StaSe A3d.2 ATC. e-pirical measurements of routine, surveillance, and
conflict processing nctivitiei were used to develop workload models of control-

tea'L operations. These models are entensions of the Relative Capacity Estimating
Process (RECEP) pro--uously developed by SRI. They were used to assess the
potential bereaito of enhancerments including an electronic tabular flight data,
display. The worklood models were incorporated into the SRI Air Traffic FlcV
(AT?) network simulation model to assess the potential beaefits of a computerized
facility-level traffic flow control method termed planning coutrol.

W/L Cat. Codo: 2.1.1

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 3.; 4.

Spare m. capacity TaslE comp., Experimental Field Flight s.mulator
time assess.

Crabtree, M.S. Human factors evaluation cf several control system configuratLons,
including workload sharing with force wheel steering during approa':h and flare.
Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio: USAF Flight Dynamics Laboratory, AFFDL-TR-75-43,

April, 1975.

An experiment was conducted to evaluate the performance and workload
characteristics of six types of control system configurations during :.imulated
IFR approaches. The six types were, (1) ranual ILE, (2) manual approach with
"flight director, (3) semi-automatic approach with flight director 4.a which the
pitch, roll, and yaw axes of the autopilot were controlled by the pilot through
force wheel steering, (4) and (5) two workload sharing approache:% with force

F wheel steering and flight directors where, in one case, th•e pilot controlled
pitch and power while the co-pilot controlled roll and yaw and, in the other case,
the roles of the pilot and co-pilot were intarchangad, and finally (6) a fully
automatic approach. Conclusions were that the full automatic mode provided the
best performance and lowest workload while the manval ILS mode and the semi-
auLomatic mode provided the worst performance and the highest workload.

W/L Cat. Code 1., 3.2
F Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Opinion Rating scale Experimental Flight simulator Flight simulator
Primary task Questionnaire Flight te• t

Mult. measures
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Cr'rfnro, B. M. Workloc4d ia~sessannt mthodolop development. In B. 0. lHartCwan
and 'A. 2. %cKenrie (ida.) S.rvl• of mithods Co assess worklo&d. ACAPA'ACG-
246, &uv.Wst., 1979, 55-37.

This presevtatfun proT.•dez a brief review of several concepts useful in workload
esti-mtion. The first concept is that: of p.rforrance theory, incluwing the work
of Teichner and Dondus, The second .oncept is that of divided attention with
emphaais on the work of Hick, Knowles, and Sternberg. Expezimental results using
the Sternberg paradigm are described. Finally, physiological corrolates of
performanre and artelytic methodologies are briefly reviewed.

WIL Cat. Code: 2.1, 2.2.1, 3.1, 4.1

Op Behav. Cdo: 1., 2., 4.

Spare m. capacity Multiple Review Y!one Flight sLmulator

Primary task Construct Flight test

Physiological

Crawford, 2. M., Pearson, W. H. and Hoffnman, K Multifunction sw¢tching and
flight contr.l workload. PapEr presented at the 6th Psychology in the DOD
Smposi:um, U.S. Air Force Academy, Colorado Springs, Colorado, April, i976.

Four subjects were t:ested in a coc".pit simulator using a secondaly tars L
m,;asure reserve information piocessing capacity under two levels of flight
control and four levels of multifunction switching. Results suggest .hat
flight control impacts both input-output and central proceesiug stages whereas
mere 3nticipation of" switching casks affectA input-output only. DIfficult
flight control reduced the effective Information processing reserve b,,, 54
peicent on the average. The corresponding losses attributable to anticipation
oi aultifunction swi.Itching were 20 and 31 percenlt for simple raid coMplex tasks
respectively. The utudy has impllsaions for design of effective processing
aids and mental woritloa-i m-asurement.

W,'L Cat. Code: 2.2.1

Op. Behav. Code: 2.1, 4.1, 4.2

Spare m. capacity Subsidlary task Experimental Flight simulator Flight rimulator

Primary task Single measures Flight test
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Cross, K.D. and Cavallero, F.R. Utliity of the vertical contact analog display
for carrier 1&andings - a diagnostic e'valuation. Proceedlr.gs of the AGAED
Conference on Guidance and Control risplays, AGARD-CP-96, 21-1 - 21-11.
(AD 739-779).

An experiment was performed to evaluate the ac'curacy with which siiuJ] ted carrier
landiigs could be performed with the Vertical Contact Analog Display , ;7CAD), a
pictorial vertical situation display generated by a digital computer. A secondary
objective was to generate diagnostic data to define the relative magnitude of' different potential contributors to total system error. Position and attitude
errors were measured under each of five experimental conditions, a full-scale
simulated carrier landing task and four part-tasks. The results revealed that
all three attitude parameters were controlled with a high degree of accuracy under
all conditions. Control of vertical and lateral position in the full-scale
simulation condition was accomplished with about the •ame accuracy and precision
as that reported for actual (day) carrier landings in F-4 aircrafts. The part-
task data revealed that the largest contributor to lateral error was Control
Complexity.

W/L Cat Code: 3.2
Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2.,

Primary task Mult. measures Experimental Flight simulator Flight simulator
Flight test

Curry, R.E. Mental load in monitoring tasks. In N. Moray (Ed.) Mental
workload: its tneory and measurement. New York: Plenum Press, 1979,
117-124.

This paper describes issues involved in defining, predicting, and measuring
mental workload. Concepco presented include dividing workload into task demands,
effort, and performance- CGoals of measurement and current methods used are
r eviewed.

WiL Cat. Code: 1., 2.2, 3.1, 3.3

')n Benav. Code: 1., 2., 3.

Cpinion Multiple Review None Flight simulator
Spare m. capac Lty Construct Flight test
Primary task
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Curry, R. H., Kleinman, D. L.,, and Roffman, W. ,C. A. design procedure. for r#ontro/
display systems. Human Facto:,* 1977, 19, 421-436.

This paper proposes a desigu procedure for control ant display systems in which
levels of automation vary over a significant range. The ie nnts of fhe primary
analysis tool are briefly reviewed, and the ,we of the model at three levels of
specification (inforration level, display-elemant l-evel., and display-frmotar level) .
in discussed. Based on obs,irvation and pilot cown~ntary, it is assumed that tho. •.

pilot allocates his attentien to control the aircraft to the desired level of
performa;ýce, and then, with remaining capacity, to monitor displsys. The design
procedure is applied to the longitudinal control of a CH-47 helicopter. The
procedure points out the need for performance-workload relations for control,
which are fairly well understood, and rerformance-woxkload relations for monitoring,
about which little is known.

W/L Cat. Code: 1.1, 3.1, 3.3
Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Opinion Rating scaile Construct Flight simulator Flight simulator
Orimary task Single measures Experimental

Math. model

Dahm, A. E. Study if the field use of the psychological stress evaluator.
Dektor CounterintelligGnce and Security, Inc., Springfield, Virginia,
Unpublished ma.iuscript, 1974.

This paper suuarizes the results of a questionnaire sent to 153 users of
the Psychological Stress Evaluator (PSE). Porty-six users responded to the
questionnaire. The users were categorized into four groups! (1) privately
employed individuals oz firms conducting investigations on a hired basis,

(2) law enforcement agencies, (3) retail/industrial firmE, &d (4) clinics
and ro.search individuals or firms. The resultp of the ten questions contained
in the questionnaire are individually reported.

W/L Cat. Code: 4.3

Op. Behav. Code: 2., 3. I

Physiological Speech patt. Review None Backgroutd
anal.
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Damos, D. Res,.dual attention as a predictor of pilot performance. Hu___
Factor., 1978, 20, 435-440.

Aixteen student pilots performed a task combination designed to measure residual

attention. Scores on this combination were correlated with performances on flightI checks ad-.-Znisterad periodically during flight train~ing. The multiple correlation

batween performances on the flight checks and the -%ask combination increased as
the students progressed through flight training. The usefulness of residual
attention as a predictor of pilot performance is discussed.

W/L Cat. Code: 2.2.1

Op. Behav. Code: I ,2., 4.

Spare m. capacity Subsidiary task Experimental Laboratory Flight simulator

Damos, D. and Wickens, C. A quasi-linear control theory analysis of timesharing
skills. Proceedings of the 13th Annual NASA-University Conference on Manual
Control, Massachusetta Institute of Technology, June 15-17, 1977, 35-43.

W Human involve~ment with complex systems often requires the operator to timeshare
.or perform several tasks concurrently. While it is apparent that performance

under .uitiple- or dual-task conditions often benefits dramatically from practice,
the precise sources of improvement are not clear. One possible source is further
mastery of the single-task skills themselves. A second possible source is time-

b - shdring ski.lls, which are hypothesized to contrib to only tn multiple-task
performance and which do not develop under single-task conditions. To date, the
-.identity, development, and generality of timesharing skills have not been clearly
isolated experimentally. The present study examines performance with practice
on two dual-task combinations -- dua1 axis tracking and two discrete information
processing tasks -- in an effort to identify the presence and development ofspecific timesharing skills, such as parallel Information processing or rapid

S..ertask switching. The generality of timesharing skills also is investigated
by examining transfer of these skills between the two qualitatively different
task combinations.

W/L Cat. Code: 2.2.1, 2.2.2, 3.1

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Spare m. capacity Subsidiary task Experimental Laboratory Flight simulator

Primary task Single measures Flight test
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Daemos, D. L. sud Wickens, C. D. Dual-task performance ard the hick-Hyman
lev 'of choice reaction Uise. Journal of Motor Behavior, 1977, 9, 209-215.

The 31ope, intercept, and linearity of the function relating RT and stimulus
infornation reflect different aspects of information processing. This
experiment determined which aspects of information processing are affected by
the presence of a secondary task. SubJectE (n-12) performed a one-dimensional
tracking task concurrently with a choice RT task. Subjects also performud each
task singly. RAif of the oubjects performed under eual-task conditicrns with
JdjaLent displays, half with separated displays. For the adjacent group the
tracking task had no reliable effect on either the slope, intercept, or l'ncarity
of the relation. Scanning affected only the intercept fov the separated group.
Error on the tracking task was found to increase linearly with increased
processing load on the choice RT task for both groups. The results are
interpreted as supporting a modified aingle-channel theory.

W/L Cat. Cod?: 2.2.1, 2.2.2, 3.1

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Spare m. capacity SubsidLary task Experimental Laboratory Flight simulator

:IIPrimary task single, measure Flight Lest

Danev, S., Radoeva, R., Zlatarov, I. Changee in heart rate variability due to
informational, physical and emotional load, in laboratory and field
conditions. Ar"ivas Nervosa e 1975, 17, 187-188.

Results of these experiments corroborate the recults of rn eailier experiment by
C. F. Wartna and S. G. Danev which showed no difference in sinus arrhythmia
according to most of the scoring methods in 5 expeý:imental conditions (including
rbysical as 'well as mental components). The present results do not support the
work of J. W. Kalsbeek who found a progressive suppression of sinus arrhythmia
and an increase of heart rate when subjects went from resa- to higher loadin3
conditions.

W/L Cat. Code: 3.1, 4.1.10

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.1

Primary task Single measures Experimental Laboratory Flight simulator

Physiological Heart rate, Flight test
h.r. var.
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rnanev, S.G. and WVrtnt, G.F. Information load and time stress: Some
peychophysiologlcal, consequtnces. TU_-4teuve, 1970, 255, 389-395

An autcuatlzation in indulctry to progressing, there exists a grovi•tg ned for
obj~ctive measures for the mautal demands imposed upon the worker. Changes in

I psychophysiological ftnctioning of the human organism may be an indication of this
mental load. Theoretical backgrounds and problems are discussed. In an
experimental sett%g the relative contri'utlon of two groups of factors was studied.
These two groups weret emotional (time stress) and informaticnal (arithmeticalSperations). The results are Indicative of the fact that chaages in psycho-
physiologiLal functiorning during the task performance are more attributable to the

experiented time stress ind the induce4 avestional tension than to the purei processing of iitformat ion.

W/1., Cat. Code: 3.2, 4.2

I Op. Behav, %ode: 2.

1 Primary task Mult. measures Experimental L.boratory Flight simulator

? hyeiologic•l

lantiel, ", ,war aop-roar-hes to rmesarch of metal load, Proceedings of the
"2nd meett. of Psirchologists from the btanubia• Countries, Smolenlce,
Ctechnslovakia, Seaptember, 1970.

In regard to the problem of stress, the terminology can ).* made more exact:
(1) the term stress should be reserved 'or a heavy VhAsaological and psychological
Icad whore, for ins':ance, danger to life is involved. (1) Situations involving
the solution of exattng tasits should bA sooken of ate 'mental load'. (3) Load
deriving from current activities should be tjrwod 'light mental load'. This paper
deals with results of experimentsr research which may be sub-headad under the
second group cf load. It involves stimulation of an operator. activity in a
chemical company under normal conditicns and under an incroased mental load,
Cc,'rolations of st.At1.tic&a] ai3nificance were found betwee'i results of laboratory
research (simulated panel, various ,odifications of Stroop's interference test,

* oscillating curve of attentienvu•) and racing of the operator at his workplace,
done b. his Zortman

W/L Cat. Code: 1.1, 2.2.1

Op. Bohn Code: I-12, 1.2, 2.",0

- Orinion Rati., ScAle Experimental Laboratory flight simulator

"Spare m. capacity SubvidlAry taek
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Daniels, A. F. Crew workload sharing assessment In all-weather, low-levelstrike aircraft. In -low of the Cockpit Nvironment, AGARD Conference

Proceedings go. 55. March, 1970, I2-1 - 12-9. (AD 7U5 36).

This paper describes the first phase of an ex ,.rlmental program undertaken
by the British Aircraft Corporation to investigate various aspects of crew
workload and workspace assessment. In particular, the use of the time-lapse
filming techniques of primary task performance to assist In the evaluation of
workspaca utilization is detailed. The results obtained and the laimtatlorýs
encountered during a relatively inexpensive study in the early feasibility
stages of an aircraft program are discussed.

W/L Cat. Code: 3.1

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Primary task Single measures Experimental Flight simulator Flight simuletor

Defayolle, M., Dinand, JIP., and Gentil, M.T. Averaged evoked potentials in
relation to attitude, mental load, and intelligence. In W.T. Singleton,
J.G. Fox, and D. Whitfield (Eds.) Measurement of man at work. London:
Taylor and Franci3, 1973, 81-91.

Various measures of the state of arousal, such as variations in heart rate and
rhythm, in skin conductance, and in E.E.C. activity, have been suggested as
indicators of mental load. At the very least, we can argue that arousal level
varies with the intensity of mental strain the subject accepts, end tl.at is
partly reflects the working of some informational processox. Thi s La the
quantitative aspect of mental load. But no less important to explore is the
qualitative aspect, that is the nature of processed information. Processing of
information, to be effective, Implies that mental load is mainly devoted to
pertinent information. Thus, the notion of mental load see" to involve two
components: on the one hand, the level of excitation of some hypothetical
mental processor, on the other hand the selective value of the attention focused
on the task. This paper describes the role of average evoked potentials (ASP) 1)
in dual task paradizms. A vector description of the dual task is developed,
and its relation to AEP described.

W/L Cat. Code: 1.1, 2.2.1, 4.1.5, 4.1.6
Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Opinion Rating scale Experimental Laboratory Flight simulator
Spare m. capacity Subsidiary task
Physiological EEG

ECP
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Dick, I. 0. and Bailey, G. A comparivin between oculometer data and pilot
-opinion on the usetulness of instruments during lanCing. Rochester, New
York: University of Rochester, Center for Visual Science, Technical Report
No, 3-76, 1976,

A comparison was made between an objective measure of instrument scanning and

pilots' opinions about how they used the instruments, The data show a high
degree of consistency within and among pilots for both the objective measure
and f•r the opinion measure. The data show much lower agreement between the
opinions and actual use.

W/L Cat. Code: 1.2, 4.1.7

Op. Behav, Code: 1., 2., 4.

Opinion Questionnaire Experimental Flight simulator Flight simulator

Physiological Eye movement. Flight test

Dick, A.O, Brown, J.L. and Bailey, G. Statistical evaluation of control
inputs and eye movemeunts in the use of instrument clusters during aircraft
landing. Rochester, New York: University of Rochester, Center for Visual

- Science, Technical Report 4-76, 1976.

Two different types of analyses were done on data from a study in which eye
movements and other variables were recorded while four pilots executed landing
aequencee in a Boeing 737 simulation. Various conditions were manipulated,
including changeE in turbulence, starting position, and instrumentzation. Control
inputs were analyzed in the context of the various conditions and compared against
ratings of workload obtained using the Cooper-Harper scale. The results show
clear differences as a function of conditions. A major portion of the workload
rating variance could be predicted by the number of control inputs. There wro
also clear evidence for different strategies on the part of the pilots. Overall
the results show a differentiation between control inputs and eye-scanning
behavior, indi:sting the -need for an improved definition of workload.

a. W/L Cat. Code: 1.1, 3.1, 4.1.7
Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Opinion Rating scale Experimental Flight simulator Flight simulator
Primary task Single measures Flight test

, Physiological Eye movement

I
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Donuell, N.L. The application of decision-analytic techniquas tc the test and
evaluatlaa phase of the acquisition of a major aft system: Phase 11. 9HLean,
Virginia: Decisions aid Desig.sp Technical Report P179-6-91, Pay, 1979.

This report extends the development and application of decision-analytic techniques
to assist In the test and evaluation of a major air system, the F/A-18 Sornat
multimission fighter/attack aircraft. Early portions of the study dealt with
two developments. First was the development of a hierarchial evaluation structure
in which iisssiors. ware decomposed into sets of specific tasks. Second was the
development of a rating scale which incorporated considerations for both pilot
workload and system effectiveness. The F/A-18 Pilot Task Inventory was modified
to make it appropriate for the A-7E, and ratings for the reduced task inventory
were gathered from eight pilots. It is the exercising of the computerized evaluation
system on the A-7 Echo which is the primary focus of this Interim Report. Refine-
ments in the evaluation mechanism are also discussed.

W/L Cat. Code: 1.1, 2.1.1
Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Opinion Rating scale Construct Flight test Flight simulator
Spare m. capacity Task comp., Experimental Flight test

time assess.

Donnell, H. L. and O'Connor, H. F. The application of decision analytic
techniques to the test and evaluation phase of the acquisition of a major
air system: Phase II. McLean, Virginia: Decisions and Designs, Technical
Report TR 78-3-25, April, 1978.

The purpose of this work was to eomplete the development and implementation
of a prototype computerized Pilot Task Inventory, appropriately structured
and applied to the fighter version of the F18 aircraft. In doing so, a
general methodology applicable to other system acquisition problems was
developed. The two major problems involved in such an effort are: (1)
development of a valid, complete, computerized inventory, appropriately
structured and readily usable by test pilots; and (2) development of a
valid rating scale for use in rating the air system wieb respect to
suitability for task accomplishmevt.

W/L Cat. Code: 1.1, 2.11

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 3., 4.

.4 Opinion Rating scale Construct Flight test Flight simulator

Spare m. Task ccmp., Flight test
capacity time assess.
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~ajh --V, J. J.H. .d wtsoo, ,.G. Comparison of perceptual
yiovkwi.pq,1 U lying Sandard lintrwost~at ion and the costact analog vria3 diiple wO4Vemhiton~ IC Jaintk Army Navy Aircrart Instrumenttir.on Research,
022"Zl-019, Dscomer, 1l64. (Bell Helicoipter Co., Pont Worth, Texas.)

TWOe iuintruaftt ýPOORUl wre compared (the JAVArR vertical display and the standard
ins~trwnmt flight dioplay) in term. of the amount of visual free time which was
available whu performance using these two displays was equal. The task wam
performed to the JAMIAR dyeamic flight simulator. Pilots were requIred to'fly a
straight and level course iraintainIung altitude., heaidize, track and alfrsp~ea. A
forcing function introduced a roagh air component to this tax*. Perf,;.ZANKA on
both displays was equated In a testing period. The subjects ware then tested to[ determine their free visual time. This was achieved by introducing a secondary
visual task which required an ural reading of nuplers. These were presented at
rates varying f rom zero to two per second'. Resulta. indicated that the pictorialL JANAIR display was by far the superior displaiy as the visual work load increased.
This was reflected in the decrement of parformanice on the primary flight or visual
task.

VIL Cat. Code: 2.2.1. 3.1
op. Uehav. code: 1., 2.v A.

Spare a. capacity Substdiary tas~k Experimental Flight simulator Flight simulatorIPrimary task Single measures Flight test

Drennan, T.J., Curtin~, JX. and Warner, li.D. Manual control in target tracking
tasks as a function of control type, task loading, and vibr~ation. St. Louis,
Missouri: McDonnell. Dougla2e Corporation, MDCE 1713, Auzgust, 1977.

An iwmestigation was conducted on the use of fingertip tracking controls which
were integrated into an aircraft throttle grip under different levels of task
loading and vibration. The experimsental variables included two types of control
(force and displacement), two levels of task loading (low and high) and four
levels of vibrat.4on (static, moderate and heavy turbulence and broadband). The
low task loading condition required the pilots only to track the displayed
tsrgets or to fly the simulated aircraft, while the high ta-A. loading condition
required simultaneous target tracking and aircraft attitude and airspeed control.
in the evaluation 16 pilots performed the target tracking and aircraft control
tasks In a motion base simulator. Significant differences between the control
types were obtained for only two measures; time-on-target and airspeed scores.
The force control provieIed significantly better tracking performance than the
displacement control as indicated by the percent time-on-target scores.

FW/L Cat. Code: 3.1
op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Primary task Mult. measures Experimental Flight simulator Flight simulatorj Flight test

eG



A.. t,*. tt*k . 'u~,~&siI tor, study ot bielicsvter p

Cot .21MI ull'University of Illinois, Key,

Th1~ ~ a bie!! rpt of a limted sisib1atiohsilperiment intended to test the
feasibil-it -of a tactiles display. It had two objectives: to determine whether
the adPtivewiesusn procedure couild be used to evaluate novel display devices
In tdictihal olerationa'. and to determine whether a tactile display could pi~vide,
useful reduct tons In visual workload in tactical helicopter operations. To
estimate the ef fect of the tactile display -an visual workload a visual secondary
task was-empleoyd. as the dependent variable.. As before, the adaptive circuits
coup .uted pritmary task performance and provided a weighted sun of error scores.
But the output was not used to alter the vehicle handling qualities and no time
delays were applied. instead, the adaptive measurement procedure was used to
alter the-difficulty of a secondary tosk by turning the task on and off. As might
be expected, the basic flight task proved to be very difficult with the narrow
field of view visual display and no motion cues. It is important to note, however,
that the croos-adaptive procedure resulted in stabl'e system performance at or near
the 'error crite~ria for all these subjects. Each one performed the task six timsa
with the visual cue and six times with the tactile display.

W/L Cot. Code: 2.2.4,. 3.1
Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Spare a, capacity Subsidiary task Experimental Flight simulator Flight simulator

Primary task Single measures Flight test

Dyer, R. F., Matthews, J. J., Wright, C. E. and Yudawitch, K. L. Questionnaire
construction manual. Fort Hood, Texas: U.S. Army Research Institute for the
behavioral and Social Sciences, Field Unit, Technical Report P-77-1, July, 1976.

This manual has been prepared primarily fo~r the use and guidance of th. ue who
are asked to develop Or administer questionnaires as part of Army field test*
and evaluations. The general content and concepts, however, should be useful
to anyone involved in constructing or administering surveyse, interviews, or
questionnaires. Chapters 2-10 p-zesent guidance on preparing, assembling, and
arranging items in questionnaites. Chapter 11 discusses the importance of
and procedures for pretesting, and Chapter 12 gives respondent characteristics
that influence questionnaire results. Chapter 13 deals briefly with analysis
and evaluation of responses, and Chapter 14 discusses interview presentation.

W/L Cat. Code: 1.1, 1.2

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 3., 4.

Opinion Rating scale Review Field Flight simulator
Interview Flight test
quest ionnaire
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I ame R. L. The Dektor psychological' tres,, evaluator (Voice stress anslyzer)
as,& resseaech Instrument. Unpulilshed meeter a thesis, National Graduate
un$.ver-ity, April, 1976.

This document reviews the actual and poteutal appications of the voice stress3 analyie• as a research instrument. Thse documt is intended to provide the
potential user with information that will enable him to understand its
capabilLtiec, its limitations, and its suitability to his particular reseasrch
needs. Considerable attention has been given to deception detection, becatise
this has been the primary area of application thus far.

WiL Cat. Code: 4.3

Op. Behav. Code: 2., 3.

Physiological Speech patt. Review None Flight simulator
anal.

Flight test

"Edwards, L. R., Pilette, S. b., Biggs, B.E., and Martinek, H. The effect of
workload on performance of operators monitoring unattended ground sensors.
"Alexandria, Virginia: U.S. Army Research Institute for the Behavioral and
Social Sciences, Technical Paper 321, September, 1978. (AD A061 694).

.- The purpoce of this research project was to investigate the effect of workload on
operator performance as defined by target activity level and number of unattended
ground sensors (UGS) used. Following an orientation and training session,
experienced UGS operators monitored, In sequence, each of three event recorder
displays showing activations of UGS used in grida. Operators reported each target
"they detected and estimated speed and direction of movement. The number of sensors
monitored and the target activity level significantly affects UGS operator per-
"forwance. The operators' ability to detect targets decreased as either activity

a,. level of number of sensors increased. Operators' ability to estimate target
direction also decreased as activity level increased.

W!L Cat. Code: 3.1

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 3., 4.1

OL Primary task Single measures Experimental Simulator Background

IAvg
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' �e- *. Pei eoiion add attention. * jaltimore * Maryland: The John& Hopkins
VtifVtaity,, Dpattwt of *Yoyholosw Import No. 6l, August, 1975. '(AD W0l4 215).

The puxVW6 of Ohis paper Is to provide the reader with an up-to-date account of
the :pIrical. and theoretical status of the concept of attention. The empboals
in thle r4*liW is on the propertieo of attention that are manifested in studies
of human perceptual processes.

W/L Cat. Code: 2.

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2.

Epare m. capacity Multiple i•zvlew None Background

Construct

Elkin, P. A., .1ochkov, A. M., and Zhelezniakov, V. D. Application of REG spectral
characteristics and derivat•v•s in aviation physiology practices. zhurnal
Vysshei Nervnoi Deiatel'tNosti, 1971, 21, 560-565. (In Russian ).

In this paper BEG and derivative spectral characteristics are evaluated in an I
effort to determine p~lot mental activity duving flight. (Paper was not
obtained in time to allow abstracting.)

W/L Cat. Code: 4.1.5

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Physiological EEG Experimental Flight test Flight simulator

Flight test
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111is, 0. A. Su~bject~Lv~s 6684m80=t In A. A. Roscoe (Rd.) 4 L io
!Mtk!6.4. AGUOAGR--213, Pabruary, 1978., 11-22. (AD A051 387).

Wor4oad should be clearly defined, and the definitions should be operator-
related rather thar task-related. The most suitable definition comes from
Cooper and Warper: 'The integrated physiteal anQ mental effort required to

Kpertori i 6pect*41. pi. .ting task". The bist way to express a subjective
asse4ssmnt is through a simple ratio& scale amplified by pilots' explanatory

coaeeuts. Pilot ratings are qu7ita .ive, ani attempts to Iabject them to
inappropriate foras of numerical anaiysis should be resisted. Any rating scale
should be designed using the principles employed in the Cooper-Harper rcale.
S Pilots should not be overburdened and should be asked to answer only a strictly
limited number of questions In any assessment. Subject pilots should be carefully
chosen. The best results will be obtained by using experienced evaluation t,., It
pilots. Great care should be taken with extrapolating the results of simulator

I exercises.

W/L Cat. Code: I..

Op. Behav. Code- 1., 2., 3., 4.

Opinion RatLtg scale Review None Flight simulator

Questionnatre Fliazt test

T Enstrom, K. D. and Rouse, 4. B. Telling a computer ha a human has allocated
his at•tention between con.trol and monitoring tasks. Proc.eadinas f the 12th
Aanual NASA-University Conference on Manual Control, University of lilinoia,
May, 1976, IO4-123. (NASA JM X-73, 70).

The computer's knowledge of how the human has allocated his attention is posed
as an important issue in the design of human-computer systems where the two
decision makers have overlapping responsibilities. It is argued that ic is
inappropriate to require the human to continually tell the computer how he
has allocated his attenticn. Instead, a computer algorithm employing fading-
memory system identification and linear discriminant analysis is proposed for
real time detection of human shifts of attention in a control and monitorinp
situation. Experimental results are presented that validate the usefulness
of the method.

W/1, Cat. Code: 2.1.1, 2.2.4, 3.3

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Spare m. capacity Task comp., Experimeittal Laboratory Background
Primary task time assess.

I Subsidiary task

Hath. riodel

[ 8
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Rastvm., K. D. i0i Noue, V. B. Real-tim determiuation of how a humm has
allocated hbii attestion batween control and momitoring tasks. I=E! T'Vrsactions
an S.sto,•oEau, and Cybe•netics, 1977, SNC-7, 153-161/

A computer algorithm employing fadln-Wsemory system Ideitification and .inejr
discriminant analysis in proposed for real-tim detection of human shifts of
attention OA a zontrol and-noaforing situation. Ezperimental results are prasented
that validate the usefulness of the method. Application of the method to computer-
aided decision-aaking In multitask situations is discussed.

W/L Cat. Code:. 2.1.1, 2.2.4, 3.1, 3.3

Op. Behav. Code: 1.,,2., 4.

Spare m. capacity Task comp., Experimental Lboratory Flight simulator
time assaas .

Primary task Subsidiary task
Single measures •
Math. model

Ephrath, A. R. Pilot workload during an instrument approach. Storrs, Connecticut:
Univeraity of Connecticut, Cyberlab, Unpublished mmuuscript.

This empirical study documenta the changes In the instantaneous workload of a
pilot executing an Instrument Landing System approach. The results show a marked
increase in the ptiots' workload (measured by a subsidiary task) as distance to
touchdown decreases. This increase in workload is present to different degrees
both during coupled (automatic) and manually-flown approaches.

S/L Cat. Code: 2.2.1,

SOp. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Spare m. capacity .Subsidiary task Experimental Flight simulator Flight simulator

± •Flight test

I T
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lphrath. A. R. fat f ac in Xero-visibilitY precision apuroach (NAS
'C-1377,59). Dotora•diisdrtat on, Na asathusette Institute of Technology,

Ii June, 1975.

This research consisted of an experimental investigation which was carried
Uo-t in a static ground simulator. Fifteen airline pilots flew zero-visibility

landing approaches with different desee• f automation and at different workload
levels which wear induced by Simulated w . disturbances. The pilots' ability
to detect failures and to provide a reliable manual back-up capability was
monitored and recorded. To measure the pilot's workload, a "warning light"
type subsidiary task was selected. There was a very marked Increase In workload
scores at altitvdes below 500 feet AGL, which vas inversely related to distance-
to-So.

W/L Cat. Code . 2.2.1

Op. Behev. Code: 1., 4.

Opinion Rating scale Experimental Flight simulator Flight simulator
Spare m. capacity Questionnaire Flight test
Primary task Subsidiary task

Single measures

Ephrath, A. R. A novel approach to the cross-adaptive auxiliary task. Proceedings
of the 12th Annual NASA-University Conference on Manual Control. University of
Illinois, May, 1976, b3-71. (NASA TMX-73,170).

This paper presents a scheme for modulating the difficulty of a primary manual-
*• control task by means of an auxiliary task feedback. The method may find useful

applications in operator workload research, in part-task simulation studlis and
in personnel training. Primary task difficulty was controlled by modulating the
noise content of the forcing function, and results suggest that a stable work-
load level may be achieved by proper selection of the subsidiary task to be used
and by proper design of the adaptive logic. Other methods of controlling the
primary task's difficulty - such as changing display and control gains o-. varying

v6" an unstable mode - may perhaps also be used. Finally, this study raised an
interesting question about human perception of the correlation between control

Il Inputs and the output, its dependence on the dynamics of the plant and the effects
of the associated time lags. While this question is basic to the study of human
performance in manual control tasks in areas such as system identification,
adaptation and fault detection, it has never been addressed explicitly, to our
knowledge.

W/L Cat. Code: 2.2.5, 3.1, 3.3

I Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Spare m. capacity Subsidiary task Construct Flight simulator Flight simulator

Primary task Sinlle measures Experimental
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Ephrath, A. 1. and Curry, L . Detection by pilots of system failures duting
* inatrm at landings. 131 'rerasacti on on *ytii., Man, and Cberneticao

1977, SMC-7, 841-648.

The effects of gust disturbances and the pilot's participation mode in the controltask on his workload level and failure detection performance during a simulated

low visibility landing approach are ezemined. It was found that the participation
mode had a strong effect on the pilot's workload, the Induced workload being lowest
when the pilot acted as a monitoring element during a coupled approach and highest
when the pilot was an active element in the control loop. The effects of differential
workload and participation mode on failure detection were separated. The
participation mode was shown to have a dominant effect on the failure detection
performance, with a failure in a monitored (coupled) axis being detected
significantly faster than a comparable failure in a manually controlled axis.

W/L Cat. Code: 3.1

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Primary task Single measures Experimental Flight simulator Flight eimulator

Ettema, J. H. Blood pressure changes during mental load experiments in man.
Psychotherapy and Psychosomatics, 1969, 17, 191-195.

Several experiments are discussed showing an increase in systolic and diastolic
blood pressore as a function of the amount of information handling per time unit.
In short-term experiments, this rise in blood pressure is not very impressive
and remains within the normal physiological range. There are some indications,
however, that prolonged intensive mental load induces a more important increase
in blood pressure. Increase in blood pressure, together with changos In other
physiological phenomena such as heart rate, sinus arrhythmia, etc., indi•ate
that mental load may alter the level of activity of the autonomic nervous system.
In the experiments, an auditory binary choice task (high or low tone in random
sequeuce and of differing frequency) was used to evoke mental load.

W/L Cat. Code: 4.1.10

Op. Behav. Code: 2., 3., 4.

Physiological Blood pressure Experimental Laboratory Background

I
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Ittmsa, J.U. dad hie1hu~s, R.L. Physiologital paramters of mental load.ý
ST nzosica,1?l ~ 137-144.

Th#A essential aspects of the terms "load" and "aacity", as used In wark
physiology, dar valid for mental load in the following ways: the question of the
physiological "costs" (biologioal consequences) of a given performance; external
load to be memured in units of performance/tlm (signals/tIme, choices/time);
capacity, dependent on time of eadurance; physiological changee correlating with
load,; pathological symptom due to extreme load. An experiment is discussed,
where a simple binary choice task is used with several frequencies of signals to
be answered; thus providing different loads. Systematic changes were found in• heart frequency, sinus arrhythmial, systolic a-ad disstoliiý blood pressure, rateof respiration, and so on. Arguments are put forward that these changes are due

to a simultaneous rise in sympathetic and in vagal tone.

W/L Cat. Code: 3.1, 4.1.10, 4.1.11
Op Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

"Primary task Single measures Experimental Laboratory Flight simulator
Physiological Heart rate,

h.r. var.
Breathing anal.

Farber, E. and Gallagher, V. Attentional demands as a measure of the influence
of visibility conditions on driving task difficulty. Highway Research Record,
1972, 414, 1-5.

controlled speed (30 or 45 mph) while wearing goggles fitted with various
neutral-density filters and a motorcycle helmet with a gas piston-operated
translucent face shield. The face shield could be moved from its normally
occluding position for a 1/2-sec "look" by means of a foot switch accessible
to the driver. Attentional demand as measured by frequency of looks increased
significantly with increasing go3gle density at both 30 and 45 mph. The
effect of the goggles on attentional demand was stronger at 45 than at 30 mph

1 " and for frequently looking than for infrequently looking subjects. Within
subjects (error) variability was very low. Other measures of performance
were not influenced by the goggles. It was concluded that attentional demand
provides a measure of control task difficulty or operator skill to which
conventional measurements may be insensitive.

W/L Cat. Code: 2.3

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Spare m. capacity Occlusion Experimental Field test Flight simulator
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Fa0*04e11, V4 1. a nd sott I. D. litner rate information in atteatpao
alloation pelot uaoil. of t"e ;3tib

, erua Control, saebusetto Institute of Techlogy,
Juneo. 1977 7-

The Northrop urgency decision pilot model was used in a comand tracking
task to coars the optimised performance of multi. %x/s attention allocation
pilot model. ho utgency functions mar. 1) based on tracking error alone,
and 2) based on both tracklug error and error rate. A matrix of system
dynamics and command inputs was employed, to creawboth 8ymmetric and &symetric
two-axis coeinsatory tracking tasks. All tasks were single loop on each axis.
Analysia showed that a model that allocates control attention through nonlinear
urgency functions using only error information could not achieve performanc3
of the full modal whose attention shifting algorithm included both error and error
rate terms. Subsequent to this analysis, tracking performance predictions for .,
the full model were verified by piloted flight cimulation. Complete model and
simulation data are presented.

V/L Cat Code: 2.2.2, 3.3

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Spare a. capacity Subsidiary task Construct Flight simulatcr Flight simulator

Primary task Math. model Experimental Flight test

Fergenson, P. Z. and Gold, L.S. Perception of task difficulty. Proceedinms of
the 21st Annaul bmeting of the Human Factors Society, San Francisco,
Claifornia, October 17-20, 1977, 48-52.

Twenty male subjects were shown the operation of a rotor-pursuit apparatus under
two states of three different task conditions; rotor speed, target shape, and hand
used. Pro and post-performance estimates of task difficulty were obtained. The
results Indicated that subjects had trouble in estimating the relative affects
"of as few as three different task variables on performance.

W/L Cat. Code: 1.1, 3.1

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Opinion Rating scale Expezimental Laboratory Flight simulator

Primary task Single measures
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Finkelmau, J1. M4. and Glass. 0. C. Reappraisal of the relationahip between noise
and human performance by means of a subsidiary task measure. Journal of

Applied Psiychology, 1970, It, 211-213

Previous research has generally shown that broad-band noise has only minimal
effects on task performance. However, this relative absence of effect wuay beI attributable to the way in which earlier Investfgators gleasured performance
decrements. The present study was based on, the notion. that wheriý demands

r ~imposed by the task and concurrent environmental st~ess are within the operator's
Je total inforottion-hafldling capacity, the task can be performed substantially

withoutt errors. For performance degradation to occur, the operator's 61h-nne1

* capacity Must be ex eekd. It was aosam1ed that unpredictable ncise in
combination with ~ tiple task perforimance would result in such an overlogd,
w'bereas the introdCction of 9~redictable rn.rise wou3.d not have such an sffect.
A asubsidiary task me~.hod ccusisting of the delayed recall1 of 'tandomly presoxited
ns-'pca kkl to predictable noiae resulted in perforuunnce degradation on the
subsidiary ,task. Performance on the primary task was una~fected by either
4~ype of rwise.-Thes'i results were interpreted as reflecting a r:eduction iti

sp,,are me~ital' cap4:iy as a function of the aversivenesb of the ao.ise stressot.
W/~I? 'C od - e. 2.,2.1, 3.1

Sparo m. capacity Subsidiary task Experimental. Laboratory Flight simnulator

- ~ Primary tawk Single .raie Fli~ht test

Firth, P. A, Psychological fitcrors irafluc-nicfg the relationneiip betweaen car~ier
arryt~laand iental load. trgouoimigg M~3, 1.6, 5-16.

This paper examines the develo pmeautand ýtse of eardi", arrhythmia. an an 1zndex
of mental fto~rkload in terms of several issues. These Ut~clude 'te iele'valce~ a.fA
autonomic ,±esponEe to the measuremant of task difficulty and the. implications
.of general rriticiples of psychopihysliology crn the application of cardiac
arrhythmia as 'an applied meabirce, In addition the cowplexity o f the psychological
factors which may influence task difficulty is diLscussed wit~h particular reference
to second-by-second changes in heart rate variab-Clity. In conclusion it is
suggested that the. usefulness #nf gloetel concepts of task difficulty such as
men~tnl load may be questionable. ZVoreovnr that a greater understandfr~g .,f what
a task entails, with reference to increased psychophysiological knowle'dre, is
itecessary ii, order that global c-hanges in cardiac arrhythmia may be interpretsod
in relation :u task difficulty.
W/L Ca*. Code: 4. 1 t10
Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., .

phypsiological Haart rate., Review ?4onia Flight simulator
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Flora, C. C., Kriechbaum, G. K. L. and Willich. W. A flight investigation of
"systmas developed for reducing pilot workload and J 7,roving track~ng accuracy
during noise-abatement landing approaches. Moffett Field, California: National
Aeronautics and Space Admini~tration, Ames Research Center, Contractor's Report
NASA CR-1427, 1969.

This study was directed at evaluating various systems developed to reduce the
pilot workload while maintaining tracking accuracy under simulated instrument
conditions during noise-abatement landing approaches. Preliminary results of
the study showed that steeper than normal approaches could not be performed
at the sat&e pilot workload level as a conventional approach without improvements
in the path guidance systew,, flight in3trument displays, and automatic flight
controls. The results of further flight evaluations showed that when the pilot
was given an appropriat. combination of system. aids he was able to perform steep,
two-beam or decelerating approaches with workloads and accuracies comparable to
those of conventional approaches.

W/L Cat. Code: 3.1

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Primary task Single measures Experizental Flight sixvlator FlIght simulator

Fowler, R. L., Will!.ams, W. E., Fojiler, M. G. and Young, D. D. An Investigation
of the relationsbin between op•.ator performance and )perator panel layout
for continuous tasks. Wright-Pattersot. A.%, Ohio: Aerrspace Medical ResearcY,
Labo~at~ory, kL-TR-68-17C, D�cember, 1•96.

This otudy deftý.$ and evaluated four principles of control panel layout: sequence
of use, functfoual grouping, optimum location by frequency of use, and optimum
Locavion Lv importance. The !our principles were evaluated by factorial
experiments wh-Ich included strest conditions and three levels of aý. lication of
each of the a&rangem*nt principles. System&tic procedures for applying each
prJInciple in the layout process were developed. Analysis of the final trials
indicated that when opti•iized, sequence of use leads to consistently superior
rrfcrmance. Stress disrupta performance on control pansla layed out on the
basis of optimum lcuation by trequency of use and on the basis of optimum location
by importauce of use, but n-t on panels where the layout priaciples sequence of
use and functional grouping were used. Prectical applications of the data to
tha panel design proceae are offered

W!L Caty. Code: 3.2

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Primary tuk Mult. easures Experinental Laboratory Background
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!
Frankenhaeuser, M. mnd Johansson, G. Task demand as reflected in catecholamine
excretion and heart rate. Journal of Human Stress, 1976, 2, 15-23.

Immediate effects and aftereffects of exposure co a color-word conflict task
were studied in two groups of subjects, one of which performed the task without
auditory interference ("single conflict"), the other with avditory interferance
("double r'onflict"). Physiological arousal indices were more susceptible thin
performance measures to the level of task demand. Thus, the higher demand imposed
by the double-conflict task was reflected in relatively larger increases of
adrenaline excretion and neart rate, both during the conflict task and during the
subsequent arithmetic task, whereas the performance measures remained unaffected.

W/L Cat. Code: 3.1; 4.1.10, 4.1.12

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 3.,

Primary task Single measures Experimeatai Laboratory Background
Ph} iological Heart rate,

"h.r. var,.
Ow. Body fluid

anal.

Frolov, N. I. Evaluation of the wo'kitug varacity of a pilnt durlr~g flight duty.
Voeno-Medituiiýiskii 7h•;xnl, July, 1976, 54-68. (In Russiaa.)

The working capacity c a p.ilot during the trlz• he is at the coartvl. (in the
pretience of sufficiett level of health, training, and motivation) may bt defined
as his ability to perform the required taaks with a given eff'clsncy ancd proper
tenaion of the psychophysiological systems of the body. The papet etresses trat

"- - the workiug capacity shouW- be assessed dynamically, based on A complex pOst ight
analysis of the pilot's activities observed by automatic flieht paremtea'; recording
syetems, along witb an,nnalysis of the relevant changes in the pfyslolgil;.il
functions of the ptlot's body. Attention should be directed to the evaluatioa
of the pilot's "attention potentiality" and to the structure of his contro1
movements through the use of the stabiliuer and manual controls.

W..L Cat. Code: 3.1, 3.2, 4.2

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 3., 4.

Primary tack Mult. measuree Construct None !litht silmulator

Pbysiological hight test
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Fqjihr;,, 0., Sakurvi, I,, ,ud, Kak/,mto, Y. Ws,'wu-mnts of pilot vorkloadi daring
low altitude and high speed auvere of F-i oupereonic .et fighter. Tachikmwa,
Japan: Japan Air Self-Defense Force, Aeramedina. Laboratiory Reports, 1978,
19, 101-113. (In JaprAsse.)

in & st, ly designed to reveal the relationships between the mental -varkload of
F-i jet fighter pilots smd flight altitude, fout, pilots flew four eifferent
P'titu•S flights (5000, 2000, 1000, mad 300 ft), performing the name mission
with the esm flight patterns. Change tn heart and voice characteristics of the
v'±bration-space shift rate (VS8R) were measured. The heart rate was found to
increase as the flight altitude decreased. The heart rate showed mission-dependent
behavior, and in the case of the easiest mission the inerease In heart rate as
altitude decxreases is minimal. The analysis of VWSR showed that the mAotionalstote during flight maneuver had no significant differences at the three higheraltitudes, but at 500 ft tho p.sychophysiological tension increased greatly.

W/L Cat. Code. 4A1.10, 4.3
Op. Behav. Code~ 1, 2., 3., 4e

Physiological Heart rate, Experimental Flight test Flight simlator
h. r. var.

, peech patt. Flight test
anal.

Gabriel, R. P., and Burrows, A. A. Improving time-sharing performance of
pilots through training. Ru a Factors, 1968, 10, 33-40.

Even with special display devices in gestation, a pilot must satisfy his
complete visual t1formation needs by "time-sharing" between the intra- and
extra-cockpit data sources. A semple of sixty military attack pilots,
selected with the variable of flying experience in view, was divided into
control and treinee groups. Using simple, generalized but adaptive simulation
devices, the trainee group was trai•red over an eight-Veek period In display
reading and in hazard detection. A comparison of the trainee group with the
control lroup in a highly specific asd complex simulated flying task, showed
that hazard det.ction (such as collision) was Improved significantly without
in any way compromising other flying tasks.

WIL Cat. Ccdc: 2.2.1

Op. Bahav. Code: 4.2

Spare m. capacity Subsidiary task Experimental Simulator Flight simulator
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0a014 As* DAVA fl.,3 Re amalbom, A. * coiomelates of, signal rate, time

ft tak md ls6ividuul differeavas in- remtci tmea during a flve-atae sustained

IMe U of 20 subjects was monitored coctinuously while thby perforzad a sustainedS~att~utirm task In which each subject WfTorlmd five conditions f difforent order.

All corditito•s iinove4 repdlar pzrefatf of diits (stimull). Subjects were
required to .•.ooM to particulAr di•to (e*i&a) snd sigma raftios varier between
10 and 509 over the five conditions. The Rsaults were: 1. man reaction 'time to[wntd sienals Increased following the first condition (independent of signal ratio)
and was also longest for the 50X signal ratio condition (Independent of order of
Spesenttatim), 2. Errors (false positives and misses) increased as a function of
stglial. ratio but not as a function of order of, presectatica. Subjects with faster
mean reaction uir. comitted nore errors. 3. MG abusmdanc for the lower msasuredalpha f requecles Increasesd "s the task progressed, and sean dominant alpha fro-

1' quency, decreasod. 4. UG abundance for the higher measured alpha frequencies
Increased as a function of signal ratio i.e. the higher the ratio, the higher the
abundance. 5. llubjects with higher UG abundance and lower mean dominant alpha

"FL Tfrequency were faster (wean RT) than subjects with lower abundance and higher mean
Sdom inant alpha frequency. 6. n G trends were different for fast and slow subjects;

fast subjecas gave BIG effects for Wth signal ratio end time in task, whereas
slow subjects sho.ad only time effects.
W/L Cat. Code: .%1, 4.1.5
Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 3., 4.

Physiological BEG

Gardber, R. M., Beltramo, J. S., ani Krinsky, R. Pupillary changes during

S"encding, storage, and retrieval uf im.formation. Perceptual and Motor

Six subjects were eacb-auditorily presenttWd six lists .of 7-digit numbers for
retention intervals of 0, 5, and 10 sec. Nupil size was recorded duriag
stimulus presentation, retention interval, and recall of items. Results
Indicated that pupil dilation occurred during encoding and retrieval of
stimulus Atems. Pupillary constriction wait found during the retention

16 interval when rehearsal was presumad to occur.

W/L Cat. Code: 4.1.8

'Op. Behav. Code: 1.1., 2., 3.

SPhysiological Pupillary die. Uxperirentual Laboratory Flight aimultatr
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Gaitner, W. D. and Xsrphy, M. R. Pilot workload aqd fatigue: A critical
survey of concepts and assessment techniques. Moffett Field, California:
Naeioual Aeronautical and Space Administration Axes Research Center, NASA
TN D-8365, November, 1976.

This 'udy addresses the principal unresolved issues In conceptualising and
measuring pilot workload and fatigue. These issues ar. seen as limiting
the development of more uvaeful workin- concepts and techniques and their
application to systems engIneering and management activities. A concaptual
analysis of pilot workload and fatigue, an overview and critiqp,. of approaches
to the assessment of these obanomena, and a discussion of current trends in
the management of wimanted workload and fatigue effects are presented.
Refinements and inaovations in ussessment methods are recomended for
enhancing the practical significance of workload and fatigue studies.

W/L Cat. Code: 1.- 2., 3., 4.

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 3.

Opinion Multiple Review None Flight simulatoe
Spare m. capac:ity Flight test
Primary task
Physiological

Gartner, W. B. and Murphy, M. R. Concepts of workload. In B. 0. Hartman and
R. E. McKenzie (Eds.) .Survey of methods to assess workload. AGARD-AG-246,
August, 1979, 1-2. 31

Pilot workload refers to how much a pilot must dc to perform a rpecified flight
operation. Fatigue it. widely understood as a feeling of tension or weariness,
often accompanied by ua obvious unvillingneus or Inability to continue to work or
perform. However, when attempts are made to auantify the workload imposed on a
pilot by a particular aircraft design, or opara.•aoal procedure, or to atces8 the
effects of fatigue upon system performance, important unresolved issues & rise in
regard to the more precise specification of workload mad fatigue concepts and to
the adequacy of assessment criteria and techniques. This chepter addresses the
principle of operator woirkload concepts, Jahns has foeard it %kaful to characterize
workload as "an integrative concept for evaluating the affects c= the human operator
associated with multiple stresses occuring within man-ma•chine enviro=ints."
While broader conceptions may be considered useful for indicating the range and
diversity of workload reference, the purpose her, is to outline th6 principle
ways in which investigators have elected to restrict the use of the term.

W/L Cat. Code: 1., 2., 3., 4o.
Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 3., 4.

Opinion Multiple Construct None Background
Spare m. capacity
Primary task
Physiological
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U
Gauma, 1.C. and White, M.'. Mental workload assessment, It, Phytiological

zorrilates of mental workload: Report of three preliminary laboratory taste.
St. Lotis, Mlssouri: MtDonnell Douglas Corporation, Raport IDC J7G23'01,

ecember, 1975.

Describes the results of thztse preliainary laboratory tests of physiological
changes under vazious types and leveiw of mental workload. Subjects were tested
on two confijuratlonb of a Lantad workload apparatus in a multiple-task situation

rin which they monitored four or six sing1 -- dlgit light-emitting diode counters
to prevent errors. Maxi.al workload vas varied by changing the rates of the counters.
Repeated readiness taken under a single ýorkload level revealed only slight
evidence that blood pressure incrwseed as a result of Increased workload. No
consistent relationships were found bwitveen pulse rate and Aental workload.
"Respiration rates were very stable across all levels nf workload. Skin resistan,:e
tended to decrease with an increase in vorkload.

W/L Cat. Code: 2.2.1, 4.1.2, 4.1.10, 4.1.11
Op. Behav. Code: 2.1, 2.2

S= Spare m. capacity Subsidiary task Experimental laboratory Fltgh.; sim, later
Physiological GSR

Blood pressure
Breathing anal.

*. Geer, C. W. Navy manager's guide for the test and evaluatiun sections of
MIL-R-46855. Seattle, Washington: Boeing Aerospace Company, Tschnical
Report D194-10006-2, June, 1977.

Assistance is provided to HFE Navy managers in planning, scheduling, and
performing HFZ TeE in accordance with the requirements of VIL-B-46855. The
emphasis of this guide (as compared to the user's guide) pIn ,4ced ou the
planning and scheduling necessary to produce the most cost eofectlve total
T&! effort. Both formal and technical T&E program requirements are indicated.
"Basic ThE considerations such as data inputs, level of detail, t.mAing, and

applications are described. Types of NIE TaE techniques are indinatod and a
system for choosing or evaluating particular techniquos is briefly descritad.
33 techniques are listed along with brief descriptions of each. A fold-out
chart, which integrates much of the guide content into a Navy manager's program
planning decision tree, is provided and may be used ai a checklist to assist
him in his job. A list of personnel surveyed to obtain much of the guide
"material is included in the appendices.

"W/L Cat. Cods: 1.2.1, 3., 4.
Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 3.t 4.

"Opinion Multiple Review None Flight simulator
Spare a. capacity Flight test

Primary task
Physiological
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Cler, C.W. Uker's guide fur the test and evaluation sections of NIL--46bW.5.
BSattl', Washington: *oming Aerospace Company, Technical Report D194-10006-1,
Jua, 1977.

AsMstauco Is ptovided t0 H? engineers in planning, scheduling, and performing
BPl TU in accordance with the requirements of NIL-H-46855. All appropriate
mastcts of the toWal RFl TGI process are Indicated with emphacis betng givsa to
33 lit T&I t-chniques which may be us6d. Devtils of technique selection and
vas are included along with toehnlque samples where appropriate. The emphAsis of
this guide (as compar-ed to the Navy manager's guide) Is placed on the HIFE evaluator's
task of performing the most cost effective total TbE effort. Both format and
tachnncEai T&E irogram requirements ore indicated. Basic TU considerationu such
as data inputo, Ivel of detail, timing, and applications are detailed. 7-pes
of BHF T&E are indIcated and a system for evaluating e. categorizing techniques
is presented.

WAt Cat. Code: 1., 2.1, 3., ,
Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 3., 4.

Opinion multiple Review None Flight simulator
Spare W. capacity Flight test
Primary task !

Physiological

GelselhArt, L., Keteauw, R. 1. and Schtffler, R. .. A study of task loading
unft& a four-mau crew '.a a KC-135 aircriJft (CUaKT BOOK). Wripht-Fatterson
AFB, Uhlo: Aeronautical Systeaw DIvision, ASD-nR-76-33, April, 1977.

At the request of Strateoic Air Coasad (SAG), human factors eagineo-s and
engineering p"ychologiset participstad In this KC-135 crew coVoslttýoa and
task load cailysIs enti.tled IUT BOOK. GIANT BM1, a follow-on study to
SAC's earlier CIANT CMIG, datxaeined the feasibility of a tour-man KC-135
crew consieting of two pilots, a Ioom operatcr, and an enlisted ?lItbt Systems
Operator. This crew complemeat, with intti,a', npivigstton aystams and radars
for the pilota and Flight SCystait Operators, demonstrated significantly reduced
task loads on both pilots from those observ* in GIA1Y CHAMIE.

W/L Cat. Code: 1.2, 2.1.1

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2. ., 3. 4.

Opinion Questionnaire Experimental Flight test Flight simulator

Spare a. capacity Task comp., Flight test

time assets.
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Geiselbart, R., Schiffler, !. J. and Ivey, L. J. A study of task loding using
a three-am crev on a KC-l115 aitcraft. Wright-Patterson 47S, Ohio:
Aeronautical System DWiision, LSD-TR-76-19, October, 1976.,

A series of flight tests was conducted to assess the feasibility of reducing
the crew sio on a KC-135 when 4 dual Inertial Navigation Syatios (INS) wes 1
installtd. -Test crews consisted of pilot, copilot, and boom operator only.
Crew performance during aIr refveling missions was aseesesd through
questionnaires and infight obsaeration of crew ameba. i. Test missious incLuded
Cell, High Latitude, Coronet, and KWO/Nission Change e .,arios. During criti-al

_ ~phases oi the missions, isevart task ovarloading resulted in the d%'lecion or
- deferkkl of mear noymal duties.

"UW/IL C-t. Code: 1.2, 2.1.1
up. Aehav. Code: 1., 2., 3., 4.

Opinion Questionnaire Experimontal Flight test Flight uimulator

Spars %. capacity Task c&., iligh i-est
time 4eesesr,.

raersthtumhl, S9.J, Nfinition and measurement of rerceptuaal and mantal workload I
in aircrews and operatorr. of hit Forne weapos alstintms: A status r.p.)rt. In
B.O. PodrIm&n (Rd.) Hiikhtk Mortal fttinn In Opierational Lvviruawntz.
*AG.AD Conference Proceeding& No. 181, April, 1L976, Ql-1 " Cl--. (aJ A-725 663).

:t is rocognixed that every flight taiaviun places certain purceptual -Ard mental
demands on the pilot and tha crew, which 0depend ou a cariety of~ variablses and
conditiona. Nortoever, every mission Involves certain tasks, which ate either
flight oriented or combat oriented. This ¢lasaificatim lands itself to a
definition of activities 9A primary or :econdarij taks*, which has bean successfull.y
used in experiments for quantitative determinations of worklcad. Tie datermin&tion '"

of pilot and aircrev workload using purchological, physiolno4.cal, and operational
criteria haa yielded valuable results. 14sathod used in civil aviation ctn be
not available from actual combat missions. The resaltv obtained by simulation

"* are promising and may be Improved by the staudardization of methods and the .

application of statistical approaches and mathematical uodels.

.- W/L Cat. C•.de, 2., 3., 4.
Op. Behav. Code* 1,, 2., 3., 4.

Spare a. capacity Multipli Review None Flight simlatoz
Primary task
Physiological
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Gerathewohl, S. J., 7ro~. 33. Burka, J. H.,rtibatll K. A., Laws, W. F.,,
aud Stawkhouxe, S. F. Infliht %sam'Irement of pilot worklosd: A panel
discusulon. Avtotion, Fpc_ _, ad Environmental ht"Icins, 1978, 49j*1 S10-•22.

Sgroup of •.S. sciertsts engaged In Inflitht meausur m nts of pilc t workload

d•.scuassC the prohims and aspects of workload; the techniques uned for
inflight meosureA.nts; the verious workload models, ouch as damign-orianted,
operational, psychologo.cal, and physiologictl concepts; different experimental
approarches; and experiences, results aod further plans, during the 48th Annual
Scientific Meeting of the Aerospace Medicel Association in Las Vegas, iv. on
Noay 10, 1977. The contributions by the chairman and the five panel emberse

,ire summarized.

V/L Cat. Code: 2.1.1, 2.2.1, 4.1.7, 4.2

Op. Behav. Code- 1., 2.1, 4.2

Spare a. capacity Task component Review Flight simulator Flight simulator

Phyaiological lubsidlary task Flight test Flight test

Sye movement

Mult. measures

Garathew~oa, S. J., Chiles. W, D., and Thtukuray. R. I. Aeesnsmnt of
perceptual ond tental performanc& in civil aviation personel. In B. 0.
flartrmtn (96.), Hiaimhii, ZHairatals.' r=cinn in Gopration^l Envirornments. AGARD
Conference Proceedings No. 181, April, 19n6, C-7. (AD-A025 663)--

Experiumucs were conoucced to study functions of relovance tc aik•cres, pilot, and
ATC perforunnce. They concerned the assessment of untal functions and complex
performance on !,ngle aperatore and five man crews while monitoring static and
dynamic processes, of perceptual motor tracking ability, as well as group problem
solving. Operator proficiency was measured at various lavels of detiad induced 1
by the eimul.aneout perforMAncst of differen~t combinatious of tasks, rcquiring the
evxarcise of psychological and mental procasses. It was found that multiple task
rpe-formance varied eiSnificant.,y a,, a function of information input and group
interection. Substantial. #.orrqlatto~e were obtained between perceptual motor
type problem solvk.'g and mantal ability tests. Moreover, the resulte obtained
frcm two tra€icn tasks Mt1,est that a central piocuss exerts a regulatory influence
an a variety o!f physiolop:al variables during increased attention demand.

W/L Cat. Cole., 3.1, 3.2

x .,Airy task Single measures ESpei•m•ental Laboratory Flixh# simulator
Hult, easeures Flight simulator
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Gilson, R. D., Burke, N. W., and Jagacinuki, R. J. Secondary visual workload
capability with primary visual and kinesthetic-tactual uisplays. Proceedinja
"of the 22nd Annual Meeting of the Human Factors Society, Detroit, Hichigan,
1978, 293-9-7.

3 Subjects performed a cross-adaptive tracking task with a visual secondaz7 display

and either a visual or a quickened kinesthetic-tactual (K-T) primary eisplay. The
quickmed K-T display resulted in superior secondary task performance. Comparisons

I ~of secandwy7 workload capability w,'.th Intearusied and separated visual displays

indicated that the superiority of the quickened K-T display was not simply due to
the eliaination of visuml scanning. When subjects did not have to perform a
secondary task, there was no significant difference betveea visual and quickened
K-T displays in performing a critical tracking cask.

W/L Cat. Code: 2.2.4, 2.2.5, 3.1

SOp. behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Spare i,. capacity Subsi diary task Experimental Laboratory Background

Primary task Single measuresI
Glenn, F. A., Streib, M. I., and Wherry, R. J., Jr. The human operator

aiaulator volume VIII: Applications to assessment of operator loading.
Willow Grove, Pennsylvania: Aaalytics, Technical Report 1233-A, June 1977.

This study was undertaken as part af a continuing series of studies designed
to validate the Human Operator Simulator (MOS). HOS is intended to be used
as a systeam evaluation tool that can be applied to a detailed system design
prior to the development of a hardware prototype. Consequently, an assessment
of Its ability to model operator workload problems realistically was considered
to be of prime importance. The study was designed to show that 110S, a general-
purpose model of human performance, can accurately simulate the kinds ofIcomplex interactions between competing .ask demands experienced by a humaz.
operator performing a complex mission.

W/L Cat. Code: 2.1, 2.2.2, 2.3, 3.3

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

SSpare m. capacity Task comp., Construct None Flight simulator

PrisD-y task time assess.

Subsidiary task

Occlusion

SlMath. model
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Gobuty, D. I. TADSP: A computer-aided teclmhque for reduciag airctew task
analysis data. In A Operstional .Rllso or Aviation Yldiciue,
AGARD-C-255. May, 1978. 28-1- 2&-9.

During the dasipn of the YAH-64 advanced attack helicopter, a technique was
developed for the computer aided reduction of aircrev task analysis data. The
1Uak Analysis Data IReduction and Analysis Program (TADRAP) begius with the
proceweing of raw data from a classical task analysis which was structured around
a fite-tinred pyrmaidal scheme for wission description. TADRAP converts the
task onalysi8 data into estimates of operator workload based upon expected task
completion time, plus weighted values representing the complexity factors of
action cycle, sensory modality, and task position. The TADRAP facilitates task
analysis validation and presents workload data in tabular form.

W/L Cat. Code: 2.1.1

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Spare u. capacity Task comp.. Construct Laboratory Flight simulator
time assess.

Experimental

Coerres, H. P. Subjective stress assessment as a criterion for measuring the
psycholophysical workload on pilots. Proceedinas of the AGRI) Conference on
qt;lMm on Pilot Workload. AiARD-CP-217, April, 1977, B12-1 - B12-8.

The psychophysiological workload induced by an accivity depends not only on the
duration and intunsity of stressing stimuli, but also upon intra-individual factorsI: in the stressed subject (physical features, functioning of sensory organs,
vegetative status, and present state of health -S a prerequisite to physical I
performance; job-related knowledge, abilities, skills, need for achievemeant,
experience, emotional streen resistance as psychic and mental determinants of
strain). The results obtained by uning standardized interviews and questionnaires
to assess thes' psychophysiological strain parameters in 217 pilots of various
type aircraft used by the German Federal armed forces ar.e presented.

W/L Cat. Code: 1.1.

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 3., 4.

Opinion Rating s,-ale Experimental Laboratory Flight simulator

Questionnaire
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Goerres, H. P. Subjective stress 8asessmeat-e new, simple method to determine
pilot workload. Aviation, Space, and F-wironinental Medicine, 1977, 48,
588-564.

A group comprised of 117 jet pilots, 41 multiple-engine prop pilots, 14 single-
aengin prup pilots, and 43 helicopter pilots was interviewed and asked to complete
questionnaires to provide subjective assessments of workload. The pilots placed
the effect of individual stressors and the severity of tension symptoms during
different type&. of missions on a n .Je of zero to aix. They werf. then asked toI respond to the same questions fron the point • view of pilots flying different
types of aircraft. A combined sccring table wpq constructed. On a percentage
scale, with 100% assigned to jet pilots, who had the highest straln and workload
scors, the relative workload for instructor pilots (regardless of aircraft type)
ir 95%; helicopter pilots, 90Z, multiple-engine prop pilots, 75%, and single-
engine prop pilots, 60%.

W.L Cat. Code: 1.1, .2r Op. Yýehav. Code: 1., •, 3., 4.

Opinion Rating scale Ezverimental Laboratory Flight simulator

Questionnaire

Gr.iters, K. '. Relation between pulse rate during the complex coordin.ation

nrA rechulical Aerospace Reports Report No. DLR-IB-355-75/04, 19' , k.In

The connection bet.ween physiologlcal activation in a test situation and psychological
measures of effort and stress was investigated for 33 appliccnts for flight navigator
t•raining. The object of this work is to replace psycholgical measures with strong

;subjective components by objective physiologi~cal parameters. Physiological

activation was rilate1J ýo pulse rate. 1, was found that no r_.al correlation
exiats, end that pulse rate changes aro always ambiguous.

W/L Cat. Code: 4.1.10

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

0 I Physiological Hea.t race, Experimental Laboratory Background
h.r. var.
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Goldstein, 1. L., Dorfman, P. W., and Price, A. Speed and liad stress as
determinants of perforemince in a time sharing task. Human Factors, 1978, 20,
603-609.

The effects of speed and 1.jad stress were investigated in a task rhere operators
responded to moving visual stimuli that entered critical zones in each of three
visual displays. As axpected, increases in either speed or load stress resulted
in significantly poorer performance. More importantly, the effects of speed
stress were made apparent by a speed by load stress interaction. At the lowestlevel of load atz•ess whtere the oporator was only rtquirw~l to arteud to one display,
increases in speod stress did not have any apparent effect. However, as load ll
streus increased to two displays and especially to three displays, increases In
speed stress had a signifleant negative impact on performance. Data concerning the

timing ý: these responses further supported this analysis. Putura generalizations
about the effects of speed stress much consider the level of load stress present
in the task.

U/L Cat. Code: 2.2, 3.1

Op. Behav. Code. 1., 2., 4.1

Spare m. capacity Secondary task Experimeuta L boratory Flight simulator

Primary task Single measures

Gorer, F. E., Beideman, L. R., and Levito, S. H. The application of
biocybt~rnetic techniques to enhance pilot performance during tactical missions.
St. Louis, Missou.'-i Mcionnell Douglas A-troaaut.cs Company. MDC E2046,
Final Report, October 1, 1979.

This report describes a novel means of enhancing man's performance in highly
complex, crew station environments. The benefits of on-line evaluation of
physiological data are related to projected masseon requirements for a Wt_990
tactical aircraft. The pilot's effectiveness may be qonitored for fluttun•!ons in
attentiveness and ability to procey,4 informal-ion. The report summarizes research
which has demonstrated that. these rl.dtf activities are manifest in distinct
electrophysiolcgical signals, and that such signals, recorded noninvaisvely and
unobtrusively, can be ana&lyned and interpreted In reall-time.

W/L Cat. Code: 2.1.1, 4.1.5, 4.1.6, 4.1.7Op. Behar. Code: 1., 2., 3., 4.

Spare in. capacity Task comp., Construct Nonu ei-" simulator
time assess.

ECP

Eye movemeut
Eyelid movement
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Gopher, D, .Eye movement patterps in gelactive listening tasks of focused attention,
Perceptiou and Psychophysico, 1973, 14, 259.,264,

Three experiocats are described in which eye movements (Ems) ware recorded in
conjunction with either monaural of dichotic tasks of forused attention. Two main
effects were observed in the Bs records: (1) LUst.ang to a;,ditory messagea
reduced the occurrence of spontaneous Ems. (2) Selective monitoring of one sar in
the dichotic task was accompanied by a consistent pattern of directional Ems
characterized by big saccade-. and long changes of eye fixation in the direction of
the relevant ear. The pattern of Eas is affected by the following variables* the

presentation rate of the aoid4.tory intor.ation, the frequency of demands to switch
orientaticn between the ears, aad the compecl.tion of the irrelevant chanael in
the dichotic task. It is suggested that 'the eye-movement mechanism is used in

selective listening taske as a generail -oriritation iadicetor, when the adoption

or maintenance of a certain selective set 1s difficult snd demanding of effort,
The Ems response is part of a general orientation pattern, although its usual
function is in the field of visual perception.

W/L Cat:. Code: 4.1.7

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 3.

Physiological Eye movement Experimental Laboratory Flight simulator

Flight test

Copher, D. and Nevun, D. How is performance limited: testing the notion of
central capacity. Haifa, Israel: The Technion, Report No. HElS-78-11,
December, 1978.

"A two-dimencional pursuit tracking tptsk was amployed in three experiments

designed to test three predictions of a central capacity approach to performance
limitations under time-sharing conditions. Each of simultaneously performed
tracking dimensions (horizontal and vertical) was treated as a separate task and

manipulated independently. Tracking difficulty on each dimension and the relative
emphasis were Jointly investigated. Negatively accelerated effects of task
priority and limited tradeoff between tracking dimensions were obtained when
frequency and velocity of target movement served as difficulty parameters. Direct
linear tradeoffs were observed when control complexity was increased by changing
control dynamics. These results cannot be easily accommodated ,ithin a strict
central capacity model. An alternative interpretation which relies on a multiple
capacity approach is outlined.

WAL Cat. Code: 2.2.2, 3.1

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Spare m. capacity Subsidiary task Experimental Laboratory Background

Primary task Singie measures
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Gopher, 1). and Navon, D. Can rou control your tontrd1! on the officimec,• o!
attention allocation between tr~cktug dimensone, Paper presented at thG r•.
Fifteenth Ar~iual Conference on Mtr~ual Control, Wrtg•ht State University,

Dayton, Ohio, March, 1979.

e eOPf i'iocv oY &t-tenti' allocation bucweea tracking dimensicus was investi grced
.a a two dimenoional pursuit tracking 4ask where each of the dimensions was treated
as £ separate task and rmipA&ated independently. Tracking dilficulty on each
d.mension and their relative emphasis were jointly manipulated in a central com-
posite response ourface dleeig. Negati-ely accelerated effects of task priority
and limited tradeoff between tracking dimensions ver2 obtained when frequency and
velocity of target movement served as difficulty parameters. Direct linear
tradeoffs were observed when control complexity was increased by changing control
dynamics. Thtese results provide strong aviduence of the ability of human subject's
to control their responses separataly. The differential effects obtainee for the
three difficulty manipulations suggest that the locus of load in t~he time-8haring
performance of tracking tasks resides primarily in the response selection stage.

W/L Cat. Code: 2.2.2, 3.1

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Spare m. capacity Subsidiarl task Experimental Laboratory Background

Primary task Single measures

Gopher, D., Navon, D., and Chillag, N. Tracking in two e imensions as a function
oI dimenslcn prioriuiee and tzacking difficuity. Prccaedings of the 2ist Annual
Meeting of the Human Factors Soceity,, San Francisco, Ca'•ifornia, Oct. 17-20,
1977, 118-122.

The present paper develops the argument that an effzctive evaluctior of perfori,,nce
under tin:-shar$r conditions raquires a joinL manipulation of tasks difficulty
and operator's resources a'-location. An experivent is presented in which each
of the dimensions in a •wo dimensional pursuit tracking task was manipulated and
controlled separately. Singl.e and dual task conditions were created by presenting

one dim,•nsion or two dimensions simult4ueously. Tims-sharivg efficiency was
assessed under a joint manipulation of trackiag uifflcilty on each dimenaion and
their relative priorities. Results are discussed in terms of their implications
to the problem of measuring capacity, and their Zontribution to the understanding
of tracking behavior.

W/L Cat. Code: 3.1, 2.2.5

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.2

Pri.mary task Single measures Experimental Laboratory Background

Spare m. capacity Subsidiary task
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Gopher, D1, Navon, D., Chiilag, N. and Dotan, H. Tracking in two dimensions
as a funw.tion of dimension priorities and tracking difficulty. Ha-fa, 13rael:
Tachn~o,-Isruel Institute of Techvology, The CeUnter for Industrial Safety
Research, Technical Rlport AFOSR-77-2, December, 1977.

The present iepert develops the argument chat a comprehensive assessment of
performance limitations under tiwe-aharing conditions requires an evaluation .
of the joint effects of task difficulty and operator's resources allocation.
An experiment is presented in which each of the dimensions tracking task .uas
treated as a separate time-shared task, and manipulated independently. Tracking
accuracy was assessed under a joint manipulation of target frequency on each
d.mension and their relatiie priorities. The resulvt showed that the priority
variable had the most robust effect on performance. However, this effect was
negatively accelerated. Subjects degraded perfcirmance on an axis when its
priority wa& reduced, but the releaa(d resources could ntot be effectively trans-
farrei to improve performan'-e on the high priority axis.

W/L Cat. Code: 2.2.2, 3.1
Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Spare m. capacity Subsidiary tnok Experimental Laborattory Flight simulator
-- Primary task Single measure,,,

Gopher, D. and North, R. A. Mcnipulatgig tho conditions of tratning in

time-sharing performance. Human Factors, 1977, 19, 583-593.

A one-dimensional compensatory tracking task and a difit-proceesing, reaction
time task were combined to assess three aspects of training under time-sharing
conditions: (1) manipulation of desired levels of dual-tash performance; (2)
training under equal and unequal task priorities; and (3) repeated sequencing
"cf single/dual-task presentations. Six groups of 10 subjects each participated
iii the experiment. Larger performance improvements under time-sharing
"conditions were observed when desired performence indicators were computed
relative to a dual-task rather thaa a single-teask reference. Training under
unequal task priorities revealed that tracking was more sensit:Lve than the
Jigit-processing task to priority differences. Teacking performance continued
to improve during repeated single-task presentation, whezeas digit processing
"inproved only in the time-sharing conditlons. These findings suggest that
improvement on the tracking task is in the specific skill of tracking, while
digit-processing improvement results from improved time-sharing ability.

W/L Cat. Code: 2.2.4, 3.1

Op. Behav. Code: 1., :2., 4.

Spare m. capacity Subsudiartr task Experimental Laboratory Flight simulator

Primary task 1ýingle measures
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Graham, D. I. Transport alrplane flight deck developant survey and analysis:
Report and recommendations. M4offatt Field, California: National Aeronautical

Thli document reports results of a survey and analysi* of current research

and development work in the U.S.A. related to improving transport airplane
flight deck equipment end aircrew perforisance. This survey and analysiswas performed for the VASA Langley Research Center's Terminal Configured

Vehicle (TCV) program, which was established to study, test, and evaluate
concepts for more efficient and more acceptable terninal-area transport
operationso Specific recommendations are made for future TCV program work
in flight deck development, based on survey results. Methods of workload
analysis that seem most appropriate for further development Include the
oculometer, time-line analysis program, physical cost evaluations of workload
which include measures of ZKG, muscle activity, and respiration rate.

W/L Cat. Coie: 2.1.1, 4.1.3, 4.1.7, 4.1.8, 41.19, 4.1.11, 4.2

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 3., 4.

Sparp m. capacity Multiple Review None Flight simulator

fhyelological

Greep, R. and Flux, R. Auditory communication and workload. Proceedings of
th AGARD Conference on Methods to Assess Workload, AGAUD-CPP-216, April,
1177, A4-1 - A4-8.

This[paper discusses the general problem of assessing how psychomotor workload
may .nterfere with the performance of an auditory communications taik. Two
experiments are described. The first illustrates that an auditory task from
whic a cumulative response time measure to taken Is affected by changes in
sign •3 quality and the second experiment shows that the same auditory task
is a so affected by a realistic form of workload (flyinp an aircraft simulator).
The lications of these findings are discussed both ii arms of assessing the
qual ty required of a comunications system and in ternm of the use of secondary
tas in the assessment of workload.

W/L bat. Code: 2.2.1, 3.1

Op. )ehay. Code: 2.1, 3., 4.

3par e m. capacity Subsidiary task Experimental Laboratory Flight simulator

Priry task Single measures Flight simulator
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U
Grecaftn, C, P. Analysis of craw/cockpit models for advaneod aircr•ft.

Chi Lna, k, Calieforna: Naval Wee.pon& Center, MC TP 6020, February, 1978.

I The purpose of this scudy was to amsine five active coniputer models of the
aitcrem/cockplt system, and to determine ri.ir relevante to current and future

Sattack aircraft. The models were compared in teris of their genersl structure,,
*Ir.put requirements, output options, and their censitivyiey to a wide variety
of equipment, misslov, and operator characteristics. Thkt models reviewed are
similar in several important respects: They all require a detailed mission
scenario and task analysis to steer the simulation; al I require data on
performance time and accuracy as inputs; and all generote outputs related to

operator task load. The models differ widely in their sencttivlty to
significant variables. Recommendations for future work are presented.

W/L Cat. Code: 2.1.1

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 3., 4.

Spare m. capacity Task comp., Review Laboratory Flight simulator
time assess. Flight s imularor-,I

Gregoire, HBG. Is man the weakest link? Proceedoins of AGARD Conferenct onD
"MIethods to Assess Workload, AGARD-CPP-216, April, 1977, Al-I - A1-3.

The advantages of smal. battery-powarod video tape analysis during in-flight
i operations are presented with emphasia on wotrcload relationship t-, human

engineering. Of particular interest are the differences between .Uircrew debrief
accuracy with vi. without the videotape utilization. Data were obtained during
passive acoustic submarine search and track operations during actual ASW testour flights. These data indicated that during pasiive acoustic search and tracking,
individual control tasks requiring one of more pushbutton operations were per-
formed from 6 to 10 times per minute. Display mode changes occurred at intervals
of approximately two minutes. With the exception of a few particular pushbutton
inputs, every individual pushbutton operation jas guided visually. Keying tasks
which occurred with the highest frequency were KEYBOARD numberical entries.I The following potential applications are identified: 1) Capability of real time
activity recording with slow time analysis, 2) Actual in-flight data sampling,L" and 3) Capability for accurate and detailed time-lie analysis to be correlated
with human engineering design limitations of controls and displays.

"W/L Cat. Code: 1.2, 2.1.1
Op. Iiehav. Cote: 11, 2., 4.1

If Opinion Questionnaire Experimental Flight vest Flight simulator
Spare x. capacity Task coup., Flight test

time assess.
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Gunning, D. Tim estiatim aSO a techniqua Vo Meassure workload. Proceedl of
- 224 ft M~ttl ofthe bgwa 'iJW f&d-IzY Detroit, mfehigan,

A aecoadswr task Vldch Involwes tim, estimation was used as a amasure of workload
In a flight sijualaotin study. The results of t1w time estimation task were compared
with performance mieres and subjective workload ratings to evaluate the adequacy
of the task. The successes and failures of the techniques are discussed.

W/L Cat. Code: 1., 2.2.3, 3.1

Op Behav. Code: 1., 2., 3., 4.

Opinion Rating staloe Eperimental Fl. 3ht simalator Flight simulator

Spare a. capacity Tim* satinatito

Primary task SIngS I measures

Guttmann, H. E., Easterling, R. G. and Webster, R. G. The effects of fULcker
on performance as a function of task-loading. Albuquerque, New Xexzio:
Sandia Laboratories, SC-7d-72 0617, November, 1972.

Subjects performed a tracking task and a search task in a light-tight
chamber that was arranged to roll on its longitudinal axis. and were
required to maintain the chamber vertical. The tracking task was
Individually adjusted for each subject to Impose a substantial amount
of task-load. During the experiment, subjects were exposed
to flicker at rates of 3, 7. 11, 15, 19, and 23 pulses per second.
At rates of 11 pulses per second and higher, performance on the
tracking-task was markedly degraded. No degradation in performance
of the search task or maintenance of verticality was observed.
Degradation of tracking was greatest when subjects were engaged In
the three tasks simultaneously, indicating that task-loading Is an
irportant variable in the behavioral response to flicker.

W/L Cat. Code: 3.1, 4.1.1

Op. Bsehav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Primary task Single measure Experimental Laboratory Flight simlator

"Physiological FFF
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I Backer, W. bietevulaing ttw psychc wrkloadt Promutt snatus and perspectives.
Socialist:Lch. Arboj-tswieMSepsAft, 1914, ý11, 17-28.' (In ý;ormsu).

Whereas established conuepts end measuring methods are availablo for the
physiological workload, no such c€itetla west lor asi -36ing the load dMG
to rntal activity. The autbor deftne. the terms (<a.&, demando, lead,
and stress) fra• tbe standpoint of psychic workload and examl eo, thepossibilities of e .enadug ite affects.

WA/L Cat. Code: l., 2., 3#, 4.

Op. Behav. Code: l., 2., 3., 4.

Opinion Multiple Coostruct None Flight simulator
Spare a. capacity Flight test

I Primary task

Physiological

Blacker, W. at. al.* Internal representation of task structure and mental work-
1 load: approaches and methods of assessment. Le Travail Humain, 1977, 40,

239-248. (In French).

A survey is presented• of research designed to elucedate problems of mental load
in industrial work, using both laboratory experiments and field studies, and
examining rclationships between the mental demands of jobs and ch&eges of v,-.rious
indices of performance and of subjective and physlological effects. An initial
enunciation of general principles stresses the importance of intereal models,
"strategies and goals in the organization of work activities. This followed by
brief accounts of four experimental studies. Of chose, one showed that the effects
of load are aultIdiaensional, a second gave svidence of shifts of aspiration and
motivation, a third illustrated the value of adequate internal models ae a means
of preventing fatigue, and a fourth indicated that job enrichment which increases
the mental demands made by industrial work need not produce undue mental load.

_l/L Cat. Code: 1.1, 3.1, 3.3, 4.1
Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 3., 4.

- '- Opinion Multiple Review Laboratory Background
Frimary task qxperimnt&l Field
Physiological

*Naes of otuher authors not available at time of publication.
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1a.-•e W. Pla.-h, M. I.. 1chter, P. a" Ztm .e . Internal representation
of task st.ructure d soal load of wortk: *jproaahei and wmttod odi
aegeesint. • o 1976. 167-194.

8su".i've Is presented of research de~sied to elucidate problems of mental
load in nduetdlal work, usia both laboratory experiments mud field studies,
and examning relationsbipe betwees the uuntel demands of jots ad changas
durtin a working spell of various Indiceb of performance and of subjective
end physiologinal effects. An initial emaunciation of general principles
stresses the importance of internal models, stitategies and goals in the
or~anizotion of work activities. This is followed by brief accounts of four
experimentel studies.. Of tbese, one showed that the effects oZ load sae
mltidimmnsional, a second gave evidence of shifts of aspiration and "otivation,
a third illustrated the value of adequate internal wiels as a mes of
preventing fatigue, snd i fourth ,I.ndicated that job enrichment which increases
the umental demands made by indurtrial work need not produce undue mental load.

W/L Cat. Code: 3.1

Op. kshav. Code: 1., 2. , 2,, 4.

Primary task Single measures Review Laboratory Flight simulator

Field

"ReSIn, J0 F., Moe, P. J0, and Worottschek, R iliiht eva.luation. W--2 integrated
coatrol.er tusim.1led in am Of-58A helicopter. Edwards Air Force base,
Califottia: U.S. Army Aviation Pagineering Flight Activity 77-11, Mi.al
Rapott, Apzii, 1078. (AD-A-63 072).

This activity conduced a hau,.'Uln quwlitioe and pilot vork~v&d evaluatiou of the
1K 11 Integrated zonaroller inotallse. in aw Ci-58A . The OR-58A could
be safely 'lown tb$oghb•.• the rocor.mende" flMOMt emvelope U.•ng the integrated
controller. The pilot vorkload when using the iUtegeated cont"ýtler itdh tvo
hands was not reduced from and was scotetimaa great.r than tie vorkload whbn using
conventional controls for j.'ý. mneurers ecep't lavel for'a.d fligth. Single
hand control during (ligth and landing coul',d be etfaly accomplished, but reqnired
increased pilot wvlod tr. all cases. TLt two ost serious unsatisfactnry
characteristics ideicif-.td wrt. lack uIA xv adequate system-decoupled warning &d
exceselw' workload during '.aft &.deirri flight Letween a7prozxiu&cely 1I to 25
Lwts trww airspeed.

W/L Cat. Cod-: 1.1. 1.2, 3.1
Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2-, 4.
Opiuion Rating scale Experimental Flight test Flight 0ýaulator
Priwary task Questlcnnaire Flight t3at
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Male, at to IMAderest C. A. s Willias, 5. VE. acid Tanne, Z. Endocrine-metabolic,
effects of vmusuallyý )An& or frequent flying missions In C-1301 or C-1335if ~aircraft, &"guman MediLcUe 19ff, 2JO 561-570.

Flight-streas ap~irafaa1 was made by seems of a battery of urinary Aeterminationa
(ep n dprie potasmitim riflers w-oNS ura.rticipated pi a ph-ospous, mispsions i

(epnehrua, andwepitasoum frflyers whoCS uareticipaeid I a ph-oshrus missines in
C-Ml0 aircraft (flights fio New Zealand to Antarctica, and back).* (b) 6-day
vdr eions in -1333 aircraft (earth-circling missions) or (c) 7-week itissiouis In[ J-135B aircraft (overfrequent transocaanic and transcontinent~al flying). The
adrenal medulla (judging by urinary epinept'rinis) conss[nnte1,, shtmved flittht-
&%smostIV.ty, but other andarrins-n~tabolic functions varied ii.' ways Indicative
of a%,ptat 4 L*A. With flight clfcu setmnea atandardistd (partic.ilarly with respect
to tima of day), flight effects tended to be reproducible. With crew rust
limited to 2 days, recovery from fGight-stress tended to'be iaivuplete. Slesp-
deprivation end crew pos~itiou were shown to, be factors whiich sod-ffy flight-attesa
reactions. Eaxtbound ond westbound earth-circ~1ing missions did not In~uue
different degrees of f 1ight-*s-rasa,* at judged bv tbeese endocrine-metabolic indices.*

Op. Sokav. Code: 1., 2., 3., 4.

Physiological Body fluid Experiusntal Flight test Flight simiulator
anal.Flgtes

flgh costl

Hale, H.S., Hartman, B.O., RLarris, D.A., Williamm, A.W., MiadRS n
Hosenfeld, J.M. Time cones entraitiment and flight stressors as intaractants.
Aercspace Medcicine, 1972, 43, 1009-1094.

Physiolog..c responsiveness to flying was studied, using the waebers of a double-
V crew of a C-141 aircraft during six flights, each of which lasted 54 hours and

involved bi- or tri-directional trausteridian flying. Ra"onsiveness wan.
quantified by means of endocrine-matabolic Indices (urinary epinephrine,

L ~norepinephrine, 17-hydroxycorticonteriods, urea, sodium and potassium'), using
urine specimens which were collected at 4-hour intervals during the flight.
Phyuiologic entraitiment was shown to be a factor contributing to responeiieveas,
for there was -hythmic variability which related to time of day at the cream'
hovis basq.. The waveforms, amplitudes, time relations and overall levels, however,F
did not agree with those of unstressed persons.* As judged by epinephrine,
norepinephrine and 17-6MLS, refractoriness toward &Jlight stressors consistently
developed ,t 2200 hours (Eastern Standard Tima), even after the crew Uid crossed
many time sonses (flying either sac tward or westward). These hormone* 1-ndicated
jyper-zesponsiveness regularly &ut 0600 hours 1ST; at other timec respousIveniesu
was shown (by these sam indi.ues) to be moderate In grade. P.atteriis 9.jerged forI
the other Indices as well.

W/L Cat. Code: 4.1.12

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 3.j, 4.

Phyasiosoical Body f luidf Experimental Flight test Flight cijw~ator
anal. Flight test
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4e, ... a4- rwa, LO.U. darris, D.A., William, 3.W., Kirsn4a, at.u.,
--seV '.d, J.H. aud I V.th, i P , hysiologic stree durin 50-hour double-
craf loss~ons In C- Vi aircraft. Brooks APl, Texas: USAF School of
Aeroapace Wsdtzina, SA -'R-7l4-47, October, 3971.

By use ot a ba~tery of urinary techniques, the physiologic cost (stress) of
prolongad C-141 flyiug cparatione (etther staged or nearly-continuous) -as
shwm to be mild-to-Aoderate tn dejre*. Staged missions lasting 5 or 7 day-,
teaxed to be less stressful than double-crew nearly-continuous 50-hour missions.
The two extremely different work/rest schedules, nemly, 4/4 and 16/16 hours,
induced similar degrees of physiologic stress. Anticipatory stress tended to
be htijer than the flight stress that followed. Craw position was a contributory
fator- slightly modifying flight ^nd postflighc trends. Pre-existing circadian
periodicity persisted, although flight had modifying influence. Tim of day
that represented night at home, were the times of highest sensitivity to flight.
Recovery frnm prolonged nearly-continuous flying operations appears to require
4-5 days, and it appears to be a multiphasic process, vt.th endocrine-metabolic
depression appearing first, after which there was oscillation and final
settling at the control level.

W/L Cat. Code: 4.1.12
Op. Dehav. Code: 1., 2., 3., 4.

Physlological Body fluid Experimental Flight simulator Flight simulator
anal. Plight test Flight test

Hale, H.S., Hartmo, B.O., Harris, D.A., Willims. 2.W., Miranda, R.E.
Hosenfeld, J.M. and Sitlh, 3".N Physiologi: stress during 50-hour double-
crew missions in C-141 aircraft. Aarospaco Medicine, 1972, 43, 293-299.

By use of a battery of urinary techniques, the physiologic cost (stress) of
prolonged C-141 flying operations (either staged or nearly-continuous) was
shown to be mild-to-moderate in degree. Staged jlssions lasting 5 or 7 days
tended to be lees stressful than dooble-crew nearly-continuous 3,0-hour missioas.
The two ex:rtmel, different work/zeet schedules, namely, 4/4 and 16/16 hours,
inducedP Amilar dtsrees of physiologic stress. Anticipatory stress tande' to
be higher than the flight stress that followed. Crew position was a concributory
factor, elightly modtfyin'k flight and postflight trends. Pre-existir4 cizoadian
periodialty persls'td, although fliht had modifying influence. Time of eay
that rep;ewantad night at hams were the tien" of highest sensitivity to flight.
Recovery from prolonged nearly-cortinuous fLying operations appears to require
4-5 days, and it appear* to bi a multtphastc process, with endocrine-satabolfc
daprassion Appearing firt• after which there eas oscillation and final
settling at the control level.

W/IL Cat. Code: 4.1.L,
Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 3., 4.

Physiological Body fluid &xporimental Flight simulator Flight simulator
anal. Flight test Flight test
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ijile, .B.s Mtfeee, l.C., Ella, J.P., Jr.. Bollinger, E.R. and Hartum, 3.0.
i docrin-metabollc Indle. of ai/rem workload: An eaalysle acrose studies.
ýmo*114&a of tha SAMT, Con.*e=.nce .n i•,O tt u d $Sq_4y ,ýýfFISh orkqd£ O~feratiope hLARD-CP-14A6, April, 19740 A10-1 - A10-CG.

Kndocrine-istabolic measures have been used in field #vd laborntory studies
involving different kinds of military aircraft as wa3l to Avaions of varying
nature and length. The deta accumlated in the ten-ytar period have now been

Ssubjected to a cross-sectional analysis in an effort to es#rtain the basic,
relation of endocrine-metabolir, activity to the workload in either actual ox
simulated flights. For the present purpose, load represents di-gree of flight
difticulty maltiplied by duration. Difficulty was based upon USAF expert
ranking@, and durationwas based upon fractions of a day. Multiple linear re- I
gression analysi, was performed on data for urinary epinephrine, norepinephrine,
17-ORCS, urea, Ne, K, and the N&a/% ratio. TLhis report presents the findings
In the first phase of the cross-sectional study.

W/L Cat. Code: 1.1, 4.2
Op. Behav. Code: 1-., 2., 3., 4.

Opinion Rating scals Review Flight simulator Flight simulator
Physiological Mutt. rieasures Flight test Flight test

Wsle, H.1., &Ne., R.C., Ellis, J.P., Jr., Bollinger, R.R. and Hartman, B.O.
-ndocrine-intabolic indices of aircrew workload: An analysis across studies.
Brooks AF5, Texas: USAF School of Aerospace Medicine, Unpublished report.

During rho past decade the USAF School of Aerospace Medicine has conducted,
S~under either field or laboratory conditions, atudles of human re.sponees to i

flight. The working hypothesis has been that flying operatio•s act in the

sonet of stressors, eliciting interrelated endocrine-mataolic responses
hich oare compensatory In nature, tending to maintain a state of physiologic

balance (homeostasis). A battery of urinary determine-cions was used to assess
the physiologic cost in a wide variety of circ-mstsuces, including flying
operations of various types and durations which took place at various time
of day and utilize3 a variety of aircraft. Statistical evaluation consistently
indicated elevation In physiologic "cost" which apparently related to (a) type
of aircraft, (b) flight complexity, (c) flight duration, (d) time of day,
and/or (a) crew position. Additional factors also seemed to be contributory,
affecting some or all of the endocriv.-metabolic functions under study.

WIL Cat. Code: 1.1, 4.1.12
Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 3., 4.

Opinion Rating sca.e Experimental Flight simulator Flight simulator
Physiological Body flui.d r'light test Flight test

anal.
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Halt, H.I, WUllams, E.W., 13mith, 5.N1, and Meiion, C.K., Jr. Excretion
patterni of air traffic controllers. Aerospace Nedlicef, ,.971, 42, 127-138.

Twenty air traffic controll.er@ at O'Hara Airport, Chicago, Ill., were studied
daily during two t-day work periods. During one of these periods they worked
from 1500 to 2300 hours (evenin3 shift); in the oth~r period they worked from
2400 to OWV hourr. (morning shift). Traffic density fworkload) was maxim1al
during the earlr part of the evening shift, and it was minimal during the
early part of the morning shift. Stress appraisaL was msde by means of
urinalysis, using a battery of determinationa which inc.uded epinephrine,
norepnepihrine, 17-hydroxycorticosteroidu, urea, inorganPf. ;,hosphate, potassium
and sodium. Direct reationship to workload was indicated for epinephrine,
norephinephrive, urea, potassium and sodium. Urinary catec-holamines provided
evidence of sympathoadrenomedullary hyperactivity during each work shift,
vith full reversal in-the 'postevening' recovery period and Incomplete reversal
In the 'poetmorning' recovery period. Adrenocortical hyperactivity was evidenc
only during the morning shift, and it was late in onset. Relatively high urea
output characterized tower work, suggesting high protein catabolism.

W/L Cat. Code: 4.1.12
Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 3., 4.1

Physiological Body fluid Experimental Field Flight simulator
anal. Flight test

Hall, T. J., Passey, G. E. and Meighan, TV w. Performancv of vigilance and
monitoring tasks as a function of worklo'd. Wright-Patterson AFB. Ohio:
Aerospace Medical Research Laboratories, AMRL-TR-65-22. March, 1965, (AD 615 921)_

S~ii

This study investiAatrd performance of 6 tasks. Three of these tasks were
passive in nature, requiring only vigilance or monitoring by the operator
for detection of a critical signal; these were: auditory vigilance, warning-
lights monitoring, and probability meoer wonitoring. The other 3 tasks--
arithmetic computations, target identification, mid code-lock solving--required
more active attention, and 2 of these tasks (target identifications and code-
lock solving) ware group tasks requiring interactions among the crewhaembers,
It was hypothesized that concurrent presentation of active and passive task.,
would have a detrimental effect on vigilance and monitoring performance. The
?'rincipal purpose of this study was the evaluation of vigilance and monitoring
performance for 3 such tasks with and without simultaneous presentation 4f the
aore active tasks. On the basic of results obtained, the follcmin- conclusioAs
seem justified: (1) Presentatiro of vigilance and monitoring tasks concurre~at y
with tasks requiring more active attention of an operator has a detrimental
effect on the operator's monitoring performance. (2) The detrimental effects of
increased task load do not appear to be long-term in nature, since removal of the
additional (active) tasks from the taik program invariably resulted in recovery
to p.teviously attained performance on the vigilance and monitoring tasks.

W/L Cat. Code: 2.2.1, 2.2.2, 3.2
Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 3., 4.
Spare m. capacity Subsidiary task Experimental Laboratory Flight similator

Primary task Mult uiessures Flight teat
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SRsmilton, P. Process irtropy and cognitive control In N. Moray (Ed.) Mental

workload. its theory &nd measurement. New York: Plenum Press, 1979,I ~ ~289<,9i•7.

While ackriowledging the extreme imprecisiton of information theory formulation
r it has the twin merits of incorporating into our discussion of mental workload:

(1) The contention that internalized thought as well as the stock perciptual/
motor skilis experiment must be made the province of the workload theorist.
(2) Some overdue acknowledgemetit of the role of effort, or intensive processes,
in a field which has had for too long as its goal the portrayal of man as

Icomputer.

T W/L Cat. Code: 2.1.2

Op. Behav. Code: 1.. 2., 3., 4.

Spare m. capacity Inform. theory Construct None Flight simulator

Harris, D.A., Pegram, G.V. and Hartman, B.O. Performance and fatigue in
ex-periaental double-crew transport missions. Aerospace Medicine, 1971,
42, 980-986.

.. Six experimental transport missions using a double crew were flown in a C- 1.41
on routes generating various combinations of long and short legs. Crews )flowed
c 4/4 or 16/16 work/rest schedule. On-board crew-rest facilities were provided

.. so that the plane could fly through the airlift system without crew changes.
The flying time averaged around 43 hours. Performance was evaluated by ratings
made by an on-board fli.ght examiner. There were no significant differences in
flight exai:zner ratings. Subjective fatigue was measured by a rating scale.
There were not significant differences related to work/rest cycles. There were•i "°significant differences related to mission profile 3nd crew position. Sleep

EEC's were recorded on the two navigators. There was a marked reduction in
"total sleep as well as Stage 1-REM and deep sleep.

IP/L Cat. Code: 1.1, 4.1.5
Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 3., 4.

Opinio.n Eating scale Experimental Flight test Fli:z lator
Physiological EEG F1 ' .t t.s:

I.1
11
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Hards, R, L., Sr., Mixon, R. V, Advanced transport operation effects on pilot
scan patterns. Proceedings of the.23rd %nnual Mleti of the Human Factors
Society, Boston, Massachuaetts, October 29 - November 1, 1979, 347-331.

Long straight-in and close-in, curved, descending instrument approaches were made
in NAISA's fixed-b.iee Terminal Configured Vehicle simulator. The pilot either
manually coutrolled the simulator cr monitored the automatic system control of
the simalated aircraft during the approach. Tests were per-'ormed with .r without
the display of traffic. The results indicate that the pilots' use of the Electronic
Horizontal Situation Indicator (ERSI) increased appreciably for the close-in,
curved, descending approach compared to the conventional straight-in approach.
When operating os a monitor of the autopilot system, the pilot scanned more with
less attention ,evoted to the Electronic Attitude Direction Indicator (MADI).
The pilots prefsred the manual mode. The addition of displayed traffic to the
EHSI increased the pilots' use of the EHSI. Also, the pilot's pupil diameter
increased during the landing flare iivdicating a higher stress level even though
the tests were coaducted in a fixed-base simulator.

W/L Cat. Code: 1.2, 4.1.7, 4.1.8
Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Opinion Interview Experimental Flight simulator Flight simulator
Physiological Eye movement Flight test

Pupillary die.

Harris, S. D., North, R. A. and Owens .. M. A systerm for the apsessment of
human performance in concurrent verbal and manual control tasks. Paper
presented at the 7th Annual Meeting of the National Conference on the Use
of On-Line Computers in Psychology, Washington, D.C., November 9, 1977.

A multi-purpose laboratory system incorporating a voice interactive terminal
and graphic display system ig described. Tae facility Is designed to
investigate some aspects of human performance of concurrent verbal and
tracking tasks. The results of a pilot study showinS detrements In dual-
task performance are reported.

W/L Cat. Code: 2.2.2, 3.1. 4.3

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 3., 4.

Spare m. capacity Subsidiary task Experimental Laboratory Flight simuilator

Prinwry task Single measure Construct Flight test

Physiological Speech patt.
anal,
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Hart, S. G. Time estiration s a secondary task to measure workload-attention
sharing effect c n operstor performance. Proceedings of the Eleventh
Conference on Manual Control, NASA-Ames Research Center, May 21-23, .1975,
64-77. (JASA TM1X-62,464).

I Variation In the 1augth of tiam productions and verbal estimates of duration was
investigated to determine the influence of concurrant activity on operator time
perception. The length of 10-, 20-, and 30--sec intervals produced while
performing six d.*fferent compensatory tracking tanks was significantly longer,
23% on the average, than those produced while performing no other task. Verbal
estimates of session duration, taken at the end of each of 27 experimetal
sessions, reflected a parallel increase in subjective underestimation of the
Passage of time as the difficulty of the task performed increased. These data
suggest th'ttt estimates of duration made while performing a manual control cask
provide itable and sensitive measures of the workload imposed by the primary
task, wvih 'lnuimal interference.

W/L Cat Code: 2.2.3
Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

"Spare m. capocity Time estimation Experimental Laboratory Flight simulation

"Hart, S. G. A cognitive model of time perception. Paper presented at theS .. ~56th Annual -Meeting of the We.stern Fsychological Association, Los Angeles,

California, April, 1976.

f•otr methods have been used extensively to measure individual's ability to
"estimate or produce specified Intervals of clock time. The verbal estimation 1J
method requires that one vocalize a judgement of the duration of an
operationally presented interval. The method of production requires
operational production of an interval whose duration has been specified
verbally. The method of reproduction reqaires the operational production
of a standard interval that was operationally presented. The m.thoa of
comparison involves a relative judgement between the durations of two
operationally presented intervals. Th-s paper reviews these methods.

W/L Cat. Code: 2.2.3

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4. 41

Spare m. capacity Time estimation Construct None Flight simulator

"Flight test
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Hart, S. G. Pilot workload d-tring flual approach in congested airspace.
Proceedins ef the .978 LZNZ gaferce an Decision and Control, San Diego,
Caliornia, January 10-12, 1979, 1345-1349.

Time estimation has been proposed as a measure of pilot workload and it appears
that the production method provides a useful measure. The verbal estimation
.ethod iras also been inveatigated and it appeari that it, does not provide as
sensiti.ve a measure of workload as does the production method. Overestimation may
either reflect boredom during the interval, or the fact that a great deal of
activity was performed ducing the interval ihat was remembe•-ed. Uderestiortion
may Lither reflect a feeling that time passed quickly because interesting
acti•rties ere 3gagsed in, or that so iittle activity was performed or remembered,
that very little time passes.

W/L Cat. Code: 2.2.3

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Spare m. capacity Time estimation Experimental Flight simulator Fliabt simulator

Hart, S. G. and NcPherson, D. Airline pilot time es'.imation during concurrent
activity including simulated flight. Paper presented at the 47th Annual
Heeting of the Aerospac3 Medical Association, Bal Harbour, Florida, Hay,
1976.

Humanw factors researchers have sought an unobtrusive and minimally loading
additional task that is sensitive to differences in flying conditions and
aircr.ft instrumentation associated with complex piloting tasks. The present

t research was aimed at clarifying the functional relationships between the
length and varinbility oZ time estimates and concurrent task variables.
Timne estimation is an unobtrusive and minimally loading task. The central
iendency, variability, and shape of the distributions of time productions
provide indices of concurrent task procesainG requirements. Thus, time
estimates may prove useful to human factors researchers interested in
comparing different combinations of displays and controln associated vith
complex pilotf.ng tasks.

W/L Cat. Code: 2.2.2, 2.2.3

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 3., 4.

Spare m. capacity Time estimation Experimental Flight rimulator Flight simulator

Primary Laok Single measure Flight test

1R
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SI

Hart, S.G., McPherson, D., Kroif••dt, J. and Weape, T.E, Multiple curveddescending approach** and. the air-traf~ir wntrol problem. Moffett Field.

Calif'ornia: National Aeronautical and Spc. Adminiastration, Ames Research
Center, USA TH-78, 430, August, 1977.

3 ,ha concep7ts investigated in this study included: 1) multiple cur4ed deseending
final approaches., 2) parallel rtukways certified for ltndcp edet and simultaneous
operation 'ader IFI conditione, 3) closer spacing between successive aircraft,

ind 4) a '.t0 ributed snalement system between cho air and ground. Piloted
sieulators werc supplied with computer ge••rated traffic situation displays and
flight itstrrment. The controllers were supplied with a terminal area map and
digital status 11ofermation Intercrossing time variabtlity was greater under
centralized, ground-based management, than under dist-.ibuted, pilot-spaced
mrnagement. Pilots and controllers also reported that the distributed manage& .
was more orderly than the centralized maagemAsvt. Flying pro-tsion Increased
an the amowut of turn required to intersect the outer marker decreased. Pilots
preferred the alternative of multiple curved desetendin approaches with wider
spacing between aircraft. Duth pilots and controllers felt that parallel
runways were acceptable.

W/L Caa. Code: 1s, 2.2.3, 3.1
Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 3., 4.

Opinion Ratiag scale Experimental Flight simulator Flight simulator
Spare m. c&pacity Questionnaire Flight test
Pri•.ary task Time estimation

Single measures

Hart, S. G., McPherson, D., and Loomic, L. L. Time estimation as a secondary

task to measure workload- sumnary of research. Praceedlnhs of the Fourteenth
Annual Conference tn Misnual Control, April 25-27, 1978, University of Southern
California, Los Angelett, 693-712. (NASA Conference publication 2060, Ames
Research Center, Moffett Field, California.)

Actively produced intervals of time were found to increase in length and variabilityT,
whereas retrospectively produced intervals decreased in length, although they also
increased in variability with the addition of a variety of flight-related tasks.
If pilots counted aloud while making a production, however. the impact of con-
current activity was minimized, at least for the moderately demanding primary
taske that were selected. The effects of feedback on estimation accuracy and
consistency were greatly enhanced if a counting or tapping production technique
was used.

W/L Cat. Code: 2.2.3

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Spare a. capacity Time estimation Experimental Flight simulaior Flight simulator

I
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Nart, L. G. and SU"Mso, C. A., lffecte of ).-sigietic redundancy an sqatbooized
cockpit versus~ a"" cpoqtbmanimn sad concurrent tim esitimation.

PrMM~l O teAMsal _naierLtYC 9 lrac I M NM) COAtrol
University of Illinois, Way 1976, 0-'321. (BOA IN 1-710)

Tb. relative oamouts of attention required to comprehend and recognize two
types -of speech vassage. that differed In lialpistic redundancy were evaluated .
with two concurrent time estimation tasks. Two-word and mentenco-lealth
gy-thesiined-speech cockpit warning massages were presented to 12 comercial
44irllne pilots with and without competing we~ther broadcast. The pilot* had
two tanks: a) to read back and write down the v&rnias message and b) to giveI
tweo types of time estimates.* It was found that the intelligibility of messages
presented 1A a redund&6t sentence-length fermat vos highaer, end that listening
time -and number of repetitions was loes, during the ?Pamiliarization Phase.
Sentences were also more intelligible than two-word messages when presented In
a background of competing weather bro~dcast for recognition. Differences In
verbal estimates of session length and In the length of lO-8sc estimates
produced 'by pilots indicated, that aes55555 presented In a sentence format
required less attention fer comprehension than did two-word messages.

W/ L Cat. Cod4: 2.2.3

Op. Behav. Code:. 1., 2., 3.., 4.

Spare m. capacity Time a-,timation Experimental Laboratory Flight simulator

Plight test

_____________ B.0,HlU _Bn ono, .A ai in FB-111creiumebers.

FB-11 a pat o itsiniialopeatioal valatin. ach two-ama crew

post-mission sleep. In addition, urine samples obtained from one crew on an
unusually demanding mission were analyzed for epinephrine, uoropinephrine, 17-
hydroxycorticosteroids, sodium, potassium, and ureat. The data showed that the
crews experienced moderate fatigue and stress, aggravated by physical discomfort,
from which they recovered after one night of sleep.

W/L Cat. Code: 1.1, 4.1-12

Op. Iehav. Code: 1., 2., 3., 4.

Primary task Rating scale Experimental Flight test Fligbt simulator

Physiological Body fluid Prlight test
anal.
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I lHartman, 3. 0., and Mc5enzie, R. I. (Ids.) •urvey' of methos, to assess workload.
AGARD-AG-246, August, 1979.

This A•AfDograph represents an overview of workload assessment. It is current
in the snse that each chapter is a condensation or modification of recent papers,
prepared by Individual authors. The masasurement domain has been broken into
sensory threshold function tests, motor function and responses to psycho, physio
and-chemical excitation. The methodology includes a wide range of instrumentation,K laboratory, inflight measurement and modeling methods, with the goal of compiling
systematically and evaluating the multiplicity of approaches and techniques.

WAL Cat. Code: l., 2., 3., 4.

I Op. Behav. Coaft: 1., 2., 3., 4.

Opinion Multiple Review Flight simulator Flight simulator

Spare a. capacity Construct Flight test Flight test
Primary task Experimental
Physiological

I
� Hartzell, E. j. Helicopter pilot performance and workload as a function of night U

vision symbologies. Paper presented at the Conference on Decision and Control, I
December, 1979, Fort Lauderdale, Florida.

"" -The exp,ýriment reported was designed to assess pilot performance, training
requirements, and workload as a function of the three symbologies. Pilot workload
is addressed in this paper. The results of the time estimation techniques used
- upported the predicted levels of difficulty designed into the flight scenario.
Time estiaation provided a relative scale of workload between the hover maneuvers
"and suggests that there is no significant difference in workload between the
three symbology types studied.

W/L Cat. Code: 2.2.3, 3.1

"Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

"Spare m. capacity Time estimation Experimental Flight simulator Flight simulator

Primary task Single meaUzes Flight test

I
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Ratsell, C. P. An 1£formatiou tbeooctic hWM& operator a.dul. 9c I
Record, Annual Asilama Coufeorme . Circuits, Szete and 0muters,
Pacific Grovi- California, November, 1976. North Hollyvood. Californalae

Western Pei.lodicals Co., 1977, 479-483.

By applying Information theoretic concepts to control theory, a hman operator

model Is Oaveloped which des-ribes the effect oi stress on the rperator in teors of 4

a partitioning of total information processed by the operator. The rodel requires
very little a priori Impoeed structure and is consistent with the fzrquently]
observed, phenomenon of caastrophic failure of the human operator at some critical
level of stress.

IlL Cat. Code: 2.142, 3.3

Op. Pehav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Spare a. capacity Inform. theory Construct Laboratory Flight simulator

Pri-ary task Math. model Experimental

Ha••Ukns L., Church, M., and deLemos, S. Time-sharing is not a unitary
abil: . Eugene, Oregon: University of Oregon, Cinter for Cognitive ind
Perceptual Research, Technical Report No. 2, June 30, 1978, (AD A056 632).

The objective of the three experiments reported here was to further our
und=r6 tings of the nature of these lisitazions. The aesulte of tri eiq•riuents
lead to 'e conclusion that time-shar'nT is not a single general ability, but
rather dependent upon several mo.;. - ecific processing limitations. These
include: (1) an inability early in pi. .tics. to simultaneously select, or retrieve,
multiple re•°onses from memory; (2) a persis'fng inability to initiate multiple
independent responses simultaneously; (3) a., Inability to process, or at least:
efficletl- process, contiguous inputs from separate modalities owig to the
need for *odality-3pecific attentional focus; and (4) an inability to eo ficientl;
process multiple inputs from within the sine modality owing to the existence of
strmcturul interference. It is suggested that the prediction of performance on
complax criterion task combinations such as entailed in piloting or air traffic
control requires specification of which of these component abilities is required
by the critu.ion situations.

W/L Cat. Code: 2.2., 3.1

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Spare m. capacity Subsidiar, task Experimental Laboratory Backgroutid

Primary task Single measures
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Rawkins, R. L. Rodriqueso ., and Raichar, G. M. Is .' i-sharing a Seneral
capability? .SMU AIUQL . "% A Ly t a "the Nusan Factorr
society, Boston, Nassachusotta, October 29-Novem1o: 1, 1979, 332-535.

The timi-sharing ability of subjects was measured under Qight separate dual-task
* conditions. Three distinct toak chauacteriscics were systematLcally varied across

conditions in an effort to manipu•ate the mature of the specific time-sharing
demands imposad. Sach condition contained two of these characteristics in comms
with three of the remaining se*vn condittons, one of the characteristics in commoa
with three others, and none in common with the last condition. Time-searing
efficiency correlated actoss conditions that impose similar processing demands
on the individual, but not across conditions imposing relatively dissimilar demands.
We conclude that time-sharing performance under present conditions is determined
by several poorly correlated, task-specific subcapacities rather than by a single
generti ability.

I W/L Cat. Cods: 2.2.1, 3.1

Op. Bheav. Code: 1., 2., 3., 4.

Spare m. capacity Subsidiary task Experimeatal Laboratory Flight simulator

rrimary task Single measures

"- i
"Hayashi, E. and Ogawara, Y. A study of the workload of shear line inspectors

based on eye-movement analysis. Journal of Humsn Mraoloa, 1977, 6, 121-126

The workload involved in Insp-,cting surface defects of cut sheets in a flying
shear-line used in the steel industry was studied. The effects o.' various factors

" " such as workplace conditions and operational and human factors on the visual
Sinspection performance was Investigated according to ths type and nature of surface 'I
defects to be inspected. The results revealed that both pursuing and saccadic

,. eye movements were essential in identifying defects. The pursuing movements
apparently played a major role in finding defects on the running steel sheets, while
"saccadic movements took place at very high rate near t"e upper limit of eye
movements of 3.3 times per sezond. The line speed was a decisive operational
factor for the inspection performance. Further, effects of other factors including

-- defects per so, duration of Inspection, and duration of inspection and eye-to-
defects distance were studied. The resulta were suggestive to reducing the
"inspection workload and establishing optimm conditions for future automation
and mechanization of the line inspection.

W/L Cat. Code: 4.1.7

"Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2.

SPhysiological Eye movements Experimcntal Field Background

"14
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%~Asnde:,A X. 3'. ?hyuological reactions of 41riveru as indicators of road traff It
dinani. Ui Driver perforumance studies: Transportation Rosearct Record 530.
Vfaehingtoao OX-s. U.S. Trsnpqmrtation Research Board, Tecmnical Report
2PUg/T-5300 1975, 1-17.

ISSxzty drivers, all accuatomed to a certain ask* of car, perforted test drives
*long a certain test road. A digital tape recordtir was usad frr real-time
recording of the driver*s physiologir~ol characteristics (electrodsrmal response,

heart ratel, sad muzscle activity), steering,, and brakilng; the vehicle response
(accelerations In three directions, velocity, and distance traveled); and traffic4
events as coded by the e.ptrimenter. The characteristics of the test road were
masured in the fidid. Average responses were calculated f&,or the test road, end

stI~nfIcant covariat ions were demonstrated by usix g the p)kysiological measures

as the dependen~t variable and vehicle behavior on Ihe rtrAd as the IndependentI
variable. It was also found that the difficulty of a traffic event affect& both
the driver's braake use and physiological responses. Stress-inducing zoad
characteristics are downhill gradani and short sight distances, It Is suggested
that the driver's capacity to proceos information varies flexibly as task demand
changes. Sudden Increases In task demand can be leveled out by modeling the road
environment, and this makes tha driver morot competent at dealing with ha.: ardou~s
situations.

Vt!. Cat. Code: 3.1, 4.1
op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4,

?'rizary task Multiple ExpedrimenLal Field Fl1ight oinulator

ýIhysiolooicsl Flight teat

Helm, W.R. Humanx factors test and evaluation, functional description invent~ory
as test and evaluation tool developiLsnt and initid! vdilidacion study.

Volimas I and II. Patuxent River, Maryland: U.S. Naval Air Touit Genter,
ST-77R-iS, September, 1975.

A new evaluation method was adapted to assist in field testing of the human
factors aspects of aircraft snuahn ye tens. Thýe method is known as the
Functional Description Inventory (PD.71 and requires a series of iavestiaat.iona
analysinug the operational functions of the c~rew members. The mmthod an tested
consists of a geries of investigationj arualyziug the operational functions of

each S-3A crew member, with an essential paxt iariolving the determination of

judgments wezi compiled on how important tchiae roles, duties, and ta3ko are for
mission success, how frequently they Are performed on a typical mission, how
adequate thme training hee been to insure effective performance of the task.,
and finally howi effective the systow is in accomplishing thess operational

functionaz. Avalywis of roles, duties, and tasks across thoee four dimensions
provides, to le certa-in degree, an In-depth evaluation of the interrelate'!
problem within the iiAn-machine systimm. The FDI as developed for the S-3A aircrew
factors aspects of aircraft man-%achine system.

W/L Cat. Code: 1.1
Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 3., 4o

opinion ~ Rat1nFA scale Experimental Flight Lest Flight simulator
Flight test
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Heoal, W.I. Ruman fctors evaluation of model, P-JC UPDATE I airplane: Third
S.terlm report. Patuxent liver, Maryland:. U.S. Naval Air Test Center,
S'!-122R-75, February 1976.

An evsluation of the P-3C UPDATE I aircraft was conducted to determine the
7 workload implications resulting from design modificatious. A method known as

the Punctional Description Inventory (fl1) was used. This method requires a
series of investigations analysing the selected operational functions of specific

* 1 P-3C crew hmmbers, with an essential part involving the determination of roles,
duties, and tasks performed. Next, crew members' judgments were compiled on
how isportant these roles, duties, and tasks are for minlion success. It was
concluded that for the SWO 1 and SNSO 2 the design modifications produced a
moderate increase in system effectiveness but operator workload requirements
were increased substantially; for the SEWO 3 the design modifications produced
substantial improvements in system effectiveness while substantially reducing

T F' operator workload; and for the TACCO the design modifications produced improved
system operation.

WA/L Cat. Code: 1.1, 2.1.1, 3.1

SOp. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 3., 4.

Opinion Rating scale Construct None Flight simulator
* Spare m. capacity Task comp.,

time assess.
Primary task Single measures

Helm. itl.R Function description inventory as a human factors test end
evaI'aation tool: An empirical validation study. Patt.xent River, Maryland:

U.S. Naval Air Tect Center, SY-127R-76, July, 1976.

The Function Description Inventory (FDI) it; a new assessment methodology. In
this study the method was modified to &ugment the traditional human factors
engineering field testing on the S-3A airplane. The FDI requires a series of
investigations analyziUg the oper.,tlonal functions of crewmambers, with an*1. essential part involving the deten'ination of roles, duties, and tasks performed
by earth crewmember. Subsequent to this% analysiie, cre*Amembers' judgwments were
compiled on how important theia rolee. dut..es, aad tasks were for mission success,
how frequencly they were performed on a typical mission, how adequate the
training had beetn to insur'e effective performance of the task, and finally, how
effective jw system had been in accomplishing these operational functions. The
problems identified by the PDI were then compared to the actual engineeringI; deficiencies reported during the BIS Trials for the S-3A aircraft. The FDX
identified the same systews and relatej problems in which numerous design Lt
deficiencies were reported.

- WIL Cat. Code: 1.1
* Op. Iehav. Code: 1., 2., 3., 4. 11

K Opinion Rating scale Experimental Flight test Flight simulatorS~Flight test
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elm, VW. R. The application of computer aided evaluative techniques to system
test and evaluation. Proceedings of the 21st .Auelytetini o1 the Human
Factor Societ, San Francisco, California, October, 1978, 92-94.

Adequate aseessment of operator workload in a complex system requires a
substantial testing program which in turn yields large amounts of data. The
different pieces of data regarding operator workload have different relative
iapOrtance In terms of implications for required de-isions such as system
redesign cr compensatory training. Since no singlc metric ezisto that suimarizes
the data alog the relevant dimension, a mans must be employed to gather and
organise data in a comprehensive fashion that facilitates decision making about
such factors. This paper reports on the feasibility of the application of
computer aided evaivative techniques in combining precise pieces of test
information into summary measures at differing levels of generality to
facilitate decisions about operator workload and system acceptability.

"W/L Cat. Code: 1.1, 2.1.1, 3.2

Op. •ehav. Code: 1., 2., 3., 4.

Opinion h',lt. measures Construct None Flight simulator
Spare m. capacity
Primary task

Henry, P.H,, Davio, T.Q., Engelken, E.J., Triebwasser, J.H. and Lancaster,
M.C. Aliohol-induced performance decraments assessed by two link traiaer
tasks usii.g experiencad pilots. Aerospace Medicine, 1974, 45, 1180-1189.

II

The degrading effects of ethanol on performance of two separate tasks developed
around the Link GAT-l trainer were studied. in 12 USAF instructor pilots. The
subjects were tested at three alcohol dose-levels. Statistically significAnt.
performance decrenents were found for only the moderate and high alcohol doses.
The magnitudes of tie decrements corresponded closely to those reported for
previous experiments using the same test conditions but with subjects who had
no previozs flying experience. An assessment of the operational signifitance
of the performance measuring scales was also attempted through the use ot special
questionnaires and by concurrent rating of performance by flight examiners.
Limits were established for decrement scores indicative of an operationally
significant 'hazard.

W/L Cat. Codes: .1.1, 1.l
Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Opinion Rating scale Experimental Flight simulator Flight simulator -
Primary task Single measures Flight test
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lexmen, L. M. Itudy of the single channel hypothesi: and input regulation withina centinuens, simultaneous task situation. Ruarterly Journal of Exprimental
Psychology, 1565, 17, 37-46.

Subjects performed simultaneously an an auditory tracking and an auditory
discrimination task, with each task presented to a sesvrate ear. Information
transmitted in the tasks was measured as a function of ability to predict task
characteristics, Input information-rate, and input dio.cris 4 nability. BUsed on
comparison of single- versus simultaneous-task performance, support was found for
a 6ingle, central decision-type channel in information processing, having as one
primary limt the rate at which information can be ac~cepted. Discdiminability
of inputs also was found to be a limit on information processing rate. Although
ability to predict a task's characteristucs facilitated performance on that task,
in this experiment it did not result in facilitatiow, of performance in the
second task.

W/L Cat. Code: 2.2.1, 2.2.2, 3.1

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 3., 4.

Spare a. capacity Subsidiary task Zxperimental Laboratory Background

Primary task Single measures

Hess, _. A. and Teichgraber, W. m Error quantization effects in compensatory
tracking tasks. IEEE Transactions on SysteAs, Man, and Cybernetics, 1974,
S-.C-4, 343-349.

Experiments were performed to determine the effect of error signal
quantisation on human operator compensatory tracking performance. Single-axis,
dual-axis, and cross-coupled critical tracking tasks were utilized with a
variety of quantization formats. The controlled element dynamics were chosen
to force the operator to incorporate varying amounts of 1-zad equalization.
The single- and dual-axis critical tasks served as sensitive indicators of
display format effects, with single-axis task yielding information concerning
the operator's effective time delay whilAe tracking. The cross-coupled task
allowed measurement of the operator's ettentional workload margin while using
error quantized displays. The results indicate increased operator time delays
and attentional workload when using thte quantized displays.

W/L Cat. Code: 2.2.5, 3.1

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Spare m. capacity Subsidiary task Experi.:,;tal Laborattory Flight simulator

Primary ,ask Single measur.-, Flight test
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Hickok, J. H. Grip pressure as a measure of task difficulty in compensatory
tracking tasks. Mastnr's thesis, Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey,
California, September, 1973. (AD 769 744).

The feasibility of utilising tha grip pressure exerted on a tagid control atick
as a measure of tracking task difficulty was investigated. A device was
engineered to eassure grip pressure independent of control force. A hybrid
computer was used to produce the tracking tasks necessary in the research and
on-line data computation. Compensatory tracking tasks using K/s, K/s(s+2) and
K/02 controlled elements provided the difficulty levels, from easiest to moot
difficult. Results indicato that grip pressure increases significantly with
task difficulty as the operator attempts to reduce his effective time delay.
However, grip pressure also appears to be dependent upon the "gain" which a
human adopts in a particular tracking task. This gain-related grip pressure
may not be related to task difficulty.

W/L Cat. Code: 3.1, 4.1.9

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Primar7 task 5a8gl*emeasures Experimental Laboratory Flight simulator

Physiological Muscle tqnsion Flight test

Hicks, J. A., III and Soliday, S. N. An eviluation of sinus arrhythnai as a
measure of mental lo&.,. Iu W. B. Knowles, M. Sanders, and F. Muckler (Edo.)
ProceedjnMs of the Sixteenrh A'"Uul Hooetin of the Human Factors Soceity,
1972, 191-196.

The primary purpose of this investigatioa was to provide an evaluation and
validation of sinus arrhytla as a measure of mental, workload. Sinus arrhythmia
refers to the irregularity in the lqngth of the inter-beat intervals found in the
heart rate pattern of a normal individual sitting at rest. Previous research had
lndicatr4 th&t this irregularity disappears as a function of the mental load
imposed on the individual. A secondary purpose of this investigation was to
compare the sinus arrhythmia approach to esatimating mental workload with a
secondary task loading technique.

W/L Cat. Cede: 2.2.2, 4.1.10

Physiological: 1., 2., 4.

Spare m. capacity Subsidiary task Experimental Laboratory Flight simulation

Physiological Heart rate,
h.r. var.
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Hicks, T.G. and Wierwille, W.W. Ccmperisoui of five mental workload asse~sment
procedures in a moving-base driving simulator. Human Factoro, 1979, 2_1,
129-143.

Five methods of measuring mental workload (secondary task performance, visual
occlusion, cardiac arrhythmia, subjective opinion rating scales, and primary

task performance) were compared for sensitivity to changes in operator loading.
The driving task was produced using an automobile drivii.g simulator with a bLJx-

I ~degree of freedom, ¢computer generated display, a four-degree of fr-eedom physical

motion system, and a four-channel sound system. Subjects were presented with a
within-subjects factor of wind gust placement. The results showed significant
differences among worklop*d levels for subjective opinion scales and privary
performance measures of lateral deviation, yaw deviation, and Lnteering reversals. 71
A relative sensitivity estimate of these would be, from highest to lowest
sensitivity, steering reversnls and yaw deviation, rating scales, and lateral
deviation. The techniques of occlusion, cardiac arrhythmia, and aecondary task
performance yielded no significant workload effect. I
W/L Cat. Code: 1.3., 2.2.1, 2.3, 3.2, 4.1.10
Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Opinion Rating scale Experimental Simulator Flight simulator
Spare m. capacity Subsidiary task Flight test
Primary task Occlusion
Physiological Mult. measures

S -- Heart rate

h.r. var.

HIJgendorf, E. L. Information processing, rractice, and spare capacity.
Australian Journal of Psychology, 1967, 19, 241-251.

The relationship between information input and response time wav' studied during
"extended practice, using visual stimuli of up to ten bits of information per
stimulus. Response time was found to be directly related to information input
and the relationship was found to persist after practice, contrary to findings
reported in several recent studies. On the final trial a secondary auditory
task was introduced. Performance on this task was inversely related to the
"information content of the primaary task, which showed a significant decrement
when both casks were performed concurrently. Five hypotheses derived from
ear tier work are examined in the light of the results obtained.

W/L Cat Code: 2.2.1, 3.1

Op. B hey. Code: 1., 2., 3., 4.

Spare m. capacity Subsidiary task Experimental Laboratory 'ilight simulator

Primary task Single measures Flight test
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Hinton, D, A. and Shaughnessy, J. D. Adaptation of time-line analysis program
to sidle pilot Instrument flight research. Hampton, Virginia: National
Aeronautics and Space Administration (Langley Research Center), NASA-TM-
78748, August, 1978.

A data base was developed for SPIRF operation and the program was run. The
outputs indicated that further work was necessary on the workload models. In
particular, the workload model for the cognitive channel should be modified as
the output workload appears to be too small. Included in the needed refinements
are models to show the workload when in turbulence, when overkshooting a radial
or Slideslope, and when copying air traffic control clearances.

W/L Cat. Code: 2.1.1

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2.. 3., 4.

Spare m. capacity Task comp., Experimental Laboratory Flight simulator
time assess.

Hoffman, E. R. and Joubert, P.N. The effect ofi changes in some vehicle
handling variables on driver steering performance. Human Factors, 1966, 8,
245-•W"6,

The literature on vehicle handling is summarized. Experiments were carried out
to determire the effect of vehicle response time, steering gear ratio, and near-
and far-sight distances on driver performance on a tracking task consisting of
driving through a narrow winding course marked by traffic cones. The vehicle
response time was found to affect greatly the number of cones touched by the
vehicle during a set testing time. Increasing near-sight distance produced poorer
driver performance. This also occurred for the case of decreasing far-sight
distances with fixed near-sight distance. Tests with variations of steering ratio I]

and steering torque produced little change in driver performance. ,Spare mental
capac'ty was measured during the test period. For this indirect measurement of
task difficulty, chartges in the sFare mental capacity of the driver werv found
to have the same sensitivity to changes in the vehicle, as did the charge in the
number of cones touched by the vehicle.

W/L Cat Code: 2.2.1, 3.1
Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Spare m. capacity Subsidiary task Experimental Field Flight simulator
Primary task SinSle measures Flight test
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Holden F.M., Rogers, D.B. and Replogle, C.R. Simulation of high workload
operations in air to air combat. Proceedings of the AGARD Conference on
Simulation and Study of Hiah Workload Operations, AGARD-CP-146, April, 1974,
A6-1 - A6-4.

General methods anS techniques for predicting the misi.ion effectiveness of
candidate systems in the preliminary design stage and predicting the human
operator's subjective preference for the candidate designs are not generallyavailable. For those techniques which have been used, with some suceess, thereexasts the question of validatoion and general applicability. This report

discusses the problems associated with workload measurement, provides a
structure for the study and analysis of human performance and describes the tools
and techniques used by-the 6570th AMRL/E to provide effectiveness versus design
data.

W/L Cat. Code: 3.3
Op. Behav. Code: 2.2, 4.2

Primary task Math. model Experimental Flight simulator Flight simulator

Hollaad, M. K. and Tarlow, G. Blinking and mental load. Psychological
Reports, 1972, 31, 119-127.

The race of blinking is related to certain mental activities. One coummon
feature of states associated with low blink rates is the presence of con-
centrated cognitive activity. The purpose of the present study was to
determine how blinking is affected by variation•i in mental load; it was
"hypothesized that, for a given nonvisual task, blinking would decrease as
mental load increased. The first study reported here manipulated memory
load by requiring Ss to retain a sequence of 4, 6, or 8 digits. The secone
study involved mental arithmetic under time pressure; half the trials
contained zeros in the sequence of numbers to be summed. In both studies
"the rate of blinking was low when mental load was high and the rate was high
when mental load was low. It is speculated that blinking way disrupt
certain cognitive processes and may ihcrefure be inhibited when these
processes are active. When mental load is increased, the inhibition of
blinkivg may be an adaptive mechanism which protocts vulnerable cognitive
processes from interference.

W/L Cat. Code: 3.1, 4.1.7

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., %.

Primary task Single meesures Experimental Laboý,atory Fiight simulator

Physiological Eye movement
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Eopkin, V. D. Mental workload measurement ir air traffic control. Ini N. Moray
(Ed.) Heotal workloed: its theory and meusurtment." New York: Plenum Preas,
1979, 381-385.

Host possible measures of mental workload have been proposed and tried in
air traffic control but have not proved to be helpful. This note outlines
some of the current practical problems in assessing mental workload in air
traffic concrol, while emphasising the vital need to have impartial
quantitative measures fcr do.ug so, both to ensure the safety and efficiency
cf future systems and to design jobs which have an optimum blend of workload,
utilization of skill, Fnd job satisfaction.

W/L Cat. Codet 1., 2., 3., 4.

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 3.
F•

Opinion Multiple Construct None Flight simulatoi
Spare m. capacity Flight test

Primary task

Physiological

Hopkin, V. D. and Napier, A. W. Tim estimation in a flight simulator.
Farnborough. Hants, England: RAF Tnst:ýtute of Aviation Medicine, ,
IAi-R-232, 1963.gd.me

Subjects made their owa uuaided estimate of time while performing simula.ed: ~manoeuvres. The entire flight plan had a demanded time of 40 mfnutes. Each !

aub~ect p3rfcrmed the whole flight task twice. In one case he ,das instructed totake all the deuandac tt.me to complete each manoeuvre and to not his rate of change
accordingly. In the other case he w•s told to complete the manoeu-.-res as quickly

as possible and then to maintain that position until he thought the demanded time
had elapsed since the beginning of the manoeuvres. Deviations from the demanded
height, heading and time were used as performance criteria. It was found that :zime
estimates were related to the complexity of the demanded flight manoeuvres, to
the subject's previous expezience with a flight simulator and to the instructions
given, but errors fn the tima estimation did not relate systematically to the
length of the demanded time.

W/L Cat. Code: 2.2.3, 3.1

Op. Behave Code: 1., 2., 4.

Spare m. capacity Time estimation Experimental Flight simulator Flight simulatnr II

Primary task Single measures FligI-t test

Ai
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Rosman, R. J. A. W. Pilot's tracking behavior under additional worklct't.
Delft, The Netherlands: Delft University of Technology, Department of
Aeronautical Engineeri•,, Report MTB-199, June, 1975.

An experiment to study the influence of task interfe).ence on the iixformation
processing of the human pilot it described. Two hypothetical limited
capacity models of himan information processing, the multi-channel model
and the single-channel model, are reviewed and the resulLs of the experiment
,*e discussed in relation to these m34els. The experimental task consisted
of a single atis tracking task under additional workload. The three
controli¢q.' elements used were a simulated transport aircraft at three

different center of gravity positions, at which it was stable, neutral, and
unstable, respectively. The forcing function was a gvut signal acting on the
simulated airc-sft. The additional loading task was an auditory binary
choice task. The results of the experiment tend to favor the single-channel
model of human informationk processing.

vl/L Cat. Code: 2.2.1

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

6 Spare m. capacity Subsidiary task Experimental Laboratory Flight simulator

Howells, R. A., Knight, J. L., Jr., Wetss, S. M. Micro-timesharing within a
single task. Proceedings of the 23rd Annual Meeting of the Human Factors
Society, Boston, Massachusetts, October 29-November 1, 1979, 523-526.

In continuous, rec:iprocal Fitt3' Law tapping, movement timing and spatial accuracy
contivvl may be concidered as two micro-tasks within an overall psychcomotor task.
Usually, timing demands are secondary while the spatial accuracy Is stressed.
In an experiment In which both timing and spatial demands were manipulated and
equally important, subjects were required to divide available attention between
these performance dimensions. Results are discussed in terir of current time-
sharing models.

W/L Cat. Code: 2.1.2, 3.1

Op. Bahav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Spare m. capacity Inform. theory Experiment Laboratory Background

Prim•ry task Single measures
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Hovitt, J. S. Flight-deck workload studies In tivilltransport aircraft.
Proceedings of the AGAMl Conference on Measure of Aircrew Performance,
AGARD-CP-56, December, 1969, 1-3 - 1-).

The term 'Work Load Study' can be interpreted In many ways depending on
ones particular interest ,..,d point of view. During the past four years
a smail teom has been ccsuucting field studies in civil airlines during
both lng-haul and short-haul operations. The tern have found such studies
can be conveniently divided into three main areas: (1) that associated
with short term, or instantaneous workload; (2) that associated with
accumulated effects of workloads over a particular period; and (3) that
associated with the total working environment. Some of the methods used
and the Indications for further areas of research are discussed.
W/L Cat. Code: 1.1, 2.1.1

Op. Behav. Code: 2.

Opinion Rating scale Review Field Flight simulator

Spare m. capacity Task comp Flight ter,.
time assess.

Howitt, J. S., Hay, A. E., Shergold, C. R., and Ferres, H. M. Workload and
fatigue-in-flight EEG changes. Aviation. Space and Environmental Medicine,
1978, 49. 1197-1202.

Continuous recordings were made of the EEG and ECG of one pilot during a series
of instrument flights in a feeder-type transport aircraft. The flights were
arranged to contain epochs of distinctly differing levels of workload. Some flights
were made after a night of sleep deprivation and others were made as the second
Eld third flights of the day. Subjectively, there appeared to be marked differences
in performance between the two types of tired flight. The KEG analyses showed
changes that correlated well with differences in workload. In the highest workload
areas during fresh flights, EIG activity increased by approximately a factor of
4 over that of the preflight resting values. This large increase did not occur
in the Ltred flights.

W/L Cat. Code: 1.2, 4.1.3, 4.1.5

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Opinion Questionnaire Experimental Flight test Flight simulation

Physiological nG Flight test

EKG
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I Huddlercton, J. R. F, Personality and apparent operator capacity. Perceptual

and motor . lls, 1974, 38, 1189-1190.

TWenty-four adults waie required to perform a pursuit tracking task and
givnn the opportunity to accept a concurrent second one as soon as they
felt themselves capable of doing so. Personality tests showed that the
more anxious individuals delayed acceptance of this secondary task. No
relae:ionhips wore found between personality and tra'cking skill as such.

W/L Cat. Code: 2.2.1, 3.1

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.
T
£. Spare m. capacity Subsidiary task Experimental Laboratory Flight simulator

SPrimary task Single measures

.U

Hudoleston, H. F. and Wilson, R. V. An evaluation of the usefulness of
four secondary tasks in assessing the effect of a lag la simulated
aircraft dynamics. Ergonomics. 1971, 14, 371-380.

Eight male subjects were required to perform a tracking task using an
"electrjnic windshield display. The task had two levels of difficulty, an
essentially unlagged condition and a condition, chosen to be percepti'ility
more difficult, having an exponential lag of 0.5 sec. Integrated tracking
error scores alone were unable to distinguish between the two difficulty
levels. Four secondary tasks were utilized involving a response to digits
presented in the forward field of view. The four tasks were arranged to be
of comparable difficulty level in pretests using the same subjects. Two
secondary tasks indicated a difference between the primary task conditions.
The addition of a secondary task also permitted tracking error scores
themselves to indicate a difference.

W/L Cat. Code: 2.2.1, 3.1

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Spare m. capacity Subsidiary task Experimental Laboratory Flight simulator

Primary task Single measures Flight test
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Hughes, H. K., Hartman, B. 0., Garcia, R. and Losano, P. Systems simulation: A
global approach to aircrew workload. Proc.edints of the AGARD Conference on
Simulation ad Study of Nish Workload Operations, ACARD-CP-146, April, 1974,

Aircrew workload can be studied at many different levels of detail. In the
most general sense, it is a function of the total workload imposed upon it unit
in relation to the number of craes In that unit. An airlift system simulation

program has been designed using this global approach and a number of simulaition
studies have been performed. Outcomes in terms of systems effectiveness
measures, crew workload, and cre% welfare measures are presented.

W/L Cat. Code: 2.1.1

Op. lehav. Code. 1., 2., 3., 4.

Spare m. capacity Task coup., Construct Flight simulator Flight simulator
time assess.

Experimental Flight test

Hurst, H. W. and Rose, R. H. Objective workload and behavioral response in
airport radar control room. Er~onomics, 1978, 21 559-565.

Previous research indicated that peak traffic and the duration of radio-communications
wrere good predictors of behavioural response of air traffic controllers working
in air route traffic control centres. In this study we investigated if these two
measures -! ,ýrkload were generalizable to controllers (ATCs) working in radar
facilitio,- *arving major airports. 3,110 observations were made on radar sectors
at the:* . '- re control rooms in the U.S.A. A large number of air traffic
varia"'- ;.,, id coL:Auuication tasks were measured. Behavioural rating3 were made
by expel. •bserver ATC's. The results replicated previous findings that peak
traffic &.d the duration of radio-communications functioned as behavioural stressors.
Careful consideration of these and other results led to the conclusion that peak
traffic is the most generalizable environmental -tressor for ATC's behaviour
whereas the other workload measures are more correctly viewed as concomitants.

W/L Cat. Code: 1.1, 3.1
Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 3., 4.

Opinion -Anr Experimental Field Flight simulator

Primary task Single measures
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Hurst, M. W. Amd am*e, . M. Objective Job difficulty, behAvloral responso and

Obeervatio•s on 47 radar sectors ta Do* t=on and Wwr York were used to dtenrmirn

the principal behaviori• .tressors 1v the Air trrffic tontrol er•virownt.
Predictor variables included peak tr•ffic, mean airspeed. sector area. Sector type,
raikio-€oatiation tie, aoid t•etoretically derived control load factors. Expert
observers rated the dearee of activity and behavioral arousal of ATCs workikmn the
47 radar sectors at the same tine the obhjective measures were made. These 'pace'
ratings were significantly related to peA trafflc count and duration of radio-
commnications. The control load factors were not re.:t4 to behavioral responses.
Statistical analyses indicated several refinements f.or the definition and

as seasurient of the control load factors. For exampla, airspace control load was
reliably estimated by sector type and number vf transitioning planes, while
co-ordination control load was most appropriately estimated by during of radio-
commications. The results suggest that estimation of workload vay be made by a
relatively few objective measures.

W•/L Cat. Code: 1.1, 3.1

Op. Behav. codes 1., 2., 3., 4.1

Opinicn Rating scale Experimental Field Flight simulator

"Primary task Single measures

ro

iHutcherson, R. C. Statistical analysis of steroid leveis in parotid secretions
of hmans under prolonged mental stress. Heaster's thesis, Ters A & M
"University, College Station, Taxon, December, 1971. (AD 747 682).

Ten subjects of approximately the same age, size and education group, were
•* exposed to an unchanging mental stress fez e two hoar period. Using sour candies
•J to stimulate parotid gland activity, pe-ohid £ltid sazplcs were collected at

thirty minute intervals. Statistical analysis of the steroid levels showed that
there was no significant change it cortisol levels in parotid fluid evar the

two hour sampling period.

WAL Cat. Code: 4.1.12

Op. Bobav. Code: 1., 2.

Physiological Body fluid Experiner tal Laboratory Background
anal.
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Myndasm, D. W6 and Gregoryt, J. R. Spectral aualysai of sinus srrythmia during
mnetal loadiag. ,.!Moics., 1975, 18, 255-270.

A teahnlque is presented for digitally processing cardiac Intervals to produce the
low-pass filtered cardiac event ssqueL,:e (LPPCIS), a regularly sampled (in time)
hand-limltid signal, representing In a standard form the Informatio contained
in the cardiac intervals. The tehnLique takes Into accoumt the physiologicalj
mechanisms of informatitin transfer across the pacemaker, and thereby produces a
si8nal that hba a phytiological counterpart: autonomic activity converg•ng on the
sino-etrial node. The scoring technique is shown to give a raliable indlration
of ,ental loating (and poeribly reserve capacity) in decision-Making tasks.
Possible umchanioss of reduced asnus arrythria with mental loading are axplored.

W/L Cat. Code: 4.1.10

Op,- Behav. Code: 1., 2.

Physiological Heart rate, Experimental Laboto:ory Flight simulator
h.r. var.

Inbar, G. F. and Eden, G. Psychological stress evaluators: ENG correlation
with voice tremor. Biological Cybernetics, 1975, 2._, 165-167.

Temporal measurements of frequency channsg in tite humats voice and trvuwr in the
muscles of the vocal area suggest that these phenomena are correlated. A metsure
of muscular activity was obtainee using a non linear filter on the ENG wave.
Frequercy changes were detected in the third foruaant of the voice spectrum. The
crosscorrelation results indicata that the voice vibrations arc forced oscillations
generated by central nervous activity, explaining the detection of stress from
voice records.

W/L Cat. Code: 4.3

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 3.

Physiological Speech patt. Experimental Laboratory Background
anal.

13
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Laatc#, 0. AM evaluation of heart rate variability in different levels of

inontal xoeding. loymel of IES 3ragloag, (Studio Psaybologica), 1977,
6, 20e-210.

Six adult a.lt subjects took part in visual ;search work demanding four levels of
short-tao memory. The task was to deate one, two, three, or four kIinde vf
numrals. inclnded in a table of 3NY two-ditl t numerals which ware randomly arranged
in 10 rovs. Of 300 umerals, 60 were to be deleted. Those sixty numerale consisted
of a sfrgle two-digit number in task Wi, two numbers in task W2, three ni.Jbers
in task W$, and four numbers in task W4. Of the four indices, only the irregularity
score decreased si8nifi.antly as the task difficulty increased. This would mean

T that particular rhythms in heart rate fluctuation cou.d be more sensitive to mental
strain than other &spocts of heart rate change. Thue for application of the
evaluation method, exclusion of heart rate fluctuations Lriggered b? physical
moremsto or other external factora seem necessary. In addition, the large lnter-
"individual differences in changes of heart rate variability should be properly
taken into consideration.

W/L Cat. Code: 4.1.10

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Phsyiological Heart rate, Experimental Laboratory Flight simulator
h.r. var.

Ioseliapi, K. K. Tiui deficit as a stress factor during an operator's Meat3l
activity ia the aw.-flight vehicle system. Kosoicheskaia Bioloalia I Meditsina,
1971, 5, 40-43. (In �ussiLan.)

The effic.l-.cy in handling coblna-.ions of control signals on a panel was
evaluated in ewperia•ets w,'th a 1roup of 250 healthy subjects performing various
task soquences under stress due to time pressure. According to. the quality of
their operational behavior the subjects were graded in a high performance group
of 135, a medium performance group of 95, and a low perfortance group of 20,
with 6 subjects beinS too hasty and 12 subjects being too slow in the last group.

' W/L Cat. Code: 2.1.1, -3.1

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Spare a. capacity Task coup., Expevisental Laboratory Flight simulatcr
times assess.

Primany task SIngle measures
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Tlarsal, J. S., Cbeeney, 0. L., *Lek"*,, C. D. 0end lDonhin, K. P300 and trackingdifflalty: eV1,6ince for multiple resources in dual-task1 perforomace.

10 bsio1i, (in piesst).

Sbjents performed & visual tracking task while performing a concurrent task
in wthich tones vwar covertly counted. The P300 component of the event-related
potentials elicited by the tones was ezamined to determine the extent to which
Lts mplitude vas affected by variations in the forcing-fmuction bandwidth, or
difMulty, of the track.ng te•k. P300 decressed in magnitude whea :ones Ver"
tounted in conjunction with the performance of the tracking task, rtiative to a
vingle-task coxt1utg coditio ncreasing tracking difficulty railed to reduce
P300 anplitude further. A second experiment obviated the possibility that
nowdmst-.'"lsted potentials caused tae P300 attenuation resulting f-*i the
introdirtion of the tracking task. .tn the third experiment, subjecte performed
a reaction time task in conjunction with tracking to establish the validity of the
tracking difficulty manpulation. The redalts are intorpreted in terms of a
theory ot functionally-specific processlng resources.

RiL Cat. Code: 2.2.1. 4.1.6
Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 3.,'4.

Spare a. capacity Subsidiary task Experimental Laboratory Background

Physiological EC?

Israel, J. B., Wickens, C. D., Chrsnev G. L., and Doncbtn, E. The event-related

brain potential as Pn index e.: dr•rplay-monitoring workload. Human Factors
'in press).

As an index of task w~rkload, the posaie advantages of the event-related brain
potentia. (ERP) ovp. traditional secondary task and physiological measures are
described atd previous efforts to validate the use of ePs in this context are
discussed. An 2)Teriment is then reported in which perceptual load, incurred by
monitoring a simulated air-traffic control display for discrete events, is assessed
using (a) weasures of the P3MO couponent of IRPs elicited by auditory probe stimuli,
and (b) a rezietion time seccndary task. The ER" measures were found to reflect
systematica&ly differences in task workload and to vary in agreement with the
rgaction time measure. The results are discuss' i within the framework of a multi-
dimenbional :nnception of human processing resources and task workload.

W/L Cat. Code: 2.2.1, 3.1, 4.1.6
Op. Behav. Code: 1 % 2., 3., 4.

Spare m. 2apacity Subsidiary ^.,-k Experimental Laboratory Flight simulator

Priiary task Single measures

Phsyiological EC(
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I
isrsal, J. B., Wickens, C. D., and Donchin, Z. The event-related brain

* potential as a selective index of dtiplay load. ProcoodIM of the 23rd
Annual Mestinq of the Human Factors Society, October 29-Noverber 1, 1979,
Boston, Nassachustts, 556-•62.

As an index of task workload, the possible advantages of th• evernt-related brain
potential (UP) over traditional secondary task techniques and psychophysiological
mseureus are described and previous efforts to validate the use of ERP ilu this

Scontext are discussed. A series of six experiments is then reported in which the
effects of tracking difficulty and display-monitoring load manipulations on
secondary-task reaction tius end W measures are compared. The results are
interpreted within the framework of a "multiple resuivoir" conception of

I processing resources and task workload.

W/L Cat. Code: 2.2.1, 3.1, 4.1.6T
Op. Behav. Code. 1., 2., 3., 4.

I Spare m. capacity Subsidiary task Review Laboratory Flight simulator

Primary tasK Single measures Experimental

Physiological ECP

Ivanov-Muroaskii, K. A. and Lukianova, 0. N. Man in the state of operational
stress. Fiziologiia Cheloveka, 1975, 1, 459-568. (In Russian.)

"The paper investigates the activity and functional state of individuals under
conditions of operational stress induced by time deficit in carrying out a number
of alge-raic operations. Best results are obtained by the testees characterized
by a high lability of nerve processes. In the case where the operaticon is carried
out under conditions of sound noise, selection of operator requires an individual
with a high lability and with a high-intensity nervozs system with respect to
stimulation. Human stress condition is shown to entail changes in functional
state, which is reflected in a substantial change in the parameters of different

systems in the human body.,

W/L Cat. O)de: 2.1.1, 3.1, 4.1

j OOp. Behav. Code: 1., 2. LI

Spare m. capacity Multiple Experimental Laboratory Flight simulator

Primary task Construct

I •Physiological
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Jahne,, D. W. Operator vorkload: What is it and how should it be meisured?
In K. D. Cross asd J. J. McGrath (Md.) Crew Syatma Deasign. Santa Zarbara,
California:: Amcapa Sciences. J-ily, 1973.

The term "operator workload" generally refers to an integrative concept for
evaluating the effects or the human operator associated with the multiple
stresses occurring within man-machine operating environments. Viewing the
and transformation component, a case is made for coasidering workload as

consisting of three functionally relatable asueets, input load, operator
"~ .�. :uL"moan measuriug techniques having their basis in

time-and-motion analyser, information processing experiments, and direct
physiological measurement of the operator state are briefly discussed. The
initial conceptualizations of a long-range research program are Indicated,
where the objective is the systematic investigation of operator effort exerted
relative to specifiable input loads and performance criteria.

W/L Cat. Code: 1., 2., 3., 4.

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 3., 4.
Opinion Multiple Review None Flight simulator i
Spare m. capacity Flight teat
Primary task
Physiological

Jahns, D. W. A concept. of operator workload in Nianual vehicle operations.
Meckenheim, Germany: Forschungsinstitut f'Ur Anthropotechnik. Report No.
14, 1973.

A conceptual structu.i'e (or model) of operator workload relying on the data
available in workload literature, is presented. The interrelationships among
various workload assessment techniques includJng time-and-motion, information
proceasing, operator activities, and equipment design studies are pointed out
systematically. It is concluded that each of the aspects of workload: input
load, operator effort, and work result, must be quantitatively scaled before
the complex problem of task interference and crew system design criteria in
vehicle operations can be 'treated comprehensibly.

W/L Cat. Code: 1., 2., 3., 4.

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Opinion Multiple Review None Flight simulator
Spare m. capacity Flight test
Primary task
Physiological
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Jenney, L.L., Older, h.J. and Cameron, B.J. Measurement of operator workload
in an information processing task. Washington, D.C.: National Aeronautics3 and Space Administration, Contractor's Report 'ASA CR-215.O December, 1972.

This was an experimental study to develop an Improved methodology for measuring
workload in an information processing task and to assess the effeccs of shift
length and communication density (rate of information flow) on the ability to
proness and classify verbal messages. Each of twelve subjects was exposed to
combinations of three shift lengtns and two communication densities in a counter-
baldnced, ••seeated measurements experimental dtuign. 1n addition to task-specific
measures, subjects were administered a battery af perceptual-motor, cognitive
and sensory tests on a pro- and post-shift basis. Phyeiological measures and

7 subjective magnitude estirates of three workload variables were also obtained.
Results indicated no systematic variation in task performance measures or in
other dependent measures as a function of shift le-ý4th or covuunication dea1bity
This is &ttributed to the absence of a secondary loading tasl, an insufficiently
taxing work schedule, and the lack of psychological 3trmss. Subjective magnitude
estimates of workload showed fatigue (and to a lesser degraof, tension) to be a
power iunction of shift length.

: - W/L Cat. Code: 1.1, 2.2.1, 4.1.1, 4.1-10
Op. Bahav. Code: 1., 2., 3.

Opinion Rating scale Uxptrimental Laboratory Flight simulator
Scare m. capacity Subsidiary task Flitht test

SPhypiological Heart rate,
"h.r. var.

Jennings, A. E. and Chiles, W. D. An inveatigativoa of time-sh&rIng ability
as a factor in complex performance. Human Factors, 1977, 19, 535-57-

Thirty-nine men were tested oii a total c0 six tasks; performance was measured
on each task presented individually and on tuo complex tasks made up of three-
task subsets. A factor azalyssis performed on the resultant date revealed a
factor that showed high loadiixgs for two different monitoring tasks for
complex perforzmace but neglli;$ble loadings for these taska fori simple
performance; saparate, orthogonal factors wove found for the two monitoring
tasks when they were performed under simple-task conditions. The monitoring
measures, thus, appear to possess properties that would be expected of
measures of a time-sharing ability.

W/L Cat. CodQ& 2.2.1, 2.2.3, 3.1

O!p. Behav. Cod.: 1., 2., 4.

Spare m. capocity Subsidiary task Experiimental Laboratory Flight simulator

Prinsry .aak Single measures Flight test
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Jex, R, IR. Two appliceatione of a critical-instability task to secondary wprk
l.oad research. IMf Transactions on liuman Factors iu Electronics, 1967,
M-8, 279-282.

This exploratory application of the critical task concepts to the secondary
workload problem results in the following main conclusions. I) A subcritical
task makes an e*sily quantifiable secondary task, whose attentional demand
(measured by secondary contro? activity) is directly, but not linearly,
related to the degree of instability. 2) The autopaccd critical task score
decreases with increasing secondary task. instability. and may be used as an
alternative index of the secondary task loading. 3) Three very experienced
pilots (astronaut candidates) all showed similar decrements in performance
with secondary task instability, implying that the effects eight be standardized.
4) There was evidence cf discrete control actions and display scanning, but the
onset of secondary control changes seemed more related to the secondary task
error rate and direction rather than the error's magnitude or nearness to
the display limit. The gross control motion was, nevertheless, proportional
to the delayed error, as predicted.

W/A Cat. Code: 2.2.2, 3.1
Op. Behav. Code: 1., 1., 4.

Spare m. capacity Subsidiary t&sk Experimental Laboratory Flight simulator

Primary task Single measures Flight tezt

Jex, H. R. A proposed set of standardized Pub-critical tasks for tracki•rg
workload calibration. In N. Horay (Ed.) Mental workload; its theory and
measurement. New York: Plenum Press, 1979, 179-188.

A set of subcritical tracking tasks are proposed as one portion nf a future
standardized battery of different types of task&, each having graded levels of
mental workl(,ad, against which various investigators could calibrate and
validate their measures of workload. This paper provides tha vecoumended task
description, mechanization, inputs, operating procedures and ivaluation criteria
so that measuremer.ts madm in different locations can be validly made.

idiL Cat. Code: 2.2.5. 3.3.

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Spara m. c~pacity Adaptive tracking Construct None Flight similator

Primary task Flight 6a•.
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Jex, H. R. and AIlen, R. W. Research on a new human dynamic response test
battery. Part 1. Test dsvelopment and validation. Proceedings of the 6th
Annual NASA-University Conference on Manual Control, Wright-Patterson AFB,
Ohio, April, 1970, 743-766.

A battery of autopaced critical-instability tasks, subcritical tracking tasks,
and step reactio'-tive tests Tfas developed to peri.It eiF'-clent measureme.t of
the limiting human dynamic response properties. Standard test parameters for
first-, second-, and third-order controlled elements (the latter requiring '1
double load equalia'ation) are given. Comprehensive "baseline" measuzementa
were mada on four well-trafned subjects (three vere pilots) using a specially
built Controlled Element Computer and an on-line Describing Function Analyzer.
The resulting data includes: tracking errors, describing functions (and derived
loop closure and model-fitting parameters), •mnant, critical instabilities,
and reaction times. Remarkably sample :orreletinm ara shown between the
critical instability and various other closed-loop dyti&Aic parformance metrics,
These tests and results coitatitute tha foundation for a series of continuing
expariments on effecLs of environmental otrc•ses and workload.

i W/L Cat. Code: 2.2.5, 3.2, 3.3

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Spare m, cupacity Subsidiary task Experimental Laborarory Flight simulator

Primary task MetN. mq'del. Flight test

I',

" jex, Ii. R and Allen, F. W. Research on a ner human dynamic 8-sponse test battery.

Part II. Psyrhophysiologicel correlates. Pror.eodings of the 6th.Mnual NASA-
Univergity Confereace on Manual Control, Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio, April,
1970, 767-777.

During a comprehensive set of tracking tasks for three orders of controlled
element with four trained subjects (reported separately), a nutbcr of simulta-
neous psychophysiological measurements were taken, These inc•uded: eleetro-
cardiogram, "Instantaneous" heart-rate, breath -low, alectromyograms, average
grip pressure, and palmer skin resistance. These data shwed consistemt increases
in the neuromus..ular tension indicatcrs during tracking. Breathing was usually
faster and shallower, The average heart rate increased for only two nf the four
subjectb, but distinct increases in the cardiac "sinus arrhythwia" were noted,
which wave corpletely correlated with breath flow.

W/L Cat. Code: 4.1.2, 4.1,3, 4.1.4, 4.1.9, 4.1.10, 4.1.11

Op. Behav. Co.de: 1., 2., 4.

Phyriolotical Multiple Experimental Laboratory Flight simulator

"Flight test
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Jex, H. R. and Clement, W . F., Defining and measurinig perceptual-motor load
itn annual control task#. In N. Moray (Fd.) Mental wolrkload! its-the,)K
and measurewint. New York: Plenum Press, 1979,. 125-177.

Basic concepts for defining and measuring the '¶iental wofkload" in simple and
comple-w tracking-type tasks ar~d reviewed. The bash, concept in that sub~rctive
mental effort can only be r~eau~ngfu11y defined in teris of its margin with
respect to some form of control-workload limit., The Liternal allocation of
attentional resources to maximite the margin of capacity is assumed to be under
the control of a supervisory "meta-ccontrol-system." Means fnr measuring the
"excess control capacity" are described (especially the Critical Instability
Task and Cross-Coupled-Instability Task), and their application to vorkload
research and practical-evaluations of pilot/vehicle/display systems is
3unmnarized. Extensions to discrete task workload are discussed, along with
implications of sampling errors on task workload and performance. Some examples
of psychophysiological measures during trac~king tasks are given.

W/L Cat. Code; 1., 2., 4..

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4,

Opinion Multiple Review Laburatory rlight simulator
Spare m.-capacity Fligbt test
Physiological.

Jex, H. R., Jewell, W. F, arid Allen, R. W. DevelopmeniL :f the duai-axia and
cros'3-coupied critical tasks. Proceedings of the Eighth Annual Cooference
on Manual Control, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, ?Kichigan, May 1972ý,

Multiaxis offspring of the well-astabliethad sir~gj.-axis Critical gastability
Task are iescribed. The Dual-Axis Critical Task requires the operator to
stabilize simuzltaneously two identical, increasingly unstable, controlled
elements (one in each axis), using idei-tical control and display gains. The
dual-axis score, AD, is the leve) of inatubility at which control is lost
in either axis. Pilot experizents show that AD is i sensitive indicator
of display format and control stick effi :.to. The Cross-'Coujied-Inretability
Task involves any arbitrary primary cohntrol task (whic~h ro-ay itacif be rutltiloop),
with a '"subcritical"' secondary task whose instability level ita sdaptively cross-
coupled to the primary task performance index. Tue 're-coupý.etd score, ).X
is the asymptotic level of secondary tamk instability, whichi is shaown to be
scenitively' related to the icttentional workload margin of thq primary task.
Subtle initializing aid adapeive logic wiere kieede-d to permit a single
mechaiiizatioa to handle a wide variety of pximary Zastke and individual skill
levels. Some. early applications of these t-osks are reviewed.

W/L Cat. Code: 2.2.5, 3.1
Op. Behav. Coda: 1ý, 2., 4,

Spare m. capacity Subsidi&~-y ýnink Experimental Laboratory Flight simulator
Primary task Single meaovxres
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Jex, HI.R., McDonnell, ,.D. and Phatak, A.V. a "critical" tracking task for
man-machine research related to operator's elfective delay time. Proaedi% s
of the 2nd Annual NASA-University Conference on Ilanual Control, Massachusetts
Inatitete of Technology, March 1966, 361-377. (NASA-SP-12g)'.

A closed-loop compensatory tracking task has been developed which yields a measure
of the human cperator's time delay characteristics while tracking, constrains his
behaivior to within very narrow limits, and provides a low variability indicator
ot the operator's tracking abi'.ity. The procedure is called the critical task

because the operator is required to stabilize an increasingýy unstable controlled
element up to the critical point of loss of control. Based on recont human,
response research, a theoretic&l1 analysis of this man-machine system is rerformed,
and the results of an experimental program are described, which enables describing
function and critical task meastires to be compared. An "autopaced" critical task
mechanization and operating procedure is described which yields consistent, reliable,
and very low variance measurements of the critical levels of instability. An
analysis of the measured human operator describing functions shows that, when
operating near criticality, the subject's behavior is adequately represented by

T the most recent human-operator describing-function models and adaptation laws.

W/L Cat. Code: 2.2.5, 3.3
Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.2

Sp&A•e &n. capacity Subsidiary task Construct Laboratory Flight simulator I
Primary task Math. model Experimental

""Johannen, G. NZbentufgtben ale Beanspruchungsmensverfahren in Fahrzeugfthrungsauf-
.oageben. ZeitschrLft fUr Arbeitswissenschaft, 1976, p0, 45-50.1

A conceptual differentiation between input load and operator effort is stated.
Workload measures are contrasted to the performance meaaures. Methods for
"workload measurement are classified. Secordary tasks for workload measurement
are deait with extensively and merglnal conditivas are explainee %ich have to
be considered in using secondcry tasks. Examples gi,'7en for secondary tasks
are the tapping 'ask, caclce reactiov t~sks and cross-adaptive secondary tasks.
Recent results using the tapping task as ,iorkload indicator in simulated 6 (grad)
landing approachek are presented. The irr'ýgularity in tapping increacos rore,
whea the primary taik gets more difficult.

U/L Cat. Code: -,.2., ?_1

Op. Beh.iv. Code: 1., 2., 4.

4 a Spare m. capacity Subsidiary task Construct Flight simulator Flight simulator

"Primary task Single mersures Experimental Flight test
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Johannsen, G. Workload and workload measurement. In N. Moray (Ed.) Mental
workload: its theory auk application. New York: Plenwm Press, 1979, 3-11.

Workload is defined and various measures are classified in tervs of time-line
analysis, information processing, operator activating-level, and subjective I
effort ratings. An application-oriented procedure of workload assessment and

relationships mong measuring techniques are presented.

W/L Cat. Code: 1., 2., 3, 4.

Op. Be- tde: 1., 2., 4.

Opinioý. Multiple Review None Flight simulator

Spa_ - M. capacity Flight test

Primary task

Physiological

Johannsen, G., Pfendler, C. and Stein, W. Human performance and workload in
simulated landing-approaches with autopilot-failures. In T. B. Sheridan
and G. Johannsen (Eds.) Monitorins behavior and supervisory oontiol.
New York: Plenum, 1976, 83-95.

A fixed-based simulator of a small STOL--ircraft was used to assess a simulated
irstrument-landing-systeu (ILS) with autopilot failures of a stability
augmentation system (SAS). Various conrrol and monitoring task configurationa
were evaluated in terms of pilot workload measures and deviations from glidepath.
Both subjective pilot ratings on a five point workload rating (WLR) and a
tapping task for perceptual motor load (PHL) were used to assess workload. The
results showed reduced performance and i•creased workload imnediately after
failure detection and manual take over.

W/L Cat. Code: 1.1, 2.2.2

Op. Behav. Code: 1.1, 2.2, 4.2

Opinion Rating scale Experimental Flight simulator Flight simulator

Spare m. capacity Subsidiary task Flight test
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Johnston, D. I., 1leiu, A. R., and Hois, R- H. kMaual end automatic flight
trol during severe turbulence penetration. Hawthorne, California:

System Technology, Inc. TR-1049-l, (Final *ep6rt, NAA-CR-2677), *April. 1976.

An analysis and axperiuantal investigation of possible contributing factors in

I jet aixrcraft turbulence upsets was conducted. Major contributing factors identified

included autpi lot and display deficiencies, the large aircraft inertia and

associated long response tim, and excessive pilot workload. An integrated flight

and thrust energy management director system was synthesized. The system was

incorporated in , moving-base simulation and evaluated using experienced airline

pilots. The evaluation included couparisen of pilot workload and flight per-

formance during severe turbulence penetration utilizing four control/display

concepts. Simulation results show improved performance, r, : pilot workload,

and a pilot preference for an autopilot system controlling to - flight director

coumand, and manual control of thrust following the trim thrust director.

W/L Cat. Code: 1.1, 3.1, 3.3

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Opinion Rating scale Construct Flight simulator Flight simulator

Primary task Single measures Experimental Flight test

Math. mcdel

Jones* E, C., Jr. and Schuster, D. H. Design and development of an adaptive,

auditory, and distractive stressor. IEEE Transactions on Man-Machine Systems,

1970, !W-11, 161-163.

An auditory, distractive stressor was developed that automatically adjusts

its rate of presenting random digits to human subjects. The rate of digit

"* presentation serves as an inverse index of the amount of attention the

subject can spare from a primary task, such as driving a simulated car. The

auditory pattern recognition of the 4evice was evaluated under several speaking

conditions and for a variety of humen tipeakers. The distractiv•e stressor has

a satisfactory digit recognition accuracy, and consequently adepts its digit
presentation rate quickly according to how well a subject repeats its given

numbers.

W/L Cat. Code: 2.2.4

Op. Behav. Code: 2.1, 4.2

Spare m. capacity Subsidiary task Experimental Laboratory Flight simulator

" ISO
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Josln,, R., Ohmiya, I., and £111, D. R. A study of simplified methods f4)r
logItudinal control decoullng. Societ of Automtive hginsers, ep~rint
umber 770468, March, 1977.

Using an tnflight siualator, a simple longitudinal decoupling concept was compared
with conventional airplane characteristics for the appruch and landing tasks.
The decoupling systen allowed the pilot to commanA iight path uale chmses with
the stick with little or no accompanyin epek. change; likewise, speed changes
with only smell accompanying flight path cltanges could be made with throttle only.
The unique feature of the concept ft that it is an open loop control system.
Resilts indicate that in calm or r rdp tr, moderate levels of turbulence the
decoupling system provides a su• . reduction in pilot workload.

W/L Cat. Code: ,. 1, 3.1

Op. Bebv. Code: 1., 2., 4.2

opinion Rating scale Experimental Flight test Flight simulator

Primary task Single measures Flight test

Juris, H. and Velden, H. The pupillary response to mental overlaod.
Physioiogital Psychology, 1977, 5, 421-424.

The hypothesis that the pupil constricts below basa level in situations of mental

overload was tested. Subjects had to perfoti in a four-alternative forced-choice
tack at 75%, 100%, and 125% the speed of their maximum processing capacity. No
indicatIon of a pupillary constriction in the overload situation was found The
pupil dilated under all three conditions. The pupil diameter of male subjects
significantly decreased after the sharp incr•ase at the beginning of the
experimental phases, while th,, female subjects' pupil diameter remained at the
same level after the initial. Increase. The amount of dilation depended on
information lotd for wale subjects only.

W/L Cat. Code: 4.1.8

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.1

Physiological Pupillary dia. Experimental Laboratory Flight simulator

Flight test

IS1 .•
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Rahusmm, D. At tion ed efworto Enlewood Cliffs, New Jersey, Prentica-
Hall, Inc., 1973.K

This book deals with the basic issues in the study of attention and effort.
Chapter 1 describes an integration of the intensive and selective aspects of
attention. ,Chapter 2 and 3 discuss som* intensive aspects of attention and
elatorate on the capactty model of attention and mental eftort. Char.ter 4 is
devoted to lookin g b.havior. Som variants of selectivu attentiou ara disquaved
in Chapter 5, which presents, a model of thM role of attention in perception. A
brief review of attention to attributes In Chapter 6 is followed by a move
thorough review of focused and divided attention with simultaneouo tinputs

(Chapters 7 and 8). The division of attention between simultaneous ar
iumdiately successive speeded responses ia discussed in Chapter 9. Chapter
10 returns to the concept of effort and its measurement by task interference.

W/L Cat. Code: 2.2, 3.1

Op. B.slav. Code: 2., 2.

Spare m. capacity Subsidiary task Review Laboratory Backgrourd

Prim•ary task Single measures Construct

Experieental

Kahneman, L., Beatty, J. and Pollack, I. Perceptual deficit during a

"mental task. Science, 1967, 157, 218-219.

Subjects monitored for a visual signal while engaged in a demanding mental
task. The probability of detecting the signal depends on the time of its
presentation during the 8 seconds of the task. A similar time course is
"observed fcr failures to detect and for changes of pupil size. Momentary
variations in the load that the task imposes on the subject are reflected
In both indices. Detection failures are not explained by the pupillat7
changes.

"W/L Cat. Code: 2.2.1, 4.1.8

Op. Dehav. Code: 1., 2., 4.1

Spare %. capacity Subsidiavy task Experimental Laboratory Flight simulator

Physiological Pnpillary dia. Flight test
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aheasmn, D., TVuTabv, S., 8sopiro, D. and Crider* A. Pupillary, heart rate,
sxud lWin 1asistance chamgs during a wetal task. Jourusi of aerIn.tel

Subjec• perfomrid a paced mental tesk at three levels of difficulty, while
tSue-locked recordings of pupil diancter, heart rate, and skin resistance
vere mad.. A almiller patterm of smpatheticlike Increase was found in the
thre aUbO l fu ioe during Information Intake and procarosIa, followd
ty a decrease during the report phase. The peak respinse in each measure
was ordered ap a fwction of task difficulty.

WIL Cat. Code: 4.1.2, 4.1.8, 4.1.10

Op. Behav. Code: 2..

Physiological GSR Experimental Laborstory P18ghc simulator
Pupillary die.

Heart rate,

h..r. var.

Kalsbeek, J. W. H. Objective measurement of mental workload: Possible
applications to the flight task. Proceedings of the 55th AGARD C•.aference,
Amsterdam, The Netheriands, 1968, 4.1 - 4.6.

Methods and technique area developed and aplied in simulation experiments d
to evaluate cockpit workload. Heart beat irregularity patterns are
scored as a function of the number of signals per minute answered by six I
subjects in a laboratory test situation. Distraction scress is evaluated in -
relation to the step-by-step disintegration of writing perfoimance. A
description is given of the mental task simulator which is applied to
cockpit design.

W/L Cat. Code: 4. L,., 4.1.13

Op. Behav. Ccle: 1., 2.

Physiological Heart r'ate Experimental Laboratory Flight simulator
h.r. vat.

Handwriting Flight test
anal.

15
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Kaisbeek, J. W. A. Neu aermet of mental work load and of acceptable load:

Possible applications in industiy. International Journal of Production
Research, 1969, A, 33-05.ii

In the asme60 m1t of mental workload in which consideration o! humau hrealn
as an input-output system of information-handling is a prerequisite, the
effect of the contral choice making system being the weakest link is
demonstrated, uuing a binary choice generat~or. It was found that increasing
the number oZ binary choice* per minute diminished the irregularity of the'
rest pattern (Pinus arrhythmia) without affe-ting the level of haart rate.
A sinpie scoring method for the use of sinus arrhythama is put forward andS~~diff*erent tasks are scaled according to the progressive suppression of sinus •

I ebhythala. to

W#'L Cat. Coda: 4.1.10

Op. Behav. Code: 2.

Physiological heart rate Experimental Laboratory Flight simulator
h.v. var.

I__
rlsbeek, J. W. H. Standards of acceptable load in ATC tasks. Ergonomics,

1971, 14, 641-650.

iMental load in ATC tasks is described as the brain controlling the controller's
.. controlling performance. A moment of conscious brain control is put forward

as a unit to quantify this k'nd of mental load. New action programs are
t, supposed to require conscious brain control at every step of their execution;

with. routine this would be less and less the case. The duration of a mot.-,snt
"* of conscious control varies according to the complexity of the control te' Se

exercised and the number of considerations whicn have to bb taken into account.
Propositions are made on how to think aboat selective attention, identification
end cognitive processes in terms of executing programs. A Job description
method is put forward in terms of such executing programs. Why moments of
"conscious brain control as units are more suited to the problem of mental load
than are units like bits, choices and decisions is discussed. Ixperitnnts are
described with physiological and Tsychological variables as a function cf the
number of moments of conscious brain control per minute.

oi //L Cat. Code: 2.1.1

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Spare m. capacity Task comp.. Construct None Flight simulator
time astess.

Ki
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Kalsbeek, J.W.J. Do you believe in sinus arrhythoma? BrI oimig, )973, 16,
99-104.

Problm raised by the use of heart rate irregularity as a dependent variable
in expertments arm described. Referr'•ng to experimental results it is argued
that mental load is not an Indivisible concept. In laboratory studies a binary
c.oIce task lt often used to provide the level of mental load as an
independent variable. Thic kind of task is dependent on the capacity of the
single channel function. Other types of Informational load are c•-.,sivabl4.
Special attention Is given to the phe*omenon of peak load. Finally, heart rate
variability is accepted as an indicator of the proportional occupation of an
individual's single zhannel capacity during rest and work. A plea is made that
it is necessary to tre very careful in using terms like the sinus arrhythaia and
the mental load and in wt'•.; heart rate variability in field applications.

W/L Cat. ':Vie: 4.1.10

i.,p. Behav. Code: 1., 2,, 4.

Physiological Heart rate, Review None Flight simulator
h.r. var.

Flight test

Kalabeek, J. W. H. Sinus arrhythmia and the dual task method in measaring
mental load. In W. T. Singleton, J. G. Fox, and D. Whitfield (Ids.)
Measurement of Man at Work. London: Taylor and Francis, 1973, 101-113.

The heart rate pattern of normal bealthy subjects sitting ast rest is irreglar
Momentary Irregularity of up to ton or fifteen beats per minute (an occur. In
the aedi--al literature this phenomenon is generally referred to as sinus and
respiratory arrhythmia. If one concentrates one's attention on a perceptual 1J
motor task the irregularity of the beart rate pattern tends to disappear as a
function of the number of signals per minute one has to deal with. The mean
heart rate, howevjr, changes litt:le if at all.

W/I. Cat. Code: 2.2, 4.1.10, 4.1.13

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2.

Spare m. capacity Subsidiary task Experimental Laboratory Flight siumlator

Physiological Heart rate, Flight teut
h.r. var.
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Kalsbeek, J.W.H. and Sykes, R.N. Objective measurement of mental load.

Act* Psychologica, 1967, 27, 253-261.

TWo maiu lines of research are mentioned: 1) the detailed study of deteriorationi . of performance caused by what has been called "distraction stress"; 2) physio-
logical measurements as functions of increasing quantity of information hindled.
Regarding the first, a simple repetitive task serves to distract the subject from
his carrying out a normal task by occupying his information handling capacity.
Regarding the second line the best physiological parameter was the scored
regularity of the heart rate pattern. The following aspects of the dual task
situation are studied: 1) the effect of training and instructions; 2) the effect

of increasing demands in the primary task in a dual task situation.

Wi/L Cat. Code: 2.1.1, 2.2.1, 3.1, 4.1.10, 4.1.13
Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.1

Spare n. capacity Multiple Experimental Laboratory Flight simulator
Primary task Flight test

i •Physiological

Kantowitz, B. H. and Knight, J. L., Jr. Testing tapping time-sharing.
Journal of Experimental Psychology, 1974, 103, 331-336.

A Fitts' law tapping task was combined with a serial digit-naming task having
four levels of stimulus-response complexity. Baseline dnta were also established
for tapping and naming tsks performed singly. In simultaneous-task pc.rormance, 4
an increase from 2.^ co 10 bits/see required by the tappinb task was accompanied
by a decrease in performance on the naming task. When single- and simultaneous-
"task performance were both analyzed, an interaction between tapping and naming
was obtained, supporting a limited-capacity channel. However, when only
simultaneous-task performance was evaluated, effects of tapplr,g -. id np'ming were
additive, supporting a etage model of in ,rmation processing. Results stressed
the processing demands of a response execution and control stage.

W/L Cat. Code: 2.2.1, 2.2.2, 3.1

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.1

Spare m. capacity Subsidiary task Experimental Laboratory Background

Primary task Single measures

11
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Kantowits, B. V. and Knight, J. L., ,Jr. On experiments-limited processes.
_1sycholosical Review., 1976, 83, 502-507.

Norman and Bobrow have proferrad � distinction between data-limited and resource-
limited processes. This paper notets some lii•ttations in the application of their
framework to data, especially data obtained fio. dual-task timesharing experiments.
Pour issues are discussed: (a) the need for single-stimulation baseline control
data, (b) problem in the definition of data-limited processes with strong signals,
(c) empirical difficulties in distingul shing movement along a performance operating
characteristic (POC) from movement between POts, and (d) the utility of distinguishing
between macro- and micro- POCs. Consideration of these issues increases the
efficacy of Norman and Bobrow's distinction.

W/L Cat. Code: 2.2, 3.1

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 3., 4.1

Spare m. capacity Subsidiary task Construct None Background

Primary task Single measures

Kantowitz, B. H. and Knight, J. L., Jr. Testing tapping timesharing, I1:
auditory secondary task. Acta Psychologica, 1976, 40, 342-362.

Two experiments were conducted to extend earlier time-sharing results of Kantowitz .
and Knight. The simultaneous performance of a paced tapping task and a digit-
naming task with auditorally presented digits was required in dual-task conditions.
Single-task conditions required only tapping or naming. When a verbal naming
response was required (Experiment 1) additivity between tapping and naming was
obtained for single- vs. dual-task comparisons and for dual-task comparisons.
When the naming response was made by moving a lever (Experiment 2) the additivity
for only dual-task comparisons remained while an interaction was obtained for
single- vs. dual-task comparisons. Results support a hybrid processing model with
serial and parallel arrangements of stages.

W/L Cat. Code: 2.2.1, 2.2.2, 3.1

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 3.. 4.1

Spare m. capacity Subsidiary task Experimental Laboratory 3ackground

Primary task Single measures

.A.
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Kantowitz, B.H. and Knight, J.L., Jr. Testing tapping tVmsharing: Attention
demands of movement amplitude and target width. In G.E. Stelupch (Ed.)
Information Procespini in Motor Learnins and Control. New York: AcademicS•~~reov, 1977. -. .

fA dual task methodology was used to assess attention demands of movement
amplitude end target width in a discrate target ta-pi-g task. The purpoce was
to determine if Che secondary task, Involving digit naming porformance, is

i •r dependent upon t.a manner in which the Index of Dif ficulty (Fitt.) wasI. mani)ulsted. It was found that the digiLt naming scores remained easentially
the same whether amplitude or width waa changed. It is concluded that the

* index of difficulty is a better measure of at Centional deanad then is an
index involving a numaber of movements.

W/L Cat. Code: 2.2.2, 3.1

S Op. Behav. Code: 1.1, 2.1, 4.1

SPrimary task Ringle measures Experimental Laboratory flight simulator

SSpare m. capacity Subsidiary task Flight test

Kantowitz, B. H. and Knight, J. L., Jr. When is an easy task difficult and
vice versa? Actd Paychologin's, .`.978, 42, 163-170.

b eLane has argued that Kantowl x and Knight incorrectly predicted an interaction
between primary and secondary task difficulty for the variable-allocatnon model

* of attention. It is shown ,'hiit such an interaction is indeed obtained if task-
performance difficulty i• deflned in terms of capacity and only reasonable
transformations of data are permitted. This interaction holds for any set of
monotortc resource operating characteristics.

W/L Cat. Code: 2.2, 3.1

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 3., 4.

Spare m. c"acity Subsidiary task Review None Background

Primary task Single measures Construct
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Kelley, C.R. Design applications of adaptive (self,-adjusting) simulators.
Pro.•editias of the 2nd Annual NASA-Unver~ity Conference on Manual Control,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, March, 1966, 379-401. (NASA SP-128).

Adaptive eimulators have been previously arplied to problems of traini•g. This
study explores thair usefulness for manual control systeu design. The history
and development of the field of adaptive vehicle simulation is reviewed. The
technique of adaptation most euatable for design scudieas is one in which operator
performance is kept at a preset criterion level by means of adaptive changes in
task difficulty. The performance criterion used to measure operator performance
is important in adaptive as well as nonadaptivu simulation. Tim.-on-target scores
were analyzed and found to be excessively imprecise. The recomenai performance
criterion for many applications is rms error in one axir and vector error in twoor more independent axes. Adaptive system changes are a compromitse between speed
of adjusting to change in operator performance and stability of th- adaptive
level achieved. Example design data are presented. The relation of each design
vart.able to forcing function amplitude, with operator error c.,nstant, is described
for the example task.

W/L Cat. Code: 2.2.4, 2.2.5
Op. Behav. Cods=: 1., 2., 4.

Spare m. capacity Subsidiar' task Experimsntal Laboratcory Flight simulator

Kelley, C. R. and Wargo, H. J. Cross-adaptive operazor loading tasks. Human
Factors, 1967, 9, 395-404.

Performance measures often fail to indicate the amount of effozc expended by an
operator in reaching various levels of task performance. Secondary o.r loading
task techniques have been developed to overcome this problem. However, with the
loading task technique, a problem of interpretation arises whei both primary
and secondary tasic measures vary with operator performance. The cross-adaptive
operator loading technique, which automatically adjusts the difficulty level
of the loading task on the basis of primary task performance, in nuggested as a
solution to this problem. Data are presented which demoastrate that the cross-
adaptive technique effectively -tandardizes scores on the primary task while
casting all the variance in per~armsnce to the loading task scores. The cross-
adaptive secondary scores thereby become a single unambiguous and sensitive
index of effort expended to reach a pre-established level of task performance.
Procedures for the implementetion of the cross-adaptive technique, are discussed
and guidelines for its use are suggested.

W/L Cat. Code: 2.2.4, 2.2.5, 3.1

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Spare m. capacity Subsidiary task Experimental Laboratory Flight simulator

Primfry task Single measures
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U Kennedy, j. P. Time-sharing effects on pilot track~zg performance. Master's
thesis, Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, California, September, 1975.
(AD A016 378).

Subjects were required to perform simultaneously a two-dimensional tracking
task and respond to a set of lights with toggle switches. Five levels ef[i' difficulty and two stilulius prer-entatiol rates were involved in the secondary
task. Ths purpose of the experiment wao ta examine time-shnring performa-ce
of experienced military pilots and to i:,ivestigate differences in performance

T bi, pilots of different types of aircraft. Analysis of the data coliected
from 20 subjectc showed that correlation between elements of a complex task
is weak, performance levels drop as task load increases, and there was only
one difference found between any of the pilot type groups. Dual-crew fighter/

*1 attack jet pilote took significantly longer to respond to stimuli when time-
., sharing.

W/L Cat. Code: 2.2.1, 3.1

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Spare m. capacity Subsidiary task Experimental Laboratory Flight simulator

V Primary task Single measures Flight test
1 4

Kennedy, R. S. Two procedures for applied and experimental studies of stress.
Ft. Rucker, Alabama: U.S. Army Aeromedical Research Laboratory, 70-11.-#1w 1099, Febtuary, 1910.

STo compensate for the lov reliability of physiological manifestatione of

sympathetic nervous system activity two methods are offered. The first met.hod
- requires a meaJor research, program by which a valid criterion of stress would be

determined by experimentation, and then predictors of this criterion would be
obtained empirically by correlational techniques. These predictors could then
be crosevalidated. By using the predictors, the influences of psychological
stress and physiological stress could be separated. Whether a functional
reiationship exists between tfie magnitude of the response to streas and the
probability of its occurrcnce could then be determined. The second method Is
similar but less exact. It nia been used successfully in motior sickness studies
and avoids the necessity of a lc7ng exploratory program with numerous pilot studies.
A procedure for the control and the regulation of the perception of the magnitude
of the stress to the organism (human and infrahuman) is offered for use with the
two methods. The lack of suitable control of this factor is discussed in
connection with previous research.

"W/L Cat. Code: 4.1

"Op. Behav. Codeý 1., 2., 4.

Physiological Multiple Construct None Flight simulator

Flight test
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Kennedy, R. S. Bioelectric indicanto of diver's ability to perform useful work.
Paper presented at the Undersea Medical Society Workshop, Bethesda, Maryland,
March, 1978. (AD A060 675).

In the future increasing demands will be made of the diver for information pro-
cessing and decisict making. Yt was Lypothesized that a neglected indicant of an
operator's ability to perform useful work in air is eye movement activities. It
was felt that aspects of ;%ye movements could provide a useful index of the level
of invormation processing or mental load of a diver and secondly, that research
into eye movements might aid us in understanding better the effects Af the
physical environment experienced by a diver. This paper reports recent research
in air between eye movements and performance. The findings are positive and offer
promise that spectral saelysis of eye movement velocities could provide validearly indica•.ion of behavioral dysfun-tion in compressed gas and under water.

W/L Cat. Code: 3.1, 4.1.7

Op Behav. Code: 1., 2.

Primary task Single neasures E.xperimental Laboratory Background

Physiological Eye and eyelid
wkVs.amen t

Kerr, B. Processing demands during mental operations. Memory end Cognition,
1973, 1, 401-412.

Man possesses a central system of limite. capacity. Theorists at first

described this system as a single limited capacity channel. Two currenL
theoretical alternati-°es t.o single-channel theury arm (1) the undifferentiatad
capacity hypothesis that man posoeses a pool of Lapacity units so that
interference oc-curs only if the total number of• capacity units that mental

operations deumand exceeds the system limit and (2) ths hypothesin that some,
but not all, mental operations require space in a limited capacity central
mechanism and t:hat any operti•in that requires space will inrerfere vitn any
other operation that also demands spaoe. Tbie on task failb as a sensitive
measure of ca~acity demands because some tnsk compocnnts require time but
not full processing capacity. The secondary task technique uses the ints:r-
ference between n primary task and a secondery task to astess the extent to
which the primary taak makes processing dena-ids an the central liwited'
system. Processiug 4emand. have been meaoured for five categories of mental
operation: (1) -.ncoding, (2) multiple input, (3) rehearsal, (4) transformation,
and (5) responcding.

W/L Cat, Code: 2,2, 3.2 4

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Spara m cEpticity Subsidiary task Review None Background

Prinary task Single measures Construct
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Kikolov, A. I. Mental work and emotions. Mosccw: Izdatel-stvo Meditsina,
1978. (In Russian.)

This book outlines the possibilities for the occurrence of informatianal
neuroemorional stress and mental fatigue using the example of mental and
ewotional activity of individuals performing high-responsibility tasks, such as
traffic controllers. Available data are used to formulate and refine the concept
of neuroemotional overstress. Attention is given to a discussion of the 4
characteristics of the development of overstress into a neurotic state upon ex-I posure to chronic Informational overload of the brain. A number of methodological
approaches are described for assessing subjects engaged in emotionally stressed
mental activity. Problemo of diagnosis and estimation criteria for the functionalstate of the human organism exposed to emotional stress are discussed.

W/L Cat. Code: 1., 2., 3., 4.

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 3., 4.

Opinion M1ultiple Review None Background
Spare m. capacity Construct
Primary task
Physiological I
Kirchner, j.H. arn Laurig, W. The human operator in air traffic control

systems. Ergonomics, 197J, 14, 549-556.

A system analysis of the air traffic control system with respect to its purpose
-- and realization shows the role which the human operator plays. The task of

man in this system is cne of information processing. Evaluation of the
"-. operator's task is importaat for selection of personnel, for job evaluation,

and for redrsigning tasks and jobs. Evaluation of man's task can be regarded
from the demands of the job cr from their fulfillment and effect for man.
Both aspects have to be connected to get objective results which are ,iilia for
man. Special research problems arise from the influence of the individual
abilities and from the correlation of stress as a workload factor and strain
as an effect of this workload on man.

W/L Cat. Code: 2.1,, 3.3

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 3., 4.

Spare m. capacity Task comp., Construct None Background
time assess.

rimnar.y task Math. model

11
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Klein, T. J. A workload simulation model for predifting human performance
requirements in the pilot-aircraft environment. Paper presented at the
14th Annual Meeting of the Human Factors Society, San Francisco, California,
October 13-16, 1970.

A computerized workload simulation model for relating system performance
raquirements to task performance requirements is discussed. The motel,
Continuous Assessment of Task Time-Stress (CATTS), affords a quantitative
assessmur;nt of instantaneous operator time-stress expected during all segmen'ts
of a specified aircraft mission. A unique feature of the model is its

capability for determining continuous-control error-nulling rate requirements
imposed upon the operator by aerodynamic and cockpit design characteristics,
by the equaticns of motion of the aircraft, and by specified tolerances in
the continuous-control channels. The paper also discusses the relationship

V of task difft'culty to time-stress threshold levels, and how the model can be
•pplied to a •ulti-crew trade studies as well as to human-autoiaatic functional

mix trade-ofef.

1W / L C a t . C o.de : 2 . 1 . 1

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.SparL m. capacity Task comp., Construct None Flight simulator
time assess.

II

Klein, T.J. and Cassidy, W.B. Relating operator calpabilities to system
demands. Proceedings of the Sixteent! Annual Meating of the Human Factors A
Society . Santa _Ionica, Californ ia, Human Factors Society , 1972, 324-334.

An exploratory study of operator proficiency in tasks analogous to piloting
an aircraft is discussed. Task performance was measured while task difficulty
(system workload demand) was varied from easy through moderate and hard levels.
From these measurements, preliminary workload capability limits were derived
for single and two-axis control tasks and for several combinational mixes of
control and procedural tasks. The data also provided a basis for development
of mathematical equations for (a) predicting work response levels from known
system demands, (b) relating tracking accuracy to system workload demands
and (c) combi ting tracking and procedural workload components. +1

W/L Cat. Code: 2.1.1, 3.1

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Spare m. capacity Task comp., Construct Laboratory Flight simulator
time assess.

Primary task Single measures Experimental
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Klein, T. J. and Ha14, A. A. An analysis of pileo performance requiremernts
in the .A-71 tram. Dallas, Texas: LTV Aerospace, Vought Systems Division,
VSD Report No. 2-542201 5R-5777, April, 1975.

This report was prepared by the Human Factors Group of Vought Systems Division,
LTV Aerospace, to supplement the Preliminary A-7E TRAM Human Factors Report.
The olJectivo of the effort was to assess pilot workload relative to the
A-71 TRAX and to compare it with the workload requirements encountered by the
pilot during a typical A-7E attack mission. To meet that objective, a coan
C vP w* chosen as the basis for comparison. Dive angles and air speeds are
different between the day and night attack modes due to environmental conditions.i The 200 night dive angle was used because it proved to be the most realietic
and comfortable type of attack during preliminary simulation and flight testing.

W/L Cat. Code: 2.1.1, 3.1

Op. Behav. Code: 1.. 2., 4.

Spare a. capacity Task comp., Ccnstruct Laboratory Flight simulator
time assess.

Primary task Single measures

K-Kleinman, 1). I. and Curry, R. E. Some new control theoretic models for human
operator display monitoring. Proceedings of the 1976 IEEE Conference on

"of Decision and Control Including the 15th Symposium on Adaptive Processes,
Clearwater, Florida, December 1-3, 1976, 1023-1029.

- -- Control theoretic techniques are applied to develop two new models for predicting
human operator performance when monitoring an automatically controlled systcm.
In one case it is assumed that the human monitors the instruments in order to
rapidly detect failures. "The second approach assumes that the instruments are
"sampled to best reconstruct the system status information. The relation of
these models to existing prediction schemes, e.g. equal attention and the Sender's
model is explored. It is concluded that a combination of failura detection and
status estimation models offers the best potential for h ian operator application.

W/L Cat. Code: 2.1.2, 3.3

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2.

Spare m. capacity Inform. theory Construct None Background

Primary task Math. model
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Klotsbucher, 8. and Roloff, D., The effect of mental 'wrk with and without
time pressure on selectad physiological functions. Zettechrift fur die
"Gtsamtt Hygiene uad Ihrt Grencaebieta. 1977, 23, 8-11. (In German).

Methods end results of calculation teots under time pressure with telemetric
racording of cardiac: and respiratory rates are described. There were no
significant changes in cardiac rate and arrhythmia or in catecholamine excretion
in tests with and wilthout time pressure. Respiratcry arrhythaia increased
markedly, to a greator extent with than without time pressure. In contrast to
the cardiac rate and arrhythmia which apparently change only on severe mental
stress, respiratory arrhythmia appears to respond to differences in stress even
when the mental work Itself is not impaired.

W/L Cat. Code: 3.1, 4.1.10, 4.1.11, 4.1.12

Op. Behav. C"de: 1., 2., 4.

Primary task Single measures Experimental Laboratory Flight simulator
Physiological Heart rate,

h.r. var.
Aý Breathing anal.

Body fluid
anal.

Knowles, W. B. Operator loading taska. Human Factors,, 1963,.1. 155-'161.

The purpose of this paper is: (1) To rev " the rationale of measuring
operator workload in terms of auxtliary, or secondary task performance
scores; (2) To summarize the important characteristics of suitable loading
tasks; (3) To describe several loading tasks which have been used or which

are potentially useful; and (4) To suggest the development of a set of
standardized tasks which would be useful in obtaining sore nearly
comparable measures over a wide range of primna y tasks.

W/L Cat. Code: 2.2

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 3., 4.

Spare m. capacity Subsidiary task Review None Flight simulator

Flight Lest j

"!
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Kopala, C. J. The use of color-coded symbols in a highly dense situation display.
Proggedingg of the 23rd _AnnVl Lting of the jutman Factors Society, Boston,3 Massachusetts, October 29-November 1, 1979, 397-'Ol.

The effectiveness of redundant color-coding for displays used by highly-loaded
operators performing a series of complex tasks has never been clearly demonstrated.
Pilot flight performance and threat vecognition performance using two coding
conditions for a threat display were compared in a simulated mission. One coding

condition consisted of shape-coded symbols, the other of symbols that were both
color- and shape-coded. Redundant color-coding was found to significantly reduce
both response time and error rate.

I W/L Cat. Ccde: 1.1., 3.1

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 3., 4.1

SOpinion Rating scale Experimental Flight simulator Flight simulator

Primary task Single measures Flight teqt

Kornstadt, H. J. and Pfennigstorf, J. Evaluation of an integrated flight display
- for the manur.l. IFI-landing of VTOL-aircraft. Proceedings of the AGARD Conference

on Guidance and Control Displays, AGARD-CP-96, 10-1 - 10-8. (AD 739 779).

An integrated flight-display for the hovering-phase of a VTOL-landing was
developed. The presentation of information to the pilot has been evaluated
in simulation by three criteria: landing performance, pilot rating and
measurement of the pilot's mental workload. Adaptation of the display-

"* dynamics and the desired landing-profile lead to higher level of pe:formance
at a decreased workload.

W/L Cat. Code: 1.1, 2.2.1

"Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Opinion Rating scale Experimental Flight simulator Flight simulator

Spare m. capacity Subsidiary task Flight test
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Koym, K. G. Isetilarity effects on teak difficulty ratings. Brooks APB, Texas:
USAY '2mn Resources Laboratory, AF -IL-T7"7-25, June, 1977.

This report examines interrater reliability estimates for task difficulty raters
having differing levels of feamlikrity with rated tanks. Data were collected
from 455 KCO supervisors who rated the difficulty end familiarity of 424 tasks
in the Aircraft Electrical Repair career ladder task inventory. The results
showed that the interrater reliability estimates (Rkk) decreased from .930 to
.802 for six task difficulty iating scale conditions in which ratings wore
eliminated due to lsvels of familiarity. This finding suggests that little
is to be gained from eliminating task difficulty ratings based upon an
experienced judge's level of familiarity with tasks.

W/L Cat. Code: 1.1

Op. Beha-Y. Code: 1., 2., 3., 4.

Opinion Rating scale Experimental Field FliSht simulator

Flight test

Kradz, M.P. The psychological stress evaluator. Ellicott City, Maryland:
Howard County Police Department, Unpublished manuscript, 1974.

The aim of this study was to investigate the validity of the Dektor Psychological
Stress Evaluator (PSE) in law enforcement as a stress measuring device.
Supposedly, involuntary physiological response measured directly is related to
the degree of psychological stress Induced in Uhe subject by the questions contained
in a properly constructed "lie detaction" examination. Another aim was to compare
the validity of the Dektor instrument wit- that of a polygraph used in the same
sitcation. All other components of the "lie detection" system remained constant,
leaving the ivstrumentation as the only variable. The hypothesis tested, there-
fore, was that the voice stress reactions indicated by Dektor PSE would correlate
with the degree of stress contained in answers to questions regarding a real
crime in which the subject was a s9spect. It is concluded that the PSE is, a
valid component worthy of inclusion in the lie dection application system, either
in tandem with the polygraph or used as a single measure.

W/L Cat. Code: 4.3

Op. Behav. Code: 2., 3.

Physiological Speech patt. Experimental Field Background
anal.
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Kraft, C. L. and Kiworth, C. I. Flight dock workload and night visual

approach performanct. In AGARD MeMur of oircrew performance. Report
No. N70-19786, December, 1969.

Research with a night visual approach simulator has provided data supporting
a logical explanation for about 16% of air transport accidents. The explanation
is in the form of a two-part hypothesis: a descent path that nulls out some
visual information and a delay in relative motion supplement of the same
information. The ,.-ising tcpographic information allows incorrect interpretation
of altitude and distance. Most operational examples of this class of accidents
include information about cro distractions, critical intrusions and workloads.
In retent inveatigationa, the flight deck workloads were altered by varyine
the frequency of appearance of other traffic which the pilot was instructed to

- detect and report to ground control. Analyais of the effect of workload on
performance revealed this to be a significant factor only as •.t interacted
with terrain slope and pilot differences, but not otherwise.

W/L Cat. Code: 2.2.1

Op. Behav. Code: 1,1, 1.2, 4.2

Spare m. capacity Subsidiary task Experimental Flight simulator Flight simulator

Krahenbuhl, G. S., Marett, J. R., and King, N. W. Stress and performance in
T-37 pilot training. Brooks Air Force Base, Texas: Air Force Human
Resources Laboratory, AFHRL-TR-77-3, May, 1977. (A& A041 734).

Gatecholamine excretion was determined for student pilots (N - 8) during training
conditions. When viewed as the dependent variable, catecholamine excretion patterns
support the conclusion that the Basic Cockpit Training Emergency Procedures unit
was not stressful. The remaining lesson units, including Power-on Stall and
Spin-recovery, First Solo, and Instrument Check lesson units, resulted in a
pronounced stress response. When catecholamine excretion data were interpreted
for psychological significance, it was concluded that the lesson unit which
included Power-on Stalls and Spin-recoveries created the highest arousal, anxiety,
and apprnhension. Student pilot observations support this interpretation. The
relative production of epinephrine and norepinephrine showed changes accompanying
pilot training which may he interpreted as demonstrative of successful coping

Ibehavior

W/L Cat. Code! 4.1.12

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 3., 4.

Physiological Body fluid Experimental Flight test Flight simulator
anal.

Flight test
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Kr•uase 3. F. and Roscoe, S. N. Reorganisation of airplane manual filip't
control e4namica. W. B. Knowles, M. S. Saiders, and F. A. Muckler (Eds.)
Proceedinja of the Sixteenth Annual Neeting of the Humam Factors Socitey.
Santa Monica, California: Ruian Factors Society, 1972, 117-126.

3xperiments were conducted in a Singer-Link GAT-2 simulator to evaluate the
effectiveness of a system providtng direct control over aircraft maneuvering
performance. Pilots performed cimplex navigational taska involving the use
of a computer-assisted area navillation system. Changing way-point storage
capacity of the siaulated navigation system induced variable task loading on
vubjects. The experiment was replicated with and without an adaptive, digit
processing, side task Zo determine levels of residual attention associated
with the control modifications aud the varying levels of workload. The flight
performance controller yielded greater precision of maneuvering control, fewer
procedural blunders, and an increased level of residual pilot attention.

W/L Cat. Code: 2.2.4, 3.1

Op. Bshbv. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Spare m. capacity Subsidiary taskc Experimental Flight simulator Flight simulator

Primary task Single meas-±.es Flight test

'I

Krebs, M.J. and Wingert, J.W. Use of the oculometer in pilot workload
measurement. Washington, D.C.: National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
NASA CR-144951, February, M9iu.

m-his study investigated relationships between eye behavior and pilot workloa4.
A Honeywell Mark IIA oculometer was used to obtain the eye data in a fixed base
transport aircraft simulation facility. The data were analyzed to determine those
parameters of eye behavior which were related to changes in level of task
cdifficultiy of the simulated manual approach and landing on inatruments. A number
Qf encouraging trends and relationsihips between eye variables and pilot ratings
were found. A preliminary equation was written based on the results of a step-
wise linear regression. High variability in time spent on various instruments
was related to differences in scanning strategy among pilots. A more detailed
analysis of the obtained data for individual pilots was suggested as the next I
step in the process of building a model. of visual workload.

W/L Cat. Code: 1.1, 3.1, 4.1.7, k.1.8
Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Opinion Rating scale Experimental Flight simulator Flight simulator
Primary task Single measures Flight test
Physiological Eye movement

Pupillary dia.
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KIrebs, N.J., Wingert, J.W. and Cunningham, T. Exploration of an oculomeler-
based model of pilot workload. Washington, D.C.: National Aeronautics and
Space Administration, NASA CR-145153, March, 1977.

L This study investigated relationships between eye behavior and pilot workload.

A Honeywell Mark IIA oculometer wau used to obtain the eye data in a fixed base

transport aircraft simulation. The data were analyzed to determine those
parameters of eye behavior which were related to changes in level of task
difficulty of the simulated manual approach and landing on instuments. Trends

and relationships betwuen eye variables and pilot ratings were found. High
"variability in time spent on various instruments was related to differences in

scanning strategy among pilots. Detailed analysis of individual runs by
individual pilots indicated a high degree of intra-pilot variability in instrument
scanning. No consistent workload related trends were found. Pupil diameter
which had demonstrated a strong relationship to task difficulty was extensively
re-examined. It was concluded that the geueralized measure which showed this

relationship was most likely not purely pupil diameter but a composite irdex

"incorporating the influence of other variables such as instrument scanning.

W/L Cat. Code: 1.1, 3.1, 4.1.7,4.1.8
Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Opinion Rating scale Experimental Flight simulator Flight simulator

Primary task Single measures Flight test
"Physiological Eye movement

Pupillary dia.

Kreifeidt, 3., Parkin, L. and Rothschild, P. impl'cations of a mixture of
"aircraft with and without traffic situation .Isplays for air traffic

* management. Proceedings of the 12th Annual NASA-University Conference CM
Manual Control, University of Illinois, May, 1976, 179-200. (NASA TM X.-73 170).

A mixture of aircraft (A/C) with and without traffic situation displays (TSD)
"was simulated to ascertain its effects on distributed air traffic management
in t le rminal area. The three simulator A/C and four or five computer
simulated A/C were embedded in a terminal area traffic problem with as much
realism as possible. All A/C were considered to be STOLcraft. Analyses were
made of flight performance measurea, verbal communications and subjective
evaluations by the professirnal pilots and controllers who served as subjects.
The analyses favor the TSD equipped A/C, and the distributed mode of management
permitted by this cockpit capability. However there are indications that anI A/C without a TSD in a TSD environment may require or receive considerably
more controller attention and pilot disfavor than when it is in an all
vectored environment. This may imply that TSD and nonTSD A/C should be
segregated and controlled accordingly.

W/L Cat. Code: 1.1, 3.1

1 Op. BPýhav. Code: 3., 4.2

Opinion Rating scale Experimental Flight simulator Flight simulator
j Primary task Single measures Flight test
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Krivohlavy, J. Physiological correlates of the informational performance.
Activil:as Nervosa Superior, 1968, l0, 165-171. (In Czechoslovakian).

The relationship between heart and respiratory rate, regularity of pulse,
depth of inspiration and the amount of presented infoi iation was studied
on twenty two subjects under two different conditions: the amount of
presented information equalled either 3/4 or 5/4 of the individual capacity
(underload and overload conditions). No simple correlation was found, but
the subjects with the low heart rate and a small error number duting under-
threshold performance showed an increase of heart rate during the overload
performance,and subjects with higher heart rate and higher error number
during underload performance had an opposite tendency. The pulse irregularity
increased with the amount of information only during mental reproduction but
not during verbal reproduction. In conclusion the importance of the attitude
as a regulator of voluntary activity is stressed; physiological functions
reflect the changes in the level of mental activation, which is only partially
determined by the presented or processed information.

W/L Cat. Code: 4.1.10, 4.1.11

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2.

Physiological Heart rate Experimental Laboratory Flight simulator
h.r. var.

Breathing an&l.

Krivohlavy, J. Pulse vate and information load during typing. Activitas
Nervosa Superior, 1968, 10, 172-176. (In Czechoslovakia.i).

The conclusion of G. Gancev, at al. from 1967 was checked. He asserted
that the pulse rate can be used as an objective criterion of the degree of
tension of higher nervous centers. Experiments of Gancev, et al. were
repeated but the results obtained did not confirm this otatemert. The
significance of differences appears to be problematic. These doubts are
based on results of other experiments with increasing the input of the
flow of information. Even if it is not possible to derive from the lack
of significance the non-existence of the relationship, the results would
suggest caution. Doubtful is also the a priori identification 'of the
degree of tencion of higher nervous centers' with 'the magnitude of the
required information performance' as stated in the work of Bulgarian authors.

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Physiological Heart rate, Experimental Field Flight simulator
h.r. var.

Flight test
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SKroll, J. Y. Variations in ATC ,-wvA L load as a function of variati ons in

cockpit workload. Ergonics 1971, 14, 585-590.

The relation b etween pilots' workload and radar conrrollers' workload wasinvestigated. Pflota' workload served as the independent variable. It wasassumed that a nimber of levels of workload ran be distinguished in a

staadard airporL trt~fic circuit under visual flight rules. The dependeat
variable (contiollers' workload) uas measured by respcnse frequency on an
auditory birAry choice task. Results indicate a rise in radar controllers'
workload in a predie ed eirection f 'or a numoer of pilots' workload levels.

W/L Cat. Coae: 2.2.1, 3,1

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 3., 4.

Sphre m. capacity Subsidiary task. Experimental Flight test Flight sinaula~or

Primary tsp` Single measures Flight test

Krtanowski, W., J. and Nicholson, A. N. Analysis of pi!', assessment of
workloao. Aeospace Medicine, 1.72, 43, 993-997.

In a previous study on the act'ivty of the nervous system during the let-
down, approach and landing of a transport alk-raft the workload was assessed
by the pilot. Correlations were established bevween oveiall workload of
r,.- let-down and individual factors which influence the workload p,)attern
a 1 tween the subjective asscasments of workload and physiolog•cil change
in the pilo t. In the preFent peper as scsments of worklo&d ovir a four-yenr
period have been examined to determine the techniqu .tecd by the pi , *r Lo
evaluate workload from the various factors of the let-down xna to asses
the consistency of his technique.

W/l'. Cat. Code: 3.1, /'.2

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., t.

Primary te~k Mult. measures Ex periment al dield Flight simulator

Physiological Plight test
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Kuhar, ý. T., Gavel, P. 'and MHreland, J. A. Impatt *of tutomation updn sirt
traffic control system productivity/capacity (ARTS-IEl). Washington, D.C.:
Fsde.ral Aviation Administration, FAA-RD-77-39, Noveuer, 1976. (AD A038 659).

This report documents the results of e. study to assess t:e impact of the Automated
Raar Terminal System (ARTS 3ý upon air traffic zontr,: L system capacity. Yt is
bsesd upon on-site measurements of air traffic activity, controller work pace,
controller workload indlcators, and staffing at the San Antonio, Texas and San
FranciscciOakland, California TRACONS. Measurements were taken of both the
pre-AITS 3 rnd post-ARTS 3 environments and comparisons made to determine the
direction and degree of change attributable to ARTS 3. The results indicate
that the ARTS 3 system has reduced controller workload and increased system
capacity by 10.5%. A reasonable estimate of the productivity increase is 8.5%.

W/L Cat. Code: 1.1, 2.1.1

op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 3 , 4.1

Opinion Rating scale Experimental Field Flight simulator

Spare m. cepacity Task coup., Flight test
time assess.

Kundiev, 1. 1., Alavckatikian, A. 0., Tomashevskaia, L. I., Derkach, V. S., and
Kovale.'a, A. I. Stressful mental activity and the regulatory state in the
cardiovascular system. Fiziologiia Cheloveka, 1976, 2, 433-440. (In
Russian.)

In-vivo and in-vitro experiments were conducted on subje-ts to study relevant
J, regulatory parameters of cardiovascular functions during itressful mental activity

invni-ing such elements as time pressure, risk, ane threat of electroshock penalty.
The measurements were obtained by radiotelemetric recording of the cardiac rhythm,
polycardicgraphy, and mechanocardiography, along with evaluation of circadian
rhythm for excretion of epinephrine, norepinephrine, and corticosteroid-17.
Subjective evaluation of stress was made by a ranking method. It is shown that
merAtal activity involving high stress is accompanied by changes in the iatra-
systemic coordination of tho- functions of the cardiovascular system and returning
of the rhythwic regulation of cardiac activity.

W/L Cat. Code: 1.1, 4.1.3, 4.1.10, 4.1.12

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 3., 4.

Opinion Rating scale Experimental Laboratory Flight simulator
Physiological Heart rate, Flight test

h.r. var.
Body fluid

anal.
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Kuroda, I., Fujiwara, 0., Okamura, N., and Utsuki, N. Method for determtning
pilot stress through analysis of voice communication. Aviation, Space, and
Environmental Medicine, 1976, 47, 528-533.

Factors inherent in aircraft communication systems hinder customary approaches
to voice analysis in the determiiuation of the degree of stress experienced by a
pilot during an inflight emergency. By means of a sound spectrogram, the mean
vibration space of a voice can be analyzed if the space between the verticalI deflections of the vowel sounds is calculated in micrometers. The vibration
space shift rate (VSSR) is calculated by comparing the widest vibration space
of the v:ice during the normal phase of the same flight (s-andard vibration space:
SVS) with that encountered during the emergency situation ,'VS). The number of
measuring points in each case differs in regard to the length of communication
during the emergency. The VSSR can be divided into three phases--normal, urgent,

T and emergency--each with three grades of 0.5 S.D. apiece.

W/L Cat. Code: 4.3

I Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2-, 3., 4.

Physiological Speech patt. Experimental Laboratory Flight simulator
"anal.

Flight test Flight test

Le D. . Attention alocdaLion and the relationship between primary and
secondary task difficulty. A reply to Kantowitz and Knight. Acta

Psycholgica, 1977, 41, 493-495.

Kantowitz and Knight have argued that Kahneman's attention-allocation theory

requires primary and secondary task difficulty to interact. It is shown that
whether or not these two variables interac~t depends upon (1) the shape of the

functin relating task difficulty and available capacity to performance and
-(2) the difficulty levels of each task.

W/L Cat. Code: 2.2.1, 2.2.2
Op. Behav. Code: ±., 2., 4.

Spare m. capacity Subsidiary task Construct None Background

S Primary task Single measures
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Lane, N.E. and Streib, M.I. The human operator simulator: Wor.kload estimation
using a simulated secondary task. Proceedings of the AGARD Conference on
Methcds to Asse..ss Workload, AGARD-CP-2•6,April, 1977, All-i - All-12.

This paper describ'-e the use of the Human Operator Simulator (HOS) for identifying
pc'tential workload problems. HOS is applicable, during the midrange of system
developmen., between early analytic prediction methods and later simulator.
evaluations. The HOS system creates a software simulation of a trained hu~ean
operator, his system hardware/software and required interfaces. Previous HOS
applications have indicated a close correspondence in the behavior of HOS operators
and human operators on the same tasks. The results of this work demonstrate the
applicability of HOS for workload evaluatiou and explores HGS operator behavior
under varying conditions of task demand. Problems of definition ard methodology
for current workload measures are discussed and alternatives identified using
HOS to control task difficulty and task demand parameters. The implications of I
H1S application for cost and flexibility improvements are examined, and further
developments of the model for workload evaluation are proposed.

W/L Cat. Code: 2.1.1, 2.2.1, 2.2.2
Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Spare m. capacity Task comp., Experimental Laboratory Flight simulator
time assess.

Subsidiary task

Lane, N.E., Wherry, R.J., Jr. and Streib, M. The human operator simulator:
___t______ _ of woA1rknl oad re ,using a 1ulatpd .erlfndary task. Proceedntir.

of the AGARD Conference oil, Methods to Assess Workload, AGARD-CPP-216, April

1977, All-1.

This paper dedcribcs an extension of the Himan Operator Simulator (HOS) to
estimate workload. The Hog is a design technique which provides the relative
preciaion and accuracy of dynamic simulation but which can be applied early
evough in design to allow foi needed system changes. The HOS system creates a
software analog of the human operator, the hardware he will operate, and the
required interfaces. Previous simulations have indicated a close correspondence
between HOS performance and that of a human operator on the same task procedures.
Work described here discusses the potential of Ho0 as a workload assessment
techriqv.e luring system design, ising the concept of seconda-ev task loading to
determine operator reserve. By varying primary/secondary task demands and the
Driorities assigned to each task level, statements about reserve time available
can be used to establish potential overload problems and to provide a workload
"figure of merit" for alternative crewstation/task configurations.

W/L Cat. Code: 2.1.1, 2.2.1, 2.2.2
Op. Behav. Ccde: 1., 2., 4.

Spare m. capacity Task comp., Construct None Flight simulator
time assess.
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Laurell, H. and Lispar, H. 0. A vplidatfon of subsidiary reaction time against
detection of roadside obstacles during prolonged driving. Ergonomics, 1978,
21, 81-88.

Indirect psychological or physiological measures of driving performance are often
used without supporting evidence or even comment on their validity. In this
validation the performance of ten subjects on a subsidiary rea-;tion time (RT)
task and a visual detection tas: was correlated. On the RT task 93 dB auditory
sigrals were presented with an average intersignal interval of 50s. On the I
detection task, the subjects had to brake as fast as possible when they perceived
a 40 x 40 cm obstacle at the side of the road. Over the test of three hours,
in night driving conditions on a closed 5 km track, the correlation between group
averages was -0.78 and the average within-3ubject correlation was -0.47. From
these results and a discussion of the predictive and the construct validity of
the RT-task, it is concluded that subsidiary RT may be used as a valid indicator
of charger in efficiency ef driving performzmce.

W/L Cat. Code: 2.2.1, 3.1

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Spare m. capacity Subsidiary task Experimental Field Flight simulator

Primary -ask Single measures Flight test

Laurig, W. and Phillip, U. Changes In the pulse frequency rhythm in relation to
the workload. (Ver~nderungen der Pulsfrequenzarrhythmie in Abhgngigkeit von
der ................ . rAveeLsmedizin Soziaimedtzlnh Arbertshyg)ene, 1970, 5,
184-188. (Royal Aircraft Establishment Library Translation 1586).

Starting with a phenomenonological description of the heart rate rhythm, an
arrhythmia condition has been derived theoretically. Experimental results from
physical and mental work have given values for the average behavior of t%,e
arrhythmia quotient in relation to the intensity of the work of a large
collection of male subjects. A regression calculation over the individual
results of all the experiments shows a reduction in the arrhythmia quotient
with the workload. A control theory description is used for the behavior
of the arrhythmia on rexL. The significance of heart rate measurements In
medical practice is discussed.

S"W/L Cat. Code: 4.1.3, 4.1.10

"-- Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Physiological EKG Construct Laboratory Flight simulator

Heart -rate, Experimental Flight test
h.r. var.
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Lauschner, E. A. (Ed.) Measurement of aircrew performance: The flight deck
workload and its rclation to pilot performance. AGARD Aerospace Medical
Panel, AGARD-CP-56, May, 1969.

Contents: Flight-deck workload studies in civil transport aircraft; Energy
cost of piloting fixed and rotary wing army aircraft; Psychomotor performance
under thermal stress-A critical appraisal; Operational measures of pilot
performance during final approach to carrier landing; Aircrew task loading'
in the Boeing multimission simulator; Physiological assessment of pilot
stress during landing; Exploratory study of pilot performance during high
ambient temperatures and humidity.

W/L Cat. Code: 1., 2., 3., 4

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 3., 4.

Opinion Multiple Review Flight simulator Flight simulator
.!Spare m. capacity Construct
Primary task Experimental Flight teL" Flight test
Physiological

Laville, A., Teiger, C., and Duraffourg, J. An attempt to evaluate workload
in a repetitive task. Paper presented at the annual conference of the
Ergonomics Research Society, April, 1972.

The study of performance is not sufficient to evaluate workload, especially in
an indtustrial situation where the organization of the work does not allow large
variations in quantity or quality of the work done. The first approach to an
evaluation of ,orkload in this type of task is an analysis of the mech nisme used
by the operators. We have attempted this analysis, In the study of a work-station
on a television assembly line, in conjunction with certain measures of
physiological parameters, notably those related to posture The results obtained
show important changes in method of operation used as a function of certain
difficulties in the task. The modifications can be interpreted as the bringing
into play of adaptive mechanisms to a situation variables, where these coexist
requirements of speed and accuracy in execution of this type of task, the
variation in certain parameters of posture can be shown to have a relationship
with the results obtained from an analysis of work.

W/L Cat. Code: 2.1.1, 4.1.9
Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.1

Spare m. capacity Task comp., Experimental Field Flight simulator
time assess.

Physiiologica! Muscle tension
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Lawrence, G. H. Brain waves and the enhancement of pilot performance. In
B. 0. Hartman and R. E. McKenzie (Eds.) Survey of methods to assess workload.
AGARD-AG-246, August, 1979, 93-102.

j The use of breinwaves (EEG) for the enhancement of the performance of aircraft
pilots is an idea which requires, for its development, the integration of two
previously independent lines of rpsearch endeavor: human performance assessment
and central nervous system neurophysiology. A human performance research paradigm
specifically relevant to the study of pilot performance, in the context of which
the use of brain waves may feasibly be studied, will be discussed later. Attention
is now directed to the state of the art of brain wave research and brain-kehavior
relationships, specifically those aspects which are considered to be feasibly
and usefully applicable for potential use in simulated aircraft crew stations
or eventually in a real-world environment.

"W/L Cat. Code: 4.1.5, 4.1.6

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2.

Physiological EEG Review Laboratory Flight simulator

ECP

Lebacqz, J. V. and Aiken, E. W. A flight investigation of control, display,
and guidance requirements for decelerating descending VTOL instrument
translton- usin, g the X-22A variable stability aircraft. Volume I. Buffalo,
New York: Calspan Corporation, AK-5336-F-1, September, 1975.

A flight research program using the variable stabiL ty X-22A aircraft was under-
taken to investigate control, display, and guidance requirements for VTOL
instrument transitions. The primary purpose of the experiment was to provide
meaningful data related to the interaction of aircraft ccntrol system and
displayed information characteristics on pilot rating and performance. Primary
results of the nrogram include the demonstration of an inverse relationship
between contrr. complexity and -isplay sophistication, as was hypothesized in
the experiment design, and the definition of acceptable and satisfactory control/
display combinations. Analysis of the results in terms of simple pilot-in-the-
loop considerations and measured performance and workload provide initial
guidelines for the design of future VTOL control-display characteristics.

WiL Cat. Code: 1.1, 3.1

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

"Opinion Rating scale Experimental Flight test Flight test

Primary task Single measures Flight simulator
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Leplat, J. Factors deteruining work-load. Ergonomics, 1978, 21, 143-149.

In this short introduction to the topic of the symposium, some analytical
elements are suggested for the concept of work-load, the large variety
of work-load categories is recalled, and wention is made of some factors
determining work-load, which will be elaborsted on in the papers presented
by other authors.

W/L Cat. Code: 1., 2., 3., 4.

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Opinion Multirle Construct N.one Flight simulator

Spare m. capacity Flight test

Primary task

Physiological

Leplat, J. and Pailhous, J. The analysis and evaluation of mental work. In
Wv T. Sinaleton, J. G. Fox, and D. Whitfield (Eds.) MNaaurement of man at
work. London: Taylor and Francis, 1973, 51-56.

M&ntal work, which is essentially non-observable, presents serious difficulties
to the analyst who wishes to evaluate it. This kind of work is found increasingly
in our society, even where the task requires a relatively low level of skill,
and interest in its study is increasing. In this paper we consider various

analytical procedures of analysis and evaluation and assess the resulht obtained.
The analysis provides an opportunity to compare the methods of the appll.e psycholo-
gist and ths work physiologist and to expose the differences involV*d. Vle
distinction which we shall propose in terms of load or intelltrtual machan., .ms
appears to be quite fundamental; it covers many totally differenv scientific..
attitudes; it leads to distinct types of techniquea, even if in practice they
may be utilized successively at two di,,ferent periods of an investigation.
Such an analysis should contribute to the dialogue with our physiologist colleagues.

W/L Cat. Code: 2.2, 4.1

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 3., 4. j
Spare m. capacity Subsidiary task Review None Background

Physiological EEO

EMG
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I r
Levine, J. M., Ogden, G. D. and Eisner, E. J. Measurement of workload by

secondary tasks: A review and annotated bibliography. Washington, D.C.:
Advanced Research Resources Organization, Cont.ract No. NAS2-9637, January, 1978.

An annotated bibliography of the post - 1965 behavioral science literature
concerned with the use of secondary tasks in the measu-em .-t of operator
workload was prepared, and an oranization of this '-terature was accomplished.
The bibliography contains 146 empirical references and 17 review or theoretical
papers. The references were categorized arco7 ing to the type of Fp-mary and
secondary tasks used. Methodological and tbec zetical issues in the use of c
secondary task technique are discussed and auggestions for further research
efforts are made.

W/L Cat. Code: 2.

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 3., 4.

Spare m. capacity Subsidiary task Review None Flight simulator

Flight tesL

- Levison, W. H. A model for task interference. Proceedings of the 6th Annual
NASA-University Conference on Matual Control, Wrilat--Patterson AFB, Ohio,
April 7-9, 1970, 585-616.

- 4

A model is presented for interference aLong multiple continuous manual Lontrol
tasks. This model is based upon the assumption that multiple tanks are performed
in parallel and that the human must share a fixed amount of centrpl-processing
capacity among the tasks. The equivalent observation noise associaLed with a
S subtask is shown to be related to the fraction of the contreller's capacity
allocated to that task. The model is able to predict with great accuracy the

¶ •total performance scores measured in a set of multivariable tracking experiments.
* The model structure also accounts for the effects of multivariable tracking on

the controller's describing function and remnant.

IW/L Cat. Code: 2.2.2, 3.3

Op. Behav. Code; 1., 2., 4.

Spare m. capacity Subsidiiry task Construct Laboratory Flight simulator

Primary task Math. model Experimental Flight test
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Levison, W.H. Ji model for mental workload in tasks raquiring contiuuous
information processing. In N. Moray (Ed.) Mental workload: its theory
and masurcrant. New York: Plenum Press, 1979, 189-218.

This paper provides a urified treatment of theory, validation, and application
of the model for workload and attention. 1hte section on theoretical development
presents the basic assumptions underlying the proposed workload model, shows
the equivalence of rime-sharing and capacity-rharing notions of attention,
presents tda basic model of workload, and reviews a human operator model that
allows one to predict the rulationship be~ween performance and workload. The
reader is then directed to the literature for results that v&iidate the basic
human operator model as well as the specific model for mental workload, and
some 'pilot-opinion results are cited to support the argumetit that response
randomness can be related to workload and attentional demand. The third major
section of the paper discusses predictive and diag:uostic applications of the V
workload model. Finally, some thoughts are offered relating the concepts and
techniques discussed in this paper to the goals of the workload symposium to
which this paper is submitted.

W/L Cat. Code: 3.3

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 3., 4.

Primary task Math. model Review Laboratory Flight simulator
Construct

Lieberman, P. and Michaels, S. B. Some aspects of fundamental frequency and A
envelope amplitude as relatad to the emotional content cf speech. Journal of
the Acoustical Society of America, 1962, 34, 922-927.

Pitch pulses were derived from the utterances of three male speakers who each
read eight neutral test sentenzes in certain "emotional: mcdes, i.e., as a
ouestion, an objective statement, a fearful utterance, r happy utterance, etc.
Tapes were recorded and presented to separate groups of naive listeners who
categorized the emotional modes in forced judgment tests. Results of the tests
show that with unprocessed speech, the listeners were able to correctly idencify
the emotional content 85% of the time. When only pitch information was presented,
correct identification was made 44% of the time. When amplitude information was H
added to the pitch information, the identification rosa to 472. Smoothing the
pitch irformation with a 40-meec time constant reduced the identifications to
38%, while 100-meec smoothing reduced the identification to 252. A 120-cps
monotone with anolitude information derived from the original speech envelope
amplitude resulted in 14% identifications.

W/L Cat. Code: 4.3

Op. Beahv, Code: 1., 2., 3. -j

Physiological Speech patt. Experimental Laboratory Background
anal.
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Lindquist, 0. ff. Design implications of a hetter view of the multichannel
capacity of a pilot. Proceedings of the AGARD Conference on Guidance and
Control Displays, ACARD-CP-96, 5-1 - 5-6, February, 1972. (AD 139 779).

A major result of a recently completed study hA been the prediction and
measurement of multichannel pilot performance, fch significantly increaseu
his information-handling capability beyond that predicted by today's techniques.

V Current techniques of predicting man/machine interactions were shown to be inSerror by an order of magnitude in some measurements related to humai channel
capacity. Th.ý results of this experimental work are presented and system design

implications fr pilot capability and limitations are discussed.

W/L Cat. Code: 2.1..

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 3., 4.

Spare m. capacity Task comp., Construct Flight simulator Flight simulator
time assess.

Experimental

Linn, V. C., Jr. The parotid fluid technique for the evaluation of mental Atress
in a production situation. Texarkana, Texas: US Army Logistics Management
Cent er, USAMC Intern T-aining Center, USAMC-ITC Report No. 2-72-05, July, 1972.
(An 761 W S).

This paper presents a method for the evaluation of mental stress in production
situations where mental fatigue is considered a stgnificant problem. The
level of mental stress which the operator experiences is reflected in the
concentration of 17-hydroxycorticosteroid in his parotid fluid. Included is 4

a discussion of the theory behind the technique and its procedural application.
The use of the technique to reduce mental stress and the effects of mental
fatigue in a production facility is also discussed.

W/L Cat. Code: 4.1.12

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Physiological Body fluid Construct Field Flight simtictor
anal.

"Experimental Flight test
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Linton, P. M. VFA-V/STOL craw loading analysis. Warminster, Pennsylvania:
U.S. Naval Air Development Center, NADC-75209-40, May, 1975.

The purpose of this study was to determine whether a single crew member could
effectively execute proposed VFA-V/STOL missions or whether a two man crew
would be necessary. The question was a.dressed primarily through the deter-
mination of workload imposed upon a single operator during selected m:Lssiois.
Scunarios were generated for a deck launched intercept fighter missiov and a
close air support attack mission. Functional flow block diagrams were deter-
mined and detailed task analyses completed for the high workload phaces of
these missions. A representative VFA-V/STOL cockpit vas designed and
fabricated to assist in the calculation and later validation of crew loadjng.
The data were analyzed by the statistical workload assessment model (SWAM) of

the computer-aided function allocation evaluation system (CAFES) a: d Lhe
results suggest that a one man crew should be sufficient for the VFA-V/STOL
aircraft.

W/L Cat. Code: 2.1.

7 Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 3., 4.

Spere m. capacity Task comp., Construct Flight simulator Flight simulator

time assess.
Inform. theory Experimental

Linton, P. M., Jahns, D. W. and Chatelier, P. R. Operator workload assessment
model: An evaluation of a VF/VA-V/STOL system. Proceedings of the AGARD
Conference on Methods to Assess Workload, AGARD-CPP-216. April, 1977,
A12-1 - A12-11.

By systematically describing the steps undertaken to estimate :he workload in

a conceptual fighter/attack V/STOL aircraft, meeting Navy miss-.on requirements,
this paper shovs that while a single crewmember can probably manage the V/STOL
in its primary mission phases, additional and refined workload assessment
evaluations will be required to conclusively settle the issue for all aspects
of deployment. In addition, it is suggested that an integrative concept oz
operator workload be developed to more accurately refleci the psychological/
physiological demands made of the operator in the course of system operations.

W/L Cat. Code: 2.1.

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 3., 4.

Spare m. capacity Task comp., Construct Flight simulator Flight simulator
time assess.

Inform. theory Experimental
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Lisper, n. 0., Laurell, H. tid Stening, G. Effects of experience of the driver
on heart-rate, respiration-rate, and subsidiary reaction time in a three hours
continuous driving task. Ergonomics, 1973, 16, 501-506.

F accident statistics a difference was hypothesized between experienced andinexperienced drivers in vulnerability to continuous driving. This difference
was used As a basis for a comparison of changes in autonomic measures and reaction
time over driving time. The result showed significant effects of experience on
both types of measures. Heart-rate pointed to experienced and reaction time
pointed to inexperienced drivers as being the most vulnerable to continuous
driving. This contradiction was solved with reference to statistical data and
validation of the reaction time task. Thus in this study reaction time was
preferred to the autonovic mepaures.

W/L Cat. Code: 2.2.1, 4.1.10, 4.1.1

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 3., 4.

Spare m. capacity Subsidiary task Experimental Field Flight simulator

"Physiological Heart rate Flight test
h.r. var.

Breathing anal.

Logan, G. D. On the use of a concurrent memory load to measure attention
and automaticity. Journal of Experimental Psychology: Human Ferception
and Performance, 1979, 5, 139-207.

The concurrent-memory-load technique identifies attention derands with inter-
actions between reaction-time-task parameters and the size of the load on memory.
Three experiments are reported in which a multiple-choice, reaction time task
involving two, four, and eight stimulus-response (S-R) alternatives was performed
alone and in the retenticn interval of a short-term-memory task involving ordered
"recall of eight digits. The experiments have validated the concurrent-memory-
load technique by showing that interaction, additivity, and a transition from
interaction to additivity can all occur in real Cata. The tentative conclusion
that practice with consistent mapping seems to be a necessary and sufficient
condition for producing the transition ralates the technique to other theory

* and data on attention and automaticity and attescs further to its validity.

"W/L Cat. Code: 2.2.1, 3.1

Op. Behav. Gode: 1., 2., 3., 4.1

Spate m. caacity Subsidiary task Experimental Laboratory Background

Primary task Single measures
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Lorens, S. A., Jr. and Darrow, C. W. Eye movements, EEG, GSR, and EKG during
mental multiplication. Electroencephelography ard Clinical Neurophysiology,1976, 1..4, 739-746.

Physiological measures were taken for ten subjects before and during mental
multiplication tasks. Each of the ten subjrets showed a significant increase ir'
eye movement rate (EMR) during mental multiplication. These data suggest that
rapid ocular movement is a consistent concomitant of mental multiplication under
the conditions described. The increase in F.MR during mental multiplication was
not related to changes in heart rate, conductance level (CL), percent time occipital
alpha, or to the presence of a palmer galvanic skin response (PGR) following
presentation of a problem, although a tendency was observed for those individuals
with high CL's to have both PCR's and high EMR's. Records of the six subjects
scored for per cent time occipital alpha each showed a significant decrease in
occipital alpha acitivity during mental multiplication attributable primarily to
"blocking". No unique EEG wave forms were identified.

W/L Car. Code: 4.1.2, 4.1.5, 4.1.7, 4.1.10

Op. Bahav. Code: 1.1, 2., 3.

Physiological GSR Experimental Laboratory Flight simulator
EEG
Eye movement
Heart rate,

h.r. var.

Lovesey, E. i. in-fiight recording of helicopter pilot activity. Proceedings
of AGARD Conference on Studies on Pilot Workload, AGARD-CPP-217, April, 1977,
B3-1 - B3-10.

Head and hand activity patterns have been established for UK Army and Air Force

helicopter pilots under a variety of operational flight conditions using a c:ne
filming technique. A fully portable cine camera fitted with a "fish eye" or
i wide angle lens has been used to record pilots' head and hanid movements in 6
different helicopters and 2 fixed wing aircraft types during rap-of-the-earth,
low level and other flight phases. Apart from highllghtir.g problem areas in the
cockpit, thE film records show that activity patterns depend more upon the flight
profile than upon the helicopter type or the individual Filot. Subsequent film
analysis has shown that the pilot work-load tends to Incrense with decreasing
height above the ground. During nap-of-the-earth tactical flying, a pilot may
spend over a third of the time looking inside the cockpit at maps, instruments
and radios. This is precisely the time when he needs to spend the maximum time
looking outside to detect and evade potential hazards such as wires, trees, enemy
positions etc. Reasons for the apparently paradoxical behavior and the effecL
upon pilot work-load are discussed.

W/L Cat. Code: 3.1

Op. Behav. Code: 4.2

Primary task Single measure Experimental Flight test Flight simulator

Physiological Eye movement Flight test
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ttc?.ak, H. The use of simulators for testing individual mentcrl working C'ap.e1ty.
E~cnoica,1971, 14, 651-660.

The operator, who determines the functi~ona! relationship between stresij
strain, is interpreteai as the unit r~f ind:..vidua1 mental working capaci~ty..
theory of mtental stress built up with concepts from formal logic, syaes It)heoy,
and informationr i~haory ý,s presented. Th'-ee simulators of mental re#,,
constructed frou. the theoretical concept, are introduced, and attentfos*TIy ,191n
to am~easuremeiit of strair. with r~ard'ac parameters. Severe.1 concept$ 6"h
evaluation of individual mental w'orking ca-pacity are considered.

W/L Cat. Code: 3.3 2' 1.

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Primary task Math. model Convtruct None BackgroundI

LuczaI-., a~ ne. W.'~g ~I.n analysis (if heart rat:e varl.4iility. grj"C

Zroccsdinr,, from z formal definition of hear-t rate variabi:lity, somt Mte 6'dcA
ttnA tttitr1 -~chn:~ques from sampling statistics and time aeries &.ualyituf
ti~e analytical evaluation of heart rate variabilfty for ergonomics Ourpove' are

4presented cmd campar~d. The concept of sampling statistics gives a V~a~gro 0f.
heart rate variability, arrived at by combining two measures, which, Wtvit '..mea
acceording to a definite criterion. The applicabiiity of this measurio-Ii disofi5ed;

csecalywihrespect to serial correlation influences w~hen usiVng 'att 1\~~
tests Thetwu main. methods of rnpectra1 analyois-the calculpetiolk oC'tj

tzanrEcormed autocovariance function and of hermoni~c analysis-are pr :6VLs.
inlecsof intc~irolations, algorithms and physiological effects &c i~~~d
A possble masure of heart rate variability1 , cAlcu.latedby6etaeilnte,

is proposed &nd some reaults are given.

W/L at. ode: 4.1.10

Up. eha. Cde:1., 2., 4.

Physiological Heart ratez, Construct Lbrtr lgf
h. r. 'var.

Experim~ents! Flight
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Luczak, H. and Rohmert, W. Adaptation reactiono of workers in •rgonomic
field studies of information processing work potentials. l . o- ,,!!l
of Aplied Physiology, 1976, 35, 33-47. (In Gernawi.)

Adaptt;tion processes In the performance of informaticn processing tasks were
measured in tq subjects in terms of performance parameters - cycle tivite, varL icee
of cycle times, informational content of t.ime a-,d errors - and iii terms of.

phyol.olc,,SicCal strain parameters - electromyograims of ausculus .xtensor digitorum
anw muscUlus ?horbrideus, horizontal and vwrtLcal clectrcoculogram, heart rate
and heart rate variability - and are deLcribed accordilng to cype and frequency.
31,ultanetmos and successive reactlons of all measured ouantities ever the e.yuise
of the work shift and three successive days are described. They are ciaosifizd

as being due to either t'aining or emotional habituation and are dtscussed it, terms
of an experimenter-cxperimentil sltuation model.

W/L Cat. Code: 2.1.2, 3.1, 4.1.4, 4.1.7, 4.1.9, 4.1.10

Iýp. BUnav. Code: 1., 2., 3., 4.

Spare u. capaci?,- Multiple Experimental Laboratozy Fl1ght siuulatoI

PriiLmry tcaskr

Phystologicel

Fqchac, M. Mental lcad, fatigue, and recovering. Paychojte, L9',1, 6,

72-79. (In Czechoslovaklan).

This article is. concerned with The influeace of civilizatioi prok.esre• on mian,
esnreeielly vith regard to the een.sation of fa.igue. It i1 basvi on the fact
that man has learned to change the material world fir r-ore quickly than to
adapt himself to 3uch chsaupes. The problem of mental load ane fatigue are
at present at the center of attention in scle.atific researcb. The author
deals with the causes of sencatLion of fatigac and chatwcrerize6 t.Ie development
of artifici.l recovering methods.

W/L Cat. Code: 1., 2., 3., 4.

Op. Behav. Cede: 1., 2., :., 4.

Opinion It(tiprlp Co•,&-4uct Nune Background
Spare m. capacity
Primary task
Physiological
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Mad±'ro, R. r,, Sexton, G. A., Gunring, D., and Moss, R,, Total aircrew workload
3tudy fur the AMST, Volume 1, Results. Wright-Patterson Air Force Base,
Chio: Flight Dynamics Laboratory, Final Technical Report, AFFDL-TR-79-3080,
Vol. I, Frebruary, 19;9.

Thore is a growing rea1Piation vithin the USAF thet state of the art crew systems
wday allow cost affective reductions in crew complements. The preserit study
addresses the minimum crer complement required and conceptually, the crew systews
S required to suppo4 t the minim-m crew of an Advanced Medium STOL Transport (AMST)
in the accomplishment of the tactical cransport mission. The study involved the 4
simulation of a total tactical airlift mission which was flown by operational
(C-130) tactical airlift aircrews to further refine crew complement and crew
ws:'tam coiazepts cetablished in earlier mockup studies. The results of this study
iao~cata that two pilots, a loadmaster and a crew chief type additio-al crew
memler can fly the total AM•T missiou if provided with adequate state of the art
crew syztev capabilities.

W/L Cat. Cod;.- 1., 2.2.3, 3.1
Op. Behav. C~d•e: 1., 2., 3., 4.

Opinion Raring scaie Experimental Flight simulator Flight simulator
Spare w. ctpacity Questionnaire Flight test
Primary tesk Tne estimation

Single measures

Ma-kejwl.czw , L., Koradecka, D., anad Konarske, M. Retention of selected physiological
indicitors in pikes i-n the course of agricultural flights. Washington, D.C.:
National Atonautlcs and Sp e Administration, Ttchnh-al Translation IT-F-
1744I, August, 1977.

Stress on the organism of pilots maneuvering fixed-wing or rotary--wing aircraft
in crop-dusting and sowing operations, with abrupt cianges in terrain and sharp
turns required, At studied on the basis of telemetered heart rate, tremorgrama,
indications of muscle fatigue (particularly, flexor muscles of the fingers), and
response to vibrations. Comparisons are made of data for low-level flight over
even terrain and nap-of-the-earth flight over hilly terrain. Responses in fixed-
wing flight and helicopter flight are also contrasted. Criteria are proposed
for optimization of piloting conditions in this type of service.
W/L Cat. Code: 1.2, 4.1.3, 4.1.9, 4.1.10

Up. Eehav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Opinion Interviews Experimental Flight test Flight simulator
Physiological EKG Flight test .

Muscle tension,
tremor

deart rate,

h.r. var. t1
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Mashhour, M. The effect of motion on atcention in mau-machine sy, tems.
Stockholm,, Sweden: University of Stockholm, The Psychological
Laboratories, April, 1969. (AD 862 320).

Attenticm, p-rtic~ularly visual attention, is defined and t'eated in terms of
informatiorn rocttssing concepts through a consideration of the "single-channel"
hypothesis which holds that the central information processing mechanisr treats

"*.. messages (signals) one. at a time. (1) It is pointed out that the selection of
a message in the visual system is most likely to be based on factors other
than the statistical 'aature of the source (the number of alternative messages,
as defined in infcrmation theory). Among these factors are those which
activate the "orientation reactions". (2) The effect of the motion of a moving
man-machi-e system on the human operator's attention is studied on the basis
of a model where the operator is connidered as a servo-component. It is shown,
among other things, that by increasing the velocity of locomotion of such systems
(a) the sensitivity of the visual system decreases, (b) human performance for
error detection and error correction deteriorates and (c) the perceptual and
motor overloads increase. The relevance of these relationships in the design
of man-machine systems and in the analysis of accidents is emphasized. And
finally, (3) supporting data concerning engine drivers' shifts of attention
are given and comented on.

W/L Cat. Code: 2.1.1, 2.2.1, 3.1

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Spare m. capacity Subsidiary task Construct None Flight simulator

Primary task Single measures Flight test

McCauley, M. E., Kennedy, R. S., and Bittner, A. C., Jr. Development of performance
evaluation tests for environmenta' research; (PETER): time estimation test.
Proceedings of the 23rd Annual Mee ing of the Human Factors Society, Boston,
Massachusetts, October 29-November 1, 1979, 513-517.

A time estimation task was considered fGr inclusion in the Performance Evaluation ;A

Tests for Environmental Research (PETER) battery. As part of this consideration
the effects of repeated testing on the reliability of time judgments, using the
method of production, was studied. Forty trials per day were administered
individually to each of 19 subjects for 15 consecutive weekdays. Descriptive
stactistics are reported and the need for knowledge about the reliability coefficient
over repeated test administrations in the context of performance testing in
exotic environments is discussed.

W/L Cat. Code: 2.2.3, 3.1

"Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.1

Spare m. capacity Time estimation Experlmeantal Laboratory Background

Primary task Single measures
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iMDonald, L. B. and ELlis, N. C. Driver work load for various turn aadii and
speeds. In Priver performance studies: Transportation Research ;ccord 530.
Washington, D.C.: TransporLation Research Board, TRR 530, 1975, -8-30.

The need exists for a method by which a highway designer can determin., during
the design stage, whether a highway design will demand so much of a driver's
attention that there is insufficient time to look for and avoid accidents.
"One aspect of attentional demand is trackiry the lane in curves and tangent
sections. A study was done to determine (by use if a secondary task) what
percentage of a driver's attention is required to track a lane while various
curves are negotiated at various speeds. In addition, data were gathered about
how drivers control their lane position. Results indicated that lane tracking
"in a 17-deg. turn demanded 26 percent of the subject's attention at 20 mph
(32 km/h) and 42 percent at ") mph (64 km/h) and that attentional demand in the
straightaway remained around 23 percent for speeds from 40 to 80 mph (64 to 129
km/h). Lane-tracking data indicated that the median location was 5 in. (13 cm)
to the left of the lane center in straightaways, 7 in. (18 cm) to the left in
left turns, and 6 in. (1.5 cm) to the right in right turns. Distributions of
drift distances from these three median locations were also determined.

W/L Cat. Code: 2.2.1, 3.1
Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Sparfý m. capacity Subsidiary task Experimental Field Flight simulator

Primary task Single measures Flight test 4

*4j

McDonald, L.B. and Ellis, N.C. Stress threshold for drivers under various
combinations of discrete and tracking workload. Proceedings of the 19th
annual meeting of the Human Factors Society, Dallas, Texas, October, 1975,
"488-493.

Stress thresholds were detezmined for drivers under various combinations of
.- -discrete and tracking workload. The fifteen subjects in the study first

carried out a series of tracking tasks, and the workload on each difficulty level
"was measured with a secondary task. They then executed a number of disciete
tasks, and the workload on each difficulty level was measured. Various workload
levels were then combined in an effort to discover the stress threshold for
different combinations of discrete and tracking tasks. Study results indicate
that subjects are unable to simultaneously execute two tasks, each of which
occupies 50% of their attention when executed alone. A regression analysis was
performed on the data to determine what levels of tracking worki.oad can be
executed simultaneously with various levels of discrete task workload.

U/L Cat. Code: 2.2.1, 3.1
Op. Behav. Code: 2.1, 4.2

Spare m. capacity Subsidiary tash Experimental Field Flight simulator
Primary task Single measures Flight test '
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McDonnell, J. D. Pilot rating scales for the citimation and evaluation of
handling qualities. Wright-Patterson Air Fot,,-e Base, Ohio: AFFDL-TR-68-76,
December, 1976.

This document reviews existng rating scales used in estimatiig aircraft
handling qualities snd "•orklad. Based on I'ackground data a new scale is pro-
posed which more nearly im.ets the criteria o' an iater'ral scale.

WiL Cat. Code: 1.1

Op. 3e.-av. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Opinion Rating scale Construct Laboratory Flight simulator

Experimental Flight test

McFeely, T. E. Pupil diameter and the cross-adaptive critical tracking task; A
method of workload measurement. Master's thesis, Naval Postgraduate School,
Monterey, California, June, 1972. (AD 749 075).

Two new applications of established techniquec for measuring an individual's
level of stress (workicad) in tracking tasks are presented. An indirect
technique of measuring "reserve capacity" is utilized in a two-axis cross-
coupled compensatory tracking task. A direct psychophysiological measurement
is made by recoiding time histories of operator pupil diameter. Results
obtained indicate that each method yields a good index of workload, although
considerable variance in the data is obser'ed. The level of instability in t.he

second axis of the cross-adaptive method is shown to be related to the leve.L of
workload in the primary axis. Increased pupil diameter is shown to be similarly
related to operator workload. The simultaneous application of both techniques
is determined to be inappropriate.

W/L Cat. Code: 2.2.5, 3.1, 4.1.8

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Spare m. capacity Subsidiary task Experimental Laboratory Flight simulator

Primary task Single measures

Physiological Pupillary dia.

I;i
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McGrath, J. J. Temporal orientation and task performance. Goleta, California:
,!uwan Factors Research, 719-IC, January, 1969. (AD 758 909).

This rtport summarizes a three-year program of research on temporal orientation
and task performance. The objective of the program was to demonstrae the
feasibility of relating man's perception of time to his performance on the job.
Three methods of manipulating temporal orientation were used: measuring
individual differences, varying the display of time information, and altering
the physiological state of the sub4ect. Criterion tasks were signal detection,
anticipatory timing, and elemet.caiy visual perception. The results demonatrated
the feass.bility of manipulating temporal orientation as an independent variable
and demonstrated several relationships betueen these manipulations and task
performance. jii
W/L Cat. Code: 2.2.3, 3.1

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Spare m. capacity Time estimation Reviev Laboratory Background

Prim•ry task Single measures

McHugh, W. B., Brictson, C. A. and Naitoh, P. Emotional and biochemiral effects
of high work-load. Proceedings of the AGARD Conference on Simulation and
Study of High Workload Operations, AGARD-CP-346, April, 1974, A12-1 - A12-9.

A preliminar-y lon-.itudi4al _--alifnertorial study of the interrelationships of
- "biochemical, mood, biographical factors and landing performance under high work

load conditions has been carried out with U. S. Naval Aviators. Levels of eerum
cholesterol, serum uric acid, blood lactate, pyruvate, and mood assessments
were made during periods of non-flying activity and during periods of increased
cumulative workload. Uric acid values fell during moderate cuuulative workload

"£ and cholesterol values fell during high cumulative workload. Increased
variability of pyruvate and lactate were noted with increased cumulative work
load. Increased cumulative workload did not affect emotions or performance but
altered mood association patterns and altered the relationshipt of mood and
performance. Experience was correlated with performance under zero cumulative
workload condidions. Emotion correlated with performance under high cumulative
workload conditions.

j ~W/L Cat. Code: 4.2

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 3., 4.

I Physiological Mult. measures. Review Flight test Flight simulator

Flight test
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McKenzie, R. E, Assessment correlates of workload ad performance. In B. 0.
HarLtsn and R. E. McKenrie (Eds.) Suruey of methods to assess workload.
AGARD-AG-246, August, 1979, 145-159.

This paper reviews assessment correlates, with separate emphasia on workload,
performance, and strnss. The correlates can be divided int 4 several groups:
physiological correlates, psychologicai correlates, stress correlates,
paychophyaiologic correlates, and central nervous system (CNS) correlates. Eqch
group is examined with respect to specific applicable tecbniques.

W/L Cat. Code: 3.1, 4.1

Op. Berav. Code: 1., 2., 3., 4.

Primary task Multiple Review None Background

Physiological

McKenzie, R. E., Buckley, E. P., an-! Sarlanis, K. An e".ploratory study of
psychophysiological measurement as indicators of air traffic control sector
workload. In B. 0. Hartmsan and R. E. McKeniie (Eds.) Surve of methods to
assess workload. AGARD-AG-246, August, 1979, 129-133.

Thorp has hppn an ever-increasing conce-n within the Federal Aviation Agency for
the possible adverse effects of stress inherent in the ch-aracter of the work of

Air Traffic Cuntrol Specialists (ATCS). Since external, job-related measures

do no appear to offer satisfactory criteria, attention, &as been turned to lnternal

operacor-related measures in an effort to determine their usefulvess in
evaluating the stressors inherent in the work of the ATCS. This study was drsigrned
to explore the possibility that certain physiological measures could ýe telated

to some aspects of the cortroller's task, namely, workload defined ia terms of
number of aircraft (traffic dersity), and the occurrence of aircrsft conflicts.
Results of this stndy show that significant differences exist in conflict A
detection, heart r&te, and GSR for the two traffic dens itar, examined.

WIL Cat. Code: 3.1, 4.1.2, 4.1.10

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 3., 4.

Primary task Single measurei En.-piuental Simulator Flight ai. nator
Physiologicai GSR Fliý.ht test

Heart rats, -
n.r. var.
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I ~McLean,~ J.R. anid Hoffmaam, E.R. "'teerling reversals als a uieajure of driver
petformace and steering tapk t1ificultv. _Human Factors, 1975, 17,
248--256. .

•I I Stewring reversal rates, used ac 2 measure of driver performanca, are reviewed.
Thj data from two previously reported experiments, carried ou' in a co•.trolled
situation, are used to compare steering reversal, rates w:th other p.rformaace
measures. Whiie steering reversal rates correlate with other mensures of control

frequency, they do not necessarily correlate with meassares of absolute steering
performance. This result is coasistent with the view chat .requnncy characteristics
Ipro%!de L . axutau of steering task difficulty raiher than steering performance.
1The general problems of %elezt ng measures of steering performance and s~eer-inp
task difficulty are dircussed. It i. shym that, utien considering steering task
difficulty, care must be taken to differentiate between the difficulty i-zpoeed
by the task constraints, ond the factors which affect the driver's ability to
m i-I:tain & level of performance cmmensurate %irth those constrai;ts.

W/L Car. Code. 3..!
!, ", Op, Behav- Code: T., 2., 4.

" ". iwery task Single t-etpures Constru2t rield Flight simulator
* Experlmental Flight tert

ji4iLo, C. u. Wurklc'od and etypsR in Rar zra!fic conrrollers. In B. 0. Hartman
and R. E. Mc/eni,.e (Eds.) Survey of methodb to assess uorkload. A.GPRJP-AG-
246, Augi-st, 3979, !Th-14.

Data collected at 14 &-.r traffic control facilities regarding ait- traffic cntr-]Aor
(ATCS) workload and urinary str-ess indi-a-tor bormoue (SIH) excretion is r-v-'•r•d.
"The data show a iigrn'ficant relationship bet*ýen objective workloP4 meosures
(Tidio t:ra.smission time and traftic cVUr' i) and ind~rres of catecholamine excretikn,

"- Meah. epineph'ine nxcretior. by ATCSs at oix air tl-ffi. control towers rang,.ng
S.. fron very low to very high traffic nensitL y:s significantly (l- - 0.96) r1lated

to annual craffic counts a•- those towers. The sympacho-adrenonedullary axis
that prepares the organism for "fight or fligbt" deqcribed by W R. Ca.,non )i
192S apparent]y is applicable rc aI.CSs. The queatiun o' uoeerload, opt'mum load,
"and overý.oad is discussed.

"W/L Cat. Code: 3.1, 4.1.12

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 3.., 4.

rima; tk 2 tngle meaiures Experimertal 7ieeld Flight 6imulator

Physioligical Body fluid Flgh t t t
1anal.

tili
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Melton, C. E., Sal h, R. C., McKenzie, J. M., Hoffmann, S. X., ad Saldivar,
J. T. Stress in air oraf 'c controllers-effects of ARTn Ill-autocated radar
terminal eystems. Avist jn, Space, end Fnvironmental Medicine, 1976, 47,
925-930.

Physiological, biochemical, and psychological assessments of stress in air traffic
controllers were made at Los Angeles (LAX) and Oakland (OAK) Terminal Radar
Approach Control TRACON) facilities befcre and after installation of Automated
Radar Terminal Systems-Ill (ARTS-Ill). Peart rates of controllers on duty or at
rest scarcely changed from before to after ARTS-III installation. Total atress
increased at both TRACOOs, and the increase was entirely due to elevated catecholamine
excretion. Steroid excretion was significantly reduced at both facilities sftpr
AR.TS-Ill initallation. Scores on the A-State scale of the State-Trait AnxLzty
Inventorv indicated that introduction of ARTS- III had no appreciable effect on
work-related tnxiety levels of controllers. The poct-ARTS-II A-State means for
both facilities were not significantly elevated.

W/L Cat. Code: 1.t, 4.1.10, 4.1.12
Op. B3ehav. Code: 1., 2., 3., 4.

Opinion Rating scale Experimental Field Flight simulator
Physiological Heart rate, Flight test

h.r. var.
Body fluid

anal.

Melton, C. E., Smith, R. C., McKenzie, J. M., Wirks, S. M., and Silver, J. T.
Strees in air traffic personnel: low-density towers and flight services.
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma: Federal Av.-atio. Administration, FAA-AM-72-73,
September, 1977. (AD A046 826).

Stress and anxiety levels were measured in 10 air traffic control specialists
(ATCS) at two low-traffic-density cowers and in 24 flight service (FS) specialists.
Physiological measuremants consisted of heart rate and uz-ine biochemical aialysis
for 17-ketogenic steroids, eplephtine, and norepinephrine. Cn-duty arousal in
ATCS's and FS specialists ý?a-s evident both physiolgically and psychologically;
such arousal was within psychologically normal limits and was generally low
physiologically. It is concluded rhaL it is inappropriate to describe all air
traffic control work, as is commonly done in the popular press, as unusually

S• utressful..

W/7, Ca'. Code: 1.1, 4.1.3, 4.1.10, 4.1A12

Op. Behav. Code: 3., 2., 3., 4.

Opinion Rating scale Experimental Field Flight si -%t,)r
Physiological EKG

!Heart rate,
h. r. var.

Body fluid
anal.
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Merhav, S. J. and Ya'cov, 0. B. Control augatnta.tion and workload reduction by
i kineethet.ic information from the manipulator. Proceedings of the 12th Annual

l&SA-Universit! onerence on Manual Control, University of Illinois, May,1976, 361379

This paper is concerned with control augentation and workload reductior by means
of kinesthetic information provided by the manipulator. The control stick is
loaded by a torque motor and the system is so interconnect3d that it presents
complete kinesthetic input and output information from the controlled plant. Thus,
the cotitrol task involves the same kinesthaLic cues anld the low workload as in
nonlntermediary h&ndling of obje:ts. It is demonstrated that within 20 rad/sec,
vhich is the effective bandwidth in manual control, the mothod is realizable for
a large variuty of plants which may be unstable and time varying. Tracking and
regulating tests demonstrate that very substantial improvements in accuracy and
reduction in workload are obtained in comparision with ordinary isotonic, iaomorphic
or isometric manipulators. A test for the fixed set point regulation task involving
a second order plant reveals that the control force law involved is strikingly
cimilar to that of a linear regulator with "a energy constraint obeying a quedratic

i -- performance criterion. The curresponding theoretical closed loo2 transfer fur.ction
is in agreement with known linear models of thL manual neuro-muscular system.

W/L Cat. Code: 2.2.4, 3.1

Op. i.ehav. Code! 1., 2., 4,

Spare m. capacity S,'bsidiary task Experimental Laboratory Flight simulator

Primary task Single measures Flight test

Meyer, R. E. Stress and the air traffic controller. Revue de Medicine

Aeronautique et Spaciale, 1974, 13, 97-106.

The flight controller's task requires continuous vigilance, possibly for extenced
"periods without a break. A significant factor to be borne in mind is that the
individual controller has no control over his rate of work. It has been recorded
that with increasing traffic density, control.ers are able to maintain a high
performance level but that as they do, the stress level rises accordingly and the
ultimate safe tolerance 7evel becomes the limiting factor on the system. It is
"shown that this taok level is act the only serious source of stress but that other
factors such as noitle, the effects of shift work, family problems, and others
all contribute in varying degrees to the operator's workload. It must be kept
firmly in mind, however, that whatever his loading is, he must still attain the
highest degree of safety that is humanly possible.

W/L Cat. Code: 2.1.1S.

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 3., 4.

SSpare m. capacity Task cowp., Review None Background
time assess.
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Michon, J. A. A note on the measurement of perceptual motor load. Ergonomics,
1964, 1, 461-463.

This note describes & method of measuring the perceptuul motor load (PHL) of
tasks in which activity is negligible, and the input and processing of
perceptual data is the Important thing. The method involves a tapping
(interval production) task that is measured fo: reSularity. Zomparisona
are made betveen task scores And both subject and expert ratings. Agreement ]
is good.

W/L Cat. Code: 1.1, 2.1.2, 2.2.2

Op. Bahav.- Code; 1. , 2. , 4.

Opinion Rating scale Experimental Laboratory Flight simulator

Spare m. capacity Inform. theory Flight test

:3ubsidiary task

Michon, j. A. Tapping regularity as a maasure of pe~ceptual motor load.
Ergonomics, 1966, 9, 401-412.

Numerous "methods have been devised zo measure perceptual load. Unfortuvately
the concept itself is ill-defined, which makes different ppro•.chcu- practically
incrmp--r ble. The central problem is the ordering of tasks of different types.
Host methods compare tasks that diffet only in one variable, such as speed or
input/output uncertainty. There are however methods which can be applied to
a wider range ct tAsks. One such approach obscrves the timing of successive
actions: load will cause "traffic control" problems in the central nervous
system, so that Pctions will be ,xecuted in an Irregular fashlon. The use of
irregularity as a measure of perceptual load depends on the avalli.bility of a
"functional" dtacriptive system of behuviour, as opposed to current "phenomenal"
systems like those of time and motion study. A convenient aubstitute xs that
of measuring the irregularity of a subsidiary Ferformance. Key tapping was
found to satisfy certain methodological requirements. Some experiments
evaluating this method are discussed.

W/L Cat. Code: 2.2.2

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Spare n. capacity Subsidiary task Experimental Laboratory Flight simulator

Flight test
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Michon, J. A. and Doorne, H. van Equipmert note: A semi-portable
apparatus for the measurement of perce tual motor load. Egonomics,
1967, 10, 67-72.

A device is described which makes it possible to record the intervals
pro,.uced by a subject in a method for measuring perceptual motor load.
!be system ir.: specially adapted for ield work and operating under
difficelt electrical conditions.

W/L Cat. Code: 2.2.2

01. Behav. Code; 1., 2., 3., 4.

Spare m. capacity Subsidiary cask Construct Field Flight simulator

Flight test

Miller, R. G. and Rubin, R. T. Stress of aircraft carrier landings. 1.
Corticosteroid responses in Naval aviators. San Diego, California:
Navy Mediral Neuropsychiatric Research Unit, Report No. NMQNRU-70-16,

SApril, 1970.

Serum and urine cortisol levels were measured in Navy •ilots and theit l•lght
officers durine a:rIrcraft ~rYr-P1 lending p-ract.,! th 'wo,=man F/.3iet
aircraft. The pilots showed a considerably adrenal Lortical t-tress response,
the flight officers did not. The complex and danger-us taak of cprrier landing
appears to be a greater stress on tne pilot in controL of the aircraft than
on his passive partner. These findings suggest that in acute stress situations,
assigned role an6 tesponsibility may become dominant factt.r. in the hierarchy
of psycboendocrinu control of adrenal cortical responses. As a possible
reflection of central norepinephrine metabolism urine MHPG ercration was
measured in naval aetators during aircraft carrier landing practice, a complex
task and a strcas of considprable magnitude. Mean urine MHPG was significsiatly
incre&sed after both day and night carrier landings compared to a nonflying
control day. These findings suggest that there may be an accelerated metabolism
of brain norepinephrine tinder conditions of heightened arousal and concentration
compared to the normal waking state.SWL Cat. Code: 4.1.12
Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Physiological Bcdv fluid Experimental Flight test Flight simulator
anal.

Flight test
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Milord, J. T. and Perry, R. P. A methodological study of ovarlad. Journal of
General Psychology, 1977, 97, 131-137.

The purpcse of this research is to establish a methodology for studying atimulus
overload in the psychological laboratory. It is argued that to maximize the
conditions of overload in simulation, the dimensional criteria of maximal .ntensity,
maxiaal diversity, and minimal patterning must be inclided in the methodology.
In addition, it is s9xggested Lnat %he psychological pheromenon of overload be
operationally defined in terms of the individual's pefception of overload rather
than the input-output capacity of the system. ,3ollege students performed either
an overload or no overload version of a proofreading-vigilawce task, a driving-
memolly task, or a computation-interruption task. The driving-memwry task, which
was intended to be most extreme on the dimensions af In-tevsity, diversity, and
patterning, was perceived as the most overloading of the three Lxperimental tasks.
This led to the conclusion that this drivirng-memory tauk represented a substantial
improvement over existing methods.

W/L Cat. Code: 1.1, 2,2.1, 3.1
Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 3., 4.

Opinion Rating scale Experimental Laboratory Background
Spare m. capacity Subsidiary task Simulator
Primary task Single measures

"G. C. and noMa, T .... A- LO the 191 of hear

rate irregularity as a measure of mental workload in the steel industry.
London, England: British Steel Corporation, BISRA, OR/HF/25/71, August, 1971.

An experiment is reported in which heart rate was recorded while subjects
performed a mental task that was varied in "complexity" and presented in several
paced and unpaced conditions. The relationships between twelve conditions of
mental load and heart rate irregularity are discussed. Another entperiment examines
the relationship between heart rate irregularity and physical load on a bicycle
ergometer. A third experiment is reported in which subjects repeated dite same
exercises on a bicycle ergometer on 3 separate days. The results of these
experiments are discussed, with special reference to previously reported influences
of respiratory rate and depth on heart rate irregularity.

WiL Cat. Code: 4.1.3, 4.1.10, 4.1.11
Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Physiological EKG Experimental Laboratory Flight simulator
Heart rate, Flight test

h.r. vsr.
BrSa.thing anal.
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Monty, R. A. and Ruby, N•. J. Ef fcts of added sroakloud o5. compensatory
tra'kApj, for riaraxmio tCmrain Vo!.loving. & _rac'ýors, 1965, 7, 207-214.

The relative merits of preeei~tiag V0.n of rtw c.umlad signals ( 6e, the
elevator deflectiom angle. and f, the aircrafh flight-vector angle) or a
compensatory lisplay for manual control of a simulated aircraft on a terrain-
following mi.sson were examined. It was found that impoting additional work-
loads on the pilot led to a greater dccre~ent in tracking performance w2.th
the y command than with the) 8e com&.nd. Further, the workload tack £itslf
warn performed with greater proficie:ncy while tracking with the 6e command,
'Tha apparent merits of the 4e command warant further invesetia-ion.

N,/L Cut, Code: 2.2.1, •.•

Op. Behav. Code; 1., 2., 4.

Spare w. capacity Subsidiary task Experimental Laboratory Flight simulator ]
""-Primary task Singlz measures

""- Moray, N. Where is capacity limited? A curvey and a model. Acta PsXchologica,
1967, 27, 84-92.

- A model is presented for the limitations of processing Information by the human
operator which proposes that he acts not as a limited cNpacity channel with fixed
capacity, but as a limited capacity proceqsor. The toLel enparity of the bznin
can be allocated to the separate aspects of the tasks, such as recertion, recoeing,,
"emission, storing, etc. Hence from moment to moment the sizt, of the 'channel'
in the Shannon sense will appear to vary. In parttcular paralla.W proceasin0 is
possible where the total capacity Is not exceeded, and vherA. there to bigh
"compatibility. Experimiental evidence in suppor-t of the modal Is preaeri-td.

W/LA Cat. Code: 2.1.2

- Op. a3hav. Code: 1., 2.

Spare m. capacity Inform. theory Construct Laboratory Bankground {j

Experimental

I 0
I;
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Moray, N. Attentton. control, end samplivg b•iu"v~or. In T. B, Sher:,dan und
G. Jcharmsen (Edo.) Monqtori•.n ehg,,or arv su 1 ervisory ýcontrol. New Yord:
lenua, 1976, 22X-243.

tA .ritcal cervlw of atteition rnd sampling behavior is presented. The two
approaches, ccgnitive p'uychology tad •afornmation rrocessing are first reviewed.
It is then suggosted that by devuloping internal models of the haeu operator,
differences In thn tt approaches can be reconciled. One of the major problems
confr'sntlva internal model formulation is that of parameter measurement. It is
sngejead tlkat rwactral tAchbiquese are among the most ponerfvl in raremeter
6.> 4etminat oL..

:7:1:Cmt C d: 3.1., 3.3

C -p. Behtq. tCode: 1,2,4

Primary task Sin&le mcac-urea Revtiw Nont Ylight ritrtlat'r

Math. modeli-,g trnstruct

Ilorcy, N. '•odels and measures of mental workload. In N. Moray (Ed.) lneniIi'orkload: its thoty. ard mW-L,,remey't. New Yurk: Pleaiazi £tess. 1b9, r.-i.

Systemaic and ca'tefal study of the formal rqlation between normative
measures, and a corresponding empirical analysis of the interrelation of
the scores of the d-ifferent e.mprical measures (iThcludirg physiolcgical
ones) are needed. Just as each normative model gives an "Hdeal" ocore, no
"should they provide normative in•er,'o01rrtattoni,. In tnoivmous

- practical step -ould have beer tak.en if cn.a coull specify the boundary
conditica within whi h measures, moaels, and intercorrelations are effective
and can be celled on.

WiL Cat. Cede: M.3

SOp. Behav. Code: t., %e., 4.,

Primary task Nath.nodel Conetrict Nc.fe iligbt bimulAtcr
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"rd~an, B. B&, Jr, , Coates,, 0, P., iluiei, E. A., avd Kirby, R. H. The team-
I triining load so a parwuetfr of efflectiveness for collective training in 'units.

Not~olk, lrgittIA. 01.1 Dovdntan University, Performance Assessment Laboratory,
Tacha1.cal kepoict ITR-78-14, 0a~ 1978.

Phis report summarizes the results of twio groups of att-41es of team training.
Tit each of tain studie6, five subjecta worked -cogothsr as a team f or eight hours
per day over six consecutive days; euring their first 48 hours of work, eachIi t- V I~s* trafted, to r'erfocm the six tasks tiac coastitute the synthetic work
oresented with the Multiple-Task Performance Battery. The teams consisted of
different coubinationt of the ;,otal of 20 undergradua!e male volunteer subjects
to pr~ovide team-trairing loads (percentages of untraine'd tesm personnel'* vanging
froz 0 to !.00 percent in~ 2C percent steps. The data of the 1O Studies were

-- coi.nired tc pel~t dna~ys~s of the effects of te&a-training loads rangný3 fro~m
O to 100) pITCert in~ 10 V'rcent suteps, and the effecta of team-training load on
ezrd-ind mail performan,.e vftbctiveness wtre therby v~sessel.

W/L Cat.~ (ode.-I
Ork. Beahv C~od e I,s 2., 4.

IMr '17" Sin'gle measures Experim~ental L,-i.oratory Flight simulator

Flight test

3:rgaa, X. �. tr2Ui8ti; physiologo-cal datot acquisft±'an syster~. Irooks AVA,

7was: USAP School cf Aerospace Medic~he,*'SAM~-TR-'ý5-46, Dlecemb~er, 197!,.
Aninflig!Kt pysiologichl data acquisition system, for' use in recordiag sele,ýted

blome~i1.cal and envirouz'ental parameters of f~light, has recently completed final
dovelopineit. 7he systocu amploy.6 an instrumented oxygen mask whjich inputs to
sf~nal-procecotaig and recorder packzgea positionxed in conveniently aceeasibilecoki rao npceso h rwebrsatrvlvs.Tessbnt
crofi resfrcientl focetsbl conf- the rewetober' furlvly vespt. The w uuit s h
br 'ad spectrum of military cockpits atid can moui1Aor a variety of parameters,
Including acceessible lung volumes (such 83 t~idal volune, minute volume, p~r.d
forced vital capacity), ukygen consumption, ECG activity, G3, cabin pressure, an
internally generated time-code signal, and voice comunicaft-.ms. Information is
rcorded on cassettla tape zrsubsequent retrieval and analywini by grcund-based

data reduction equipment. The system is expected to prove usefuil lo estotblishing

breathing-ayetem design criter".c ancl aesessing bioavdic~l strersas c!? Right. '

Physiologi.cal Multiple Experimental Flight Cosut Flight simulator 1
Flight test

7.02.
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Morrissette, J.O., Crannell, C.W. and Switzer, S.A. Group performance under
various conditions of work load and informam-ion redundancy. Wright-Patterson
AFB, O0do: Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory, AfRL-TR-65-16, April, 1965.
(AD 615 376).

The objective of the present study were: (a) to determine the counteracting effect
of work load (W) and informational redundancy (R) on performance, and (b) to
determine the performance of groups of individuals working cooperatively with
groups of individuals working independently, under various conditions of work
load anO informational redundancy (W-R). Sex differences were also considered.

W/L Cat. Coie: 2.2.1, 3.1
Op. Behav. ,ode: 1.., 2., .. , 4.1

Spare m. capacity Subsidiary task Experimental Laboratory Background
Primary tssk Single measures

Mourant, - R. And Rockwell, T. H. Mapping eye-movement patterns to the
visual scene in driving: an exploratory study. Human Factors, 1970, 12,
81-87.

Eye movements of eight drivers were filmed as Lhe driviirs 'raveled onn alocal 1

expressway at 50 mi. per hour. Search and scan patterns of the drivers became more
compact and the center of location shifted down and to the left as the drivers
became more familiar with the route. The center of the final pattern was located
above thp right road edge marker and slightly higher than the horizon. The search
and scan patterns verified that the periphertl area of the eye is used for monitoring
lane position, other vehicles, and road sign., ao that the fovea may be directed
for a closer exaurination when the situat.tin demands ..

W/L Cat. Coie: 4.1.7

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Physiological Eye movement Experimental Field Background -

Z-II[1!
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Mulder, G. Mental load, mental effort and attention. In N. Moray (Ed.)
Mental workload: its theory and measurqtment. New York: Plenum Presp,
1979, 299-325.

This paper provides a summary of many of the widely-used techniques cf workload
estimation. Conceptually, mental workload can be compared with physical workload.
Whereas in physical workload maximum intake of oxygen is an important limiting
factor, in mental workload processing capacity is a limiting factor. To measure
mental workload secondary tasks may be used. Additionally mental work'4A may
be measu-ed by "strain", that is physiologically. Newer concepts i-'volve

T information processing models and other "internal" moD~els of humnaus.

W/L Cat. Code: 2.2, 3.3, 4.1

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2.

Spare m. capacity Multiple Review None Flight simulator

Primary task Construct

-• Physiological

Mulder, G. Sinusarrhythmia and mental work load. In N. Moray (Ed.) Mental
M woklod: t0  ald2 meaUSUremUCA. Aew York; Pi~eau Press, 1979,

327-343.

Sinusarrhythmia has been associated with respiration. In the last decade insight
has beer obtained into the mechanisms underlying this phenomenon. Spectral

" r" analysis has been applied and reveals the different mechanisms involved. Ibits

paper reviews and integrates the present state of knowledge of sinusarrhythmia
and its relationship to certain classes of mentla workload.

W/L Cat. Code: 4.1.3, 4,.1,0, 4.1.11

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2.

. Physiological Heart rate, Review None Flight simulator
h.r. variability

Blood pressure Flight test
Breathing analysis
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Mulder, G. and M*ilder-Hajonides van der Meulen, W. R. E. H. Mental load cnd
the measurement of heart rate variability. Ergonomics, 1973, 16, 69-83.

A number of studies concerning heart rate variability and mental load are
reviewed. It is concluded that in paced choice reaction tasks the number of
reversal points in the cardiotachogram is the most sensitive measure of the
load of the task. This measure was strongly correlated with respiration.
Spectral analysis of heart rate variability revealed the exietence of a
frequency component at about O10 Hz, a respiration frequency and sometimes
a task frequency. In a rumber of tasks the respiration frequency increased,
and the amplitude of energy in the lower frequencies decreased (i.e., there
was a decrease in heart rate variability).

W/L Cat. Code, 4.1.3, 4.1.10, 4.1.11

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Physiological EKG Construct Laboratory Flight simulator

Heart rate, Experimental Flight test
h.r. var.

Breathing anal.

Murphy, J.V. and Gurman, B.S. The integrated cockpit procedure for identifying
control and display requirements of aircraft in advanced time periods.
Proceedings of the AGARD Conference on Guidance and Control Displays,
AGARD-CP-96, 4-1 - 4-7. (AD 739 779).

The Integrated Cockpit Research Procedure (ICRP) was used to define cockpit
control and display requirements for the next generation utility transport
helicopter. A control and display requirewents analysis was conducted based upon
the derivation of specific functions necessary for accomplishing four spectfted
missions. In turn, control/display mechanization "as derived from specific
mission functions. A Time-Based Load Analysis (TBLA) i.as used as an evaluation
tool to provide a quantitative irdex of operator load. A Load Analysis was
Performed utilizing computer processing techniques to m'ake task adju'stmea:Its in
real time. The technique also provided an analysis of contingency situations
and denoted overload conditions that occurred. The hard copy mock-up was a full-
scale cockpit shell in which the alternative mission control/display configurations
could be illustrated.

W/L Cat. Code: 2.1.1
Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 3., 4.

Spare m. capacity ,ask comp., Construct None Flight simulator
time assess.

Zo5
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1 Murphy, M. R. Coordinated crew pertsrmane in coume*cial aircraft operitions.
P-iceedings of the 21st Aniual Meeting of the Human F.actors Societ, San,5 Francisco, Cailfornia, October, 1978, 4 x6 -470.

A critical need for an improved system of codIng anrd anelyzing crew member
interaction is identified and a speeific methodology suggested. The complexity
and lack oi precir.ion of many crew and task varialLJ &-.iggest the ut~Ility of
fuzzy linguistic techniqu6s for modeling a:-d computer simulatin of the trew
performance process. Other research methodoIoG!es and conopzarr that have
promise for increasing the efficacy of research on crew pex'rntmoct are
ident ifiled.

W/L Cat. Code: 3.3.

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 3., 4.

Primary task Math.model Construct None Background

Murphy, M. R. Analysis of eighty-four commercial aviation incidcnts: implications
"f"or a resource management approach to crew training. Proceedings of the 1980
r-..ZI Relia;li2ty a1n ::et4*e:l:, 1it S.vm•n:litm.•ara Francisco: California.
June, 1980.

A resource management approach to air crew performance is defined and utilixed

"in structuring an analysis of 84 exemplary incidents from the NASA kviation Safety
. ~Reporting System. The distributions of enabling and recovery fac.tors between &ne

within five analytic categories suggest that resource .mnagement trainix. be
-- concentrated on: 1) interpersonal communications, with Air Traffic Coot~rol (ATC)

information of major concern; 2) task management, mainly setting priorities and
"" ~appropriately allocating tasks under varying workload levels; 3) planning, Loordina-

tion, and decisionmaking soncernied w:.•.h pre-erting aid re•,overin', from potentially
unsafe situai:ions in certain aircraft mawneuars. Proble% solving and leadeiothip
skills we• a implicated as factors, in a sufficient number of incidents to require L
further study. Leadership, sotial skills, and role-irsue effects may be vmder-
"repot'ted in voluntarily submitted incident data; zoore systematic study is re-
commended. Some problem areas are identified for which design changes are
apparently in order, particularly the ATC ..nterface.

W/L Cat. Code: 2.1.1, 4.1 J

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 3., 4.

Spare m. capacity Task 'tomp.. Construct F3.ela Background
time assess. ExperimentalPrimary t~sk Sin21e measur'es
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ý%rphy, M.R., McGee, L.A., Palmer, E.A., Paulk, C.U. and Wompe, T.E.
S.aul.atcr avaluation of three situttion and g3aa *st J1splao Wyn V/5/soL
zero/zero landings. ýroctedingo of the 10th Annual NASA-University Conference
or-mual Control, WlighL-Pi.ttrsoll AFB, Ohio, April 9-11, 1974.

A simulator study was conduc te" to compar-e and evaluate design features of 3
electroni.c displ,-ys for potent..al application to V/STOL zero-zero landings,
the RAE proposed combined transition display, the Saab perspective display, &.-'Id
the Teldix hover display. Objective measures were obtained of tracking
performance, attitude variability, cnd control activity and were analyzed by
an analysis of variance. Pilot opinion was also obtained. It wao concluded
that (1) the RAE display is less effective than the Saab or Teldix displays
for localizer tracki.ng, (2) pilot workload, as indicated by rus variability
measures, wus lowest with the Saab display and highest with the Tel dix display,
(3) time to capture was shortest with the Teldix display and longest with the

RAE display, (4) e.ýtensive ecitral clutter on the Teldix display probably
resulted in its being given the lowest pilot oplJnion rating, and (5) pilot

opinion favoring the RAE display ov•er the Saab display was at variance with
objective performance measures.

W/L Caz. Code: 1.4, 5.1
Op kehav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Opinior, QuestJicnnaire ExpeTimental Flight simulator Flight s9:Lzulator
Prioary task. Single measures Flight tesa.

Murrell, J. F. ki.ot's assessment of their c,)ckvt ePvironment. Zn Problems
of the Cickpic tnvirozuant, A(;..RD Conference Proieedings No. 55, March,
1.9C 17-=71 -I-gKfl 3.'9Y

Assessment by the user pil~t is on '1mpo:rtant source of iufomaticn re to • t-
efficiency of tlirraft Cloplay ane c...trol svncers. Much -Information can be
gainsd and reduced ti quentitati-.' f.or by ,oc cf open-ende" questiovn. Ini
the study reported, 229 clvillat airline pilots represent'n?, nir• dilierent
aircraft typas, risponrde, to five open- nded questions about derigig and
liyo'it of their coc.'pt, Pilots :Iylyai different types of aircraft agreeed Ll
in tha ftequency o! th:.,- com.en, s and crtticL..ns. They mcL. often criticided
Lheir radio and ,!avigatioi &t.C. Application of tt-se revults xs discxured,

W/L Cat. Code: 1.2

Op. B;bav. Code: 1., 2., 3., 4.

Opinion 4uestiov,,aire Experiaent3,l light test Flight silulater
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Nagnraja Rao, *. X. and Griffin, N. J. Secondcry task perfor~ance ut
hel!copter pilots 6%,ing low-leqel flight. University of Southr-pton,
Institute o." Sound and Vibration Research, Report No, 2'"VR-TR-54,
December, 1971.

An inventigation has been T.ade into the charges in pe-formance ar & complex
rection time teak duvint helicopler fli&h~t. The two-choice .zea*ction time

I task employed required reopcnsetý to a continuoup tone and a similar tont
pulsed with a 6 Hz repetftion frevuency. Eight pi!:=.w flew two-hour flights
consisting of 15 rinutrQ at lO) ft., 90 minutes at 100 ft. and a fUrther
15 minutes at WOO0 ft. The task wah presented at an average interval of one
and a half minutes throughout the two-hour period.
WIL Cat. Code: 2.2.1

Op. Behav. Code,: 4.2

T Spart m. capacity Subsidiarj task Expermrxen'al Flight tesc Flight simulator

Flight test

.,&.kamura, M, Okaue, H., and Hari, H. The change of heait. -ste during r-ntal
'-ork. Tokyo, Japan: Japan Air Self 1efense Force, Aeromtoiical Laboratory
"Reports, 1974, 14, 181-190. (In Japanee.;)

Eperiments were performed to eveluate thn change' of leart rate during menrat
. work. Two cases of heart rate w*-ze tested: one at the tim6 of resea:Lh pre-

sente.tio•; the other of personal behavior under the anxiety st.aes. Tle following
"resulrt *era obtained: a rapid Increase in heart rate was observed when the A
experiment began, with the rate decreasing Immediately afta-r it was finished.
When the method of systematic desensitization was administered, the heart rite
increment was observed along with muscle tension, The heart rate is affe.ted
by emotions, but by training, it is possible tifat the change of heart rate can be
reduced gradually. It is possible that anxiety can be suppressed by controlling V
one's own heart rate.

W/L Cat. Code: 4.1.9, 4.1.10 '4

Op. Behav. Codei 1., 2.,

Physiologi-a1 Muscle tension Experimental Laboratory Flight simulator

Heart rate,
,, ~h.r. var.
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NASh-Am!.. Research Center. Sarnndary task for full fiight simultion incorporating
tasks .hat commonly cause f lot error: Time estimiation. Moffett trield,
California. NASA-TM-X-74153, October, 1975.

The 9b,i itive of this joint research program was to provide human fantors
investigators with an unobtrusive and minimally loading additional task that
is sensitive to diiferonces in flying condition3 and flight instrumentation
associated with the main task of piloting an aircraft simulator. The
*Jditional task under inves.igztlon was time estimation, an activity
occasionally performed by pilots during actual flight. Previous researcn
indicated that the duration and consistency of time estimates is associated
with the cognitive, perceptual, and motor loads imposed by concurrent simple
task-z. The present research was aimed at clarifying the relationship between
tha length and variability of time estimetes and concurrent task variables
under a more complex situation involving simulated flight.

W/L Cat. Code: 2.2.3

Cp. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 3., 4.

Spare m. capacity Time estimation Experimental Flight simulator Flight simulator

Flight test

Nataupsky, M., Schwank, J. C. H., Grigge, E. B., McKay, K. E., Jr., and

Schml.dt, S. D. Effect of pretraining critt--rion on flight simulator and
secondary cognitive task performance. Prt. edings of the 23rd Annual
&ee tinp of tho Human Factors Societ'y, Boston, Massachusetts, 3ctober 29-

No1-viamber" 'A , 1.97, 305-309.

Twenty-eight cadets were trained in a flight simulator under one of four

experiu ntal groups. The groups were defined first by having heading information
either pro-vided by the normal heading indicatir or by peripheral lights wnd
second by their being trained on either a 5' or a 10' heading deviation criterion.
All cadets were subjected to four levels of a secondary cognitive task plus a
control condition. There were no o.gnificant differences for either the main
effect of heading indicator type or criterion level of training. The main effect
of cognitive task difficulty level was significant for most measures. In addition,
the heading indicator type by training criterion level interaction produced
significant differences. The study seems to indicate that tra.,aing criteria are
important independent variables in complex psychomotor/cognitive flight simulator
tasks.

wl:. rit. Code: 2.2.1, 3.1

.Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Spare m. capacity Subsidiary task Experimental Flight simulator Flight simulator

Primary task Single measures Flight test
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hNavon, D. and Gopher, D. On the economy of the human proceisiag systes.: A model of
multiple capacity. Haifa, Israel: Technion Technical. Report AFOSR-77-1, 1977.
(AD A059 575),

in approach tt human p.rformance wvich is hased on econca. ,m concepts is proposed.
j This approach hinges on the idea that the human processinj system hek a number if

mechaTisms each having its own capacity. Thost capacitien coin it a.y moment be
allocated among several processes, Since tasks may dilfer with respect to the
types of mechunisme they call for and the deuiac.is ttey pose for the use of those
Pechanisma, it is ar ued that the hope to find iingle measuras for system capacity
and mental load may be groundless. Different pairs of time-shared tasks may

T conflict with each other to a variable degree, which is difficult to predict without
knowing the overlap in their demand for varioue mechanisms. The amount and specific
nature of trade-off between time-shared tasks can be displayed by means of performance
operating cha-acteristics. The effe.cts uf a numbex of properties of the syetcm and
of the tasks otL the shape and interpretation of performance operating characteristics
are discuss5d. The analysis in this p&per also serves to el.ucidate the notion of
resourc:es brought forward by previous authors, to elaborate on ýhe distinction
between demand for and supply of rcsources, to discuss possi.b•• interactions between
the effects of supply of resources and situation parameters on performance, and to

conjecture about the way by which allocation policy depends on the value of outcomes
of different allocations. Finally, relevant eupirical evidence and implications
for further research are discunsed.

W/. Cat. Code: 3.3""Op. Behav. Code: 2.0

Primary task Hath.model Construct None Flight simulator

"Fiight test

Navon, D. and Gopher, D. Tasal, difficulty resources and dual task performance.
Attantion and Performance VIII. Hillsdale, Ner' Jersey: L4awrence Erlbaum
and Assoc., 1979. (In press.)

If the processiug system is viewed as comprised of a number of mechanisms each
"haviri its own capacity, which may be considered as a separate resource, then
a difficulty manipulation may affect differentially the use of each of those
capacities. If in a dual-task: situation a manipulation of the difficulty of
one task affects the use of a mechanism which is Hot required by the other task,
processing of the latter may remain intact under iome circumstances. To 2-t a
complete picture of how difficulty affects dual-tatsk prformance, it is propoaed
to manipulate tesk preferences as well as difficulty parameters and to present
their joint effect tly families of POCs. An application of this methodology to
the study of pursuit tracking is briefly described and interpreted in terms of
multiple resources.

W/L Cat. Code: 2.2.2, 3.1
"Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Spare m. capacity Subsidiary 1ask Construct .aboratory Background

Primary task Single meaburss Experimental
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Nogoescu, R. Validit;y and liCitations of talemtric evaluations of mental

load. Paper preaewted r.t the 7th Congress of the InternationAl Fr!!,nm-_acj

Aq_.'c!*_tion, V1sr.aw, oi&mnd, August 27-31, 1979.

This pa~er is a persolAl v.,w of the current status ef telemetric measurement

of electrophysiologict ý para~sters for the ergonoynic assessment of perceptual
and.mental strain. DMfining the optimi set if parameters may allow one to

establIsh the reoltiv,- importance of alteruative telemetric methods for n )me of

tha more important, isodels of informational workload. To this end we investigated

phjsiological respoue*s .4n an experimental simulati:i' of: (a) o!titm'• informational

load; and (b) sub-cptim%% load (monotony). Ar&um~nts are advanced for the prime

importance 3f heart rate wd heart rate variability in ý,pti.•mt load measurement,

as well as for the unefuSfl-3L of plethysmography and eleci.ro',icephalography in

studies of monwoious work.

W/L Cat. Code: 4.1.3, 4.1.5, 4.1.10

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2.

Physiological EKG Exporimental Laboratory Background
EEG
Heart race,

h.r. var.

Nicholson, A. N. Aircrew workload durirn the approach and landing.

AeronautLcal Journal, 1973, 77, 286-'.9.

The workload 0!ztr ; the approach and landing which is like'.y to be

experienced by &A~y airline pilot operating worldwide routes is analyzed.

The operational procedures of the flight deck involved in the study

conform to those used by the majority of international carriers. The

workload during each letdown was assessed by the pilot. Thae individual
factors which influenced the workload assessment were the technical

serviceability of the aircraft and effteiemcy of the control procedures.

it appears that factors amenable to correction t.re likely to be responsible

for much of the high workload situations in civil transport cperations.

W/L Cat. Code: 1.2, 2.1.1

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 3.4.

Opinion Questionnaire Experimental Flight test Flight simulato'T

Spare m. capacity Task coup., Flight test

time assess.

i
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Nicholson, A. N., Hill, L. E.., Borland, R. G., and Krzanowski, W. J.
Influence cf workload on the neurological state of a pilot during the
approach and landing. Aerospace Medicine, 1973, 44, 146-152.

I The workload of a pilot during the let down of a Boeing 707 was modifled by
coupling the aircraft to the ILS localizer and glide slope path (coupled
approach) or by increasl.ng the participation of the co-pilot in the handling
of the aircraft (shared approach). The electrocardiogram of the pilot was
recorded during the let down and finger tramor was recorded after landing.
The operational significance of these studies is d.scussed.

w/L Cat. Code: 4.1.3, 4.1.9

* Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Physiological EYC Experimental Flight test Flight simulator

"Muscle tenpion, Flight test
trem r

Noble, M. and Trumbo, D. The organization of skilled response. Organizational
"Behavior and Human Performance, 1967, 2, 1-25,

A series of experiments cor-cerne-1 with the ways in which responses become
-- organized is discussed, The principle parameter in most studies was

stimulus coherence, and tracking tasks were used as a vehicle because
graded responses permit detailed and fine-grained analyses. Both spatial
and temporal coherence are used in response organization, and type of
response strategy varys with degree of stimulus coherence. The effects
of secondary tasks, sequence length and task ccding were also examined.

W/L Cat. Code: 2.2

Op. Bebav. Code: i., 2., 4.

Spare m. capacity Subsidiary tack Experimental Laboratory Backgroui0

vie
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Noel, C. E. Pupil diameter versus task layout. Master's thesis, Naval
Postgraduate School, Monterey, California, Saptember, 1974. (AD 787 375).

Using pupil size as an indirect measure of mental activity, this experiment
invescigated a spatially compatible and non-compatible forced choice task.
It was found subjects covld process a higher presentation rate in the compatible
layout than in the non-compatible layout without going into an overload
condition. Also, when subjects were already In a pupil constricted condition 4
(overloaded) in a non-compatible arrangement, it was found the constriction
could be sigrificantly reduced by switching to a compatible arrangement.

W/L Cat. Code: 4.1.8, 3.1

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Physiological Pupillary dia. Experimental Laboratory Flight simulator
Primary task Single measures

iI

Norman, D. A. and Babrow, D. G. On data-limited and resource limited processes.
Cognitiv~e sy2choloa, 1975, 7, 44-64.

This paper analyzes the effect on performance when several active processes
compete for limited processing resources. The principles discussed show thar

_onc,,sin bouL the interactions among psychological processes must be made
with caution, and some existing assumptions may be unwarrapted. When two (or
more) processes use the same resources at the same time, they may both interfere
with one another, neither may interfere with the other, or one may interfere with
a second without any interference from the second process to the first. The
important principles are that a process can be limited in tis performance either
by limits in the amount of available processing resources (such as memory or
processing effort) or by limits in the quality of the data available to it.
Competition among processes can affect a resource-limited process, but not a
data-limited one. A number of experiments from the psychological literati-re
are txamined according to these processing principles, resulting in some W.
interpretations of interactions among competing psychological processes.

W/L Cat. Code: 2.2, 3.1

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 3., 4.

Spare m. capacity Subsidiary task Review Laboratory Background [

Primary task Single measureL. Construct
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North, R.A. Task components and demands as factors in dual-task perfor=4nan.
Savoy, ll'inois: University of Illinois at Urbane-Champaign, ARL-77-2/
AFOSR-77-2, January, 1977.

This study explored the effects of interference between casks as related to
their specific functional requirements &nd under changing priorities. Fourtasks were performed &ingly and in all pairwise combinations to compare their
mutual interference levels. The tasks were one-dimensional compensatory
tracking, and three self-paced keyboard response tasks, one requiring a
transformation by categorizing, one requiring storing and responding with the
previous stimulus, and one requiring no intervening activity between stimulus
recognition and response. Tracking paired with any of the three keyboard tasks
was least interfering, tracking and tracking was moderately interfering, and
keyboard/keyboard combinations the most interfering, suggesting thaz qualitatively
dissimilar tasks are performed better than functionally siiitar tasks. The
keyboard task requiring continuous storing and respoase. tt- the previous stimulus
"was highly disruptive when paired with other keyboard te.sis, end showed little
evidence of interweaving with them while the tranzi-iimation kIyboard task was
not as disruptive and could be interweaved with itself or the simple kerboard
task. The manipulation of dual-task demands producee expected changes In
performance in nearly all task corabiiatioas, but was stronges• in t=acking/trac'ing
"end certain keyboard/keyboard combinations.
W/L Cat. Code. 2.2,1, 2.2.2
Op. Behav. Code: 1.1, 2.1, 4.2

Spare m. capacity Subsidiary cask Experim'vital Laboratory FXlight simulator

North, R. A. and Gopher, D. M-easures of attention as predictors of flight
performance. Human Factors, 1976, 18, 1-14.

A new technique for measuring individual differences in basic attentior
capabilities and the validity of these differences in predicting success in
flight training were investigated. The testing system include4 & digit-
processing, reaction-time task and e one-dimensional compensatory tracking

* .task. Comparisons were made between separate and concurrent performances
of these tasks, with both equal and shifting task priorities. Adaptive
techniques were employed to obtain maximum performance levels fnr each
subject in the single-task condition and to maintain dual-task difficulty
"within subjects. Consistent individual differences in basic attention

*. capabilities were observed and several dimensions of attention capabilities
are suggested. A preliminary validation study compa, red scores fror flight
instructors and student pilots. In addition, the student sýmple was
dichotomized based on performance in training. Tthere were reliable
"differences for both groups on dual-task performance efficiency.

W/L Cat. Code: 2.2.1, 2.2,2, 3.1

Op. Behav. Code: 2.1, 4.2

Spare m. capacity Subsidiary task Experimental Laboratory Flight simulator

Primary task Single maasures
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Sr,. •, Wnd Grqffun(Mv, K. Pvluatlan of A pil•t worklozd me-r•c for
si~io4*te'4 VTOi imding tAshet' l~zV* iJqxg of Jhe23t4Annw'i1, Keetin& of V
tha 'R.wi Factors Society, Boston, Haseach.;wetts, october 29-Uovrer I,

A nthodologier.1 jppr"ach to 'eakturiug workload was inv/stigated for evaluarn LI
of uew c-n!ept& in VTOL airrraft displays.,' Multivaritte Oiscriminant functiuots
were formid Zr,ýk cunverstional flight' peP.formsnce and/or vtour respim.sn varlbl'.e3
to maximize detiietion of experimentel differences. The fiight perfoziance variable
discriminant showed UaxXimum differentiation betm.en crosewin i cond-.ti.ovs. The
visual response measure discriminant maximized differences between fixed vs. tootior_
bace conditions and experimental displays. PhysiologLca', variables were use',I
to attempt to predict. the discrimin~nt function values for each jubact/con4itord
trial. The weights of t',,e physiological variables In these eeuations showed
agreement with previous studies. High muscle tensafrn l.ixh but irregular
breathing patterns, and higher heart rate with low amplitude all produeed higher
scores on this scale and thu, represented higher scores on thic scale and thus,. -
represented higher workload levels.

W/L Cat. Code: 1.1, 3.2, 4.1.3, 4.1.4, 4.1,7, 4.1.8, 4.3.9, 4.1.10, 4,1.14, 4.2
('p. Behav. Code: 1.,, 2., 4. '1
Opinion Multiple Eilierimental Flight si'-.,ilator Flight limulAtor
Primary task Flight te~t IPhysiological !

Noyer, A. Mental fatigue and palmar skin reeistaiuce. Travail dumari• , 1971,

Z34, 289-298. (In French).

The palmar skin resistance was measured in eleven subjects during a prelonged
perle'1 of meintsl overload (experiment 1), and then during a period of ptrtial
muerntal rest (experiment il). The mean palmar skin resistance at the end of
experiment 1 was lower than at the end of experiment ii. This difference was
found In the majority of subjects--the significance being shown b~st in uubjects
where the initial levels were similar for both experimeuts. Tnh palmar
resistance thus seens able to discriminate two inental activities of differing
intensities. It is suggested thac this method be used in the recognition of
mental fatigue. The phenomenon of the individuality of the responses could
be confirmed.

W/L Cat. Code: 4.1.2

Op. Behav. Code: 2.1

Physiological GSR Experimental Laboratory Flight simulator
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Och, G. lime budget eo a criterion for the workload of a.ir traffic controller.
SMunich, West Germany: Hesserschmldt-Boe'lkou G.m.b.H.

'A timn• optimization method for evaluating the capacity of air traffic controllers
is presented. As within a giveii time interval, only a limited number of minutes
can be used for active control, the time coswumption for the control of various
flight phasea was .mavured anti used to calculate the atmber of flights whf.-.h could
be controllee during this ýnterval. ,t capacity profile for the entire air space
of the Fedeor*l Rep-iblic of Gerum&iy was constituted fro'm charat-teristic traffic
patteras ottainad for eaci' control sector.

WIL Cat, Code: 2.1.1, 3.1

O a, 1-a,,. Code: 1., 2., 3., 4.

Spare m. capacIty Task comp?, Construct Field Flight simulator
tizae asness.

Primnary tiask Sinale measures Expersiuental

O'Connor, •l. F. and Buede, B. M. The application of decision analytic techniques
to rn's test and evaluation phxse of the acquisition of a major air system.
McLean, Virginia: recisicns and Devigns, Te--tnical. Report 77-3, April, 1977.

The purpse of thaA effgrt has been to explore the feasibility of apply-.ng
decision enelytic techniques to the test and evaluation phase of the acquisition
of a major weapon~s system. The proposed response to this need is a computerized
system, implemenLed on awa IEN1 3100, wh•.ch ..o.talrns the Lest and evaluation
information appropriately prioritit.,ed. To ocllhleve this goal, two main tasks
must be accumpl.ishe&. One is ti deieý.o1,,aer.t of a hierarchical. evaluation
scrccture vhtzh relates all the tese ani evaluation information to missions of
the FIB. An initial. structure has been deiveloped for i:he controller of aircraft
role for the fighter version of the F18, and this structure hes bezn implemented
on the LEM 5130 portable computer,, To use such a structurer it is

necessary to develop a mea.ainful ratint scale ou which to ratc' the aircraft
with respect to these tasks. Two mas}, r considerations are _nvolved--pilot
workload and system effecti,,eneer.

W/L Cat. Code: 1.1

Op. Behav. Code: 2.1, 2.r

Opiri, on Rating scale Construct Iaboratozy Flight &'.mulator
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O'Donnell, R. D. Secondary task assessment of cognitive workload in alternative
cockpit configurations. Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio: Aerospace Medical
Research Laboratory, AMRL-TR-75-49, 1975. (AGARD-CPP-181).

New developments in cockpit design may introduce significantly greater cognitive
demand on the crew member. Yet few measurement techniques exist which are able
to provide an objective, reliable estimate of the workload introduced by these
new systems. New approaches are therefore required. In a series of pilot,
studies, traditional secondary-task reserve capacity concepts were modified to
be used at sub-maximal levels of workload. A primary flight simulation was
performed simultaneously with the item recognition task proposed by Sternberg.
This task was chosen because the intercept and slope functions of the memory-
load/reaction time function appear to assess independently cognitive and sensory-
motor workload. Results indicated the secondary task shows reliable and consistent
changes with variations in workload, and appears promising as an objective measure
of higher mental functions. Auditory and visual versions have been constructed,
and further validation studies are being carried out.

W/L Cat. Code: 2.2.1, 3.1
Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 3., 4.

Spare m. capacity Subsidiary task Experimental Flight simulator Flight simulator

Primary task Single measures Flight test

I

O'Donnell, R. D. Secondary task assessment of cognitive workload in Alternative
cockpit configurations. In B.O. Hlartman (Ed.) Higher Mental Functioning-in

Operational Environments_, AGARD Conference Proceedings No. 181, April, 1976,
C-10. (AD A025 663).

New developments ia cockpit design may introduce significantly greater cognitive
demand on the c-ew member. Yet few measurement techniques exist whicih are able
to provide an objective, reliable estimate of the workload introduced by these

new systems. New approaches are therefore required. In a series of pilot studies,
traditional secondary-task reserve capacity concepts were modified to be used at
sub-maximal levels of workload. A primary flight simulation was performed
simultaneously with the item recognition task proposed by Sternberg. This task

was chosen because the intercept and slope functions of the memory-load/reaction
time function appear tc assess independently cognitive and sensory-motor workload.
Results indicated the secondary task shows reliable and consistent changes with
variations in workload, and appears promising as an objective measure of higher
mental functions. Auditory and visual versions have been constructed, and further
validation studies are being carried out.

W/L Cat, Code: 2.2.1, 3.1

Op. Betav. Code: 1., 2., 3., 4.

Spare m. capacity Subsidiary task Experimental Flight simulator Flight simulator

Primary task Single measure3 Flight test
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O'Donnell, R.D. and Spicuzza, R.J. Pilot peitormance assessment in systems using
integrated digital avionice. Proceedings of the 46th Annual Meeting of the5Aerospace Medical Association, San Francisco, California, 1975.

An attempt has been made to develop new methodological approaches to the assess-
ment of skills which will be required in advanced systems. The overall approach
involved development of secondary tasks which the operator was required to
perform along with a primary flying task. Well established psychom3tor tasks,
and tests oi cognitive function which have bcen used in non-applied settings,
were explored for their potential value as components of an overall secondary
task battery. The simulator chosen for the early phases of this program was driven
by the Human Engineering Systams Simulator (IBM 360-40) and used some of the

T dynamics of the lightweight fighter aircraft. The subject was instructed to fly
a particular mission segment lasting from one to five minutes. During that time
he was also required to perform one of four secondary tasks. The computer sur-
veyed the status of all systems and determined the degree of error from required
flight parameters. These deviations were integrated in a weighted formula to
arrive at a single score which summarized the subject's ability to fly that mission

for a particular amount of time with a particular secondary task. This evaluation,
combined with manipulation of the actual workload, provided a stable base for
evaluating the meanivng of changes insecondary tasks during performance of
particular primary tasks.

WW/L Cat. Code: 2.2.1, 2.2.2, 3.2
Op Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.
"Spare m. capacity Subsidiary task Review Flight simulator Flight simulator

-~ •- Primar- task Mul,. meas•re. E.verimenta! Wi Ieh- f-l

Offenloch, K. Neurophysiological assessment of functional states of the
brain. Proceedings of the AGARD Conference on Methods to Assess Workload,
AGARD-CP-216, April, 1977, A1O-1 - A1O-4.

U"

-. Neurophysiological methods are used to assess functional states of the brain
with precision that surpasses that of classical pbychological methods. Not only
neurological syndromes, but also slight changes on the vigilance scale as well as
functional changes associated with cognitive and intellectual functions can be

"-° correlated with the electrical activity of the brain ani hereby be objectively
determined.

W/L Cat. Code: 3.1, 4.1.5

-= Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Primary task Single measures Construct Laboratory Background

Physiological EEG ExperimentalI
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Oh• n, 0G. D., Levine, J. M., and Eisner, E. J. Merasurement of workload by'
secondary tasks. Human Factors, 1979, 21, 529-548.

The post-1965 literature on the ua of seco.&dn$ tasks in the assessment of
operator workload was surveyed. Twelve clmssee of tasks were identified; the
most frequently used were choice reaction time. ,emory, monitoring, and tracking,
The literature review did not suggest a single beet task or class of tasks 'or the
measurement of workload. Limitations in using secondary tasks are discussed,
and directions for future research are presented.

W/L Cat. Code: 2.2

Op. Behav. Code: 1.,9. 2., 3., 4. i

Spare m. capacity Subsidiary task Review None Flight simulator

Flight test

Ohhara, S. Changes of tracking performance, respiration, and heart rate
duri-- -xperimentally induced anxiety. Japan Air Self Defense Force,
Aert .Acal Laboratory Reports, 1970, 11, 198-205. (In ."panese).

Changes caused by unexpected noise stress and anticipated e-'ychic stress on
tra('- performance, respiration and heart rate were investigated. The main
rest, *btained are: (1) in general, unexpected noise stress atfected per-
format r more strongly than anticipated psychic stress; (2) it took 1 sec to
recove rom the increased heart rate caused by unexpected stimulation; (3)
tracking performance was arrested after 0.4 to 0.8 sac following stimulation;
and (4) it took 0.8 to 2.4 sec to recover from this block.

W/L Cat. Lide: 4.1.10, 4.1.11

Op Behav. •..ode: 1., 2., 3., 4.

Primary task Single measures Experimental Laboratory Flight simulator
Physiological Heart rate, Flight test

h.r. var.
Breathing anal.
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Older, H. J. and .enuay, L. L. Psychological -itrese 2e ;trePe4tt through voice
cutput analrsis. Alexandria, Virginia: Thp Planar Corporation, Coxftract3 HAS 9-14146, M&rch, lý'5.

Audio tape recordings of selected Skylab coumunications w.re processed by the
: sychological Stress Rvaluatur (PSh) manufactured by Dektot_ Counterintelligence
and "ecurity, Inc., Springfield, Virgin:.. Strip-.Žhart tracings were read
"bline" and scores were assigned based tn -harsteristics reported by the
Ianumacturer to indicate psychological stress. These scores were analyzed, for
their emp$rical relationships with operational variables in Skylab Juled to
represeut varying degrees of situational strss. Although some -tatlsticR11y
significant relationships were found, the teclmique was not judged to be
s ufficiently predictive to w&rrant its use in assessing the de~iee of
psychological stress of crest memLers ia future space missiona.

W/L Cat. Code: 3.1, 4.3

Op. Bebav. Code: I., 2., 3., 4. V
-7 Primary task Single measures Experimental Flight test Flight simu.a•.o.

Physiological Speech patt. Flight test
. anal.

Olson, B. A. Display and control requirements study for a V/STUL tactical
aircraft. Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio: USAF Flight Dynamics Laboratory,
APFDL-TR-66-114, December, 1966.

A study of the disph'Ay/control requirements for a tactical V/STOL al.rcxaft
wa3 conducted using analytical and simulation techniques. Workload levels
were calculated by the discoixtinuous control analysis tecbnique for the
V/STOL crews discrete t".sks. Pilot workload levels were empirically
established for level aerodynamic flight, transition to hover, aid landing
from hover. Three landing display formats, two manual control modes, three
thrust-to-weight ratios and three wind conditions were evaluated. A landing
display format was developed -.hat was demonstrate6 to be feasible for
operating a V/STOL 1FP with mi,.amum electronic aids on the ground and at
"less than 100 percent pilot wcrklead.

VI W/L Cat. Code: 2.1.2, 3.1

Op. •ehav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Spare m. capacity Inform. theory Experimental Flight simulator Flight simulator

"Primary task Single measure-, Flight test

Ii U
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Onstott, E. D. Task interference in mu;lti-aais aircraft st.bilization
Proceedings of the 12th Annual KASA-University Conference on Meuual Control,
Univerefty of Illinois, May, 1976, 80-103. (4WSA TM X- 7 3,170).

A Lime domain attention allocating multi-axis pilot model has been used to
examine task interference effects in n two'-axis attitude btebilization task
in turbulence. Configurations from a inatrix of uncoupl.d lateral end
longitudinal F-5 dynamics were analyzed to determine the influauce of each
axis on the control performance of the other. The analysis showed that an
inappropricte choice of longitudinal dynamics would deteriorate the roll
stabilization with no change in the lateral dynamicd or pilot model. Further-
vqore, the influence of roll versus pitch angle display scalings were analyzed
by hypothesizing that the task urgencies used to allocate attentl.on in the
pilot model ohould 'e weighted by the scaling factors. A fixed base simulation
verif.ed the model, the resonant task interfirence, and the acaling hypothesis;
further validation through manned simulation was performed usinq a comrlet'a
nonlinear YF-17 aircraft model and the Northrop Large Amplitude Simulator.
W/L Cat. Code: 3.1, 3.3
Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4,

Primary task Single measures Experimental Flight -imulator Flight simulator

Hath. model FliLht test

Onstott, E. D. and Faulkner, -. H Prediction of pilot reserve attention capacity
during bir-Lo-air target tracking. Proceedings of the 13th Annual NASA-
University Conference on Manual Control, Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
June, 1977, 136-342.

Rest rve attertion capacity of a pilot has been calculated using the Ncorthrup pilot
model that allocates exclusive model attention according to the ranking of task
urgency functions whose variables are tracking error and error rate. Tile modeled
task consisted of tracking a maneuvering target aircraft both vertically and
horizontally, and when possible, performing a divertlig side task which was simulated
'z, the precise positioning of an electrical stylus and modeled as a t&sk of constant
urgency in the attention allocation algorithm. The urgency of the single loop
vertical task is simply the magnitude of the vertical tracking error, while the
multiloop horizoutal task requires a nonlinear urgerny measure of error and erroor
rate terms. Comparison of model results wicn flight simulation data verified the
computed model statistics of tracking error of both axes, lateral and longitudiial
stick amplitude and rate, and side task episodes. Full dat.; for the simulation
tracking statistics as well as the explicit equations and structure of the urgency
function multi-axis pilot model are presented.

"W/L Cat. Code: 2.2.1, 2.2.2, 3.3

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Spare m. capacity Subsidiary task Conetr-ct Flight simulator Flignt simulator

Primary task Math. modele Experimental Flight test

12
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Opmefr, C. H. J. M, mnJ Krol, J. P. Towards an objective assebument of cockpit
wjvrklo&. I-phyni1ologin• variables during different flight phases..5 Aerospace Medicine, 1.97ý, 44, 527-532.

Experimento in a DC-7 simulator and an AT-100 (Beachcraft) nimulator, in which
an attempt was made to validate heart rate (HR), heart rate irregularity (HI),
ai•d respiratory rate (RR) as indicators of mental load are described. As a
crfterion the following scale was uaed, from least to most difficult task: rest;
level flight; take off; approach. The overall difierences proved to be
significant at the 0.1% level. The changes in physiological variables from phase
to phase showed a correlation of 0.80 with the predicted direction. The highest
discrivinating power according to the omega squared criterion was shown by RR,
followed by HI and HR. in this order. During an experiment with paracbhte
juwpers, in %hich an anxiety scale was used &9 a criterion, the reverse order
was fouad.

W/L Cat. Cude,. 1.1, 4.1.10, 4.1.11

Op. Behav. Cctee: 1., 2., 4.

Opilriot. Ratiaig scale Experimeutai FlighL simulator Flight simulator
PhysiologicaJ Heart rate, Field Flight test

h.r. var.
Breathing na&!.

Opmeer, C. H. J. H. The information content of successive RR-iiterval times
"in the Er'. Prelimiuary restltr tsaing factor analysis and frequency analysis.

Factor anslytia v.-d fre4uency aealysis were applied to series of Interval times

betw,.ein successive Leart beats in a pr~liminary effort to get a t"aximal wKmunt of
information frim th.G kind of data. ýý-om a sample, wi-h & mean heart retr.

., ranging from 5U.2 t 156.4 per minate, 25 values (partly by using thresholds)
-ere derived and intercorrelated. S,?ore taseed an the suumati.,n of successive

" differences and stAnAerd-de-'1Ation acores showed a mean cnrrelaýAon o- 0•96 tot
were called together a D-co y.Lex. •ectzc analysis revealed 4 interpretable
fa-•or6, expleaning 83% of the iol.a) vzrt4..ce. Frequency analysis results were
intercorrelated with all other valuas and showed a high currelatior wit), The
D-complex. The use of "ecoring"' verjur 'measur-Ing" -.s discussed.

W/L Cat. Code: 4.1.3, 4.1.10r

OP. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Ph•.%lAogical EKG Corstruct Laboratory Background

Heart rate, Erperimentel Field

h.r. var.

I
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r
Ovens, J. M. and Harris, S. D. On the assess.t of prorusging demands in complex

task structures. Pensacola, Florida: Naval Aerospace Medical Research
Laboratory, NAML-1249, July, 1978. (AD A060 317).

Thgq gneral applicability of secondary task techniques for assesRing processing
demandls in noncomplex task situations ham not been established. Therefore, an
investigation involving such tasks was undertaken. A primary task involving
successive processing operations upon infoimatiou including 1) encoding, 2)
rehearsal, 3) transformation, and 4) comparison-deciuion was performed simultaneously
with secondary probe tasks requiring simple reaction time (RT) or choice reaction
time (RT) responses. Simple RT responses were performed significantly faster than
choice RT responses in zhe secondary task. The increase in reaction time for choice
RT responses cuggested that subjects used serial processing strategies to avoid
capacity overload. Secondary task error rates increased during the comparison-
decision interval of the primary task, and primary task reaction times increased
when probes occurred during the transformation and comparison-decision intervals.
These findings suggest that problems associated with controlling the allocation of
proceasing resources to varying combined-task demands may depreciate the utility
of secondary task techniques in complex task situations.

W/L Cat. Code: 2.2.1. 3.1
Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.1

Spare m. capacity Subsidiary task Experimental Laboratory Flight simulator
Primary task Single measures Flight test

Pardtsn, N. Methods of evaluation of mental load. Cahiers de Medicine
Interpxofessionnelle, 1977, No. 65, 19-38. (In French.)

CGeural remarks are presented on work load (different points of view of the work
organizer oad the ergonomist) and mental load (qualitative and quantative
assessment), subjective experience of mental load (individual and collective
reactions, fatigue). The article is mainly devnted to a review of objective
evaluation criteria (work studies especially on the basis of thw bit as unit of
information, study of the operator's attitude in mental work situation; productivity
studies). The part played by environmental factors, trseds in the mertal load and
ageing is also assessed. An example of a questionnaire design is presented.

W/L Cat. Code: 1.2, 3.1

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 3., 4.

Opinion Questionnalre Review None Background

Primary task Single measures Construct

Z2.3
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Parks, D. L. Ctatrent workload methods and merging challenges. In N. Moray
(Rd.) Mental workload: its theory and measurement. New York: Plenum Press,
1979, 387-416.

This paps, 8umarizes selected technology methods and needs in system design.
Three major subject areas are discessed: (1) Background on methods evolution
and effectiveness Is summarized to illustrate methodE and needs. (2) The
applied environment and itt demands are described, including the system
devilopment process with activities, man-aachine interface trade-offs, a
workload method that is used, and questions the analyst must resolve on a
timaly basis. More extensive information on a working approach is presented -
including the needs, somb of the methods, and some of the constraiuts for
presently developing electronic systems. (3) Near tarm technology challenges
are identified for developing computerized, electronic display and control systems.
This latter section emphasizes concern with increasing utility of analytic
models Lo develop or evaluate a proliferation of highly flexible display-
control-inxormatioon processing systems. Overall, selected design methods
and questions are presented as a framework to which theorists might relate
t,.eir current state-of-art and provide techniques for present design use.
W/L Cat. Code: 2.1.1

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2,, 4.

Spare m. capacity Task comp. Construct None Flight simulator
task assess.

Flight test

Parks, D. L. and Springer, W. E. Human factors engineering analytic process
definition and criterion development for Computer Aided Function-allocation
Evaluation System (CAFES). Seattle, Washington: Boeing Aerospace Company,
D180-18750-1, Jar.uary, 1976. (AD A040 473).

This .•eport presents results of a situdy to: (1) develop descriptive information
for the Human Factors Engineering process in system development; (2) evaluate
the Computer Aided Function-A]location Evaluation System (CAFES) for ability
to support the process and for desirable refinements; and (3) define task and
equipment data requirements for CAFES. In the resulting single thread
description of an approach to performing HFE activities, requirements,
methodology and examples of a manual approach are presented. These are
followed by brief descriptions of CAFES mcdels and their capability to support
the process. Candidate concepts for further refinement and application of
CAFES &Te included.

W/L Cat. Code: 2.1.1

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 3., 4.

Spare m. capacity Task comp., Construct Laboratory Flight simulator
time assess.

224
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Pasmooij, C. K. Workload of the radar-air traffic controllers at Schiphol-
Amsterdam airport. Leiden, Netherlands: Instituut voor Praeventieve
Geneoskunde TRO, Interim Report IR-l, June, 1975. (In Dutch).

The workload at the Amsterdam airport was measured with a view to analyzing mental
load factors and to studying the effect of task performance on the air traffic
controlier. Ntuber and content of the air traffic information strips, radio
telephony comnunicatinn, coordinat 4 oyi with other air tra.fic sectors, and telephone
calls with other air traffic control centers were registered for five air traffic
controllers during the week of Aug. 6, 1973. The results of the task analysis
paramneters were evaluated and preliminary conclusions were made.

W/L Cat. Code: 2.1., 3.1, 4.1.10, 4.1.11

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 3., 4.

Spare m. capacity Task comp., Experimental Field Flight simulator
time assess.

Primary task Primary task
Physio.ogical Heart rare,

h.r. v,-.
Break-hits; anal.

Pasmooil, C. K., Opmeer, C. H. J. M., and Hyndman, B. W. Workload in air

traffic control. In T. B. Sheridan and G. Johannsen (Eds.) Monitoring
h.ehn,.,ior and sup•: lsor- cuLroi. New York: Plenum Press, 1976, 107-117.

The ever-increasing number of flights to be handled dtering a given time period
has made it necessary to increase the capacity of the air traffic control system.

Inevitably such increases place extra burdens on air traffic controllers, een
as axtompior, has increased. This paper reviews methods for assessing air traffic
controller workloads, and indicates which methods have proven successful.
Subjective ratings, speech workload, and physiological reaction measures appear
most reliable.•

W/L Cat. Code: 1., 4.1.3, 4.1.10, 4.3

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 3., 4.

Opinion Rating scale Experimental Field Fliglt Simulator
Physioloical Heart rate, Review

h.r. var.
Seech pattern

anal.

'1i
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I
Payne, D. R. and Buck, J. R. Synthatic switching time statistics. Proceedings

of the 23rd Annual Meeting of the Human Factors Society, Boston, Massachusetts,
October 29-November 1, 1979, 201-204.

A synthetic (predetermined) time system with expected timas and time variancesIi appears to have considerable usefulness in the design of panel layouts and the
estimation of operator workloads, particularly during early developmental phases

of a system. Acc )rdingly, the study was made to see if a synthetic time system
I could be devised to predict the time statistics for setting and changing various

types of switches as a function of several variables. Time data were collected
through computerized instrumentation and the rout-mpati-squares of tracking errors
were collected for time intervals between switshing task events. Analyses are
being made to determine the repeatable predictability-of the switchling time
statistics, the influence of the variables on these statistics, statistical
independence of sequential switching times, learning effects on the tracking task,
and switching task interferenceR on the tracking task.

W/L Cat.. Code: 2.1.1, 3.1
Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.]

Spare m. capacity Task comp., Experimental Laboratory flight simulator
time assess.

7rimary task Single measures

Pettyjohn. F.S., McNeil, R.J., Akers, L.A. and Faber, J.M. Use of '.nspiratory
minute volumes in evaluation of rotary and fixed wing pilot workload.
Proceedinus of the AGARD Conference on Methods to Assess Workl•,ad, ACARD-CPP-
216, April, 1977, AY-I - A9-2.

Nap-of-the-earth (NOE), night nap-of-the-earth (NNOE), and night vision devices
(NVD) have added markedly to the workload of tIe aircrew. During oxygen
utilization studies, analysis of Inspriatory Minute Volume (IMV) data indicated

t significant trends dependent on flight profile,ý. To further evaluate this method

as an indirect and simple modality in the assessment of st::ess and workload, a
study of IMV during varied helicopter and fixed wing aircraft flight profiles
was undertaken. Data were obtained from a series of 135 flights of OH-58,
U11-IH, and AH-I helicopcers and U-21 ard C-2A fixed wing aircraft. Thtee phases
of the flight were evaluated--takeoff (T.O.), cruise (C), and final approach (V.A.).
"The helicopter flight profile was evaluated under normal flight. M40E, NNOE, and
NVD. Iiis paper describes the results of the ctudy.
W/L Cat Code: 4.1.11

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Physiological Breathing anal. Experimental Flight test Flight simulator

Flight test

A.

1
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Pettylohn, F. S., McNeil, R. J., Akers, L. A. and Faber, J. M. Use of inspiratory
minute volumes in evaluation of rotary and fixed wing pilot workload. Fort
Rucker, Alabama: 0. Army Aeromedical Research Laboratory, USAARL Report No.
77-9, April, 1977. (AD 039 854).

"Inspiratory minute volume (IM7*) measurements by Mueller Respiiometer were
utilized in the evaluation of US Army aircrew workload and stress in helicopter
and fixed wing aircraft. The INV data obtained demonstrates a significant
stress and/or workload level of the aviator in performance of helicopter day
nap-cf-the-earch (NOE), night nap-of-the-earth (NNOE) and with the use of night K

vision devices (NVD). IMV of 20.05 to 38.11 liters per minute NTPD were
obtained during the performance of these combat operaticnal tecbniques. TMV
determination in-flight is considered a valuable clinical too.. in the assess-
ment of aircrew stress and/or workload.

W/L Cat. Code: 4.1.11

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 3., 4.

Physiological Breathing anal. Experimental Flight test Flight simulator

Flight test

Pew, R.W. Secondary tasks and workload measurement. In N. Moray (Ed.) Mental
workload: its theory and measurement. New York: Plenum Press, 1979, 23-28.

Spare mental capacity concepts of mental workload are discussed and the
use of a secondary task is reviewed as a possible measuring procedure.
Various consideretions and problems of using = secondary task are presented.

W/L Cac. Code: 2.2

Op. oehev. Code: 2.1., 4.1

Spare m. capacity Subsidiary task Construct None Flight simulator

227
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Pfendler, C. and Johannsen, G. Workload measurement and operator training in
simulated STOL approaches. Heckenheim, West Germany: Forshungsinstitut
fur Anthvopoteclmik, Report No. 30, October, 1977. (In German).

Manual ILS-approaches were performed by non-pilots in a fixed biee STOL-simulator.
In addition to performance variables, workload was assessed with a aecondary
task (tapping) and with a graphic rating scale. Training period data were analyzed
to assure that learned performance was stationary. An experienced pilot was also
tested. The performance levels of the subjects were comparable to those of theI pilot. During the rollowing experiments data were collected to evaluate the
suitability of the secondary tack and the rating scale as measures of workload ,
for the identioned guidance and control task. The evaluation techniques used are
based on psychological test theory and are suitable for comparing wor!:load
measures, The report also contains an overview on selected aspects of sensory-

motor learnirig and on workload measurement techniques.

W/L Cat. Code: 1.1, 2.2.2, 3.1
Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Opinion Rating scale Experimental Flight simulator Flight simulator
Spare m. capacity Subsidiary task Flight test
Primary task Single measures

Phatak, A. V. Improvement in weapon r Tstem effectiveness by application of

S-. identification methods for determining human operator performance decrements
under stress conditions. Palo Alto, California: Systems Control, December, 1973.
(AD 773 856).

This report considers the development of realistic models fot weapon system con-
trollers which could be used to predict the effecr*-eness of manned weapon systesAo
under stress conditions. Two types cf models o-e conoidered: (1) the inrut-cutput
stochastic lineai state-variable models (equivalent tu odetribing function models
when process noise s 0), and (2) d:he optimal control model developed by Kleinan
et al. The maximum likelihood identification technique was used in estimating
model parameters from input output data. Results show tha' the identification

!i'"algorithm was highly successful in identifying the parameters of thre stochastic

state variable models, However, diffic-lties were encountred in applying thi
technique to identifying parameters of the optimal control Aodel. Both system
performance and system dliffAculty are related in some way to the human operttor
parameters. Operator workload (and pilot opinion rating) is some linear or non-
linear combination of systexv performance and system difficulty. There is, therefore,
a clear reed to develop some kind of a metric for system difficulty. This wotuld

"[ involve further investi.gation into the areas of system controllability, observability
and identifiability.

W/L Cat. Code: 3.3

Ov. Rehav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Primary task Math. modei Construct S!mulacor Flight simulator

-light test

ZZ 8
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PhilLpp, U., Ratche, r. and Kirchner, J. H. The use of subjective rating.
Ergonomics, 1971, 14, 611-616.

To evaluate work load in ATC-tasks the method of subjecttve rating has been
applied in addition to 41he recording of physiclogical data and objective work
factors. A scoring method and a procedure for ohserver rating have been used
to rscord variations in the sebjective feeliag ef workload The results of
subjective rating have been relatel to different measures of Mnformation
processing. 3ome problems concerning the influence of indi.vidual capacity 'n
the procedure of observer rating for the evaluaticn of workloed and the
difficulties in defining "difficulty of the control task" are discussed.

W/L Cat. Code: 1.1

0'.. Behav. Codet 2.1, 3.

Opinion Rating scale E~xperimertal Fielu Fliaht simulator

Spare m. Task comp., Flight test
capacity time assess.

Primary Single
task wensures

Phillps, J. E. The feasibility of short inzexnial e.me estimation as a
.aethodology to forecast human performance of a specified task, Red River I
Army Depot., Texar.,na, Texas: DARCOH1 Tateir, Tca.-aing Centeer, DARCOM--ITC-0M.08-
76-110, April A976. (AD A026 727).

This paper proposes and initiates the testing of the hypothesis whtch states
that "Art escimate of a short interval of time will indicate one's ability -o
perforim a specified, task relative to his ability to perform thir same task at
other points in time throvghout the day." This investigation inc.l.vdeo a survey
of previous tfrde est.mation reseatch and other related chrenobiologi: stuiies.
This study examines the interval estimation-task performanca relationship by
correlatinkg two short interals of time with Performance of a letter cancellation ,
task. Although results showed that the hypothesis may be valid for ceit'in
individuals. as two of the three tested oujects' performances appeared to be
closel- related to their estimations of an Lnrehearsed fifteen second interval,
tuture studies are needed to determine wheo.her any cless or classes of tasks
produce this interval estimation-tas:t perfoxmance relationship in all pecsons.
ThVI paper suggests that aib fcture time ustimation research cmploy unrehearsed

A interval4 for testing.

W/L Cet. Ccde: :.2.3

Op. 3ehav. Code; 1.2, 2., 4.1

Spare ri. capacity Time estimation Experi-n.,ntnl Lrboratory Background

Zi~ 9
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IH
Posner, M. I. and BQies, S. J. Components of attention. Psychlogricsl Review,

1971, 78w, I1-408.

The study of human attentf.on may be divideJ into three components. These are
alertness, selectiviLy:, and processirg capacity. This paper outlines experimertal

if techniques designed to sepatate these components and examine their interrelations
within comparable tasks. It is shown that a stimulus may be used to increase
alertness for processing all external information, to imprnve selection of
particular stf.wuli, or to do both simultaneously. Development of alertness and
s,.ectivity are separable, but they may go on together without interfere',ce.
Moreorer, encoding a stimulus may proceed without producing interference with
other aignals. Limited capacity results are obtained when mental operations
such as response selection or rehearpal must be performed on the eacoded information.

WIL Cat. Code: 2.1.1, 2.1.2

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2.

Spare m. capsciLy Task comp., Construct None Background
time assess.

Inform, theory

Poston, A. M. A survey of enisting computer programs for aircrew workload

"assessme-pt. Aberdeen Proving Ground, Maryland: U.S. Army Human Engineering
Laboratory, Techuical Memorandum 13-78, May, 1978. (AD A058 518).

Due to iivcreased concerns of crew worKload in tactical na)--of-the-earth
minironments, lucireased in-portaace ha& bearn placed on the need to utilize a
"coiiputer simulation to serve as a predictor, or estimator, of crew loading.
the US Arzý E,.mnw Engineering Lat.oratory crudijcted a stvvey of e.iotingr
"computer proig•ama which car be %ksed for wo3:kload assessment. Each program
SWq assessed ir tevs of iunet reqttirments, pCoces31.g p:oceduras, outputs .
available, AR well as any other per-tinent .nformetioh. Conclusions are drawn
"end recomtnd&t ions are made as to 1hor the A-my should approarh the problem
of obtaining a suitab]e colvucer progzam.

W/L Car. Code: 2.1.1

Op. Behav. Code: 1., •., 3., 4.

Sl?&rr m. cuZsacItf Ta-k comp,, Reviv'i None Flight s8mulatoi
time assess.

230
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Potempa, K.W. A catalog of hu~m-factors techniques for testing nu;w systems.
Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio: USAF Human Resourc•s Laboratory, PAIR'-TR-68-15,
Februarj, 1969. (AD 854 482).

The purpose of the described tec,,nique is to determ~ne decrement in wission-related
performance of system operators as a result of increased workload. The study was
performed undcr dynamic conditions on a Dyna-soar flight simulator. Workload was
increased through insertiou of extarnal conditions and malluncticis such as shear
winds, oxygen pressure losses, etc. Performance decremont was mouitored by recording
flight control movements and rates and by having pilots report, a,: regular intervals,
the o.tatus of 10 mission-relevant items. The pilot's ability to taonitor and
report the 10 test items was determined through scheduled verbal r'eports over the
sirulated radio subsystem. Monitoring and measuring high priority items such as
deviations in eltit:ude, air speed, and course heading had been fotnd to show little
change affected by workload; therefore, tasks considered to be of secondary, but
still mission-essential, importance were used as performance meastres in this study.
As the workload increased, the verbal reports of the pilots reflected progressive
breakdown, first of continuity and then of content also. The interpretation of
this was that the pilots were concentrating more on flight-critical tasks and less
on nonflight-critical assignments. A similar and concurrent workload-related
finding was that small control stick movements dropped in nuuber, A:hile gross
control muvements increased, indicating a degradation of fly4 .tng abLlity.

W/L Cat. Code: 2.2.1, 3.2, 4.3
Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 3., 4.
Spare m. capacity Subsidiary task Experimental Flight Elmulator Flight simulator
Primary tr.sk Mult. measure Flight test
Phvsioloaical Sveech vatt.. anal.

Price, D. L. The effecr.s of certain gimbal orders on target acquisition and
workload. Human Factors, 1975, 17, 571-576.

If air-to-ground imaging sensors are moun,.d to aircraft by different gimbal
order systems, the displayed scene will rotate differently, even though the
flight paths are identical. Eighteen experienced pilots were tested to
investigate the effectr of three gimbal orders (roll-pitch, yaw-pitch, and

-- pitch-yaw) on target detection, recognition, and identification performance,
and also on operator workload. The pitch-yaw gimbal order was assoc-iated
with the greatest range-to-target scores and the lightest workloads. Workload
was assessed by means of a digit-reading secondary task.

W/L Cat. Code: 2.2.1, 3.1

Op. Behav. Code: 1.

Spare m. . pacity Subsidiary task Experimental Laboratory Flight simulator

Primary task Single measures Flight simulator Flight test
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SPrice, I. E. Development of potential roles of supersonic transport crews.
Chatsworth., California: Serendipity Associates, TR 20-66-3, December, 1965.

This report presents a synopsis of the methodological approach and technioues
used throughout the entire contract. Much of the method used is explicit in
the reports of the study, and this report is intended to synthesize or
suarize the method. In addition to presenting the method used for the SST
study, an attempt was made to generalize the method so that it might be applied
to other studies concerned with the derivation or investigation of crew
requirements in other manned systems. This general approach to study of crew
requirements evolved during the SST crew requirements study and incorporates ti
methodological improvements resulting from the study. Throughout this report,
the general approach to a crew requirements study will be outlined after related
aspects of the SST study.

S W/L CaL. Code: 2.1.1

Op. Behav. Coos: 1., 2., 3., 4.

Spare m. capacity Task comp.. Construct Laboiatory Flight simulator
time assess.

"N Price, H. E., Hoosberger, W. D., and Ereneta, U. J. A study of potential roles

of supersonic transport crews and some implications for the flight deck,
Volume 1: Workload, crew roles, flight deck concepts, and conclusions.

Moffett Field, California: National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
SAmes Research Center. Contractor's ReporL, NASA UR-561, October, 1966.

The study was conducted largely as a field research and literature survey program
to synthesize requirements and constraints relative to potential crew roles and to
review techrical concepts for implementing SST operational functions with emphasis
on potential crew participation. An analysis of the data so developed was

* cnnducted to investigate crew workload, distribution of this workload among
different numbers of crew members to define potential crew roles, and
implications of these potential roles for flight deck design.

W/L Cat. Code: 2.1.1

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 3., 4.

Spare m. capacity Task comp., Construct Laboratory Flight simulator]
time assess.
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Pritaker, A. A. B., Wortman, D. B., Saum, C. S., Chubb, C. P. and Seifert, D. J.
SAINT: Volume I. Systems analysis of integrated network of tasks. Wright-
Patterson APB, Ohio: Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory, AMRL-TR-73-126,
April, 1974. (AD A014 843).

A simulation approach is used to obtain the performance measures. Human
Engineering considerations are included through parameters associated with
tasks precedence relations between tasks and factors affecting crew performance.
SAINT is both a modeling procedure and an analysis technique. The analysis is
performed by a digital computer program which accepts input dp.a concerning
tasks and performs two types of analysis. First, SAINT performs benchmark
iterations to obtain estimates of the time requirements on the operators
performinC .' mtle. Estimates of essential time remaining, nonessential
t1 -x remaining, and waiting time for various segments of a mission are computed.
Second, SAINT obtains mission performance measures which provide estimates of
the probability of successfully completing the mission under stress and adverse
environmental conditions. This report presents the methods for uaing SAINT,
including the preparation of input data and the interpretation of output reports.

W/L Cat, Code: 2.1.1 I
Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 3., 4.

Spare z. capacity Task comp., Construct None Flight simulator
time assess.

Proceedinp , the Sr ,osimn on Man-System Interface: Advances in Workload
Studv ,x,= D.C.: Air Line Pilots Association, July 31, August 1, 1978.

This documr t provides brief simnaries of ongoing research in workload estimation
techniques for flight-deck applications. Techniques described include buman
operator models, time-estimation, time-line analysis, performance, and a variety
of physiological measures including evoked potent ils and pupil dilation, The
contributions of twelve researchers are included.

W/L Cat. Code: 2.1.1, 2.2.1, 2.2.3, 3.1, 3.3, 4.1.5, 4.1.6, 4.1.8

Op. Behav. Code: •., .

Spare m. capacity Multiple Review Laboratory Flight simulator

Primary task Construct Fligbt test

Physiological Experimental
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Rashman, S. M. The function of external respiration in mental activity.
Fiziolouichnii Zhurnal, 1972, 18, 361-366. (In Ukrainian.)

This paper describes an investigation of the changea affecting the excernal
respiration and cardiovascular systems during intense mental acitivity (naw-e-y,
problem solution in mathematical analysis). Data are reviewed on: changes in
arterial blood saturation b- oxygen; respiratory frequency, capacity, and minute
volume; oxygen consumption and intake coefficient; ventilation equivalent; and a
number of psycho-physiological indices characterizing the state of cortical
processes during intense mental activity.

W/L Cat. Code: 4.1.5, 4.1.10, 4.1.11

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2.

I Physiological Multiple Experimental Laboratory Flight simulator

Rasmussen, J. Reflections on the concept of operator workload. In N. Moray (Ed.)
Mental workload: i# theory and measurement. New York:. Plenum Press,
1979, 29-40.

In future :omplex systems, man is typically allocated functions as a monitor
and supervisor. Models of i.a performance musy. not only be able to predict
his average response in frequent situations, but also his response in unique,
infrequent tanks. He iq a !•g'hly ne-dive and -n 1 aiented lnfn.ma..,.n
processor. Models of his performance in well adapted situations are mainly
models of his environment. Models of his performance must also reflect the

- limiting properties of his internal mechanisms. j
W/L Cat. Code: 3.3i!A
Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.,

Primary task Math. model Construct Ncne 'Flight simulator

4
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Rault, A. Pilot workload analysis. In T B. Sheridan and C. Johannsen (Ede.)
Monitoring behavior and supervisory control. New York: Plenum Presq,
1976, 139-153.

This paper describea the initial phases of a multidisciplinary study of pilot
woikload estimation. Both simulated and actual helicopter flight test3 are being
performed. The goal has been to find a quanrtitative definition of workload UAlough
the-use of different approaches. Measures taken included: cardiac rhythm,
electromyography of neck muscles, pulmonary ventilation, eye movements, informatict,
theoretic formulations, and parameters from dynamic models. Results of these
measures are being compared against Cooper scale rating3.

W/L Cat. Code: 1.1., 2.1.2, 3.3, 4.1.3, 4.1.4, 4,1.7, 4.1.9, 4.1.10, 4.1.11

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Opinion Multiple Construct Flight simulator Flight simulator
Spare m. capacity Experimental Flight test Flight test
Primary task
Physiological

Raulc, A. Neasurement of pilot workload. In-N. Moray (Ed.) Mental workoad:
its theory and measuremen:. New York: Plenum Press, 1979, 417-422.

Various approaches involving psychological tests, physiologicel measures(heart rate variability• EMC, -nd F.OG), finf,,i-4-im I-1-,-ri, -n oto
theory were used In parallel to assess pilot workload. Issues are dtsciissed
pertaining to the use of these approaches.

W/L Cat. Code: 1.1, 2.1.2, 3.3, 4.1.4, 4.1.7

Op. Behav. Coda: 1., 2., 4.

Oinion Multiple Construct None Flight simulator

Spare m. cepacity Flight test

Primary task

Physiological
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Reiche D., Kirchner, J. H., ard !Auvig, V. Evaluation of saress factors by
analysim of radxo-telecommunication iu .ITC. Frgoomic#, 1971, 14, 503--609.

nLforma-,lon content 8nalysiz baoed on information theory can be used to evaluate
strc.se in controullrs. The .etho4 ts appli._! to the analysis of radi.telecummuniiation
in air traffic control, Message rypem Ace difined and their informatiou ccatent
is evaIuated vouivg the syntactic level of information. Relatsd to time, the
mea .4xements .f informatioon provide a stress factor Preliminary results indicate

tca vseiulness of the methdA.

W/L Cat. Code: 2.1

Op. Beha-. Ct~d: 1.. 2., 3., 4.1

Spare h. :-dpacity Tash coup:, Construct Field Flight simulator
time assess.

Inform. theory Experimental Flight tabt

Reising, J. H. The. definition and mxasurement of pilot workload. Wright-
Patterson AFB, Ohio: USAF Flight Dyieamics Laboratory, AFFDL-TM-72-4-FGR,
February, 1972.

This report iL cesicred as an averriew of the state-of-the-art on wodkl-nd.
Zt is divided intc. seven sect.ons. Section I prouides background infornation
"on Lhe relevance of workload to the pilotinr task. Section II 6escribes
the romplexity of workloa;2 and why there is r.o sac.& ccnfu3i.nn connezted with
it. Sections III and- r.' d.,,_ rez:ccctiVely, Uhe .yi.oi.a- and psychological
measureo of workload. 5ect:`.on V d.scribis various danlv analysis techniq, es
used in conjunction widh th, measurpmen, of work.lood. Section VI evaluates

- the current state-of-tho.-art in worktnad manasurement, and Section VIT discusses
the -mpl .tainns ,of workload measurement an the Crew Station Management
"Program, witn etaphzsis on mtitidimensional approaches.

W/L Cat. Coda: 1,9 2., 3., 4.

Op. Behav. Coda: 1.,, 2., 4.

Opinion Multiple Reviaw ! Nc:e F.ight simuletor
Spari m. capacity Flight te3t

, Primax'y task
"- ~Physiolcgical.

.I
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Reaps, B. S, and Wierville, W. W. Driver performance in controlling a driving
simulator with varying vehicle response characteristics. SAS Paper No.
760779, October, 1976.

This paper describes the effects edf variations in vehicle response characteristics
on driver-vehicle disturbance tesponses using a moving base driving simulator.
Two exploratory studies are discussed, one dealing with vehicle transient
response characteristics and the other with steady state characteristics.
Close correspondence with full-scale data reported by others indicates that
dynamically realistic simulators can be effective research tools. The
flexibility of the simulator has facilitated the collection of other preliminary
data which extend the full-scale findings. Considerably more effort will be
needed, hcwever, before strong arguments either for or against specific parameter
boundaries can be made.

W/L Cat. Code: 1.1, 3.2

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2.. 4.

Opinion Ratings Experimental Simulator Flight simulator

Primary task Mult. measures Flight test

Repko, J.D., Loeb, M. and brown, B.R. Behavioral effects of prolonged exposure
to cont 1n..ou.. and intermittent noise. Louis4 v4ille., entuitkyv University of
Louisville, Performance Resear oh Laboratory, ITR-74-29, June, 197A.

The puspose of this investigation was to assess man's performance in a work
situation wherein 90 dB continuous and periodic 96 dB intermittent noise were
separately presented as environmental stressors. The present study employed a
synthetic-work approach in V'ch several tasks were combined into a multiple-
task performance battery (HMB). An index of general performance was employed to
assess the over-all work beha.vior of the Ss. The results showed that the mean
percentage af baseline performare was erhanced by a periodic 96 dB intermittent
noise. On the other hand, since continuous noise may be considered as containing
fewer stImulus elements than intermittent noise, it was expect:ed that general
perfornaance during continuous anise would be less thun during intermittent noise.
The nature of the results obrained with the S dB continuous noise indicated that
the ccndition neither enhanced nor degraded per-3rmance.

W/L CaL. Code: 3.2
Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Primary task Mult. measures Experimental Laboratory Flight simulator
Flight test
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Replogle, C. R., HL.lden, F. IX., Gold, R. E., Kulak, L. L., Jonas, F. and Potor,
G., Jr. Human operator performance in hypoxic stress. Wright-Patterson
AnR, Ohio: 'JSA Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory, ANRL-TR-71-29,
Paper No. 31, December, 1971. (AD 740 468).

j This expriineut was designe4 to assess the value uf several different tracking
tasks in quantitatisly measuring the effects of hypoxia on human operator
performance. Kach subject was required to perform three tracking taska. One
was an adaptive first order unstable task. The second represented stable third
order I.ongitudinal airframe dynamics. The last was a two axis combination of
the first two, with the stable task represented by the vertical display axis
and the unstable task on the horizontal axis. Hypoxic stress was simulated by
breathing 02, N2 mixtures representing sea level, 12,000 ft and 22.000 ft altitude.
The ptudies employed six well tcained subjects breathing the appropriate gas
mixtures for two minutes. The txperimencal factors were randomly ordered with
"two replications per set of factors. A two by two analysis of variance was
employed to provide estimates of the reliability of the measurements. The
results indicate that the adaptive unstable task is significantly sensitive to
hypoxic stress, whereas to identify similar changes in the stable task requires
frequency doUain analysis. There is some indication that the unstable task may
be seasitive to 12,000 ft simulated hypoxia after only 2 minutes of exposure.

W/L Cat. Code: 3.1
Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Primary taisk Single measures Experimental Laboratory Flight test
Physiologir\al

Ringland, R. F., and Craig, S. J. A survey of pilotin factors in fixed-wing

V/STOL aircraft. In Atmospheric Flight Mechanics Conference, Technical Papers.
Hollywood, Flor:ida, Auguat 8-10, 1977, American I-nstitute of Aeronautics and
Astronautics, .977, 239-246.

This paper sumarihes the key results of a recently completed review of the
available literatur,! peoitaining to piloting factors in fixed-wing V/STOL aircraft
design. It emphasizas tission- and vehicle-related factors which are peculiar to
the V/STOL concept and which determine the control/display system requirements.
The review shows excessive pilot workload originating primarily in the control
aspects of the aircraft to be the central problem in past designs. These aspects
"include management of i:he propulsion/lift systems durlag conversion, otabilization
of vehicle attituO.;, 4.d ý:he stabilization and control of the aircraft's speed
and path angle r-esponses. Results show display technology improv-ments alone
cannot solve tEese pilotin,1 pro,.lema without control augmentation because the
pilot's capab.lity remains overtaxed.

W/L Cat. Cole: 2.1.1, 3.3
Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., t.2

Spare v. capacity Task comt., Review None Flight simulator
time assess.

Pri mry task Math. modal Construct
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Roedinger, H. L., !II, Knight, J. L., Jr., and Kantowitz, B. H. Inferring
decay in short-term memory: the issue of capacity. M and Cognition.
1977, 5, 167-176.

Experiments examining the issue of decay in short-term memory have assumed a single
undifferentiated source of processing capacity which cannot be devoted to rehearsal
when consumed in the puccessing of a nonverbal interpolated task. Three experi-
ments reported here call this logic into question, since variations In difficulty
in the nonverbal interpolated 'ask failed to affect recall. Slight forgetting
prod-iced by a nonverbal interpolated tasi,. relative to a ni interpolated task control,
was attributed to qualitative differences ftom performing two tasks simultaneously
rather than only one. Results from ths third expariment indicated that retrieval
after a period of nonverbal Interpolated activity is ii:om primary rather than
secondary mewory.

W/L Cat. Code: 2.2, 3.1

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.1

Spare m. capacity Subsidiary task Experimental Laboratory Background

Primary task Single measures

Rohmert, W. An international symposium on objective assessmnt of workload
in :air traffic control r.,ks: Heol a• the Tnstitute of At4seltsw-Jsennhkfl,
The University of Technology, Darmstadt, Cerman Fede-al Republic. Ergonomics,

1971, 14, 545-547.

The first International Symposium on Objective Aacessment of Work Load in
Air Traffic Contrcl Tasks, arranged by 4he 'Stress in Air Traffic Control
Research Assoclation--SATCRA' in June 1971 at Darmstadt, is introduced. A
distiuction is made between objective methods and results of the determination

of stress of work Lasks and subjective strain on the controllers du, to these
stressing factors. Certain stressors cause different strain in difierent
controllers because of their dif.erent individual capacities and abilities.
Methods and equipment for determining indIvidual capacities and approaches
for correlating stress and strain are described.

W/L Cat. Code: 1., 2., 3., 4.

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 3., 4.

Opinion Multiple Review None Flight simulator
Spare m. capacity Flight test
Primary task
Physiological
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Rohbert, W. Determination of stress and strsin of air traffic control officers.

-roca4dinjie of the AGARD Conference on Methods to Assess Workload, AGARD-CPP-i, l l 216, April, 1977, At:-- - A6_9.

.V' Frankfurt airport several fi'Id studies were carried out over a period of
roughly four years includirng research on about 115 air-traffic control-officers.

: Mvthods wtre developed for assessment of stress &nd strain. Stress Is efifned
as all factors of work which result in reactions of the controller'@ receptory
and effectory wystem. Stratn in human beings is no6 only iependent on etress
but also on distinguishing individual chracteristics. An overview of all methods
and techniques used for assessment of stress and strain Is presented. Based on
the concept of the man-.at-work systam and the description of strain-related work
contentc, a new Krgonowic Job Description Questioonaire has been developed, the
results of which allow a deeper look into methods and techniques rAeded iv
designing future air-traffic control-sygtoms. Results of some of the field stuuies

]' in air-traffic control research are illustrated,

W/L Cat. Code: 1.2, 2.1.1, 4.1.3, 4.1.5. 4.1.10
Op. Behav. Code: 1.1, 2.1

Opinion Multiple Review Field Flight simulator
Spare m. capacity Flight test
Physiological

Rohmert, W. Determination of stress and strain at real work places: methods
anAd ,-u!oe tf f4ield .tuieie w.4 1 h Ajr trr.ffir eontrl noffliera. wIn N. •H•ry

. (Ed.) Msntal workload: its theory and measurement. New York: Plenum Press,
B-,79, 423-443.

This paper begins with a description of the sir traffic contro~lerle taske, including
the demands, behaviors, and capacities. Subsequently, techniques for measuring

* stress and strain are described: motion analysis, information content analysin,
"time-budget study, physiologicil study, psychological study, and work medicine.
The results obtained using each of chose techniques are presented.

"W/L Cat. Code: 2.1. 3.1, 4.1.3, 4,1.4, 4.1.9, 4.1.10, 4.1.12

SOp. Behjtv, Code: 1., 2., 3., 4.

apa-ca m. capacity Multiple Experimental Field Flight simulator

Primary task

Pl~riolosical
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Rohmert, W., Laurig, W., Philipp, U. and Luczak, H. Heart rate variability and
worký-load measurement Ermonomics, 1973, 16, 33-44.

Heart rate variabiilty ic a result of the superimpoastion of diflereat sources
of variation wLich are syrtemized. Three parameters are used to describe the
phenomenon of heart rate variation, The range of variation of these parameters
Is discussed using examples from both lotbaratory and field investigations.
Analyses demonstrate a correlation between heart rates and their variability.
Discussion- cf the variation of the chofen parameters suggests that, when heart

ra•te vartabilitt la used as• a measure of *train in ffial research: strain vight
•. ~be under-aesesced.++

.*" /L Cat. Code, . 4.1.16

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2.

Physiolugical Heart rate, Experimental Laboratory Flight simulator
h.r. var.

Field Flight teot

Rolft,, J. M. Multiple task performance: Operator overload. Occupational
Psycholo]2, 1971, 45, 125-132.

AJ
This paper cunsiders some of the problems arl-.ng from the changing content
of human wprk, for example inct_-a-•d vehicle performance and the reductionin crew coxplement which often accompanies it. Some of the psychological

factors which influence hu,&an response in such situations are discussed.

W/L Cat. Code: 2,2.1, 3.1

Op. Be1hav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Spare m. capacity Subsidiary task Construct None Flight simulator

Flight test

341
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Rolfe, J. M. Whither vorkload. Applied Ergonomics, 1973, 4, 8-l1:., i
3 Although the demands placed on flight deck personnel are not contvinuously

excessive, the short periods of bigh load combine to produze a cumulative!
effect at the end of an operation. At the RAF Institute of Aviation Mediclne,
aircrew are examined on their in-flirht worklcad by a quentionnaire nethnd
and this is compared with other mnethods including physio3cical measuremoat.
The effects of work sway frum th.. flight deck, and of factors peripheral to
the job situation, are considered, and it is suggested that care must be
taken to avoid eliminating job satisfaction with reduction in workload.

W/L Cat. Code.- 1.2, 4.2

Op. Behav. Code: 2.1, 4.2

SOpiuion Questionnalre Rev.tew Flight simulacr~r Flight simulator

Phys6-ologial Hu. measures Flight tept Flight test

IRolfe, J. H. The secondary task as a measure of mental load. la IV'. TI
Singleton, J. G. Fox, and D. Whitfield (Eds.) Measurement of Man at Work.
London: Taylor and Francis, 1973, 135-148.

The human t.operator can be viewed as a single channel data proceosing syst•em,
having its limitations in the central decision mechanism which must be alloweý!
a finite time to procss3 one stimulus-response before a second can be accepted. 4
Evidence for this view h-s come from the study of the phenomenon known at the
paycbolo8g.ccl refractory period. This paper reviews the ramifications of the
jingle channel hypothesis and the usp. of secondsry tasks zo measure: mental
workload. The eftects of learning, experimental shortcomingn, range of
applications, interfe:ence, and validation are discussed,

I-,L Cat. Code: 2.2.

Op. Ethav. Code: 1., 2., 3., 4.

Spare m. capacity Subsidiary task Review None Flight simulator

Flight test

2
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Rolfe, J. M. The mseasurement of htuman responoe In man-vehicle control
situations. In T. B. Sh'mridAn and C. Johanneen (Rde.) Monitoring b~ehazvior
aEnd .ýevsory control. New York., Plenuum Preto;, 1976, 125-137.

This paper reviewsa the measurwe of human resrvnee J1XI vahicu)ar copnv-rol
situations, and describes the relationsh!.p between such measurements ao-nd 7ehIcle
design. ,"- nuwber o~f specific categories rf response assessment are id3ntifleti,I ~ ~including per form'ance requiremnent, response levels~, affeet Ivenens, 'envl ronuental
impairment, and comparisons among operat.ors. In addition., supplementary tniasures
#.#re id.entifiL--d, includinag observational analy0Ls, subjective ~assesiment, load:lrng

tasks, &LIJ physiolngical. w,-sures. I

W/L Cat. Code: 1.,-2.2, 3.1, 4.1

Op. Behav, Cc-le: 1., ý. 4.

Opinion Multiple Construct None Backhroirnd

Spare m. capacity

Primary task

Physio~logical

Rolfeý, J..H., Chappe1og, J.W., Evans, R.L., Lindsay, S.J.19. and Birowning, A.C.
Ylvalu.,tinct measures of workload using a flight simulator. Prýoceedings of h
MAGAF) Cort-%rence on 3£Lmulation and Study of Hikh Workloeddpp ados., AGARD.-

1he paper describes nn experiment in which -a f1±gw:' toi&t :%aernt trliner, ru-mbip
a wn e omuiatosaircra~ft, was ed to va1l'tt:4 esiriie performaucia

between the physical, perceptual and meut,41 coiporents of workload. For this
purpose th'e'. I~light ple-ks were dev'ised, of spproxi-.i*tely equal~ duration,
differing markee1y with respeet to h t-eAoecmnns.Sxpfsina
pilots flew each~ flight plan and after la-idi~ng coinp.eted li-estionnaires to assess
the workliad levela an~d the task content. During the fligivs vlidca recordings
were made of the pilot,'u manual and commzunication activity. Perfu'-an,- durinh,
ILS approaches immetiately before and after the experimental. flight plans 'as
a1~o m~easured. Frm the~e measures it was possible to obtain signifIcantly7
di'ferený; results relating to thn different flight pians.

W/L Cat. Code: 1., 3.2
Op BehLv. Code: 1., 2., 3., 4.

Opinion ý,ting scale Exparinmeatai. Flight simlnator Fli.ght simulator

Primary' thtsk Qaes~tionntir'.. Plight test
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Rolf a, J. MI. and Li~ndsay, S. J. E. Flight de-zU euvirolmeot and pilot workload:
Biologi.cal measwtee of workload. Applied Ersonoaca, 1973, A, 199-206.

Th*w object of tl'La paper is to exaiminea. m~e of the techniques that are bein5
uaed to &rtudy the demands of ibe vwýrk situatior. uponi the indiv~ldual. While
the ' emhu!.e throughout the -paper ic on studiem ;f aircrew worki4ead, Oie findings

have a gartera1 applizabtlity to epplied ergonomics.

*W/7' Par. Ca~e: 1., 2.29 3.1, 3.3g, 4.1

£ ~OP. Belrnv. Code: 1., 2., 4. ,,

opinion lMultiplp Review None Flight simulator

Spars m. capacity F1ighC teatI

.1 Primary tauik

PhysioloSical

Roszoe, A. H. Heart rat.e annitor4.ng oif pil.ots dU71~n3 stec-p-gT. adient approanher~.

As prk. f a argee~c~ i~nest t into noise abatemt.unt 'andinig approaches,

As~den parL.gn ofalres'Inv~iaiLL!

'i~o &vgment the subjective opirJ~ons o' tLie test pilots, their hbcart rated weze.

Vavel fo', the 7, 50/30 approaches Is of f..he same order as ;.%e. level for theI

U/L Cat. Code: 1.1, 4.1.10

Opini~on Rating %,cale Expeýýitmental Flight test Flight simul~ator

Phyalolotical HIeart rate, kight test
h.r. vca.
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Roscoe, A. H. Pilot workload during steep gradient approaches. 'Farnhorouth,.
England: Royal Aircraft Establishment, Flight Systems Department, Technical
Memorandum No. TM FS 78, 1976.

A flight trial to evaluate different approach profiles and techniques using a
BAC VC-10 is described. Pilot's heart rates were measured which, together with
subjective opinions, were used to assess levels of workload. Most of the
exierimental approaches and landings were flown by two test pilots, though
other pilots participated briefly in the trial. The types of approach
investigatro9 'r14ed single segment with gradients up to and including 6 1/20, .

5c/30 two ., .,. iwth an intersection height of 500 ft, 50/30 two stage
fleres, at, ;* low drag apyroaches. Evidence is presented to show that 50/30
tvc sel•ant approaches do not cause significantly higher heort rates tha;• do
conveu6 tnal 30 approaches. In general, heart rate levels and subjective
cztima•ions showed good agreement, this was especially so when comparing
workload levels generated by the different profiles and techniques. Pesults
seem to support the contention that the introduction of noise abatement approaches
and landings need not necessarily cause an increase in pilot workload.

W/L Cat. Code: 1.1, 4.1,10

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Opinion Ratings Experimental Flighc test Flight test

Physiological. Heart rate, Flight simulator
h.r. var.

Roscoe, A. H. Use of pilot heart rate measurement in flight evaluation.
Aviatipn, Space and Environmental Medicine, 1976, 47, 86-90.

Experimental test piloLs involved in the flight evaluation of handling qualities
and systems were monitored for heart rate during an investigation to assess the
possible use of this measure to augment their subjective opinions. Reference
is made to examples from several different flight trials using a variety of air- A
craft types. It is concluded that piiot heart rate measurement is a worthwhfle
technique and car. play a useful part in flight evaluation provided that certain
limitations qre recognized.

WIT, Cat. Code. 1.1, 4.1.10

Op. Beh~v. Code: I., 2., 3., 4.

Opiniou RatinZ scale Exnerimental Flight test Flight simulator

Fhysiological Heart rate, Flight teat
i,.r. vur.
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Roscoe, A.H. (Ed.) Assessing pilot workload. AGARD-AG-233, February, 1978.
(AD A051 587).

This AGARDograph, written primarily for flight test engineers and pilots, is
intended as a guide to the different methods available for estimating workload and
in particular to those techniques suitahle for use in aircraft. An introductory
chapter reviews the various concepts and classifications of workload; the former
tend to fall into two main areas, those related to workload a3 task-demands and
those to workload as pilot-effort. In Chapter 2, subjective assessment is dis-
cussed from the viewpoint of the test pilot. Physiological methods in general are
reviewed in Chapter 3 with those techni4ues available for use in flight being
discussed in more detail. Chapter 4 describes various objecti-ve methcds and
presents examples of their practical applicatior. Whereas the . '!-Nods in Chapters
2 and 3 are appropriate only to workload as effort, objective met|&v.' contain
techniques appropriate to workload as task-demands as well as to effort. The
former techniques are particularly valuable for providing data which can be used
to construct models and to predict levels of workload.

W/L Cat. Code: 1., 2., 3., 4.T Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 3., 4.

Opinion Multiple Review None Flight simulator
Spare m. capacity Flight test
Primary task
Physiological

"Roscoe, A.H. %hysiological methods. in A.H. Roscoe (Ed.) Assessing pilot
workload. AGARD-AG-233, February, 1978, 23-51. (AD A051 587).

The rationale of recording physiological activity to assess levels of pilot
woreiload depends on two assumptions: (a) that an acceptable concept of workload:•!I .• is the physical and mental effort required to satisfy the demands of the flight
task, and (b) that the level of arousal, as measured by physiological indices,
is related in some way to the amount of effort. Of the various physiological
indices heart rate has been shown to be generally reliable for realistizally
"demainding flight tAsks and it is reasonably easy to record and to analyze. An

*. added advantage of this measure is that when displayed ia beat-to-beat form,
heart rate variability 13 availablr, (as a bonus) for use as a sensitive indicator
of changes in mental load. Because of the limitations inherent in G.sing physio-
logical measures to assess pilot workload there are several pitfalls for the unwary.
Physiological Laasures alone can be used to estimate levels of workload anj
especplply to identify peaks and troughs In the workload patterns. However, they
aie of oore value when used to atgment pilot opinion and, therefore, should be
used in conjunction with a, me form of subjective measure.

W/L Cat. Code: 4.
Op. Behav. Code; 1 , 2., 3., 4.

nrhsiologicai Multiple Review None Flight simulator
. -. ,rghc test
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Roscoe, A. H. Stress and workload in pilots. Aviation, Space and Environmental
Medicine, 1978, 49, 630-636.

Several studies have highlighted the increase in physiological activity which
occurs in pilots during flight and especially during takeoffs and landings. For
eýample, it has been clearly demonstrated that pilots' heart rates increase during
the landing approach to reach a peak at or just before touchdown. These changes
have been attributed to workload and to psychological or emotional stress. This
paper exarzAnes a nmnbar of test pilots' heart rate responses recorded during
various flight trials involving different types of aircraft. It is concluded

that heart rate responses in experienced pilots are influenced almost entirely
by workload-related factors and r.'t by emocional stressors, such as risk and
anxiety. Because of the emotir-- , ones of the word 'stress', it is
suggested that the term workloau 0,:'u, .3 e used when referring to the reason for
increased cardiovascular activity i± p:J..ots.

W/L Cat. Code: 3.1, 4.1.3, 4.1.10

Op. Behav,. Code: 1., 2., 3., 4.

Primary task Single measures Experimental Flight test Flight simulator
Physiological Heart rate, Flight test

h.r. var. I
Roscoe, A. H. Handling qualities, workoad, and heart rate, In B. 0. Hartman

and R. E. McKenzie (Eds.) Survey of methods to assess workload. AGARD-AG-246, August, 1979, 83-91. '1

Workload levels for a given piloting task are related to the aircraft's handling
characteristics, but a valid rating for the latter may no always give a reliable
estimate of workload. Experienced test pilots may be quite adept at using opinion
rating scales, but occasionally, it seems difficult to separate assessments of
workload from those of handling qualities, leading to anomalies and ambiguities.
Westbrook and his colleagues commented that: "If a reliable method were available
to obtain a measure of workload or stress, it is undeniably true that many of the
anomalies ir handling qualities data could be explained." Several investigators
have recorded physiological variables from pilots in real and simulated flights
as a means of estimating levels of stress and workload. This paper, by describing
two current flight trials and by referring briefly to previous studies, examines
the relationship between pilot's heart rate and subjective assessment of handling
qualities and workload.

W/L Cat. Code: 3.1, 4.1.3, 4.1.10
rOp. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Primary task Single measures Experimental Flight test Flight simulator
Physiological Heart rate, Flight test

h.r. ,-ar.
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Roscoe, A. H. and Goodman, E. A. An investigation of heart rate changes during
a flight simulator approach and landing task. Farnbcrough, Hants, England:
Royal Aircraft Establishment, RAE-TM-Avionics-155, 1973.

A blind landing simulator was used in the fixed-base mode to examine charges
in heart rate as a function of simulator effectiveness and differeuces in the
various approach conditions. Seventy-five pilots did over 800 runs to give? them
experience of approaches and landings in low visibility conditions. It v-s '
found that significant changes in heart rate occurred due to simulator effectiveness
only.

W/L Cat, Code: 4.1.10

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Physiological Heart r3te, Experimental Flight simulator Flight simulator
h.r. var.

I
Roscoe, S. N. Assessment of pilotage error in airborne area navigation

procedures. Human Factors, 1974, 16, 223-228.

In 1969, by specifically including "pilotage error" in the error budget for
, area navigation iystem certification, the Federal Aviation Adwinistzation

legally attached economic premiums and penalties t,. human, ao well as
"equipment, perfqomance in man-machine &ystem design. To cstablish the
accuraey of use and freedom fron pilot blunderc associated with systems

mploy.ng va.ious configuratiofb of displays and controls requires both
samu.Lator and flight experimentation. An automatically adaptive cockpit
side task provides a saturating level of pilot workloed and allows the
sensitive, orderly, and statistically reliable measurement of a pilot's
residual attention as a common metric for area na,,igaticn system assessment.

W/T. cat. Code: 2.2.4, 3,1

pC. Be!av. Code: 2.1, 4.2

Spare m. capacity Subsidiary task Experimental Flight simulator Flight simulator

Primar- task Single measures Flight test

8
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Rosenbrock, F. liarýiiare probleiss in ergonomieso mmasureuensta. RErgoAPioSdcs

1971, 14, 617-623.

The most difficult problem in analyzin3 wan-iacbine systems is the 'amsesoment
of the operator' w orkload. The metholological difficulties are evident
bscause of the human complexity and the neceeL~y of evoidin)g any interference
in the wovk situation. These problemns, capt~cially the great number of data
needed, necessitate nL-!. concepts in crgonomicc measurertents. By using an
actual problem1 , thea analysis of the task avd workload of rader controllers
the application of multichsknnel. auto~.ip.tic data acquisition and proceasing
is demonstrated. For assEssing strain, advantage is taken of die physiological
variables: electro-cardiograim MG), clectro-oculogram (EOC) in both directiong,
electro-myooram (ENG) of a back munucle and zespirttioa,. To correl.ate these
variables with factors of stress and 91Orcix i , coding is de~cribed, which
renclere the evaluation of a multi-~dimer~ional work. process study aetomat: ally
and synchronously witki the physiological. dat~a.

W/L Cat. Code: 4.1.3, 4J.4.4 4.1.1'- 4 .1.i1

Physiological EKG Construct None Flight simulitor
DIG Flight test
EEG

-Rotondo, G. Workload and operatioual fatigue in hciicopcer pilots.Li viation, Spce and Environmental Medicine, 1978, 49, 439-436.

II ~ A Ljrief review is presented concerning pos~aible causes (f op.aratioaal fatigue to
which fitying personnel irA geaeral are exposed in the exercise of fly-Ing activity.
Th~e paper then deeoitlhea and mialyses the meaning and importance of the vario-.is
stressing factors that corust~tute the physical. and psychic workload to which the
helicopter piloct is subjected in performing his professional activities. Also
anailyzed are tivz influences exerc'Aed, both separately ankd jointly, on thle genesis
of -flight fatigue in helicopter pilots by, stressing and fatiguing effects of
vibrations, :ý,oisc etud psvcho-emotiortýl anc! psycho-senorial factors rjlated to the
variety a~nd danger oi utilization of this modern aircraft. Such an analytical
tnv..astigatioin indicatts that helicopter piloting involves a psycho-physical workload
cettataly no Yess than that i-aquireei by mxote powerful and faster aircraft.

W/L Cat. Code: 3.1

Op. Behav. krode: 1. , 2., 3.,.

Primary task Single iteastires Review~ None Background
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Rouse, W. B. Human-computer interactiorn in multitask siti- tons. IEEE
Transactions on Sstems, Man, ana Cybernetics, 1977, SMC. ,, 384-392.

Human-computer interaction in multitask decisionmaking situationtý is considered,

and it is proposed that humans and computer's have overlapping responsibilities.

Queueing thery is employed to model this dynamic approach to the allocation of

responsibility between human aad compute-. Resu'-. s of simulation experiments
are used tn illustrate the effects of seveýral 3ystem variables tn,'l,A•.iug

Inumber of tasks, mean time between arrivalF of action-evoking eventi, human-

cowputer speed mismatch, probability of co'iputer error, probability of human

error, and the level of feedback between human. and computer. Current

experimental effurts are discussed and the practical issues involved in

j' designing huwan-computer systems for multitask situations are considered.

W/L Cat. Code: 3.3

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

SPrimary task Math model (cnst tcc Laboratory Flight simulator

Experimental

RoLse, W.B. Afproaches to mental workload. In N. Moray (Ed.) Mental workload:
its theory and meagurement. New York: Plenum Press. 1979, 255-262.

ITIJhS paper addresses the iss,,as involved in defining, predictin3 and measuring
miental workload. It has been argued that. fraccion of attentiou and intensity
of effort are the essential components if mental workload. An approach
utilizing queueing models and utility iunctions has been suggested. The
difficult issues considered include measurement of intensit; of etfort as well
as inter-task and inter-individual comparisons. Also, it is noted that;
development of ether ý-han an ordinal scale of mental workload may prove
difficult.

W/L Cat. Code: 1.1, 3.1, 3.3, 4.1
Op. BLhav. Code: 1., 2., 3., 4.

Opiilion Multiple Conutruct None Flight simulator
Primary task
Phy•iological
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Sanders, A.F. Some reorks on zentil lad. In N. Moray (Ed.) Mental workload:
its theory und mAasiqrtaart. New York. PJienum Press, 1979, 41-77.

This paper presents an analysis of the concept of mental load from the point of
view of numan performance theory. In the first section the theoretical status
of the concept of mental load is considered. It is concluded that it is based
upon coimmon aense, which tannot be empirically founded in a simple way. Then an
outline is given of the miiin procedures of measurement. The next sectiLon describes I
a number of thooretical baseii which are all related to some kind of limited
capacity notion. It is co)ncluded that the original, l:c of channel capacity in
terms of information theory fails to provide a sound theoretical framework. Other
capacity concepts in terms of limited capacity processoze and in terms of effort
are described. Three types of processors are distinguished, which have diiferent
consequences for the measurement of mental load. The fourth section describes
experimental trends. It is concluded that a multichannel type of processor,
composed of a network of internal mechanisms is most favored by the data.

V/L Cat. Code: 1., 2., 3., 4.
Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 3., 4.

Opinion Multiple Review None Flight simulator
Spare m. capacity Construc•
Primary task
Physiological

Sanders, M.G., Burden, R. T., Jr., Simmons, R. R., Lees, M. A., iid Kimball, F. A.
An evaluation of perceptual-motor workload during a helicopter hover maneuver.
Ft. Rucker, Alabama: U.S. Army Aeromedical Research Laboratory, 78-14,
May, 1978.

The current research project examines a method of aiding the MEDEVAC pilot in
performing a hover maneuver while r'',rheps reducing workload. A modular, four-
axis stability augmentatinn system linistab) with integrated rate attitude and
heading retention was installed on the USAARL JUH-lH helicopter. Participating
personnel for the project were nine US Ar•-y aviators with a total average of
1172 flight hours. The aviatoc-. hovered at 30 feet above ground level for five
minutes under each of the three following flight control conditions: (1) Unaided--
Fnormal"s hover with visual flight rules conditions, (2) usia~g Force Trim, and (3)
using the Ministab. Continuous information from twenty pilot and aircraft
monitoring points was recorded on an incremental digital recorder for all flights.
Multivariate analyses were performed on both aircraft status variabies and control
input workload/activity measures. Under the conditions test.ed, the stability
augmentation system evaluated did not provide a clear-cut improvement in flight
performance and workload across all flight parameters.

W/L Cat. Code: 1.1, 3.2
Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Opinion Rating scale Experimental Flight test Flight simulator
Primary task Multiple measures Flight test
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Sanders, H. G., Simnons, R. R., and Hofmann, M. A. Visual workload of the
copilot/navigator during terrain flight. Human Factors, 1979, 21, 369-383.

I The visual workload of the navigator/copilot during terrain flight in a UH-lH
helicopter is investigated. Ocuiomu.cr verformance during nap of the earth,
contour and low level flight was recorded by a modified NAC Eye Hark Recorder in
conjunction with a 16 m high speed motion picture camera. Data indicate little
variation between time spent at each. visual area for different flight tasks.
Visual cues needed for navigation were primarily obtained from terrain viewed
from the copilot's windscreen, with frequent reference to the handheld map. It
is found that the duty of navigating required 92.2% of the copilot's visual time,
while the engine and flight instruments were utilized only 4.0% of the time; a
visual free time task was utilized only 3% of the time, mostly during hover
periods.

T W/L Cat. Code: 4.1.7

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2.

Physiological Eye movement Experimental Flight test Flight simulator

- Flight test

Sanders, M. G., Simmons, R. R., Hofmann, H. A. and DeBonis, J. N. Visual
workload of the copilot/navigator during terrain flight. Proceedings of

the Human Factors T.e'tT-First Annual Meeting. San Francisco, Calif.:

Human Factors Society, October 1977, 262-266.

The emphasis on aviator workload has been of primary concern to the US Army
aviation comunity since the incorporation of low altituide terrain flight"techniques into the helicopter tactics repertory. Sin.e aviation har been

a particularly acute problem at low altitude3, this project examined the
visual workload of the navigator/copilot during terrain flight (nao-oh--the-
earth, contour and low level) in a UH-lB helicopter. Visual performance
was measured via a modified NAC Eye Mark Recorder used in conjunction with a

A LO-CAM high speed camera. This technique provided the means to objectively
record and analyze the navigator's visual performance through the examination
of: (1) visual time inside the cockpit of flight and =ngine Instruments, (2)

-- time inside the cockpit ou the map or other navigation aids, ani (3) time
outside the cockpit in various windscreen sectorn.
W/L Cat. Code: 2.2.1, 4.1.7

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Spare m. capacity Subsidiary task Experimental Flight test Flight simulator

Physiological Eye movement Flight test
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Sanders, M. S., Jankovich, J. J. and Goodpaster, P. R. Task analysis for the
jobs of train conductor and brakeman. Crane, Indiana: Naval Almunition
Depot, UPTR-No. 263, July, 1974.

This report identifies and describea the princ(p.al tasks performed by
conductors, rear brakemen, and head brakemen during over-the-road freight
operations utilizing diesel-electric locomotive equipment. Forty-four
tasks and subtasks were analyzed and grouped into six categories: basic
handling tasks, pre-run preparation and starting off tasks, over the road
tasks, terminating tasks, operating emergency and malfunction tasks, and
auxiliary equipment operating tasks. Each task or subtask is descrited
from a system's perspective. The descriptions depict the tasks' initiating
stimuli, the iiformation processing and decision making, the response made
by the operator and the feedback received. The tasks are also analyzed to
determine task difficulty, potential hazards and the criticality of each
task. The task cascriptions are translated into operational sequence
diagramis with adaiýional information given concerning the decisions depicted
on each operational sequence diagram.

W/L Cat. Code: 2.1.1

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Spare m. capacity Task comp., Construct Nona FligU simulator
time assess.

Sagvap R. E., Wierwille. W. W. and Cordes, R. E. Evaluating the sensitivity
of various measures of operato- workload using randon digits a& a seconiary
task. Human Factors, 1979, 20, 649-654.

Problems have been encountered in previous research in developing a necondary
task measure of mental workload t:hat is both sensitive and stable. Ordinarily
a single measure of se.ondary teask is analyzed as an indicator of difference
in workload. The purpose of the experiment reported here was to determine 1
whether alternate measures taker. from a single secondary task might prove more
sensitive. Twelve subjects participated in the experiment involving a primary
task (meter pointer nulling) and a secondary task (reading random digits aloud).
The independent variable (primary task difficulty level) was adjusted by
changing the number of Leters that had to be monitored (two, three, or fou.r
meters). Dependent measures were taken on the (1) number of random digits
spoken (usual workload formula), (2) longest interval between spoken responses,
(3) longest con3ecutive string of spoken digits, and (4) the number of "triplets"
spoken. Results show that tho dependent measures (1), (3), and (4) were
significant with (1) being the most sensitive.

N41L Cat. Codc: 2.2.1

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Spare m. capacity Subsidiary task Experimental Laboratory Flight simulator

Flight test
4



S~&yers, S~. ii. Analysis of~ heta1  rate v~riabiiity. Kr&qnomics 1973. 16,5 17-32.

Spontaneo'is vzrio.ýiiity o)f heart-rote haa been related to three miajor phys'lological
originating factars., queui-oscillctory' fluctuations thought to &rise 1,, blovd-
priusure conolrol, varia41e frequency oscillations, due to thennal regulation, and

respraton;frequeacy sue)ectivo analysis of cardiac interbeat interval, sfquen,-ev
allow's the 3upa.-xta contributions to be isolated. Using this mc~thý>d, a labloratory
and field study of the effects of mental work load on tha cardiac intervAl

sequnce aa been carried out. Results suggest that mean heart rate *nd variance

ere untliab o masuiis, but t~hat consistent changes in interVaL spectrum occur;
these hav~e been trcdtoatrain ainiy inte0. ezzgion, perhaps
originating wihch~ngesinth pattezas of t~piration which Interact with tLe

I Op. Boh~v. Code: 2.

.'hysioolcgicsl Heart rate, Review Laboratory Flight simulatorI L~r. var.
1ýroathing an)4. Construct ildFlight teat

____~j F; V. On tepractical utiLIAtY uf c:rit.Leal iMiikcr ftwaon treque'ncy
measurements to the aset-m. ent of merntal wort.-Load. P4raunsweix. Went Germany:
Institute fur Flugfuhrung, Report DLF-F8 /n-67, ~.7.(In Get-man).
(Avaii~ble in Eng~tsh as Europe~an Spaert Agency %"ratnslatlin ESA-T7-398--Revised.

- Nov#ýmbor, 1971.)

Twe exper.ý'ments wera cunducted to evaluate t~he utility of %n ac'vaiacvd Meatsuring

device, couplcd with % pr(xctic3ble wiasureme±nt pro-,,duro, with respecr to rollabic
* and vitlid assessment ot m~ntal workl--aO by measurlag critica~l Mliker ;tj.'ion

tki*queney (0,TT). In the fi'irt exporLit..ý, basic variability of CllýF Sco~res,
obt~lne~d urnder nonwork~.oaJ contix.tiotis, was studied. Error of n'easuremeatt as veil
iss p' eý,Acal and p~hysica.l ntprference r~ariables wer-t dixicusaeO tc be~ aources kit the.

arg, oicillations akczuallv fromi 2sct ~ta. it was founrd nceist~ry to mdf
0e noasurri.ý%nt proccduý'". Ki zhe .AC0T1%.' experiner~t CF?~ thresolods we~re examinnol

SttciacIC114' aPQ1Y~iiS rOVO~lod gonerally 1ow. rolitbility coo.fficitenta. A14o

t-rpho!.ds f'Ailev4 to diartmidnate ',twetrý V)v~ work~oad and hl~ih w.-klod treetwents.

Op. B'bhov. icodo: .. , .iI

P*:iiery taigs Single measare I xjporttiva.-al Laiicrttzry krnI
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Schdffler, R. J., Geiselhart, R., and Griffin, J. C. 4 study of ciew task
loading on the C-141. aircraft. Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Olio:
Air Force Systems Command, ASD-TR-78-3, April, 1978. (AD AP57 346).

At the requsaL of the Military Airlift Command, human factors engineers particinaced
in a C-141 crew cumposition and task load analysis. The objective of the study
was to determine the feaaibility of a fou'-man crew consisting af two pilots, a
flight engineer and a flight system operator, to fly C-141 missions. The test
-esults indicated that the air/land mission can he accomplished with a four-man
crew. Pu'esently for a combat airlift mission (airdrop) the most: optimal crew
composition would be two pilots, navigator and flight &ngineer. With additional
training, it might be feasible to substitute a flight system Cperator for
navigator in the combat airlift .mission.

•1/Z Cat. Code: 2.1.1, 3.1

)p. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 3., 4.

9,iare m. capacity Task comp., Experimental Flight t~st Flight simulator
time assess.

Primary task Single meezur , Flight test

Schiffler, R, J., Geiselhart, R. aud Ivey, L. Crew composition study for an
Advar.crd Taxker/Cargo Aircraft (ATCA). Wight-Patt2rson, AFB, Ohio: USAF
Aeronauticas, Systems Division, ASD-TR-76-20, October, 1976.

To d,-termine the minimum crew complement reot.r.d for an Advanced Tanker/Cargo
Aircraft a series of contractor and Aý task analypes were reviewed and evaluated.
Couplkd with these analysec were a series cf fligatt tests which verified somZ
of the task times and prucedures required for Advanced Tanker/Cargo Aircraft.
It was concluded that a three man crev (P, CF, Aoom Operator) had crew work
overlo.ads during several flig!. segments and this crtw size would be unacceptable
in a Emergency War OT.der (EWO) en% ronme,.t. A four man crew (P, CP, N/FE and
Boom Cperator) was the most advan~ageuut and could handle most tasks below a
100% tasK loadiag.

SrL Cac. Code: 2.11

Op. Bebav. Code: 1., 2., 3., 4.

Spare m. capacicy Thbt Comp., Ccnstruct Laboratory Flight simulator
time as3ess.

Primary ta.k Sina'.e measures Experi- Flight test
mental
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Schiflett, S.G. Oparatot workload. An aanotated bitliography. Patuxentj River, Maryland: US Naval Air Test Center, SY-257R-16, December, 1976.

The importance of mainteinh'g optinal air.,rew workload levelA has long been
recognized as a tignificant factor that contributes to t5K ovetall success or
failure of ý. mission. Workload as traditionally dcf.tned in thL context of crew
work-rest schedules or time-and-motion atudles are typically W~inaaurnd by "anolnt
of expended phyc'cal effort" or "time analysis of activitf-26.' However, chase
types of approaches nave the same methodological problems as some of the more
modern techn'iques of measurtip werklo&, e.g., man-simulation modelsi besiause
they were not developec for the test and evaluation environment ant, consequsatly,

7 ~were derived from an inadequate and Inappropriate data basle. The purpose cf this
•. st~udy wac to coapil e an anrnotative bihllograp':7- of methodol~ogiec that measure

operator workload in airareu systems. This compilation is necessary to weet
the need for a continuing review of test and evaluation methodology.

rW/r Cat. Code: t ., 2., 3., 4
Op. Behas-. Cohe: O .t, 2., 3. 1 ,4.

Oplineon Multiple Review None Flight shoueator
Spare m. rapacity Flight test

- Primary task

P shyiological

Schflett, Sd G. Voice stress analysis as a measure of o 12rator H)oftload.
froceedincs of the 23rd Anno 25 MpHz fthen -fthe T-hisan s acttem 7--l-to determ

Massachusetts, October 29-)N•ový-mber i, 1979, 573.

A necd exists for a general stress me-asure wh-IcY is nonobtrusive and can be
applied in actual operatfontal circumstances wirhOUt int-,rfering with operator
performance. Previous research in thp. field of voice aaalyois has indicated that
the psychophysiloogi.cal strev•s-state of the speaker m.-iy manifest itself in the
akcouatic domain by changes in tne frequency modulp.rion (8 to 12 Hz) of the fund•i-
mpntal frequency (50 to 250 Hz) ,J' the VOIL-:. This study attempted to determine
if such frequeacy modulation changes chn be used to detect tha amount of situational
stress in the voice while subjects pcrformed a four-cho±ce information pro.essitug
task at lifferent presentaifor rates. A Rz.ponse Analysis Tester (RA'TER) presented
a four-chcice discrimination task in which each subject was required to match a
response. key to each of four stimuli (numbers -ore, two, threp, and four) appearing
in a display window. The voice was analyzed by a devicc manufactured by Dektor,
Incorporated, called a Psychological Stress Evaluator (PSE), developed spe'Afically
as a dncept ion-detection instrument. Prelimi--&ry voice stress analyses for 15
subject3 show correlations betweew performance scores and stress ratings. Tihe
results are discussed as to tho potential aaplication for a nonobtrusive measure
of stress in vocal commuaication sys.tems tbat require opei'vtor ,rorkload asset-,sments.
W/L Cat. Code: 4.3
Op. Behav. Code: i., 2., 3., 4.1

Physiological Speech pat:. Experimental Laborntory Flight simuiator

anal.
flight test
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j'ohiflattt S. 0. EValu&-ti*3 '0 R PiltO wvrk"co&d a93ses Mtknt device to test alternatte
display format$ and 00ntroX1 atabiity Varietions. fttuxft~t River,. Maryland:
Kavel Air Test Centek', SY-33R-80, Pet-ruary 1980.

Thii intlig"kt r~esearch pirojeot etv~luated th.o utility of d beorkload Assess~ment
Devioe (WAD) to tnt -',urc pilot workload for approach andt )3nding tasks unders'imula1~f.e,4 Instrup*e;t meterologioal conditioras, alternatt Head-up Display (HULD)formats. and controi stability variationi. Tho flight, -cest were conlductedin an NT-3-A research aircraft, extensively m~odified fop- the Air For-:e and Navyby the Displ&y Eiialuation Flight Test Program. The hr,-'z1are, ,#of'tware, andttast pr~oedurei asaociatad wi4'.h thie WAD f'metionoid efficiently withi ooly mi.nordisorepanzies and udimi~mu pi3.ot distrrxotIton, The project established the feazi-bili~ty of using an item recognition t*nsk as a mea~sure of sensory-rcsponse load-ing and rese'"'ye in'orzation processing c,,,.acity while flying preocislon appr'oeihen.Tib rc.,ult13 tndJ~tcate tn zi ppreciable inr.r,.-ase in reactionp time and errors on
tho senondary task flown with degriided hanvil1ing qualities as compared to grcu'ndbaseline *eaajiireýz and1 good h~andling qualities. The pilots showed morme mentFA
rener'ie c~pacity w&hen fli1aig pictorlial/symbolic HUD configurations a2 comparied
to onnv'~ntiona1 HUD formats with standard scale,3 and alph-_rýnuerics. Tt is ro-Coimended th~t fuirthe- evaluations be conducted '0,o establish the efficany C-1.utili,ýing tiie WAD to measure mental workload in a wide variety of sir'crew tasks.

Op.. Behav. "ode: 1., 2., 14.

Opinion Ratiizg scales E~xperimental Flight test Flight simulator
Spare M. capacity Surcondary tauk FlisL% test

Schiflett, !). G. and Lolkith, G. J. VoeCC 3tress as a ne-asurE of opntratov I
wcý:kload., Patuxent: ki(ve'r, Maryland: Naval Air Test, Center, Technical
kMs-orandum 'TM79-3 SY,, December 31, 19)9.

Thi.-. paper '1octuinntv a study ttrw- attemapted to dietermine if the PSE could beused to detect the nmouct, of situation&l stress in the voice while subjects
performed a four-choir-e information processing tesk at dif ferent pJresentation* ~~rates. Toue putrpo~e wes to evalua~te the relationship between performaance scor-es,
self-rared ,t~resa, and 'nassurad vocal stress due tc Increases in presentationrates. Voice a8t~i,ýs analysis ghow'ýd significant correlations wfiLh performance
tscores axi s.tiess ratIngs of a at-ected pool of subjects (N4-12). The resuL.9are .1iscuseed as to tilie po~ential application of an. objective, reliable, andnoi mstjsiv -&uu~rz cý stress in vocal communication system thit reqllire
up~ev-ator cnkniaees t.

HW/1 Cat. Code: 1.I, 3.1, 4.3
Op. F,-hav. Code; 1. 2 , 3., 4..i

opi-aion Rating azale Experimental Laboratory Flight si~mul~ator .J . ift.;ry :ask Single m~easures Flight tnvt
P1s)GCI4.gitaa1 Spuech pa-.-t.

anal.
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Schmidt, D. K. Of modeling ATC work load and sector cp,ac!ty. Journal of3 Airrýraft, 1976, 13, 531-531.

This palper deseribes a serti-empirical, deterministic t.ork load model ai.d a p0o-
cedure intended to aid ii the design and evaluation of thise uviýs of airspace
(sectors) under trie Jurisdiction of a team of air traffic conttollers. The
techntqtt- re'ates the traffic varialýles, route and sector geometry, and ...ortrol
procedures to an index that qwi.ntiZies the work load raquii:ad on tbo part of the
air traffic control (ATC) I:eam. Work lc&. is consi-e-red tc constitute the requiredI sector evaluation criterion when maximum overall A'rc facility capacity and manning
efficiency are deeired. WiZhi proper calibratio-, the model mAy be used to assess
Ch3 impact oi work load and seccor capacity of future automation fedtures, An

. r.xample evaluation of an actual high altitude, enroute sector is included.

W/-L Cat. Code: 3.3

SIp. Benav. Code- 1., 2., 3., 4.

I Primary tAsk Mrth. model Construct None Flight simulmcor

Schmldt, D. K. A Queueing analysis of •ho air tiaffic controller's work lord.

Thz clalitatire rela•tiqnS Letu±nr, workload measures (or sLressors), strain,

fatigue, and the performance of ti = man in the air traffic control (ATUA qrstem
are -ei-,ewed.. A ttbe• of stressors, including the workload aiagitJ.tude (i.e.,

,-< minimum ut-iizatior time p-r ut.it :Lie), dla; in AT% t.ask executL'n due to
excessive activity, eni mental image undat!.ag rcquiremcrts are idelitif4.e% odaI" .'istzu,•and, With the various ATC tasks competing for the man's information-
prot-.slng actl'•fty, a queuin* moý?l is presented. Calibrated with field data,
a computer simulatiout of the model wao used to ooz&ia trends in the above streears
versus traffic demand for two enroute sectors. Prelim:tnary estimates of VxaimurM
allowaole thresholds for the3e stressors are used to infer the contro2ler's
traffic-handling capacities.

WIL Cat. Code: 3.3

Op. Eehav. Ccde: 1., 2., 3., 4

ii Zpare m. zý)czcaitv Task Lomp., Construet Field Flight simulator

Prinmary task Math. model Cxne-rJmertal a1
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I choio, T. R. A compariacm. of visual. auditory, and cuah,..As tracking
displays when divided attention is required -o a crogs-adeptive loading
task. Zrzonotics, 1973, 16, 153-158.

The pressnt investigation wAs designed to order the rclative difficulty of
tratking Ath a visual, an auditory and a cutaneouc display. Utilizing one
of the threL 3isplay•, subjects were required to track while simultaneously
per orming a visual loeding task. Trackina pirformance did not differ as a
functiiin of the type uf tracking display utilized. However, perforlarce on '
the loadin& task accompanying v.sual and auditory trackir• was superior to
thet accompanyin3 cutaneous tracking. From these findings it was concluded
thot visual and auditory tracking ere lesid difficult than cutaneous tracking
in Liust both the former leae Lne operator with mote "spare attention" for
carrying aditioral. t&sks.

W/L Cadt. Code: 2,2.4, 2,2,5, 3.1

Op. Bahav. Code: 1., 2., 3., 4.

Spare r-- capacity 3ubeidiary task Experimental Laboratory Flight simulator

Primary task Single measures Flight test

S,;hori, T. R. and Jones, B. W. Smoking and work load. Journal of Motor
Rehavlor, 10.75, 7. 113-1M

Smokers, suckers aeprived, and nonsmokers performed a compensatory tracking
task while sim"It3neously performing a cross-adaptive loading task. By
me~nb of the cross-adaptive technique, the size of the subject's total
work load (tracking und loading tasks combined) was individually tailored
to utilize i'cb Lubjecc'c entire attentional capacity. No differences
were detected as 4 function of smoking condition either in tracking or
loLding task performance, and it was concluded that smoking condition d±d
not affect the size of the workload which could be handled. Performance
generrily improved with trials, however, none of the smoking condition x
trials interact.one was significant, indicating that performance changes
with nractice did not differ among the various smoking conditions.

W/L Cat. Code: 2.2.4, 2.2.5

Op. Behav. Code- 1., 2., 3., 4

Spare in. capacity Subsidiary task Experimental Laboratory Background
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Schouten. J.V., Kaisbeek, J.W.H., and Leopold, F.F. Or. the evaluation of
perceptual and mental load. Errgonomics, 1962, 5, 251-260.

L I Human labor may roughly be divided into three different categories: physical,
perceptual and mental. Physical labor can be measured in terms of physical units
of consumption and 2roduction of energy. Physical labor is the only kind, as yet,
which can be expressed in adequate tmits of labor. Perceptual labor Ar• load
seem to lay thetselves open to interpretation in terms of such concepts as
information and manipulation similar to those used in communication, heory. rhis,
however, could at best apply to relatively simple patterns of st±imuli and reectiors.
Although, in a general wty, the manifold perceptual faculties are limited in epend,
accuracy, ertension and complexity, ft is not known whether these faculties ltud
themselves to being expressed in terms of a universal unit, permitting of the
relative calibration of the load of a perceptual task. Mental labor and load
might be r,.bricated in terms of such concepts as attention. vigilance, moOivation,
responsibility, perseverance, stress, strategy, tactics, etc.
W/L Cat. Crde: 1., 2., 3., 4
Op. Behav. Code: 1., Z., 3., 4.

tj Opinion Mujtiple Review %,,.ne Flight siiwlator
Spare m. capacity
"•rimary task
Physiological

Schultz, W. C., Newell, F. D. and Whitbeck, R. F. A study of reletionships
between aircraft system performance and pilot ratings. Proceedings of the
6tb Annual NASA-University Conference on Manual Control, Wright-Patterson
AFB, .... , April 7-9, 1970, 339-340.

This stidy examines the relationship between man-machine system performance
and pilot evaluation data. Thi: intent of the experiment described herein
is to add to the library cf knowledge concerning quantitative analytical
"measures of pilot-aircraft performance for complex piloting tvks including
use of glideslope and localizer for ILS tasks. The Cooper-Harper rating
scale was used.

W/L Cat. Code: 1.1, 3.3

Op. Behav. Code: 1.1, 1.2, 4.2

Opinion Rating scale Experimental Flight simulator Flight simulator

Primary task Math. model Flight test
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5chvaneveldt, R. W. Effercs of complexity In simultaneous reaction time taike.
Journal of Experimentel Psycholoy, 196i, 81, 289--296.

Two experiments investigated the' effects of iniormetion load (number of alternatives)
and S-R code in esch of two simultaneous., performed reaction tiwe -RT) tasks. The
rubjecLs were required to make both a ve4rbal and a manial response on each trial
in the simoltaaeous-performance conditions. Each task was vtso performed alone
for .-omparlson. The results were: (a) In 3imultaneous performance, RT in each
task was greater with more alternative- or an indirect S-R code in either task;
(b) tbk zomplcxity of Che verbal tap, had a smaller zffect on verbal RT when the
coaplexlty of the manual task wss Z;acreaaed; and (c) details of the data argued
against a response-grouping ipt,_pretation. The evidence for overlap between the
two taeks has ivporta7't implicstiont, for the single-channel hypothesis.

W/L Cat. Code: L. 2 .1, 3.1

Op. Behav. 1o'-: 1., 2., 3., 4.1

. capacity Subs1di.ary task Experimental Laboratory Background

Primary task Single measures

Schwarv, J. .. and Ekkers, C. L. Estimation of task loading by observing

and regulating complex technical 3ystems. Mens en Onderneming, 1976,
76, 85-108. (In Dutch).

The increasing use of complex automated technical systems leads to higher
riuks for people in. .and ouslde the6. :stems. Of crucial importance in

pi this respect is the control task of the human operator. It is proposed
that task performance wil diminish when the task load ior the ope.atoris too hev.The aim of this suyis to estimate the task lead cf the

operator by systematic observation of his behavior and physiological
measurements (ECG). An observational system has been developed which can
be used ia different control tasks. In thir study the observational
system has been tested with three different control tasks. The results
were that the obsetrvational system differentiates between different levels
of task load and the frequency of the ECG is higher with higher levels of
task load. Further investigations are being prepared in which data
concerning task load will be correlated with criteria of health and well-
being over longer periods ol' time.

W/L Cat. Coae: 2.11, 4.1., 3

Op, Behav. Code: I., 2. , 4,

SSpare m. capacity Task comp., Experimental Laboratory Flight simulator
time assess.

PnysiologicaJ. EKG
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Sebej, F. and Biro, V. Effect of psychic load on the course uf respiratiou.
Sciudia Psychologpca, 1978, 20, 67-71.

.An attempt was made to analyze the relationsbip between respiratory parameters
and psychic load, The latter was made to simulate the fo~liowing elements: time
pressure, feedback infermation on perception of suýject's owr performance,
sensorimotor coordination, speed and precision of perception. The results implyIthat 1. the -espirdtory system is a sensitive indicator of psychic load, 2.
awareness of one's own performance exerts an activating influence on scwe Measuresof function of the respirawoiy syjtem, 3. the selected measures provedzppropriatu in following up respiratory changee under conditiona of psychic load.

W/L Cat.. Code: 3.1r, 4.1.11

Op. Behalv. Code: 1,, 2., 4.

SFPrimary task Single measures Experimental Laboratory Flight simulator

Physiological Breathirg anal.

Seibel, R.. Christ, R. E. and Teichner, W. H. Perception ard short term -mory
under workload stress. tort Washington, New York: U.S. Naval Traini Device
Center-, NAVTnADEVCEN 130(3-2, June, 1964. (AD 604 866).

This report is one cof three evaluations of differently proposed methods for
St.. " bily of individuals to report th conet nf hbriefly expos

alphabetic displa)s. In this case, increasing the number of consecutive
displays, the number of displays per unit time, and the number of letters
per display all lead to an increase, or at least no decrease, in the total.
number of letters correctly reported when the individual was asked to report
all that he had seen. These forms and levels of input stress did not lead to
breakdown in performance. If individuals were called on to report only certain
"parts of what they had seen, however, then the increases in input stress lead

A to decreases in total number of correctly reported letters. The results
suggest that individuals protect themselves from high input rates by filtering
c xt what they cannot handle, and only if they must pro'cess the information are
high input rates likely to lead to performance breakdown. The military
implications of the results are discussed.

W/L Cat. Code: 3.1

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.1

Primary task Single measures Experimental Laboratory Background

,'6
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Seifert, R., Daniels, A. F. and Schmidt, K. A method of nan-display/control
system evaluation. Proceedii!ns of the AGARD Conference on Guidance and
.ontrol Displays, AGARD-CP-96, 3-1 - 8-8. (AD 739 779).

The paper describes a method for 6valuatiag the design and assessing t7e layout
of an aircraft cockpit. This method can also be readily applied to the evaluation
of other display/control systems. The objectives of the study and cheir t~1viug
in relation to vhe overall development process are discussed. Factor3
significant)y affecting the design, such as scenaario, and operatiotsl and equipment
requirements are introduced and a description of the rig facility provided. The
use of tlhe Cooper-Harper rating sy:tem, Semantic Differentials and Guided
Innerviews in the analysis of subject performatuce and opinion is described.
Finally the paper con(udes that complex man-display/control systoams can only
')e optimiz. by tne adoption of a comprehen3ive approath to experimental studies
of the kind described I. the paper.

WiL Cat. C:,de: 1.

0o. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Opiniion Rating iale Cousrruct Laboratory Bac~kground

Questicn.airc Experimental

Sekiguchi, C., Hand&, Y.. Gotoh, M.; K,_riha:-a, Y., Nagasawa, A., and Kuroia, 1.
Evaluation method of mental workload under flIght conditions-relationship to
heart rate variability. Aviation, Spece, and Environmental Medicine, 1978,
A9, 920-925.

To analyze the relationship between heart rate variability (HRV) and fhe flight
tasks of pilots, HRV of various mental and physical work etressoes were investigated.
For the physical stress on the treadmill, S.D. of heart rate secuence showed a
minimum value at medium stresses and remained there until the L'aximuax stress.
However, the centrifuge accelerat:or test presupposed special phYsi'al stresses,
and S.D. was almost sane as the resting findings. In the tracking tasks, which'
-re:upposed maximum !ntecpretative actions, the increase in the mean heart rate
(MIR) was small with the S.D. increased a greater amount than for resting results.
Consequently, preflight checks and level flight 1bases presupposed mediun
interpretative actions and mental stress with reserve apacicy. Takeoff and landtng
phases were considered as both high interpretative acttou and high ewotiotal
streas sitiatiors. Acrobatic and gunnery training flight phapes were cori'sider•.ti
physical load, strong fnterpretattve actions, and emotional, etreva tasks,

W/L Cat. Code: 4.i.3, 4ol 10

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Physiological Heart rate, Experimental Laboratory Flniht simula~or
n.r. vat.

Slmulatsr u'Fl ght test
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Sem-Jacobsen, C. W. ZCG monitoring of heart failure and pilot load/overload
by tha Vesla seat pad. Avia~t.on, Space, and Environmental Medicine, 1976,
47, 441-444.

Heart failure has caused sadden incapacitation of pilots in command of commercialJ airliners. These fatal episodes hsve occurred in connection with takeoffs and
landings, and have resulted in incidents as well as major accidents. Sudden
cardiac arrest or serious c.pisodcs, suich as ventricular tachycardia, usually
cannot be detected at autopsy. A number of accidentb due to unknown reasons or to
"pilot error" can be due ýu, and some probably are, cardiac breakdown. The Vesla
Seat Pad is a device for biomedical monitoring of ECG signals from human subjects
withom attachment to the subjects of any leaas or sensor devices. It is capable
of obtaining appropriace ECG signals, transmitted to the pad tLrough the medium of
Lhe subject's perspiration, for monitoring the subject's heart action. ECG signals,

together with other data, can be electrcnically processed and used to warn the
I co-pilot and tower of impending h,zard. The "dead man's button" with an overload

war•,tng systein could greatly, when taken int: use, improve flying srfety.

WfL Cat. Cod,: 4.1.3, 4.1.10

Op. Behav. Codae 1., 2., 3., 4.

i Physiological EKG Construct Laboratory Flight simulator

Heart rate, Experlmental Flight test

h.r. var.

Senders, J. Axiomatic models of workload. Ia N.. Moray (Ed.) Mental workload:
its t.heory and measurement. New York: Plenum Prass, 1979, 263-267.

This paper provides definitions, a:•iomazic statements, and hypotheses concerning
workload. Several classes of workload are presented, including study-state•:: ',workload, non-study-state workload, internal switching load, tine cost of

switching, and motivatron and effort.
ii~iW/L f!ac. Codp" 2.1, 3.3

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2.

SSpare m. capacity '7ask analytic Construct None Background

Primary task Math. modeling

Al
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Senders, J.W. 1huc Lan operator as a monitor and controller of multidegree of
freedom systems. IIEE Transactions or. HuAn Factors in Electronics, 1964,
HFE-5, 2-!c.

Although most research and theory building on huma, operator performance has
considered the operator to be a continuous single-channel controllec, straight-
forward examinatlun' of real situations and real behavior show. him to be a
samiled-data, commutated single-channel controller. This arises from the
fact that the human operator must distribute his attention sequentially over
many information sources. Both monitoring and controlling behavior are subject
to the constraint that the operator's eyes can fixate on only one place at a
time. Thic report sets forth a model which attempts to predict the relation
between the kind .uid rate of information displayed on any display and the
frequency and duration of samples made of that display. The approach utilizes
the notion that it is possible to quantify the attentional demand placed on the
controller by each source -.f information in a complex man-machine system. The
attentional demand can be calculated cn the basis of the bandwidth and required
precision of readout of the signal presented by an information source.

W/L Cat. Code: 2.1.2
Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2.

Spare m. capacity Inform. theory Construct Laboratory rlight simulator
Experimental

Senders, J.W. The estimation of operator workload in complex systems. in
K.B. DeGreene (Ed.) Systemiw Psychology, New York: Mc~raw-Rill, 1970, 207-216.

Eye movements and visual scanning processes, considered the major indicator of
operator workload, are emphasized ip this discussion. Human monitors of systems
sample instruments at different rates avd for difforent durations in a consistent
way which appears to be almost completely a function of the nature of the 1ignal
presented. Shannon (1948) and Shannon and Weaver (1949) showed that the infor-
mation in bits per second generate• by a continuous time function (subject to
certain limitations regarding the shape of the spectrum) was directly proportional
to the bandwidth of the signal in cycles per second, and to the logarithm of the
ratio of the signal power to ý.he permissible mean square. error power in the read-
out. An extended theory based on the notion of a "queue" of instruments waiting
for attention provides a means of generating probabliity distributions of demand
and a consequent estimation of the reliability of the operator as a systev
constituent.

W/L Cat. Code: 2.1.2, 3.3
Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Spare m. capacity Inform. theory Construct Flight simulator Flight simulator
Primary task Xrth. model
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Senders, J.W., Krlstcfferson, A.B., Levison, W.H., Dietrich, C.W. anC Ward, J.L.
The attentional demand of automobile driving. Highway Research Record, 1967,
No. 195, 15-33.

A theoretical analysis and an experimental investigation of certain aspects of
automobile driver information processing were undertaken. The theoretical
analysis was the result of an effort to avoid difficulties associated with a
servomechanistic approach to the automobile driving problem. The analysis is
predicted on the assumption that a driver's attention is, in general, not
continuously but only intermittently directed to the road. A simple threshold
model appears to be a useful analog of the driving process. The analysis makes
specific predictions about the form of the functional relationship between
intervals between observa-ions and vehicle speed. The experimental program had
two goals. One was the empirical investigation of the relation between amount
of interruption of vision and driving speed. The other was the determination
of the parameters in the mathematical model. This report presents the results
of the theoretical and experimental investigation.

W/L Cat. Code- 2.1.2, 2.3
Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Spare m. capacity Inform. theory Construct 2ield Flight simulator
Occlusion Fxperimental.

IL
Senders, J. W. and Poener M. J. M. A queueing model of monitoring and supervisory

Uehvlur. in T. B. Sheridan and C. Johannsen (Eds.) Monitoring behavior
and supervisory control. New York: Plenum Press, 1976, 245-259.

In the design of workplaces for monitoring and supervisory activity, economic and
physical space requirements play an importa.it role. These requirements as well
as human factors engineering requirements must be met. This paper describes
mathematir-l models for assessing human operator behavior in such systems. The
model: ar, based on information theoretic concepts coiined with que-ieing models
of instrument servicing. The concept of avoiding system failure by maintaining

'1 manageable task demands is presented.

W/L Cat. Code: 2.1-2, 3.3

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2.

Spare m. capacity Information theoretic Construct None Flight simulator

"Primary task Math. modeling
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Sheridan, T.B. and Stassen, H.G. In N. Moray (Ed.) Mental workload: its theory
and measurement. New York: Plenum Press, 1979, 219-233.

Alternative definitions of workload are presented in h control paradigm, and
various trade-offs between workload far-tors are considered. Descriptions of
workload in terms of streas and strain, capacity, and attention allocation are
briefly reviewed. The utility of applyiag formnil models of workload is
described ir terms of candidate models which include ti optimal control model,
decision models, information channel models, and activation/uncertainty models.

W/L I-at. Code: 1.1.2, 3.3Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Spare m. capacity Inform. theory Construct None Flight simulator

Primary task Math. model

myographic responses to subjective reports of mental fat gue and performance

on a Doppler identification task. Master's thesis, Naval Postgraduate School,

Monterey, California, September, 1973. (AD 769 754).

This research investigated relationships bcween subjective fatigue, performance,
and four physiological parameters: sinu,3 arrhythmia, pupil behavioL, blink late,
and tension of the neck muscles. Fatigue was induced by a doppler recognition
task and rigid body posture. Performaiuce was measured as the proportion of
correct doppler identifications. There was no detection of a performance
change during che two and one half-hour experimental sessions. Sinus arryzhmia
and eyelid blink rate were also found to remain unchanged. An alteration was
found in the measures of neck miiscle tension levels, subjective fatigue, and
the average pupil diameter. Subjective ratings of fatigue were found to ba
highly correlated with time-on-task &nd the electromyographic response of certain
neck muscles. Polynomial regression indicated a significant linear relationship
between the subjective ratings and the tension measured.

W/L Cat. Code: 1.2, 3.1, 4.1.4, 4.1.7, 4.1.8, 4.1.9, 4.1.10

Op. Behav. Code: 2., 3., 4.

Opinion Multiple Experimental Laboratory Flight simulator
Primary task Flight test
Physiological
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Shiffrin, R. 1. %nd G'ardner, G. T. VIsual proc:essing capacity and attention
control. Junlof ExperimentalPsychclogv, 1972, 93, 72-82.

Three experiments zesred whether visual processing operates under attentional control,

and with temperal-spntial capacity limitations. The Ss identified which of two
•4 3 key letters was presenc in briefly premented four-letttr displays. Model1

postulating attenclonal control ana limited capacity would predict an advantage
for the sequential condition since In this case processing capacity need not be
simultaneously uhared taoong four letters. The results demonstrated simultaneous
and sequential conditions to be equal. It was concluded that the initial stagesof visual processing, up to at least the level of lettpr recognition, take place

without capacity limitation and without attentional control.

6iJ/L Cat. Code: 3.1

Op. Behav. Cod,?: 1., 2.

Primary task Single measures Experimental Laborato•y Background

Shulman, H.G. and Briggs, G.E. Studies of performance in covaplex aircrew, tasks.
Columbus, Ohio: The Ohio State University, Resevrch Foundation, RF Project
2718, Final 'eport, December, 1971. (AD 753 762).

The basic objective of tl;e researci described it, this rport was the •nvestigation
of human performince tnd,.ý.r condit .na of divided attention. This research hasj
fnrtied on performance in two types of divided attention pa:adigms referr,.d to a*i

the sequential and simultaneous demand paradigms. Kits'usrc" on the ;tinultaneous;
dcx ! situation centered on performance when a memory task was ti.,.e-shared with
,Vr..SL.t tracking task simi ar in principle to a vehicular contrc` (mask. 'herý!

e ipt.'fIeats showed a) that decrements occur in bort, trackig a;.d reýe'?no'ni
performance, b) thaL these increments increase with ignal complexity o'? the
tracking task and acoustic similarity on the memory task, tnd c) that practice
reduces these decrements by an amount ploportional t:> tvie size of the %,itial
decrecent. Experiments on sequential demand time-sharing focus. d or, two tasic I
31tuations. First were situati'ns characteriz.,d by heavy memory loads and inter-

stimulus intervals between I and 8 seconds. Second were .'ations iuvolvitg lowi

a Eff,,ry load- and intersti:ralus tntervals between .1 and l.t ,.-onds. I' both
Ss:isaat ions, a tu-me-sharing d.crem,.nit ocrk r., and is prop-,,'fiu, to tit taitvr-

stinulus interval.

W/l, Cat. Code: 2.2.1, 2.2.2 3.1
Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

¶ Spare m. capacity Subsldalt-y task ExpNqr m,, Labor .y Flight imulatt:

Primary task SingiL merForen Flight F]ight Leat

Simula or
r
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Siegel, A. I., Lanterman, R. S., Platzer, H. L. and Ulv'f, J. J. Techniques
for evaluating operator loading in man-machine sya-,ems: Development of a
method for real time assessmenc of operator overloedlng. Wayne, Pennpylvania:
Applied Psychological Services, January, 1976. (AT) 479 045).

The logic involved in deriving certain constLnts, thught Important for
describing the human transfer function, is presented. Then an experiment
investifgating the effects of varying operator alertness level (sleep
deprivation) on two of the constants is described and the results presented.
In the experiment, subjects performed compensatory tracking and a series of
cognitive ar.d perceptual motor tasks at intervals over a 27 hour period of
sleep deprivation. The results were not in accordance with the preexperimental
hypothesis, which stated that the two constants derived should decrease as the
alertness level decreased (increasing period of sleep eprivatic). On the
other hand, some relationship was found between one of the transfer function
constants and the scores of the subjects on the accessory -ntellectual and
cognitive tasks. Several possible explanations for the findings are presented.

W/L Cat. Code: 2.2.1, 3.3
Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Spare m. capacity Subsidiary task Experimental Laboratory Flight simulator

Primary task Math. model Flight test

Siegel, A. I. and Williams, A. R., Jr. Identification and measurement of
intellective load carrying thresholds. Wa-ne, Pennsylvania: Appli.ed
"Psychological Servi:es, AFOSR-'V-75-0593, December, 1974. (AD- A009 159).

T;,_e coniecture wag investig<ied that the intellective load cavrying capability
for selected intellective functions is identifiable and measurable. 1.tellective
load carrying failure was defined as the point at which a change in transfer
ft,Action components occurs as a tracking -.nd a scaled intel'.ecrive fuaction were
corcomitantly performed. The scaled intellective functions were draw-n from
the Guilford Structure-of-Intellect model. The transfer function components
ipcluded amplitude ratio and phase lag as defined by the frequency-response
snalytii method. Anticipsted between individual and between atellective
funct.o-a differences were found. The ability to isolate the iatellectiv. load
carrying threshold for individual subjects and for individual intellc'tiva
funtions was demonstrated.

W/L Cat. Code: 3.1, 3.3

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.2

Primary task Single measures Construct Laboratory Flight simulator a

Math. model Eiperimental
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Siegel, A.I. and Wolf, J.J. Man-machine simulation models: Psychosocial andgperformance interaction. New York: Wiley, 1969.

Techniques for including characteristics of both individuals and groups Into
the logic of digital simulation are discussed. Two well defined modelw in which
effects of such variables as stress, operator proficiency, morale, and group
psychosocial efficiency are simulated as part of an operational task. Methods
for system optimization early in the development stage and a basis for estimating

3 manpower and skill requirements within a system are described. A discussion of
general simulation methods involved, the costs, advantages and disadvantages, and
the types of results which can be expected from digital computer simulation are
included. Techniques for considering the handling of emergevwies, sick personnel,

work ct-w formations, equipment failure, group selection, and interopreator

communication in timeline modeling are also presented.

I W/L Cat. Code: 2.1.1

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 3., 4.

J Spare m. capacity Tack comp., Construct Simulator Flight simulator
time assess.

iFlight test

1 Siegel, A. I., Wolf, J. J., Fischl, M. A., Mieh]e, W. and Chubb, G. P.
Modification if the Siegel-Wolf operator simulation model fer on-line
experimentation. Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio: USAF Aerospace Medical
Research Laboratory, AMRL-TR-71-6C, June, 1971.

The primary effort in this study was to modify the existing Siegel-Wolf operator
'simu].ation model to allow dynamic interaction with an experimental subject

* performing on-line in uome sort of pseudo real time environment. The Siegel-
Wolf model is capable of simulating task performance by a one or two-man crew
to letermine the impact human factors have on systems effectiveness and mission
success. The BUIC III active tracking task was used in this work as a
reoresentative environment. The other three phases of the effort dealt with
the con'-eptual aspects of the model. Variables known to contribute to performancet,
but which were not incorporated into the model, were considered to determnine
their possible contribution to enhancing tbe odel's predictive validity. Four
of these variables +-ere identified as the more Dromising candidates: Sraded
task essern ality, information load, goal proximity or goal gradient effects,
and decision Aaking. Flow charts were prepared tc illustrate how these variables

4 could be incorporated into the model, but no couputer pzogramning was attempted.
The third phase of the effort involved the definition of an alternate method for
predicting operator/system performance. The last phase of the effort entailed
the examination of additional areas where the model could be expanded.

W/L Cat. Code: 2.1.1
Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Spare m. capacity Task comp., Construct Laboratory Flight simulator
time assess. Experimental
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Siegel, A.I., Volf, J.J, and Sorenson, R.T. Techniques for evaluating ooerator
loading in man-machine systems: Fvaluation of a one 3r a two-operator system
e;valuation model thro..gh a controlled laboratory test. Wayne, Pennsylvania:
Applied Psychological Services, Contract Nonr 2-492(00), July, 1962.
(AD 284 182).

A stochastic, -'gital computer simulation modal was pLeviou.ly derived for and
applied to the problem of simulating ane or two-operator man-machine systems.
Further test of the validity of the model through comparisons of the model'*
predictions of team perforuvnnce with the actual performance of trained teams
on a mLm-machine task is deacribed. A complexc two-operator man-machine equipment
task invoiving team and individual branching, operator stress buildup, .ooplag,
cooperative wotk, communication, waiting, etc., was developed. This same task
was 1"aerted into the high speed computer programmed in accordance with the model.
On the basis of non-statistically significant differences, in nine of ten possible
comparisona, it was zorcluded that support is gained for a contention favoring
the validity of the model.

W/L Cat. Code: 2.1.,1, 3.1
Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 3., 4.

Spare m. capacity Task comp., Experimental Laboratory FlighL simulato:r
time assess.

Primary task Single measares

Simmons, R. R. Methodological considerations of visual workloads of helicopter
pilots. Human Factors, 1979, 21, 353-3-7.

Modifications to and applications of the Eye Mark Recorder cornerl reflection
apparatub for the assessment of the visual performance and workload of pilots
during helicopter operations are presented. Modifications accomplished to ensure
compatibility with the helicopter flight environment include adjustments to the
face ma--k for comfort and stability, a variable power supply, a special mount for

the recording camera inside the helicopter and the addition of a blue template to
the instrum.,.nt panel to allow ior proper image contrast inside and outside the
aircraft. Test and data reduction procedures for use with the apparatus are
outlined.

W/L Cat. Code: 4.1.7

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.1

Physiological Eye movement Experimental Flight simulator Flight simulctor

Flight test Flight test

Z7 I



;?'cuons, R.R. Gnd Kimbatl, K.A. Nethodologfcal considerations of visual workloads
of he.icopter pilots. Procee'ing of the AGARD Conference on Methods to
Assess Workload ACARP-CPP-216, April, 1977, A2-1.

A methodology is deacribed for assessing inflight oculomotor and perceptual motor
performance, a methodology which is instrumeintal in collecting baseline data of
pilot workload during various heliccpter operations to include instrument flight,
visual flight, or terrain flight. Visual performance teas assesied via a modified
NAC Eye I'krk FPeorder in ccnjunctn.on with a 16 mm motion picture camera with
time code capability. A reticle is superimposed on a primary image of the pilot's
field of view and recorded on 16 mm film. lodificationb were eccomplished to
allow inflight stability to the system for accuracy and to allow freedom of head
movement for the pilot. Inflight performance measures were also obtained. The

system measures pilot's cyclic, collective and pedal inputs, and simultaneously
records the aircraft's response to include position, acceleration, and rate
changes.

W/L Cat. Code; 3.2, 4.1.7
Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Primary task Mult. measures Experimental Flight test Flight simulator
Physiological Eye movement Flight test

Simmons, R. R. and Kimball, K. A. Operator visual workload shifts as a function
of vehicle stability. Proceedings of the 23rd Annual Meetian of the Human
Factors Society, Boston, Massachusetts, October 29-November 1, 1979, 352-356.

This research was initiated to co-pare the visual performance/workload of pilots
during fixed wing and rotary wing flights. The cerneal reflection technique was
used to obrain th3 visual data. The results demonstrate that visual performance/
workload of the pilots was different for each aircraft. Because the major
difference between the aircraft was the aerodynamic stability, it was assumed
that the visual workload was in fb!t n functiou of aircraft stability. The
overall purpose of such research has been to provide information concerning
pilots' visual requirements for safe mission accomplishment.

W/L Cat. Code: 2.1.1, 4.1.7

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2. 4

Spare m. capacity Task comp., Experimental Flight test Flight simulator
time assess.

Physiological Eye nxovement Flight test
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Simmons, R. R., Kimball, K. A. and Diaz, J. J. Measurement of aviator visual
performance and workload during helicopter operations. Ft. Rucker, Alabama:
U.S. Army Aeromedical Research Laboratory, 77-4, December, 1976.

This report was initiated to review the techniques and modifications developed

bý the U.S. Army Aeromedical Research Laboratory for assessing visual performance/
workload of pilots during helicopter operations. Although the corneal reflection
technique for gathering eye movement data is not nev, Innovative modifications

had to be developed to permit accurate data collection in this flight environment.
This study reports on these techniques, modifications, and applications.

W/L Cat. Code: 4.1.7

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Physiological Eye movement Review Flight simulator Flight simulator

Flight test Flight test

Sinmixns, R. R., Lees, M. A., and Kimball, K. A. Visual performance/workload
of helicopter pilots during instrument flight. Ft. R tcker, Alabama: U.S.
Army Aeromedical Research Laboratory, 73-6, January, •978.

Flight under instrumeat flight rules (IFR) is reported to be one of the most im-
portant factors contributing to aviator fatigue during helicopter operations.
This study was initiated to collect visual and psychomotor performance data in an
attempt to investigate and study the general visual performance of aviators during
IFR conditions. Two groups of aviators, with varied experience levels, were the
subjects. A NAC Eye Mark Recorder and the Helicopter In-Flight Monitoring System
were utilized to collect the required data. The results indicated, among other
findings, that pilot subjective opinion does not agree with objective data.
Wditionally, the attitude indicator and radio compass comprised over 60% of the

pilots' total visual workload, while the aircraft's status gauges were mon.Ltored
less than 10% of the total time. These datu should provide invaluable information
concerning the visual requirements of pilots far safe helicopter operations.

W/L Cat. Code: 1.1, 3.1, 4.1.7

* Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Opinion Fating scale Experimental Flight test Flight simulator
Primary task Single measures Flight test
Physiological Eye movement

Z73
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Simmons, R. R., Lees, M. A., and Kimball, K. A. Aviator visual performwnce:
a comparative study of a helicopter simulator and the UH-l helic,.pter. In
AGARD Operational Helicopter Aviation Medicine, AGARD-CP-255, *Ay, 1978,
52-1 - 52-13.

This research project was initiated to compare the viswil performance/workload
of pilots during helicopter and simulated helicopter instrument flights (IFR).
The corneal reflection Lechnique was utilized to obtain the visual data. Although
pilot performance in the Army's UH-IFS simulator and the UH-lH helicopter ýYereisimilar, ceveral differences were noted. Additionally, the zone/cost factor
theory from previous Ctudies was expanded. The overall purpose of such research
has been to provide information concerning pilots' visual requirements for safe3 mission accomplishment.

W/L Cat. Code: 4.1.7

I Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Fhysiological Eye movement Experimental Flight simulator Flight simulator

Flight test Flight test

Simmons, R., Sanders, M., and Kimball, K. Visual performance: a method to assess
workload in the flight environment. In B. 0. Hartman and R. E. McKenzie (Eds.)

-Survey of methods to assess workload. AG-D-AC-246, August, 1979, 73-81

This paper addresses the assessment of workload of the visual information input
1channel. A cost factor (CF) theory is presented whirh provides a more concise
*I picture of visual workload than the classical methodb. The applications section

suggest that the CF theory is a valuable tool in testing and determining what the

visual workload should be for combat proficient pilots, how long pilots with
"varying degrees of proficiercy could be expected to fly in combat, and aircraft
design requirements to reduce onset of fatigue-induced errors. CF theory can
also be used to test and determine varying mission-related workload.

" W/L Cat. Code. 3.1, 4.1.7

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2.

Primary task Single measures Construct Flight simulator Flight simulator

Physiological Eye movement Experimental Flight test Flight test
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Simonov, P. V. and Frolov, M. V. Analysis of the human voice ac a method of
controlling emotional atate: Achiavements and goals, Aviation, Space, and
Environmental Medicine, 1977, 48, 23-25.

Brickground factors and those of formant structure, spectral and spectro-temporal
characteristics of rapid and slow speech components, temporal peculiarities, and
intensity of speech turned out to be Informative indices of the human emotionai
state. Application of mathematical methods, in particular methods of recognition
theory, to these factors helped to assess the degree and the psychological sign
of emotion, to diagnose the status of attention and fatigue, and to differentiate
emotional and physical stress. The paper outlines the results obtained in model
experiments on cosmonaut A. Leonov at different flight stages, including EVA,
in Voskhod-2.

W/L Cat. Code: 4.3

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 3., 4.

Physiological Speech patt. Experimental Flight test Flight aimulator

anal.
Flight test

Simonov, P. V., Frolov, M. V., and Sviridov, E. P. Characteristics of the
electrocardiogram under phyaical and emotional stress in man. Aviaticn,
Space, and Environmental Medicine, 3975, 46, 141-143.

The changes in the length of R-R interval and heart rate are wddely used for;,
estimation of maa's physical state. However, this ECG index has several drawbacks
including a reiatively low sensitivity and non-specificity, indirection of
changes under different states: attention and fatigue, physical and -notional
stress, etc. Moreover, one and the same factor, e.g. emotional stress, can lead
both to a decrease and an increase in the heart rate. Hence, it in necessary to
find other more adequate ECG parameters, which would enhance the reliability arncd
accuracy of assessment of man's state. The analysis of data found in the literature
and the results of our preliminary experiments have ,3hown that the amplitude of
the T-peak and durat.ýon of the R-T interval of ECG can be used as such parameters.

W/L Cat. Code: 4.1.3, 4.1.10

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 3., 4.

Physiological EKG Experimental Laboratory Background

Hea•.• rate,
h.r. var.
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Simpson, C.A. and Hart, S.G. Required attnntion for synthesized speech
perceptiou for two levels of linguistic redundancy. Paper presented at the
93rd meeting of the Acoustical Society of America, State College,
Pennsylvania, June 7-10, 1977.

* It was hypothesized that additi-nal contextual linguistic redundancy in the
3 wording of synthesized speech cockpit warnings would result i.. less required

attention. Twelve pilots were repetzedly presented unLJmliar warnings in two
wording foraats, key word and sentences. Then they heard the same warnings
embedded in weather broadcast at a warning-to-4es:ht!ýr sound pressure le 4i ratio
of +3 dB. For both listening conditions the ta3k was to read back the message
and estimate the passage of time during message comprehension or recognition.
As expected in the present study, intclligibility was higher and response time
shorter for the sentence format than for the key word format. For unfamiliar
messages, the tendency to underestimate the passage of time was greater for the
two word format than for the sentence format. For familiar messages there was no
significant difference in performance on the time estimation tapk for the two
levels of linguistic redundancy.

SW/L Cat. Code: 2.2.3
Op. Behav. Code: 2., 3.

Spare m. capacity Time estimation ExperimentAl Laboratory Flight simulator

Simpson, C. G. Improved displays and stabilization ir. general aviation aircraft.

Moffett Field, California: National Aeianautical and Space Administration,
N69-24238, liovember, 1968. (AGARD Symposium paper).

A project is described which examined the use of improved displays and
automatic flight control as methods cf easing the cockpit workload of a
single pilot flying on instruments. The data indicate an appreciable pilot
workloa. reduction when a pictorial navigation display is employed in
conjunction with normal instruments for flight under instrument conditions,
and an almost equal additional amount of workload reduction if the aircraft
is stabilized and controlled by means of an autopilot. Such an improved

I cockpit environment also appears to facilitate instrumant tra-ning.

W/L Cat. Code: 2.1, 4.2

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Primary task Single measures Experimental Flight simulator Flight simulator

Flight test
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Sinaiko, H.W. Third international congress on argonomice. London, England:
Office of Naval Researcb, ONRL-C-19-67, Nuirember, 1967.

This report smuuarizes twelve invited papers anrd cowments on some additional
contributed papers. The appendix contains list of the latter. Principal
sessions included: measurement of workload in mental tasks. product design,
clecklists, relevance of laboratory studies, office design, and future needs in
ergonomics. In re3ard to mental workload, techniques of secondary task, .

pupillary diameter, and adaptive tracking are reviewed aad critiqued.

W/L Cat. Code: 2.2., 4.1.8

Op. Behav. Code: 1.,. 2., 4.

Spare m. capacity Subsidiary task Revicw None Flight simulator

Physiological Pupillary dis.

Smit, J. Pilot workload analysis based upon in-flight physiological measurements
and task analysis method:j. In T. B. Sheridan and G. Johannsen (Eds.)
Monitoring behavior and superviisory con zrol. New York: Plenum, 1976, 119-124..

During the last several decades much effort has been directed at reducing pllrht
workload. According to Jahns, the ulti.-iate objective of workload rese.•rch is to
develop reliable p-edictions .,f human eftort to meet predetermined input loads.
This paper describes the initiation of a program designed -o determine which of
the many workload estimation techniques are most applicable to specific pilot
workload problems. The program will include saibjective, physiological, and
performance reasurement and will acterit to correlate them with relevant personalitytraits.

W/L Cat. Code: 1., 3.1, 4.1

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Opinion Multiple Constrr:ct None Background

Primary task

Physiological
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!
Smit, .7. and Wewerinke, P, H. An analysis of helicopter pilot control behavior

- avd work'oad during instrument flying tasks. In ACARD Operational Helicopter
Aviation Medicine. AGARD-CP-255, lay, 1978. 30-1 - 30-11.

During helicopter insrur-nert hover and navigation (tracking) tasks a number of
flight data, phV3iological measures and subjecLive ratings were collected.
Mathematical model were used to describe and analyze the pilot's control behavior
and attention workload. The optimal control w.',! seems to offer a euitable

Sframework for the description of control tasks complex as helicopter instru-
ment flying. A control effort model, which u., formulated in terms of the optimal
control model, describe& the relationship between performance and attention paid
to the task. The physiologica! variables and subjective ratings in general
rnflected the variations mn control effort connected with the ve':ious tasks.

W/L Cat. Code: 1.1, 3.3, 4.1

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Opinion Multiple Construct Flight test Flight simulator

Primary task Experimental Flight test

Physiological

Smith, H. P. R. A simulator study of the interaction of pilot workload with
errors, vigilance, and decisions. Motfett Field, California: National
Aerouautics and Space Administration (Ames Research Center), NASA-14.-78482,
January, 1979.

A fU2l mission simulation of a civil a.4.r transport sc'n,*rio that had two levels
of workload was used to observe the actio:LS of the crewe end the basic aircraft
parameters and to recorG heart races. The results showed that the nimber of errors
was very variable among ;re!is but the, meat_ increased in the higher workload case.
The increase in errors wis not relatLd to rise Ir heart rate but was associated
wich vigilar.ce times as well as the. days since the last flight. The recorded
data also made it pos3ible to {niestatgate decision time and decision order. These
also varied axorg crews and seemed related to the albility oi captainq to manage

•{ .o, the tesources available to them on the flight deck.

•iW/L Cat. Code: 3.1, 4.10

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

" . Primary task Single measures Exper)imental Flight simulator Flight simulator

•i " Physiological Heart rate, Flight test
}!• •..•,h.r. var.
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Smith, W. S., Jr. Effects of neuromuscular tension in the use of an isometric
hand controller. Monterey. California: U.S. Naval Postgraduate School,

Master'r ttesis, December, 1972. (AD 757 252).

The effects of operator workload on average grip pressure and of neuromuscular
tension on tracking performance were the objects of this research. In one

experiment, a "sub-critical" tracking task was performed by the operator while
measuremonts of grip pressure were taken.. In a second experiment, the operator
was required to maintain average grip pressure at specified levels during 100-
second tracking tasks while his RMS tracking error was measured. The results
clearly indicate that average grip pressure increases as the w.orkload ins:-ýases
and that higher average grip pressures result in higher RMS tracking error values.

W/L Cat. Code: 3.1, 4.1.9

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Primary task Single measures Experimental Laboratory Flight simulator

Physiological Muscle tension Flight test

Soede, M. Reduced mental capacity and behavior of & rider of a bicycle simulator
under alcohol stress or under dual task load. Proceedings of the 13th Annua-
NASA-University Conference on Manual Control, Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, June 15-17, 1977, 143-151.

Experiments were carried out in a bicycle simulator with either alccnol adminip-
tration or a binary choice task in separate sessions, intending to reduce the

subject's mental capacity. Before and after such eessions a visue.l evoked
response measurement was done. The subject's performance was anelyze:d with
describ~ng function techniques. "The results indicate that alcohol affects the
course following task as well as the balancing task: i.e. a general effect.
The binary choice task is more specifically influencing the course following
task. The dual task shows a more pronounced effect on the recovery of the evoked
response. The alcohol delays the recovery curve of ths evoked response. A
tentative explanation can be given whicb agrees with the performance data.

W/L Cat. Code: 2.2.1, 3.1, 4.1.3, 4.1.6, 4.1.10
I Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

* Spare m. capacity Subsidiary task Experimental Simulator Flight simulator
Primary task Single measures Flight test
Physiological EC?

Heart rate,
"h.r. var.
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Soede, H. On mental load and reduced mental capacity; some considerations
concerning laboratory and fii.. investigations. In N. Moray (Ed.) MentalI workload: ite theory and measurement. New York: Plenum Press, 1979, 445-437.

This paper presents some reflections about the problem of mental load and the
measurement of the level of mental load. A general model of the relation
between mental control effort and performance is given. Some connotations
are made regarding the notion of mental capacity. The model proposed is
suggested to be applicable in the particular man-machine situation of an arlm
amputeed patient using a prosthesis. Pilot experiments with the aim to
develop methods to measure the conLrol effort in using a prosthesis is given
as an example of the application of mental load measures. At the end of this

3I paper some questircna are raised as to the factors which may redtrain progress
in mental load research.

W/L Cat. Code: 1., 2., 3., 4.

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 3., 4.

Opinion Multiple Review Laboratory Flight simulator

SSpare m. capacity Construct Field
Primary task

Physiological

Soliday, S. M. Effects of task loading on pilot performance during simulated
low-a' itude high-speed flight. Fort Eustis, Virginia: U.S. Army Transportation
Reseaxch Center, USATRECOM 64-69, February, 1965. (AD 614 243).

4. •The effects of task loading on pilot performance during simulated low-altitude,
high-speed flight were studied. Approximately 210 hours of flight were made
by experienced pilots in a moving-base simulator that had a total vertical
travel of 12 feet and an acceleration capability of ± 6G. The flights were
made over several types of terrain at several airspeeds under different

L conditions of navigation task and emergency task loading. Medium-heavy1I turbulence was simulated for all flights. Data were analyzed in terms of
human performance aspects of the missions.

W/L Cat. Code: 1.2, 3.2

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

[ Opinion Interview Experimental Flight si'mulator Flight simulator

Primary task Mult. measures Flight EestI
I 4
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Soliday, S. M. and Schohan, B. Task loading of pilots in simulated low-
altitude high-speed flight. Human Factors, 1965, 7, 45-53.

Pilots were task-loaded to various degrees ir simulated low-altitude, high-
speed flight. Approximately 210 hours of flight were made in a moving-base
simulator -lat had a total vertical travel of 12 feet and an acceleration
capability of ±6G. A jet aircraft in the light fighter -r attack category
was'mechanized on the simulator's analog computer. Fligkits were made over
several types of terrain at several airspeeds under different conditions of
navigation task and emergency task loading. Medium-heavry turbulence was
simulated for tbe flights, each of which lasted one hour. Performance
deteriorated markedly as terrain slopes increased in steepness and as airspeed
increased from .4 Mach and .7 Mach to .9 Mach. Navigation and emergency task
performance did not vary with any of the experimental conditions, and did not
affect the pilots' ability to ma.intain a 500 foot terrain clearance. There
was no evidence of fatigue during the flights.

* W/L Cat. Code: 1.2, 3.2

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Opinion Interview Experimental Flight simulator Flight simulator

Primary task Mult. measures Flight test

Soultages, D. Questionnaire theory: modelling of the piloL's mental load.p7  Paris, France: Office National d'Etudis et de Recherches Aerospatiales,
ONERA-NT-230, 1974. (In French.)

The task carried out by a human operatot is modelled, in the form of a robot
(in the sense of heuristic programming), avd the concept of operator's workload

is associated to that of informatio'n processed by the robot who makes decisions.
The purpose of questionnaire theory is to formalize the concept of information
processed. The main definition of this theory is presented, preceded by a brief

.i~ survey of information and graph theory concepts necessary to understand them.
The connection between heuristic programming and the manner in which questionnaire
theory permits the formalization of the informative cost of decisions is alIo
established.

W/L Cat. Code: 1.1, 1.2, 2.1.2, 3.3

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2.,

Opinion Rati- scale Construct None Flight simulator

Spare m. capacity maire

Primary task T- n. theory

Math. model
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Soutenvam, J. Instruments and methodology for the assessment of physiological
cot:, oZ performance in stressful continuous operations - the air traffic
srtrices tower environment. Proceedings of the AGARD Conference on Methods
to Assess Workload, AGARD-CPP-216, April, 1977, A7-1 - A7-32.

The study was designed t) test methods and instruments of potential use in the
determination of the physiological cost of work performance in stressful
environments. A second goal of the study was a preliminary test of the
"hypothesis that air traffic services traditionally considered stressful, was
significantly different from general forms of employment traditionally considered.
less stressful. To test this hypothesis people employed as air traffic control
tower personnel were slated as the experimental group and subjects employed in
an opzrationally oriented research facility served as the control group. Within
the parameters of this research design, consistent statistical significance was
established when the entire sample was recategorLzed on the basis of subjective
eleep adequcey assessment rather than by job describption.

W/1. Cat. Code: 1.2, 4.1.3, 4.1.6. 4.1.12
Op. Behav. Code: 2.

Opinion Questionnaire Experimental Laboratory Flight simulator
Physiological ECP

EKG
Body fluid

anal.

Spady, A. A., Jr. Ailrline pilot oconning behavior du-.irtg appr; a.hes and
landing in a Boeing 737 simulator. PTper presented at the AIGA?.P. 25th

a Guidance and Control Panel Meeting/Symposiumv on Guidance and Control Devign
Configurations for Low Altitude and Term~knat Arua Flight, Dayton., Ohio,

2 '• October 17-20, 1977.

A &eries of approaches using airline pilots in an FAA qualified simulator has been
conducted. The teut matrices include both manual and coupled approaches f or MrP.,
Category I and Category I1 conditions, A nonintruslve oculome-tev system was used
to track the pilot's eye-point-of-ragard thrJughoat the approach. The results
indicate that, in general, the pilots use a different scan technique for the manual
"and coupled (&utc. pilot with maxauial throttle) couditi.cons. For the mianual approach
73 percent of the time wan spent on the flight director and 13 percent on airrsj.eed
as opposed to 50 percent on flig't direction and 23 porcent on airspeed for the:J I coupled approaches. FoL, vbe irisial portion of approach fror leos than lOOm (300
• ft) to touchd•t or whlen the touchdown pevilt came into view, the pilots tend to
fixate on their aiuv or touchdown area until tht, flare initiat-.on, at vhich time
they let their eye-point-of-regard nmovc up the ranway to use the centerline lights.

W/L Cat. Code. 4.1.7

Op. Vehav. C-,de: 1., 2., 4.

:-hysiological Eye movement Experimental Flight simulator Flight simulator

Flight test
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Spady, A. A., Jr. Airline pilot scan p~tterns during simulated ILS approaches.
Hamptot., Virginia: National Aeronautics and S;- e Administration, Langley
Research Center, NASA-TP-1250, October, 1978.

A series of instrument syetem approaches have been conducted tLsing seiei, airline
pilots in a Fedeta-. Aviation Administration qualified simulatomc. The test matrix
included both manual and coupled sqtproaches with and withcut atmospheric turbulence
in Category II visibility conditions. The results indicate that, in general,
the pilots twe different scan techniques for the manual and coupled conditions.
A comparison between objective measures of the instrument scan (oculometer data)
end subjective pilot opinion, ranking their use of each instrument, has been
included. The pilots consistently ranked the instrumants in terms of most used
to least used. The ranking obtained from the oculometer data agrees with the
pilot ranking for the .light director and airspeed, the most important instruments.
However, the pilots apparently ranked the other insrtrments in terms of their
concern for information rcther than according to their actuil scanning behavior.

W/L Cat. Code: 1.1, 3.1, 4.1.7

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Opi-: .tn Rating scale Experimental Flight simulator Flight simulator
Primary task Single measures Flight test
Physiological Eye movement

Sperandio, J. C. Variation of operator's s•vategies and rcgulatirg effectz on
workload. Ergonomics, 1971, 14, 571-577.

Iu a real work sicuation the operative strategy choosen by subjects depends on
three variables, the characteristics of the cperator (training, motivation, age,
health. etc.); the ch~racteristics of the task, i.e., the level of task require-
merits; and tho level of workload, which itself results frow the o. erator strategy.
Srgonomiais try often to meastize the workload, but do not pay enough attention
to the regulating effects exefted by the workload, tcouCh 'Efrd-back, on the
strategy used by operators. This paper summarixes an experimental study UarrIed
out in a 4TCC, shcwing how air traffic controllers modify their operative
methods when' workload increases.

W/L Cat. Code: 3,1

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 3,, 4.1

Primary task Single measures Experimental Field Flight simalator

Fl•ighL test
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Sperandio, J. The regulation of working methods as a function of work-load
among air traffic controllers. Ergonomics, 1978, ]1, 195-202.

A series of field studies among air traffic controllers iU tvievwed. It largely
concentrated on regulatory aspects of operational behavior, suing a model based
on the concept of 'economy' in the individual's selection of operating procedures.
Attention is directed at processes involving reasoning, the receipt and
transmission of information, and the division of tasks between controllers at
the same station. The basic hypothesis, which is supported by numerous data,

T is th&t for a given tack and a given controller certain operpting procedures
are less costly than others; that is, they generate lower levels of load.
These procedures will therefore be more and more employed as work demand

T i',creaces, together with the relaxation of cert.ln, self-imposed, qualitative
criLerla. This reg-,lator5 feedback between workload and operating methods
is upod by the c-..troller to avoid the abrupt onset of overload conditions
and to delay satiation. For the investigator, these progressive chanjes in
operating pxoced'ire can provide indirect indices of load. Several eýgonomic
consequences of thls approach for system design are discussed.

""/L Cat. Code: 1.2, 3.1

"Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

"•Cpinion Questionnaire Review Field Flight simulator
Primary Single measures

task,

Spic%;zza, R. J., Pinkua, A. R. and O'Donnell, R. D. Development of performance
asa~tpsi;eAt mcthololugy for the digital avionrics Informnation ystem. Dnyton,
Ohio: Svstems Toe•rch Labor4tories, Final Report, 1 December 1973 - 30 June
1974, August, 1974.

The purpose of this overa&l effort is to develop, 1istr'jment, and test a floxible
ss~rlae of htmsn perfr•aunce asuessment measev s which will be used a- stLendard
e.uW n t i, in fuenre 4edvanced d.igital avionics InforMatl.o systems. In
o,'der to mee~ tsege •touiremwatts a primary. _ly..n s wias sinulated on an X~M

360-40 cowputer. The dyunmtcs of this simulator cesembled those of a lightwetghc
fighter, and a?.loied the subject to contro) all ralevant f.light parameters.
Seven. subjects wezc used to test the validity of four: secondary tasks. Thase are
Wl) the Zex tvacking task, ,2) the St-rnberg tew.-i- 'que for assEssing memory/

procersing, (3) an eye movemenc methcdclogy, anm *. ) he auditory shadowine
-. tcchniqtic. Analyses were designed p,:imarily to provide information on the

feasicility of uoing these taskr as secondary wo'ekloads, and o. the best methods
"of presenting then in f'ture closed loop protc.col studieb of DATS--like systetAs.
Resul.ts indicate that nll of the methodologies tzotM are feas'.ble end should have
operational validity in performance assessment.

W/L Cat. Code: 2.-..l, ?.22,5, 4.1.7

Op. Behav. Code: 1 , 2. , 4.

SSnare n. capacity SuLsidiary teak Experimental Flight cimulator Flight simulatoc
Primary task Single measures Flight test
Physiological Zye movement
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Spyket, D.&., Stackhouse, S.P., Khalafalia, A.S. and McLane, R.C. Development
of techniques for measuring pilot workload. Washington, D.C.: National
Aeronautics and Space Administration, Contractors' Report NASA CR-1888,
November, 1971.

The goal of this study was to provide an objective method of assessing information
workload oased on physiological me,,,•urements. Information workload -r reserve
capacity, was measured using a visual discriminatlon secondary task and subjective
rating of task difficulty. The primary task was two axis tracking, and the
independent variables in this study were aircraft pitch dynamics and wind gust
disturbances. A measured workload index (MWI) and physiological workload index
(PWI) were extracted. An important measure oZ the success of this study was the
degree to which the MWI and PWI ,.,reed across the 243, four-minute trials. The
electrophysiological data collecced !ncluded vectorcardiogram, respiration,
electromyogram, skin impedance, and electroencephalogram. A "best" subset of
10 features was chosen to predict the three measures cf reserve capacity. The
cannonical correlation coefficient was .754 with a chi squared value of 91.3
which allows rejectlon of the null hypothesis witi' p >.995.

W/L Cat. Code: 1.1, 2.2.1, 3.1, 4.1.2 4.1.3, 4.1.4, 4.1.5, 4.1.7, 4.1.10, 4.1.11
Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Opinicn Multiple Experimental Laboratory Flight simulator
Spare m. capacity Flight test
Primary task
Physiological

Stackhouse, S. Workload evaluation of LLNO display. Minneapolis, Minnesota:
Honeywell, 7201-3408, October, 1973.

The objective of thiz study was to evaluate concepts which were represented by
particular parameters and formats. as well aa two display devices, panel CRT
displays and a helmet mounted disp] y. Both simulator and inflight helicopter
evaluations were made. The variables used in making the evaluation were chosen
from the following classes of data: aircraft state variables, secondary task
scores, subjective pilot opinions, and physiologica.l features derived from
the electrocardiogram, electromyogram, respiration, and phonocardiogram. A
performance measure was calculated based on the discriminatini variables related
Lo performance. This performance estimate of how well the subject-system
performed was then related to how hard the subjec.ts worked to process the
information %hich yielded their measured performance. This latter estimate
was based on the predictive features which were extracted from the physiological
mensures.

W/L Cat. Code: 1.1, 2.2.1, 3., 4.1.3, 4.1.10
Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Opinion Multiple Experimental Flight simulator Flight simulator
Spare m. capacity Flight test Flight test
Primary task
Physiological
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Stdckhouse, S. P. The measurement of pilot workload in manual control system.
IM.nneapolis, Ninnesota: 'oneywal1, Inc. F0398 .2R1, January, 1)76.

This study had two objectives: 1) to derive and validate a physilogical
workl•oad metric using an adaptive perfonrance measure as a basis, and 2) toLI evaluate tasks of differing difficulty in two experiments - precision hover
and approach to landing. Both objectives were satisfied. In the precision
hover experiment, both Twhysailogica l measures and performance m,!asures were

T acquired. The physiological measures were features extracted from the ECG, two
I9C channels (forehead and forearm), and breathing. The perfo!.mance measures
were rins position error scores and a time delay meas ire (At) used in an adaptive
paradigm. The physiological features and their multiple regrrission coefficients

' whicth best predicted the performance measures were determined. The c:efftcients
"* ,ere then applied to the physiological features obtained frorn the approach to

landing experiment.

W/L Cat. Code: 2.2.4. 2.2.5, 3.2. 4.1.3, 4.1.4, 4.1.11

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Spartz w. capacity Multiple Experimental Flight simulato: Flight simulator

" Primary task Flight test

I • Physiological

St:ackhouse, S. P. Measurement of aircrew infoimation piocessing workload.

lMiineapolis, Mintesota: Honeywell. Unpublished manu:cript. 1978.

Pnysiological measures can be used as an adjunct to performance measures

showing not only how well the man-system performed, but. how difficult it was
for the man to perform that well. Physiological measu':es are especially
sensitive to the task difficulty levels usually found i2 flight tests. If
task difficulty iivduced changes in physiological measures generalize (are I
n ot specific to tvn.' of information processing task) then a broadly applicable,
quantitative, and objactive systems evaluation method will be available.

W/I, Car. Code: 4.1, 4.2

"Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 3,, 4.

Physiological Muitiple Review N~one Flight simnulator

Construct Flight test
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Stager, P. and Muter, P. Instructions and information processing in a complex
task. Journal of Experimental Psychology, 1971, 87, 291-294.

Two experiments involved a decision task with a static display analogue of a
radar display similar to that used in air traffic control. The So were
required to detect potential collision situations in a sequence of independent
displays. Following an earlier study, So In both wxperimenta either (a) dere
trained entirely with pictorial displays and provided with assumptions irvelved
in constructing the air traffic situations, or (b) were initially trained With
displays containing verbal descriptions of j~ossible situations and not given
underlying assumptions. In Exp. I, a secont ary loading task was performed
concurrently with the decision tmsk. In Exp. II, Ss were required to analyze
both redundant and nonredundant displays. Results indicated that the procedures

acquired by pictorially trained Ss were less susceptible to processing overload
and that an additional performance advantage derived from their use of redundancy
in the displays.

W/L Cat. Code: 2.2.1

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2.

Spare m. capacity, Subsidiary task Experimental Laboratory Background

Stager, P. and Zufelt, K. Dual-task method in determining load differences.
Journal of Experimental Psychology, 1972, 94, 113-115.

In two previous studies, differences in information procesoing in a complex
decision task have been reported to depend on the training instructiuns.
Group differences in the susceptibility to processing overload and the use
of task redundancy have been specified. The present study attempted to
evaluate the observed differenceR in a dual-t~sk situation. The So were
required to perform the complex decision task and a keeping-track task
concurrently. It was hypothesized that performance on the subsidiary
keeping-track task would be an inverse function of the instructions-induced
load of the decision task. Significant differences between groups were
obtained on the decision ;ask, but there were no differences in subsidiary
task performance. The discussion concerned the limited capacity model and
the value of assessing apparant differences in processing or task load by
means of a dual-task situation.

W/L 'at. Code: 2.2.1

Op. Bebav. Code: 1., 2.

Spare m. capacity Subsidiary task Experivntal Laboratory Flight simulator

Flight test
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I
Stamford, B. A. Validity and reliability of subjective ratings of perceived

exertion duiring work. Ergonomicu, 1976, 19, 53-60.

The purpose of the present investigation was to determine the reliability of
the Borg (R7e?) Scale under a variety of experimental conditions. Fourteen
sedentary female subjects performed six repeated work tasks (12 in all)
distributed over four experimental testing sessions and presented in a randomi.ed
order. Work tasks involved treaetill walking and jogging, cycling, and stool
stepping. Workloads were presented in pro3ressive (step-wise), oscillating.
or single load submaximal intensitiem. During work. heart rate (HR) was recorded
at regular intervals And ratings of perceived exertion (RPE) were elicited either
at regular intervals (interval) or only during the final minute of work (terminal).
RPE responses were found to be highly reproducible whether interval or terminal.
High correlations were alsc found between interval and terminal RPE responses.
RPE demonstrated a strong relationship with HR and work intensity. It was
concluded that category ratings of perceived exertion according to the Borg
(RPE) Scale offer a sensitive and reliable measure of stress encountered
during work.

W/L Cat. Code: 1.1

Op. Behav. Code: 4.1

Opinion Rating scale Experimental Laboratory Flight simulator

Flight test

to, .... .ai. V a r _ff4.... r, 4 nqaillf l aniA pi1nt w.'riclnsid in

the operation of a short haul jet transport aircraft. Proceedings of AGARD
Conference cn Studies on Pilot Workload, AGARD-CPP-217, April, 1977, Bll-1.

A representative sample of pilots employed by an airline operating a short haul

S .. jet transport aircraft assessed the acceptability of the cockpit layout and
instrumentation, the handling quality, and the feasibility of the system operation

in regard to the pilots workload. The assessment consisted of two parts: 1) a

questionnaire of 82 fixed items, answered on a 7 step rating scale. 2) a semi-

structured interview concerning 19 items. Critical points and favorable
capabilities of the man-machine-system can be evaluated economically and
objectively if the following conditions are met: carefully chosen questionnaire
and interview strategy, a well established rating scale, and a sufficient sample
of subjects for statistical reliability of the data.

W/L Cat. Code: 1.1, 1.2

-. Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Opiuion Rating scale Experimental Flight test Flight simulator

Questionnaire Flight test

M-
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Steininger, K. and Wistubs, C. Minimum fligtt crew of tranaport aircraft.
Methods for measuring workload of flight crews. Hamburg, West Geruany:
Deutsche Forachut~gs-und Veriuchsanstatt fuer Luft-und Raunfahrt, Report No.
DLR-IB-355-74/3, 1974. (In German).

OhJQcive quantitative estimatita of pilots' workload considering the present
state of measurement and knowledge is discussed. Pilu% workluad is &n
essential criterion for defining miniawu flight crew in civil transport
aviation. Best proved methods are selected, includiug time amd motion
studies, flight performance and psychological measurementa, and ma,4uremeat
of reserve capacity. It is expected that such studies will improve htawn
engineering and operational organization.

W/1- Ct. Code: 2.1.1, 2.2.1, 3.1

Op. Behav. Code: 4.2

Spare m. capacity Subsidiary task Review '!light test Flight test

PrimLry task Single measures Flight eimulator

I

Stephens, B.W. and Micheelrs, R.M. Timesharing between two driving tasks:
Siuulated steeriug and recogni.tion of road signs. Paper presented at the
43rd Annual Veeting of the Highway Research Board, Washington, D.C., January,
1964.

This study was designed to determine general driver ability to steer a vehicle
while simultaneously searching for a specific sign and to measure tht timesharing
basis used in perfcrming the two tasks. Analyses were conducted to determine:
(1) the influence of constituenta of the tracking task upon performance of the

search-and-recognition task, and (2) the influence of components of the search-
and-recogniticn task tipon tracking performance. Integrated trackiunG exrror variances
were analyzed, aG were the recognition time variances for each of the conditions
associated with the dynamic recognition task. In the secoad kind of analysis,
basic to the inquiry was a test of a generalized timesharing hypothesie, which
states that there is a trade-off between the two tasks. The errcaeous re..ognidion
of signe prebented was examined in the third kind of analysis. The fourth kind :J
of analysis was made of controi tests that were conducted to: (1) ascertain tne
possible effects of learning occurring throughout the experiments, and (2) nake
a comparison of experimertal and baseline rest conditions in which the tracking
tasks and search-and-rcogauiiea tasks ware presented aingly. In all comparfson•
;IF 'he I ndtpendent tasks and their timeshared counterparts, the k-:rformance of
test operators 4e'.eriorsted when the tasks were shared.

W/L Cat.. Code: 2.2.1, 2.2.2
Op. behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.
Spare m. capacity Subsidiary task Experimental Laboratory Ftight simulator
Primary task Single measures

I
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I S ternberg, S. High-speed scanning in human memoxy. Science, 1966, 153, 652-654.

(See also P. N. fHaber (Ed.) Vieua) perception, New York: Holt, Rinehart and
Winston, 1969, 226-230.)

'4hau subjects judge whetber a test sy*bol is contained in a short memorized
senuence of syv@b-ls, their mean reaction-time increases linearly with the
length ,)f the sequence. The linearity and slope of the function imply the
exstence of an internal ieriaJ-cnmparison proceas whose average r.te isI I betwean 25 and 30 symbols per second.

W/L Cat. Coda: 2.2.1, 3.1

I Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 3., 4.

Spare m. capacity Subsidiary task Construct L4ýboratory Background

I Primary task Single measures Experimental

L 21
Stone, L. W., Sanders, M. k., Giick, D. D., Wiley, R., and iRimball, K. A.

A human perforu..•ice/wcrkload evaluation of the AN/PVS-5 bifocal night
vision goggles. rort Rucker, Alabama: U.S. Army Aeromedical Research
Laboratory, USAAOL Report No. 79-11, July, 1979.

* Eight experieuced ITS Army aviators perfermed various maneuvers in an instrumanted
he .icopter to test the relative usability of two bifocally configured night vision
goggles. Both conftgurations were stadistically better than the unmodified
arrangemenr when Looking at i pilot's ability to hold a precise altitude at night.
"The subjective data, supported by flight performance observed between the two
bifocals, further suggested that a 24% bifocal version was more desirable than a
14% cmnfiguratiou. The inferenc.o Is that the reduced inside field-of-view
presented by the 14% bifocal interfers with a pilot's ability to rapidly locate
instruments once he har directed his attention inside .he cockpit.

W/L Cat. Code: 1.1, 1.2, 3.1

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

OptniLc,, Reting scale Experimental Flight test Flibt simulatoi

Primary task QuC&Lionnaire Flight test

Single meastras
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4c,3ra, V. F. and Rapenney, J. D. Mission-crew fatigue during rivet joint
operations. Irooks ATh, Texas: USA? School of Aerospace Medicine,
SA*-Tk.-76-36, Septever, 1976.

Subjective fatigue and sleep data were collected from a USAF Security Service
airborne mission team bifore and durirg mn airborne mission. The primary purpore
of the test was to refine the procedures and analytical techniques in preparation
fur an upcoming deonetration/evaluation of a new and modernized system. Rasulto
indicated that only minor changes in procedures and techniques were necessary.
The data also provide unique baseline information for future comparisen ani
evaluation of similar date from the modernized system.

W/L Cat. Code: 1.1, 4.,1.12

Op. Behav. Code: l.r 2., 3., 4.

Opluton Rating scale Experimental Flighc test Flight simulator

Phyniological Body fluid Flight test
anal.

Storm, W. F., Hartman, B. 0., Intano, G. P. and Puters, G. L. Endocrine-
matabolic effects in short-duratiun high-workload missions: Feasibility
study. Brookb AF5, Texas: UW.A School of Aerospace Medicine, SAM-TR-76-30,
August, !976z

A study was conducted at the USAF Instrument Flight Center to test an augmented
assembly of maaaures for &ssebsing the relative merits of various flight
Instrumentation rystems. The USAF School of Aerospace Medicine (SAM) stress
bettery was included. Although the study was not designed so as to permit an
optimized evaluation of the SAM stress battery, the following results were noted:
anticipatory streso, wild flight atress, and no habittuation across missions.
The SAM Iwartery appears to be a useful addition to the flight instrumentation
research program.

W/L Cat. Code: 1.1, 2.2.1, 4.1.12

O~p. Bera'v. Code: 1., 2., 3., 4.

Opinion Rlting scale Experinental Flig;bt test Flight simulator

Spare m. cap, city Subsidiary task Flight test

Physiological Body fluid
anal.
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Strasser, H. Work-physiological investigations for the objactivizatiov of the
tracking behavioc, the meunal load, and Its psychopharacological
nodul-thblity. Doctoras. dissercation, Muenchen (Hunich) Technische
1tiversitaet, 1972. (In Germav.)

Problem connected with the intsigration of man in thse technological environment
are examIned, giving attention to dangers connected w;ith :he motiotony and the
ment&l stress. A theoretic.al analysis of test-connected relationa ir conducted,
ttaking into account a cybernetic analysis of the factor '*an.' an analysis of

1 technical factors involved in control and guidance activitieR, aspect of pay- '4
chophysical performance ard men•al load. Approaches and equipment neeard for the
experiments. invest1gstions are discussed together with model corcepta concerning

I: phyalologica. changes under mental stress, the effect of atimueants on performance,
effects produced by tranquilizers, the influence of alcohol on tracking per-
formance, and tests involving psychopharmacologival agents.

I W/L Cat. Code: 3.3

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

a- Primary task Math. model Construct None Background

Strasser, H. Yeart rate and sinusoidal arrhythmla measurement in view of
objectivating concentration and stress in e.ontrol tasks. Ir DGLR New or
Newly Tested Methods $or the Assessment of Pilot's Workload, 1974. (Munich,
West German, In Germe .)

Mental iffort during control tasks such as pursuit tracking tests was correlated
wit:, heart rate, low frequency arrhythaia, ard high frequency sinus arrhythmia
profiles monitored for several hours. Results show that pulse frequency and
sinusoidal arrhythmia appear in a somewhat reciprocal relation. Sinus arrhythmia,
though varying greatly among individuals, is a reliable parameter which provides
supplementary information when test linkk-d factors cease to show up in pulse
frequency.

H/L Cat. Code: 3.1, 4.1.10

Op. Behav. Codeý 1., 2., 4.

Primary task Single measures Experimental Laboratory Flight simulator

Physiological He.art rate,
h.r. var.
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Strasser, H. Physiological measures of workloas: correlations between

physiological parameters and operational performance. Proceedlnas of the

AGARD Conference on Methods to Assess Workload, AGARD-CP-216, April, 1977,

AS-i - As-a.

Thw influence of different hypoxic gsa mixtures on pursuit tracking and on

physiological parameters was studied. The following conclusions are drawn.

Alrtady, in re.-itively mild hypoxia, physiological changes are present, but

nortully were concealed by reactions due to prolornged test time. In spite of

statistically signiflcant physiological effects, no noticeable deterioration of

performance in tracking was measured in hypoxia down to a hypoxic gas mixture

of only 131 02 in inspired air. Not until before 11% 02 significance and

mentionable impairments of tracking performance were found. The same, shown for

hypoxia, is true of noise. Decreased performance in noise was not found, but

an increased level of heart rate indicated the stress. Physiological indicators

definitely react in a low workload situation to bring in action reserves of energy.

W/L Cat. Code; 3.1, 4.1.10

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Primary task Single mtasures Experimental Laboratory Flight simulator

S-. P7ysiological Heart rate,
h.r. var.

Strasser, H. Me&surement of mental workload. in N. (Ed.) •"-y t. wr..oJ:

•ts theory &id measurement. New York: Plenum Press, 1979, 345-348.

This paper provides a brief summary of applications problems not currently

receiving a-tention by workload researchers. Some of the problems described

are: underloading, reliability and validity of workload measures, extrapolation

of laboratory studies to field applications, and adaptation effects on workload
measurement.

W/L Cat. Code: 3.3, 4.1 J

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 3., 4.

Primiary task Math. modeling Critique None Background

Physiological Single measures
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Strasser, H., Brilling, G., Klinger, K, P , and Mueller-Limuroth, W.
PhysLiolS-cal and operational atate ' a group of aeroplane pilots under
the conditions of stressing tracking tasks. Aerospace Medicine, 1973, 44,
1040-1047.

A test set-up is described with which a picture of the operational and phystilogical
state of a group of pilots during a period of about 2 hours was obtained. The
resdtUs recorded for tracking performance with both fixed and adaptive self-
adjusting degrees of difficulty-, together with the simulcaneous recording of the
heart rate, sinus arrhythmia, and acoustically evoked potentials, were compared
with the figures obtaineC from a control group. Through the combination of the

parameters measured it could be demonstrated that the group of pilots had an
above-average level of performance in the tracking tests, as well as a high
capacity for prolonged mer.tal concentration. A relati-ely small acute alcohol
effect, which cannot be sparated from the natural effects of training by means
of the operational data, is cleerly shown in the parameter of evoked pstentials
that describes .nfornation processing by the central nervous system.

W/L Cat. Code: 3.1, 4.1.6, 4.1.10

Op. Beh.v. Code: 1., 2., 3., 4.

Primary task Single measures LL,,r!mental Laboratory Flight simulator
Physiological ECP

Heart rate,
h.r. var.

Street, R. L., Singh, H. and Hale, P. N., Jr. The evaluation of mentsi stress
through the analysis of parotid fjuid. Human FacLcr- 1970, 12, 453-455.

This study investigates Lhe utilization of the 17-hydroxycorticosteriod (17TOHCS)
le'vel in the parotid fluni as a u,.asure of wental or emotional stress. Twelve
graduate students were subjected to three levels cf mental stress, and the
results of the chemical analysis of the parotid fluid tindicate that there is a
definite relationship between mental or emotional stress and the 17-OHCS level.

W/L Cat. Code: 4.1.12

Aý Op. Behav. Ccde: I , 2., 4.

PhyAlological Body fluir Experimental Laboratory Flight simulator
anal.

Flight test

Z
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Stzess io Air Traffic Coatrol Research Associ&tion, International Symposium on
Objective Assessment of Work Load in Air Traffic Control Tasks, Technische

jniversitaet Darmotadt, Darmstadt, West Germany, June 1971, Proceedings.
Ersgnomics, 1971, 14.

Objective 'research methods and results are described relative to tt..a determination
of the atr'ss •f yeork tasks performed by air traffic controllers. Procedures
and equipce~nt fcr' determing individual capacities are explaijud, together with
arproaches for correlating stress and strain. Topics exuzined include criteria
for evltat•ing ATC systems, analysis of mental processes in ATC, variation of
operator srtrategies, ergonowlcs measurements, hardware and software pr',blems
in workload analysis, use of subjective ratings, attitudes of operators to work ,
and working conditions, and the use of simulators in testing both individual
capacity and system models.

W/L Cat. Code: 1.1, 2.1, 3., 4.1

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 3., 4.

Opinion Multiple Review Laboratory Flight simulator

Spare m. capacity Construct Field Flight test 1
Primary task Experimental

Physiological

Strieb, H. I. The human operator simulatort v6••• I. Introduction and
overview. Willow Grove, Pennsylvania: Analy,:ics, August, 1975.

The Human Operator Simulator (HOS) is a computer simulation of a human
being In a goal-oriented task processing environment. To facilitate the
entry of the task and environment descriptions into HOS, the Human
Operator Procedures L-nguage (HOPROC), an English-like meta-language
was developed. HAL, the HOPROC Assembler/Loader, processes HOPROC
&L.atements and compiles them into a series of pseudo-machine instructions
f~r use by HOS. During the execution of HoS, each of the HOPROC macro-
level instructions are translated into micro-level actions which are
interpretable by the Human Operator Data Analyzer/Collator (HODAC) into
body wozion statistics, information absorption stati.stics, etc. This
volume presents an overview and rationale for HOS, and is the first of
a series providing complete ioculuentation. Volume II is a user's guide
for Ho0, including the HOPiUC language. Volumes III, IV and V contain
programmer's guides for HAL, HOS, and HODAC respectively. This volume
makes obsolete Analytics' Technical Report 1046-K.

W/L Cat. Code: 2.1.1, 2.2.1, 2.2.2

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Spare m. capacity . sk c'p., Experimental Laboratory Flight simulator

'tie assess.
Sul-$ I.diary task
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Strieb, H. I., Glenn, F. A., Fisher, C. and Fitts, L. B. Chapter VII from
the human operator simulator, volume VII: LAMPS air tactical officer3 simulation. Willuv Grove, Pennsylvania: Analytics, November, 1976.

The HOS display and control taxonomy and task taxonomy are models that influence
and m•,rs be evaluated separately from the dynamic performance moccls for which
they structure the inputs and outputa. The procedure multiplexing model is
the protocol by which the simulated onerator schedules the execution of his
various tasks. These models and how t%ey evolved are described herein. The

anatomy movement models describe the functional assignmentr mf body parts
and the dynamic response characteriotics for each body part. These are also
presentere! Finally, a detailed description of the structure of the perception,
memory, ind mental computation models is presented. These are the models of
the operator's cognitive processes as represented in HOS. They describe how
the operator functions as an information processor.

W/L Cat. Coue: 2.1.1, 3.3

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Spare m. capacity Task comp., ConsLtuc- None Flight Uimtulaor

Primary task tirt assess.

Hath. modal

Strieb, M. I. and Harris, R. Sensitivity aaalynes for cost effectiveness of

P-3C SS-3 operator station: the htman operitor simulator, vol. X-rart 2.
Willohj Grove, Pennsylvania: Analytics, Technical report 1330, October 26,

-* 1978.

" This report documents a series of sensitivity analybes that have been performed

on the data generated from a simulation of the functions of the Sensor Station 3
(SS-3) operator onboard the Navy's P-3C Orion anti-submarine warfare (ASW) patrol
aircraft. The sensitivity analyses are an outgrowth of an intial study that
examined the SS-3 operator's performance in three alternative crewstation config-
"urations on the P-3C and under a degraded mode of operation. The study used the
Human Operator Simulator (HOS) to simulate the functions of the SS-3 operator
in several different crewstation configurations. Measures of overall system
performance were then applied to the simulation results to determine the relative
effectiveness of each configuration. Ma data were then used to determine the
cost effectiveness of each configuration.

"W/L Cat. Code! 2.1.1, 3.1

Op. Behav. Lode: 1., 2., 3., 4.

Spare m. capacity Task coup., Experimental Laboratory Flight simulator
I T time assess.

Primary task Math. model
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Strieb, M. I., Prqston, J. F., II, Harris, R., and Fisher, C. Weapon system
econcmic analysis-the human operLtor simulator, volume VIII. Willow Grove,
Pennsylvmnia: Analytics, TR 1289, March 27, 1978.

The Himan Operator Simulator (0oS) is a digital computer simulation of the
-- ,irformance of an •oeratou in a, gia.-orieated, tack-processing Pnviroormut. This

sport describes a study whose 2urpose was to 0e4,ermdnL tbe feas-1bility of using
HOS -to aosess thn. imznct cf alternative crewstation 'designs on -•c.al system
performance and hence the cont.effectiveness of aitarnatlve crewstation col-
figurations. The P-3C Sensor Ststiov 3 (non-acoustic) operatoT station was used
as the testbod fot" thls study. The simulatiors modzIed the SS-3 oparator's
performance during a reconn issat,.i. tission similar to those currently flown in
the Mediterranean. This volume is the eightl in a series providing complete
documentation on HOS.

W/L Cat. Code: 1.2, 2.1.1, 3.3

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 3., 4.

Opinion Questionnaire Construct S'Aulator Flight simulator

Spare m. capacity Taol camp., Experimental
Lime assess.

Primary task Math. model

Strother, D. U). ViaUl aCiVl1dee of the helicoprer pilot during lv-a.:itude,
VFR flight. AircrKSE2, cerformance in azrm aviation. Proceedings of a conference,
27-29 November, 1973. U.S. Army Aviation Center, Fort Rucker, Alabama, 1974,
188-192.

This pape: addre=ices a vital problem of very Ij nitf-tude flight missions. The
problem involves the isual capabilities of the helicopter pilot during low
altitude, "IR flight. It may be defined as establishment of the pilot's visual
workload. The urgency of thia problem stems from the trend to add to the pilot's
exisiting tasks. He is now askedo in fighter and scout helicopters, to perform
two new tasks: (1) to increase his suiveillance activities in the target area
"since the gunner is becoming & hoad-dovn crew mitaber durinj &ttack and search
misuiLou phases, and (2) to act as a substitute hunner by using a helmet mounted
sight and a headtracker. These tasks must be performed in addition to nap-of-the-
earth flight. Continuing studias must def-ie the inme requireid of these additiomal
tasks so that the time required can be matched with the time availab.e. Any
overburdening of the pilot must be addrenid by tactical and operational planners.

W/L Cat. Code: 3.1, 4.1.7
Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 3., 4.

Primary task Single measures Construct Flight test Flight simulator
Physiological Eye movement Experimental Flight test
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St~rothex , D, D.n Vixi~al a~d ur~nmal VOr&1oad of thetelicopter pilot. P'aper
'Ptec~td a th AIM81 dti41 61CU oftheAueic=Allicopter Bco7

Wasittrýa, .C. M .ay, 194--rp tNo 2)

The total workload :tf the helicopter pilta inc~udoi f'ny O f +UUMM, ý%CtiVity:
maaiputIation, vision,~ audition, cognition. The YUuatic~n of tbe Activity inII each of the~s may ba- considernd the .'iotal pilot wovkloed. Two facaltc of the
total pilot workload are discussed in this paper, The first adcireso3es
mauipwlative o'crkload d~uring single-pilot actual £nbtru1mnt fli~ght ikn a high
density zcma'. Divta iadi~cate the hielicopter pilot has &uplm time* to pe'rfturm
his :.eqaix~d wm i~pulative tasks. The second discu~sses visel wory~toi~d and an
experimmantal technique fir necon~ring this load. flat* nre presoAmt~,d which
i.ndicate an iateractien of visau*l workload with altitude. fluman )Vactors
Engineering depends, am sia abilix"-' %,to predict pilot perfo'rmance in order to
deal.9i opt'Imal cockpits. indir"e of the pilot wovkloads ditscussed are

critical during the iterative process of design.
WLi, Cat. Code: 2.1.1, 2ý2.1, 3.1, 4.1.7I
Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2.,, 3ý, 4.

Spare m. capacity Task COuu. Construct Flig4ht test Flight simulator
time assess.

Primary task Subsidiary teak Experimental Flight test,

.. ~ Phydiological Single. MeaLice

Eye u~vement

SuII, P.B., Keane, W.P. and Stackhouse, S.P. Mhe measurement of pilot workload La1
manual control systems. Proceedings of Aviation ElectronJic.SyVpootum.
Fort Monmouth, Now Jersey, April, 1976.

The objniccive of this study was tý: measure .4oth p.,-,zormance workload and i
phyciological work1oid in a hover simulation and -t~ apply the derived w~i~ghtinaý
c.oefficients for smne of the physiological variables to those am* physiological
measures made in a uimulated decelerating la'ading experivatt. The prisnary objective

-. was :.aedtcdologic~.ý.. That. is, could physiological variables be 'lead tc measureL
%ork.1oad during tranaient maireuvere when the werighting coeffEliewnts for these

= variables wiwre dex ived from their relationship to an adaptivc, -trformiauce measure I
* obta4.ned dur~ing a steady state maneuver such as preci.sion hover? A further

objectIve of thiis study was to evaluate three combinat~ioxss of central system
feedback, with three quartities tc compare workload do_'rinacn decelerating apprO-hch
to landing.p

TWL Car. Code: 2.2.'4, 2.2.5, 3.2, 4.1.3, 4.1.4,, 4.1.11
Gp,. Behav. Coda: 1., 2., 4,

Spare a. caparnity tMult~ple Experimental FligItt s.1tulator Flight simulator
Priui&ry teok Flight toot
Physiolcogical
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Sundermeyer, P. and Alles, W. The influence of the amount of automation in
a flight path guidance system on flight path deviation and pilot work load.
Paper presented at Symposium ueber Fliegen im Fiuahafen-Wahbereich,
Hamburg, West Germany, April, 1'79. (In German.)

Attev.tion is given to simulations carried out to investigate the delegation oZ
duties between the pilot and autopilot by determining the effect of the amount
of automation on flight path accuracy and pilot work load. Three steps of
automation are studied: (1) flight path guidance with autopilot control, (2)
flight path quidance with information relay to the control elements, and (3)
fully automatic flight path guidance. It was fcutd that flight path accuracy
improved t~rough a vertical speed error reduction of 20% for step 2, and 25% for
step 3. In ad.ition, course errors were reduced 10 and 25%, respectively.

W/L Cat. Code: 3.1

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Primary task Single measures Experimental Flight simulator Flight simulator

Flight test

Sverko, B. ladividual differences in time sharing performance. Urbana-
Champaign, lltnois: Aviation Research Laboratory, Technical Report,
ARL-77-4/AFOSR-77-4, January, 1977. (AD A043 525).

Experiments in time-sharing ability were performed. Foir tasks were used: (1)
The rotary pursuit task; (2) The digit processing task; (3) The mental arith-
metic task; and (4) The auditory discrimination task. Sixty subjects performed
the tasks several times singly, one by one, as well as concurrently, in all
possible two-cask combinations. Sixteen scores were obtained for every subject:
performance on each task when performed singly, as well as when performed
concurrently with each of three other tasks. These I.;. variables were intarcorrelated
and the resulting matrix of internorrelations was submitted to a factor analysis.
Only task-spe-Ifie factors were identified. No evidence for a time-sharing factor,
which would account for concurrent task performances, was found. Thus, the
notion of "tit,.e-sharing ability" was not supported.

W/L Cat. Code: 2.2, 3.1

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 3., 4.

Spare m., capacity Subsidiary task Experimental Laboratory Background

Primary task Single measures
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Szekely, J. Evaluation of mental load in the study and design of work
conditions-theory, measurement, appiicatinn. Institute 1Tatiopal de
Recherche et de Se..urite. Peria, Notes Scientifiques et Techniques de
I*INRS, No. 4, January, 1975. (In French.)

7 This "epc-t examinee developments in the assessment of mental load in the
indust:ial context. The literature is reviewed and an attempt is made co
clarify the concept of mental load in ergonomic terms. The chief methods of

measuring mental load are reviewed, and the practical possibilities of applying
these methods are examined.

W/L Cat. Code: 1., 2., 3., 4.

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 3., 4.

"" Opinion. Mult iple Review None Background

Spare m. capacity

Primary task

- • Physiological

Teichgraber, W. M. The effects of signal qviantization on compensatory troceking
performance. Unpublished master's thesio, Naval Postgraduate School,
December, 1972. (AD 756 680).

The effects of quantizing the displayed error were investigated in ic.,h
single- and dual-axis critical compensatory tracking tasks and in cross-

* adaptive tracking tasks. Both first order and second order controlled
elements were use4, as well an an intermediats "l.5" order element.
"Quantization intervals investigated ran from 0 to 1.69 cm on a 10 ca by
10 cm display. A digital computer program wa3 written for use with a
hybrid computev in order to. mechanize the various types of tracking tasks

S- used in this research and for future use at this facility. Results of the
critical trackiag task runs ý.ndicate that the operator's performance
"deteriorates almost linearly as the quantization interval is increased.

'4 Cross-adaptive tracking task results indicate a pronounced increaae in
oparator workload vhýn quantization is used.

W/L Cat. CLQ • 2.2.5, 3.1

.. Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Spare m. capacity Subsidiary tabk Experimental Laboratory Background

" Primary task Single Measules
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Teiger, C. Regulation of activity: an analytical tool for studying work-load
in perceptual mctor tasks. Bra onoicu, 1978, 21, 203-213.

Work-load imposed c,;. rhe operitor pecr.orming perceptual-wotsi tasks subject
.o rigid tinve-constraints m&.y he analysed by investigating methods of
regulation between various psychophysiological functions. This is particularly
true for the study of relations'd.Ns between operating methods and postural
activity, and also by the chang. In these relationships over time. Thus we
appear to have a uethod for analysis of external and internal constraints on the
operator, additional to the tool for evaluating the physiological cost entailed
in meeting work demand, provided by the E.M.G. Results are presented from
industrial studies of elec-tronic component assembly and contrasted with
laboratory fin4ings. Combination of the two types of study is seen to be
necessary and important for analysis of workload.

W,iL Cat. Code; 2., 4.

Op. Behav. Code: 4.1.4

Physiological EMH Review Field Flight simulator

Flight test

Tepczr, G. L., Hon, R. H., and Smyth, R. K. Preliminary candidate advanced
avionics system (PCAAS) - reduction in single pilot workload during
instrument flight rules flight. Hawthorne, California: Systems Technology,
inc. Th-1-.O4-1 (NA-Ir-152026), Septeinber, 192

Specificaticns which define the system functional requirements, the subsystem
and inuerface needs, and other requirements such as maintainability, modularity,
and reliability are sunnarized. A design definition of all required avionics
functions and a system risk analysis are presented.

W/L Cat. Code: 2.1.1, 3.3

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Spare m. capacity Task comp., Construct Laboratory Flight simulator
time assess.

Primary task Math. model Experimental Flight simulator
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TerBraak, F. High w-irkload tanks of aircrew .ýn the tactical strike, attack,
and reccnnsinornzQ ralva. In A(IRD svi.ulation and study of high workload5 operation_, AGARD-CP-146, October, 1974, A17-1 - 17-3.

High workload taske axe outlined for aircrew performing three distinct
tactical roles, naaily the strike, tLe attack and the reconnaissance roles.
Th. total mission is covered, which is from the time the pilot rdceives
his orders until the debriefing following the flifght has been cowapeted.
At the same time differences batween each role, as related to workload,
are printed out so that a fairly realistic comparison can be made as to
the workload of each category.

I W/L Cat. Code: 2.1.1

Op. Behav. Code: 1.1, 1.2, 2.1, 4.2

9 Spare m. capacity Task comp., Construct None Flight simulator
time assess.

Flight cest

I Thackray, R. I., Jones, K. N., and Touchstone, R. M. The color-word interference
test and its relation to performance iwyair•ýwt under auditory distraction,
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma: Civil Aerome.dical Institute, FAA-AM-72-14,
March, 1973.

An exainnation was made of the relationship between performance on the Stroc
c~l-rwar 4-44taale~rLe 66 %a 5uggea..W oeaauL-e of distraction suna#~ptibiii,,r)

and impairment under auditory distraction on a task requiring the subject to
generate random sequences of letters. Although there was a significant decrease
"in randomness as a result of auditory distraction, the correlation between change
in randomness and amount of color-word interference was nonsignificant. These
findings suggest that the Stroop test may measure a rather restricted type of
perceptual interference essentially unrelated to a possibly more general ability
to maintain concentration in the presence of competing (distracting) stimuli.

W/L Cat. Code: 2.2.1, 3.1

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 3.

Spare m. capacity Subsidiary task Experimental Laboratory Background

SPrimary task Single measures
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Thorne, R. G. PilOL workload: A concertu,,' model. AGAO) Conference Proceediogs
No. U9 t on Stibility _ r.1 Control, Brr.4v,•beig, Germany, April 10-13, 1972,
21-l--21-6.Nj .(r-P-. AD 754 524).

A conceptusl model is described fo- ihe mituation when, some of the crew, some,
of the t•.ao, are unable to complete satisfactorily,some of their tasks. The
model relates task difficulty to operator capacity as a meins of defining
areas of overload. A case is made for wore realistic simulations of the
more difficult tasks.

W/L Cat. Code: 2.1.1, 2.1.1

Ot. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Spare m. cepacicy Math. wdel Construct None background

Towashevskaya, L. 1. The reec*ioa uf the eardio-vascular and symnpathico-
adrenal systems to intellectual activity with emotional stress-.human operator
performance. Ochsrki Psykholoxii Trrda Operatora. Mosc-x.y: Nauka Press,
1974, 275-290. (In Ruseian.) (English translation appe•rs In Essays on the
P.sLy loy.of Operator L,bor. NASA-TT-F-16020, January, 1975, 335-351.)

The iffee: of emotioganic factore on an operator's inLellectual activity were
.,i".u"4te for differf-ng -r i .. .... .o
provided for light, sonic, and electrocutarzoui- stimuli. The latter scimulus waq
activated automatically if the subject ga"•Ž an 1iaccrrect response. It was

shown that the workina cappcitv of the operator ,neber stress depends to a greaL
exront on the effect ot thý3 emotiogenic factona on the intividual functioning
characteristics #.f ze cardio•,asculn.r and sympathetic-oir&a.il systems. Moral,
intillectual, willpower, emotioaal, and other personality traite are decisive
factors of opea'ator function. A

W/L Ca-. Codc: 3.1, 4.1.10, 4.i.12

Op. Behav. Codc: 1., 2..z 3., ,.

Primary task Single :-e-sures Experimental Laboratory Baegrt~umd.

Physiological Heart rate,
h.r. var.

Body flui•c
anal.
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Trigg*, T.J. Aspects of sent&!. workload. Procoadingo of the ISRE-QNS ARS
lnteratLuMa, Symposium ion Han-s ;jin*Systons, Cawbridge, England,
September, 1969.

During task performance, the nature of the infivrmaclou processing demazads at
if any point in Lime obviously deterainee to a large extent the operator's mental

workload. However, the human in operational circumtanucos must be regarded as
more than a passive single-channel processor uf information. In tituations oi
any complexity, there miy be time-sharing demands on the human, or he may he
required to respond to a rapid sequence of signali. There is good evidence in
such situations that the natuc nf the task which the operator may be callad on
to perform at short notice cou influence the current worVIoad and degrade present

J performance. These aspects cf task loadiag will be condidered in terms of a
central capacity-sharing model, where the preparatory processes required for
task esements iumnediately in the future are assumed to require information-

1 processing capacity. Experimental data from a serial reaction-time task will
be presented in support o. the model. The results Indicate that the preparacry
state for a future reaction can be developing prior to emission nf the preceding
response, and that processing capacity is allocated between the componeuts of
the serial task to allow this active process of preperation.

W/L Cat. Code: 2.2.1

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Spare m. capacity Subsidiary task Experimental Laboratory Fliqht simulator

Trumbo, D. and Noble, M. Response uncertainty in dual-Easi. perforzwkfce.

Organizational Behavior and Human Performance, 1972, 7, 203-215.

In three experiments, Se performed under one of several secondary task
conditions while engaged in pursuit tracking as a primary task.
Secondary tasks were of the information creation (lroany) type with
frota one to five alternative response buttons to be used randomly in
response to a tone cue. The results ginerally support the prediction
that interference in the primary task increases as a function of the
response urcertainty in the necondary task. These results provide
further evidenc6 that information processing capacity may be relatively L
limitec at the response selection stage.

%/L Cat., Code: 2.2.., 2.2.21* Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

8pare m. capacity Subsidiary task Experimental Laboratory Background

Primary task Single measures
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Trumbo, N ,oble, H. and Swiuk, J. Secondary'. task ira.-rferf'rece in the
petf &&nce of tracking taqks. Journol of Ixperimental Ptycholuiy, 1967,
73, 232-240.

The elfects of secondary verbdl tooks on tracktng performance war* examined.
In Experiment I, redundancy was varied in both p•imaazy and met.ondary

tankq, with the latte- introduced at Q roention session. The secondrry task
resulted in marked interference, Independent of either primary to secondary
task redundancy, primwrfly in tbc timing aspect of tracking. In Experiment
II, stimulus and respoase components of the secondary task were presented 1
separately. The response component produced as much Interferenc. au rhe
cognitively more difficult secondary task. Experiment III shcwed. thatsecondary task effects occur tndependent of a recention intervtl.

VT/L Cat. Code: 2.2.1, 3.1

Op. Beh~v. Cade-, 1.., 2., 3., 4.

Spsre m. cspaýity Subsidiary task Experimental Lnboratory Flight simulator

Primary task Single zrcasures Flight test

Ursin, H. and Ursin, R. Physiological indicators of mental load. In N. Moray
(Ed.) Mantal workload: its theory and measurement. New York: Plenum Press,
1979, .149-365.

This paper disrusses the availeble mto.hods ot mesluring mental load by physiloogical
methods. Specifically, five physiological aspects are reviewed: activity of the
central nervous system; specific aclvateon; energy reqirng mentl; l ear b nd tear,
strers, &train, and health; and restoration processes. The position taken is

that ft to fairly easy to measure and therefo:e exclude the physic&! woeikload,
and measure psychological act-ivation. However, there are serious difficulties.
if one desires to diecriminate between emotional fectors and information workload.
If this is not done, measuring "mental workload" does not involve anything but
conventional evaluation of "activation", on which there is a considerable bulk
of information.

W/L Cat. Code: 4.

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 3., 4.

Phyaiological kt,' ciple Review None Flight sinulator

Construct

3i
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van Gi~gb, J.P. A model for measuring the information processing rates and
mental load of complex activitios. Canad1an Operational Research Society3 Journal, 1970, 8, 116-1.28.

When industrial operativ•s peraorm complex activities uuring their work the
correspondence between stimuli and respons-te becomes difficult to establsih. In
such cases, existing models which require that the marginal probabilct:ies of
inputs and outputs be known cannot be used to measure the amount of information
transmitted. A model is presented here which allows quantification of the levels
of Integrative behavior on the basis of the determination of the total entropy

transmitted in the performance of information processes of various degrees of
complexity. Mental therbligs arm used to describe the activities of the human
communication channel This leads to the calculation of the total amount of
information transmitted from input stimuli to output responses, and to the
determlnati a of an information processing rate which characterizes the mental
content of the work performed.

W/L Cat. Code: 2.1.2
Op Behav. Code: 2.1

Spare m. capacity Inform. theory Construct Field Flight test

van Gigch, J.P. Applicatioas of a model used in czlculating the mental load

of workers in industry. Canadian Operational Research Society Journal,
1970, 8, 176-184.

This paper describes the field work and results obtained in the application of
"a model of integrative behavior which is used to measure the mental load of
various industrial tasks. The model identifies information processes which take
place while thet operator is performing his work. The amount of information, in
the information theory sense, which is transmitted while the human counmication
system accomplishes mental therbligs is calculated. The application of this moal
is made to seta of jobs found &t two or more distinct levels of technology. Thd
mental contribution of industrial workers is analyzed to ý.eternine the impact
of technology on the mental content of work. The information processing rates
are broken into their two components--entropy per cycle and repetition cycle rate--
to evaluate the potertial f or further mechanizate on and automation. The effects
"of increasing work complexity on the operators' speeds of response are studied.

W!L Cat. Code: 2.1.2
Op. Behav. Code- 2.1

Spare m. capacity Inform. theory Construct Field Flight simulator r
Flight test
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Verplank, W. L. Is there an optimum work-load in manual control? Pcoceedinas
of ta 12th Annual NASA-University Conference on Manual Control, University
of Illinois, May, 1976, 72-79. (USA N14 X-73, 170).

Expertma-mts on a closed-circuit-television drIving simulator were designed
to andwer the question: in there on optimum % ork-load that (a) sustains
performance in long-term driving and (b) facilitates transitions to new
tasks or emergencies? The results affirm (a) with rL.;ervations but not (b).
A second experiment is planned and a new measure for work-load proposed.

W/L Cat. Code: 3.1

Op. •ehav. Code: 1., 2., 4.2

Primary task Single measures Experimental Simulator Background

Verplank, W. L. The facilitating effects of uncercainty in long-term
manual control. Proceedings of the 13th Annual Cc-iference on Kanual
Control, Mausschusetts Institute of Technology, 1977, 101-117.

A tracking teat with different disturbance inputs was used to look for the effects
of Leduced task demands on long term manual control. The expected facilitating
effects of task difficulty are ha, t to find. The decrements in performance over
the run are no greater for the easir tasks. The detrimental effects of lower
demand appear to be increasei relative variability in peiformance, and possibly

infoimation measurd, including the x. *fects of 'self-induced' uncertainty is
developed as a work-load measure. There is a positive correlation between this
'self-induced workload' red performaý,ce decrement for the easiest task, just the
opposite of what the facilitation hypothesis wonld predict.

W/L Cat. Codc. 2.1.2, 3.3

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Spare m. capacity Inform. theory Constroct Laboratory Flight simulator

Primary task Hath. model Experimental
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Vettcs, B. Evaluating the werkload of helicopter pilots. In-flight recording:;
of heart rate and cardiac arrhytbmia. In AGARD Sttiles or. Pilot Workload,5 A.1ARD-CP-217, November, 1977, (In French.)

In-flight recordings were made of the heart rate and cardiac arrhythmia in four
helicopter test pilots during increasingly difficult ILS approaches. Five types
of tasks were identified, each task being repealed five times during the same
flight. An analyses of concommitant rhythm variations, especially if the subject
had a grzater number of variations when at reat. This increase of cardiac rhythm
is exacerbated by the addition of external function factors (turbulence). The
influence of apprehension is evidenced by a detectable decrease in heart rate
during succeasive repetitions of the same task. The inclusion ot rubJective
criteria can provide some useful information. A study of arrhythmia appears to
be a better measure than the instantaneous heart rate; however, an exact
relationship between these parameters and the aviator's workload can not yet be
affirmed.

W/L Cat. Code: 1.2, 4.1.10

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Opinion Questionnaire Experimental Flight test Flight simulator

Physiological Heart rate, Flight test

h.r. var.

• Volle, M. A. Work, fatigue, and frequency of critical flicker fusioti.
Ergonomies, 1.QR, 21, 551-558. (In French.)

Fatigue due to a physical or a mental workload is here considered as a dynamic
phenomenon dependent upon the type of work performed. Acute or chronic fatigue,

workers. Data presented come from five groups of subjects submitted to different

mental or physical workloads and to CFF measuremenits before, during and after the
task. In general, with initiation of work, an increase in CFF Is observed which
probably corresponds to a CNS excitation induced by the workload. However, it
appears that only some definite work situations could induce a CFF decrease as
it is generally accepted for chronic or acute fatigue. In some tasks, the CFF
continued to increase after work; in others, it showed no variation or decreased
below the basal level observed at rest.

W/L Cat. Code: 4.1.1

"Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 3., 4.

Physiological FKF Experimental Laboratory Background
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Waller, It. C. An Investigation of corration but,.ien pilot scanning behavior
and woykload using stepwise regression analysis. Hampton, Virginia, NASA
Langley Research Center, NASA TM X-3344, March, 1976.

An electro-optical device called an oculometer which tracks a subject's look-
point as a time function has been used to collect data in a real-time simulation
study of instrument ianding system (ILS) approaches. The data describing the
scanning behavior of a pilot during the instrument approaches have been analyzed
by lise of a stepvise regression analysis technique. A statistically significant
correlation betweer. pilot workload, as indicated by pilot ratings, and scanning
behavior has been established. In addition, it was demon3trated that parameters
derived from the scanning behavior data can be combined in a mathematical equation
to provide a good representation of pilot workload.

W/L Cat. Code: 1.1, 4.1.7

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Opinion Rating scale Experimental Flight simulator Flight simulator

Physiological Eye movement Flight test

Waller, M. C., Harris, R. I., Sr., and Salmirs, S. A study of parameters
affecting a display for aircraft instrument landing. Proceadings of the
23rd Annual. Meeting of the Human Factors Society, Boston, Massachusetts,I October 29-November 1, 1979, 345-346.

This paper presents the results of a series of tests conducted in a fixed base
simulator to evaluate the effects of varying parameters of a vertical situation
display for landing a transpnrt aircraft. The results of the test were evaluated
in termc of touchdown performance, pilot control activity, and scanning befiavior.
The results indicate that size of the display, location of the display, and amount
of informatioci provided, all play a role in touchdawir performance, It is also
concluded that the presence of a perspective runway improves pilot acceptance
of the display for landing.

W/L Cat. Code: 3.1, 4.1.7

Op. Behav. .-ode: 1., 2., 4.

Primary task Single measures Experimental Laboratory Flight simulator

Physiological Eye movements
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Wammr, J. C. The multiloop concept of pilot workload am a basif! of future

enparirnents and studies. Chatillon-sous-Bagneux, Houts-de-Seine, France:5 0iNERA, TP No. 1978-10, 1978. (In French.)

The psrceptual and behavioral components of a pilot'sa performance are examined,
a multiloop ui&thematical Luodel of pilot behavior is presented, an approach toIanalyzing flight conditions and pilot tasks is iv~dicated, and differences in
feedback and loop characteristics for servomachanisms and for humian pilots are
noted. A, mawitiloop workload is more than the~ sum of the couponient loops (involvingI ~control of or response to a single parameter or variable) since thie multiloop
workload iticludes the switching task, which is the transition from one loop to.
aonother. Short-term safety loops, immediate safety loops, and control forces

are distinguished, and, accidcnts are analyzed with relation to the workload.
W/L Cat. Code: 3.1

IOp. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

TSpare m. capacity Subsidiarl task Construct Nors Background

Primary task Single measures

I 51 Wats~on, B4 L. The effeci. of secondary tasks on pilot describing functions
in a compensatory tracking task. Toronto, Canada: University oý' Toronto,

Institute for Aerospace Studies, UTIAS Technical Note No. 178, June, 1972.

deciigftcin. T~da~bn ucin eegnrtdfoThis report explores the effect certain secondcry tasks have or, human pilotI

compensatory tracking task with rate-cen4ro dynamics. The el~periment
involved six well-traincd subjects in a multi-task situaation where the
priii,.&r,. controi task was tracking. The results are presented1 ac. amplitude
and p~hase plots of measured describing functions, which are fitted by an
eight-parameter theoratic~l pilot model. The ef fects are derscribed in terms
of both raw data and model parameters.

W/L Cat. Code: 2.2.1, 3.3

-~ Op. Behav. Coda: 1., 2., 4.

~ Space m. capacity Subsidiary task Experimental Laborp~tory Flight simulator

Primary task Math, model Flighit cost
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Waugh, J. D. Pilot performance in helicopter simulator, Aberdeen Proving
Ground, Maryland, U.S. Army Engineering Laboratory, Technical Memorandum
23-75, September, 1975. (AD A017 441).

Six Army helicopter pilots, instrument reted, flew a difficult precision
instrument flight pattern in this laboratory's GAT-,2H helicopter simulator.
For each flight, each subject was given a different zombinsatio of thrust to
weight, cyclic :ontrol sensitivity and cyclic spring centering force gradieut
condition making up an incomplete, balanced block-type experimental design'.
Several error measurements were recorded during the trials; however, none
could be satisfactorily utilized to predict either accaracy of performance,
or be an indicator of relative workload. An unanticipated large varixtion of
measures taken is thought to be the cause. Additional approazhes and further
study of the problem is recommended.

W!L Cat. Code: 3.2

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Primary task Mult. measures Experimhnte! Flight simulator Flight simulator

Flight test

Way, T. C. Verification of workload-a job fox simulr ion-pilot performance.
In Flight Technologies Conference, Arlirngton, Texas, September, 1978, 99-104.
(American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, New York.)

The challenge to dcsigners of flight deckp and avionics suites, is to configure
the crew station !n such a way that required tasks can be accomplished by the
allotted crew comp~lement while holding crew workload within reasonable limits.
An outline is presented of an approach involving the use of piloted simulation
as an aid in meeting thi, challenge. The advantages of seiulation over- flight
test for workload studies include cost, safety, afficieicy, and timeliness. It
is found that the state-of-the-art in fine-grain workload assessment is uut
particularly satisfying. However, it is possible to take the broader approach
of designing ond integrating a flight deck to minimize worklcad based on prior
experience, industry standards, and good human -=.Uineering prnctice.

W/L Cat. Code: 2.1, 3.3

Op. Beha'7. Code: 1., 2., 3., 4.

Spare m. capacity Task analytic Construct None Background

Primary task Math. model
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feir, ID. H. and Klein, R. H. Measurement and &=lysis of pilot scanning behavior
during simulated instrument approaches. Ptoceedings of the 6th Annual NASA-
Vntvarsa'cy Co-aferen.e on Mauan Cont-ol, Wright-Patterson ArB, April, 1970,

_3-108.

Experiment.al maasurements of pilot scannin6 and control response in a simulated
instrument approach are reported. Airline piloL subjects flew ILS approaches
in a six debce. of freedom fixed-base DC-8 Simulator at the NASA Ames Research
Center. A conventional instr'ment panel isnd controls were used, with simulated
veTtical gust and glide slope iam bend forcing functions. Pilot eye fizations
and scan traffic on the Vcnel were measured using a recently developed eye-point-
cf-regard cystem, Simultaaeous recordings were made of displayed signals, pilot
respoue, and vehicle .motions. The data were reduced ior 31 approaches with a
cross iectlao of sub*ecta to obtain dwell times, look rates, scan rates, and
fractional scanning worklaad. Flight director approachee as well ast stpndard
localizer/glide Glope approaches were made. The scennLng rseulcs showed the
attitude and glide slope/localizer tastruments to be primary in a manual ILS
approach. Differencas in dwcll time between pilots occurrei mainly on the attttude
instrument. With the flight director, glide path deviation errors veze reduced
xad the flight director instrument dominated pilot attention. MTere were no
apparent circuiatory scanning patterns in any of the apporachas.

W/L Cat. Code: 4.1.7
Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Physiological Eye movement Experimenuil Flif;ht simulator Flight simulator
Flight test

Yelford, A. I. Stress and performance-behavioral and ergonomics aspects.
Ergonomics, 1973, 16, 567-580.

The affects on performance are discussed of va:ious types of .r'tess deriving from
imbalance between capacity on the one hand a)id, on the other, the demands of tasks,
euviroamental conditiona and social sit'iaticoas which either overload or underload
tha individual.. Comion cybernetic principlas seem to apply over an areu which
includcs not only stress, b;t also motAivatioU and arouse.i. A model is proposed
which ties together ti,roe previouuly etstivg wdels current in this field: The
Inverted-U Hypothesis, Signal Detection Theory and the Yerkea-Dodson Law. The
miodel is examined further in telation to individual dtfferen•es.

W/L Cat. Code: 2.1.1, 3.1

Op. Behav, Code: 1.,~ 2.

Spare m. capacity Task comp., Construct None Background
time assess.

Primar*r task Math. model
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Welford, A. T. Mantel work-load as a function of demand, capacity, strategy,
and skill. Ergonomics, 1978, 21, 151-167.

An attempt is mace to outlimi a conceptual fraaework in which to view the
problems of defining and measuring mental work-load. This is ti~eated in terms
of the demands made by tasks, the capacities the subject brinjs to meet these
demands, and the strategios he uses to relate the first to the second. Two types
of demand are distinguished: the mount of data tc be handled at a particular
moment, and the amount to be dealt with during a particular period of time" Each
type is considered in relation to the main central functions of perception, decision
and choice, phasing and coordination of action, memory, and motivation. Capacity, K

and the effects of various factors upon it, are considered in relation to concepts
of signal-to-noise ratio in the central nervous svytem. Two basic approaches to
the measurement of work-load are compared: the synthetic, in which the load
iniosed by the task as a whole is calculated from the loads imposed by its
components; and the analytic, in which the task is studied as a whole, and
components are analyzed from the whole performance.

W/L Cat. Code: 2.11, 3.1
Op. Behav, Code: 1., 2., 4.

Spare m. capacity Task comp., Construct None Flight simulator
time assess.

Primary task Single measures Flight testr
Wempe, T. E. and Baty, D. L. Human Jnformation processing rates during certain

multiaxis tracking tasks with a ccncurrent auditory task. IEEE Transactions
on Man-Machine Systems, 1968, MMS-9, 129-138.

A series of experimet). was conducted to determine the informatian processing
rates of several subjects performing one- and two-axis compensatory tracking
tasks with a secondary auditory task. The experimental variables were the
order of controlled element dynamics, the forcing function, and the addition
of a secondary task. Human information processing rates decreased slightly
on each tre.cking channel with the addition of the second tracking channel or
iGhe secondary auditory task. Other than this effect, the information proceqsin:
"rates were additive until a limit in the total information processing rate was
reached. This limit was related to the order of the contrclled element.

W/L Cat. Code: 2.1.2, 2.2.1, 3.1

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Spare m. capacity Inform. theory Experimental Laboratory Flight simulator

Primary task Subsidiary task Flight test

Single measures
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"•aetbrook, C. B., Andurson, R. 0. and Pietrzak?, '. E. Handling quaUtiles and
pilot workload. Wright-Pat eLrson AP3, Ohio: AF Flight Dynamics Laboratory,
APDL-FDCC-TK-66-5, September. 1966. (AD 655 340).

This paper has the objectivei of defining the relationship between handling
qualities and pilot stress and workload. The reasons underlying the importance

5 of pilot workload measurement are discusded and ways to analyze or treat pilot
vehicle systems are reviewed. The various measures of pilot workload that have
been useC or considered are disuussed and some new data on the possible use of

W/L Cat. Code: 2.2.5. 3.3, 4.1.2, 4.1.4, 4.1.8

Op. Behav. Code: 1.,.2., 4. ]
Spare m. capacity Subsidiary task Review Laboratory Flight simulator

I Primary task Math. model Experimental Flight test

Physiological Pupilary dia.

.11

Weverinke, P. H. Human control and monitoring-models and experiments.
?roceedings of the 12th Annual NASA-University CL..,ference on Manual
Control, University of Illinois, May, 1976, 14-28. (NASA ThX-73, 170).

rt¢ This paper deals with the results of a theoretical and experimental program
concernitng human monitoring behavior. Apart from muftitoring an. autortatic
apprrach, combined monitoring and manual flight director control was studied
to determine the interference between subtasks. Also simultaneous 'mnitoring
and auditory tzcking was included. The results demonstrate that the multi-
variable monitor auodel adequately describes human behavior in the aforementioned
tasks. Furthermore, a multivariable workload model is developed. Computed
workload is shown to agree excellently with subjective ratings.

W/L Cat. Code: 1.1, 2.2.1, 2.2.2, 3.3

!! Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 3., 4.

IOpinion Rating scale Construct Laboratory ilight simulator

SSpare m. capacity Subsidiary task Experimental 7light test
Primary task Math. model ht
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Wewerinke, P. H. Performance and workload analysis of in-flight heliccpter
aka. Proceedings of the 13th Annual NASA-University Conference on Manual

Control, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, June 15-17, 1977, 105-117.

The study described in this paper was aimed at as~assing the potentials of
the optimal. control model structure to pradict the important characteristics
of realistic operational helicopter missions. The theoretical "nd experimental
reselts indicate that the optimal control model successfully predicts the best A
attainable (rather than the average) inflight performance of a group of well-
trained, highly motivated subjects. Furthermore, the model allows a desc':iption
of inter-subject variability. The control effort model predictioas have been

supported by subjective ratings. The model seems to provide a meaningful
repreaentation of pilot workload involved in complex control tasks.

W/L Cat. Code: 1.1, 3.3

Or. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

OpL. -n Rating scale Experimental Flight test Fl.ght simulator

Primary task Math. model Flight test

Wewerinke, .:. H. and Smit, J. A simulator study to investigate human operator
workload. Proceedings uf the AGARD Conference on SimvlOation and Study of
HLIgh rkload Operations, AGARD-CP-146, April, 1974, L,2-1 - A2-6.

This pal presents the results of an exploratory experiment which was conducted
to inves ate human response characteristics in control situations of widely
varying aifficulty. The experiment was aired at a better understanding of the

human operat"r, limitations in terms of control effort as included in the optimal
control mode Based on the experimental reaults a control effort index is

presented. ne "predicted" control effort correlates well with subjective
ratings an' eems to possess generality.

W/L Cat. Code: 1.1, 3.3

Op. Behav. Code: 4.2

Opinion Rating scale Construct Flight simulator Fllgbht simulator

Primary task Math. model Experimental Flight test
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Whitaker, L. A. Dual-task interference as a function of cognitive ioad3 processing. Acta Psychologica, 1979, 43, 71-84.

Sixteen subjects participated in a dual-task study designed to measure processing

.requirements of a choice reaction time (RT) task. Two levels of choice RT stinulus--
response (S-R) compatibility were temted with tach of two tracking tasks to provide
different levels of dual-task loading. In one tracking task, the target'3 temporal-
spacial pattern was fixed; in the other, the target's path was a function of the

I subject's performance. Choice RT results indicated that compatibility and s•t
size interacted; the increase in response latency as a function of set size was
much greater when compatibility was low. An increase in choice RT resronse
latency occurred when the secondary trarking task was added. Within a given
compatibility level, this dual-taslk decrement was constant for all levels of set
size; however, the magn:'tude of dual-task decrement varied as a _'unction of S-R

compatibility, being greater when compatibility was low than when it was high.

I W/L Cat. Code: 2.2., 2.2.5, 3.1

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 3., 4.

Spare m. capacity Subsidiary task Experimental Laboratory Flight atmulator

I Primary task Single measures

II
White, R. T. Task analysis methods: Review and development of technique8 for

analyzing mental workload in multiple-task situations. St. Louis, Missouri:
McDonnell Douglas Corporation, MDC J 5291. Septamb-r. 1971.

Representative task analysis formats were reviewed and a large number of task
* classification schemes or taxonomies were analyzed. The historical develonment

of these techniques was reviewed to identify weaknesses and sources of error.
Various attempts to ruantify workload also were reviewed and the desirable
"characteristics of an improved approach to task analysis were identified. With
this as background, an approach to task analysis was developed that cn..centrates
on the interactions between tasks and the time-sharing or scheduling demands
that are imposed on operators. Cognitive or mental workload is stressed rather
:han sensory or motor aspects of tasks. This approach analyzes broad operator
"•unctions or tasks in relation to the task characteristics or demands that
determine workload anc is suitable for use during early designi phases when
detailed task information is not available. An example is given to illtstrate
its use in analyzing a complex, multipit-task situation.

W/L Cec. Code: 2.1.1, 2.1.2
Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 3., 4.

Spar2 m. capacity Task comp., Review None Flight simulator
time assess.

Inform. theory Flight test
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White, R. T, Mental workload assessment, I. Laboratory investigation oZ
dociolon-eaking and short-term memory in a multiple-task situation.
St. Louis, Missouri: McDonuell Douglas, 11DC J6662/01, December, 1975.

This report describes the results of a preliminary investigation of two types
of mental workload (NOL): Time-sharing decisions and short-term memory (Sm).
Subjects were tested in a multiple-task situation that required them to monitor
either four or six single-digit light-emitting diode (IED) countecs to prevent
errors (counts above nine indicated by a displayed decimal point) by reset
actions taken in a keyboard. The results of this study suggest the complexity
of time-sharing or self-scheduling decisions may be quantified by the number
of alternatives or channels being monitored, and the amount of processing may
be quantified In terms of the frequency of the decisions. .,hoit-term &,tory
demands aay be quantified in terms of the number of separate items or groups
(chunks) of elements to be stored in memory and the duration of the accrage
interval.

W/L Cat. Code: 2.2.3.

Op. Lehav. Code: 1., 2., 4.1

Spare m. capacity Subsidiary task Experimental Laboratory flight simulator

Wainte, R. T. and Gaume, J. Menta.1. workload ikssesament, III. Laboratory
evaluation of one subjective and two physiological measures of mental
workload. St. Louis, Hissouxi: McDonnall Douglas Corporation, Report
HID .1702"./01, -e-ember, 10.7.4.

A laboratory evaluation ves conducted on two physiological measures and one

subjective technique for the assesament of mental workload (MML). Twelve Se
were tested in a multiple-task situAtion in which they monitored four single-
digit, light emitting diode (LED) counte=s to prevent errors (i.e., ccunts
above 9, Indicated by displayed decim&l pcints). lNL in terms of decisions per
minute was varied by changing the rates at which indivf-dual LEDs increased their
counts. Subjects also perfozred a secondary task which required them to monitor
and report the degree of stress they were experiencing. Physiological measures
recorded throughout the test included inte~ratei pulse volume (IPV), integrated
respi:7ation vclume (IRV), GSR, K7G, and pulse and respiration waveforms. These
results support the use of !PV and IRV in MWL essessaent but further tests are
needed to determine their sensitivfty and range of application. Subjective
estimates of stress levels did not appear to degrade perfurmance and are
potentially valid and reliable indicatiors of MWL levels.

W/L Cat. Code: 1.1, 2.2.1, 4.1.2, 4.1.3, 4.1.10, 4.111
Op Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.1

Opinion Multiple Ex~crimental Laboratory rlight simulator
Spare m. capacity
Physilogoical
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IWhite, Rt. T. and ftrA, C. T. Prediction of hltomei operator perform~ance in the
design of coinsand end control rystems. Paper iresented at the Annual Moeting

I of the Western Psychological Association. Vancouver, British Columbia,
June 21, 1969. (Douglas Prpor 5539).

Military conmand and control operations of manned interceptors were analyzed
to defintn typical tact1.ta1 and air defense rissions end the totsk loadling on
human opetators who control these missions. Mesn-machltn. functions were
analy~ed In systems where informAtion lix computer-based to desc~ribe the
control, display, and communication recuiremente for the stvidy. Volunteer
military subjects were trained to perforr the raqui,ýed task&, and their
performance undcr gradually incrfaoinp load (information handling and
processing) conditions was measured in terms of cime anld correctness of~
v~roiemesages dtransotaied ind mhansual newebee acionscopreted. for operinthe
v~roimce dessae otransmttd indti stnual have actnionstcopleted. Th ue op tero

folowngareas of design applicability: Operator Task Performance Times;

W/L Ca.Code: 2.1.1, 3.1

Op. Bea.Code: 1., 2., 3.l, 4.

Wickens, C. D. The effect of time suharing on the performance of infform~ation <
processing tasks? A feedback control analysis. Ann Arbor, Michigan: The
Univ~ersity of Michigan, Human Performance Center, Technical Report No. 51,
August, 1974. (ADl A012 023).

Usually the effects of diverteJ attention on task performance Is assessed either
by very *labal measures or by the highly specific measure of ar increase in
processing tune. Mhere is evidence, h3vever, tha~t other effects of diverted
atteution, such aL. an increase in internal processiag noise, or. & cognitive thanige
in pro~ce~ssing strategy, exist, but may only be revealed by a more detailed analysis
of task performance. The purpose of the current research was to examine these
time-sharing effeets in a manual tracking paradigm, etploying the fine-grained
analysic provided by tbe t-echniques of feedback con':ro.' thecry. Subj ects e~ach
performed ý7hrbe information-processing tasks under seven time-sharing conditions.
Eaeh ti.ak was performed singly, and in comibination with one and tqith both of the
other two tasks. ?.ie results indicated that all tasks -rhowed both performance.
decrements and p~rocessing-noise increases under some time.-ei~arlhg conditions.
Time-sharin~g interference, however, was most evident between the r~asponse aspect3
cf the tapk&, and the noise-level increase in the tracking task was concluded to
resul~t from mote%., rather than perceptual, processing interference.

W/L Cat. CAode: 2. 2, "., 21.2. 2, 3. 3
Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Spare m. capacity Subsidiary taek Experimental Laboratory Flight simulator

Primary task M.ath. model Review Flight test
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Wickens, C. D. The effects of divided attention on Information processing In
manual tracking. Journal of .zperlaental PqycShýoi , 1976, 2, 1-13.

Six subjects performed a manual trcking task concurrently with each of two
secon4ary tasks: an input tack (auditory signal detection) and an output
task (application of a constant force), A feedback,-control analysis of
tracking performance was utiliaed to analyze the time-sharing decrements
observed in mean squared error, in terms of components due to processing
delay, addition of internal processing noise, And chanbe in response bias
(tracking gaiu). The results indicated that only the parameters mea4uring
noise and gain were sensitive to time-sharing conditions, and these only to
concurrent performance of the force application task. Ii. wz. concluded that

F limits of attention In dual-task performance are more severe in output than
in input stages of procenving, but that tbese limits are not necessarily
these of a single-channel bottleneck. Instead, a broader conception of
attention is proposed: one that includes changes in processing noise and
ehiltg in response bias, as attention-.related phenomena.

W/L Cat. Code: 2.2.1, 2.2.2

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 3., 4.

Spare m. capacity Subsidiary task Construct Laboratory Flight simulator

Primary task Single measures Experimental Flight test

wickkans, C.D. •eAsures of workload, stress and secondary tasks. In N. Moray

(Ed.) Mental workload: its theory and measurement. New York: Plemau "resa,
1979, 79-99.

The concept of operator workload is defined in terms of the human's limited
proctesing resources. Operator workload scales monotonically with the extent.
to which the tasks performed by the operator utilize these limited resources.
It is asserted that: (1) processing resources are demanded by a task to the
extent that the performance of a second, independent task performed concurrently
deteriorates from its single task level. (2) Changes in the objetttive
characteristics of a task wil4 vary the processing resources demanded by its
performance at a constant leel, to the extent that secondary task performance
varies concomitantly. In either instance, therefore, the manipulation of adding
the primary task oa of changing its characteristics will he described as increasing
operator workload ro the extent that secondary task performance deteriorates.
1Tis paper reviws the advantages and disadvantages of a wide variety of workload
eatitaation techniques.

"W/L Cat. Code: 2.2, 3., 4.0 i
Op. Behav. Code: L., 2., 4.,•

Spare a. capacity Multiple Review None Flight simulator

Primary task Flight test

Physiological
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Wickens, C. D. The structure of attentional resources. In R. Nickerson (Ed.)
I Attention and Performance VIII. Hillsdale, Nvw Jersey: Lawrence Eribaum and

Assoc., 1979. (In press.)

I Structural and capacity theories of dual tisk performance are contrasted and a
hybrid conception of structure-specific capacity is proposed in which processing
resource reservoirs are defined by processing structures. A review of the,
literature identifies candidates for Ptructural resource reservoirs, defined by
input and output modalities, stages of processing, ani hemispheres of processing.
An experiment is reported in which encoding and response modalities of a dig&t

T processing task are varied, as it is time-shared with a tracking task, whose
difficulty in manipulated. The results are Interpreted in terms rtf the concepts
of capacity, structure, and resource pools.

I W/L Cat. Code: 2.2.1, 3.1

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Spare m. capacity Subsidiary task Review Laboratory Background

Primary task Single measures Experimental

Wickens, C. D. and Gopher, D. Control theory measures of tracking as indices
of attention allocation strategies. Human Factors, 1977, 19, 349-365.

in an intelligent =mn-nachinO control iyateM, cUiILrol theory measures describing

the operator's tracking performance can provide useful information concerning
an operator's attentional state. This information may be used to implement
adaptive aiding procedures. Research is reviewed that relates artentional

-. manipulativna to variation in control theory parameters, and an experiment is
then described in which 29 subjects performed a tracking task alone, and
"concurrently with a serial reaction-time task. Within the time-sharing

... condition, relative priorities between the two tasks were manipulated. The
results are interpreted in terms of the separate efiects of time-sharing and
of priority manipulations upon measures of tracking gain, remmant, time-delay
and response "holds," and the feasibility of on-line measurement of those

""4A variables.

W/L Cat. Code: 2.2.1, 3.1 L

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

1 Spare m. capacity Subsidiary task Construct Laboratory Flight simulator

PrLi12&y task Single measures Experimental Flight test
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Wickens, C. D., Tarsal, J. and 1unchin, R. The event related cortical potential
as an index of task workload. Proceedings of the 21st Annual Meet'ag of the
Human Factors Society, San Frencieco, California, 1977, 282-286.

This paper describes an investigation which assessed the feaslbY.ity of the event
teltted brain potential (ERP) to provide an index of operator t-irkload in adaptive
man-machine systems. The characteriatica and requirements of -lch systems are
described and some limitations of secondary task workload measures enumerated.
The results of an experiment arE then prosented in which ERPs were recorded from 10
subjects, while the difficulty of a concurrent tracking task was varied. Subjects
performed either a one or a two dimensional compensatory tracking task, while ERP's
were elicited by presenting discrete auditury stimuli. The amplitude of the P30("
complex, a component of the ERP, elicited ;3y the stimuli, decreased from the
control condition (no tracking) to the tracking conditions. An ERP based measure
of sequential processing of the stimuli was further affected as tracking difficulty
was increased from 1 to 2 dimensions. An algorithm for obtaining an on-line ERP
based measure of workload is then described.

W/L Cat. Code: 3.1, 4.1.6

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 3., 4

Primary task Single measures Experimental -Laboratory Flight simulator

Physiological ECP Flight test

Wickens, C., Israel, J., McCarthy, G., Gopher, D, and Donchin, E. The use of
event-related potentials in the enhancement of system performance. Proceedings
of the 12th Annual NASA-University Conference on Mantual Control, University of
Illinois, May, 1976, 124-134. (NASA T-4 X-73, 170).

Advancing computer technoloey has facilitated the implementation of on-line
adaptive man-machine systems. In these systems, computer decisions based on
information concerning the state of the operator can affect the nature of the
man-machine interaction. Some limitations of performance measures as sources
to provide information to the computer are presented. It is suggested that psy-
chophysiological measures such as the event related cortical potentiel (ERP)
may be utilized to bypass these limitations. The ch~racteristics of the ERP
and experimental demonstrations of its sensitivity to attentional manipulations
are described and a program of relevant research is thjn outlined.

W/L Cat. Code: 2.2.2, 4.1.6
Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 3., 4.

Spare m. capact'i- Subsidiary task Ex)erimental Laboratory Flight simulator

Physiological ECP Flight test
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Wickens, C. D. and Keesel, C, The effects of participatory mode &nT task workload
on the detection of dynamic system failures. Proceedlngr of the 13th Annual
NASA-University Conference on Manual Control, Masaachustts Institute of Technology,
June 15-17, 1977, 126-135.

The ability of cperators to detect step changes in the dynamice of control systems
is investigated as a joint function of, (a) participator:, rKode: whether subjects
are actively controlling those dynamics or are monitoring an autopilot controlling
thers, and (b) concurrent task woxkload. A theoretical analysis of detection inii Chc two modes identifies factors that will faver detection in either mode. Three
subjects detected system failures in either an autopilot or manual controlling

mode, under single-task conditions and zoncurrently with a "subcritical" trackingJ task. Latency and Accuracy of detection were assessed and r'lated thrcugh a speed-
acctracy tradeoff representation. It was concluded that failure detection
performance was better during manual control than during autopilot control, and
that the extent of this superiority was enhanced as dual-task load increased,
Ensemble averaging and multiple regression techniquea were then employed to
investigate the cues utilized by the subjects in making their detection decisions.

1W/L Cat, Code: 2.2.2, 3.1

Op. Behav. Code: 1., t, 4.

Spare m. czrsacity Subsidiary task Experimental Laboratory Flight simulator

Priwary ttsk Sit.gle measures Flight test

"Wickena, C. D., and Kessel, C. The effects of narticipatary mode and track
workload on the detection of dynamic system tailurns. IMhE Transactions on
"Systems, Man, end Cybernetics, 1979, SMC-9, 24-34. ct

The atllity of operators to detect step changes in the order of control dynamics
is investigated as a joint function of a) participatory mode, whether subjects

I - are actively controlling those dynamics or are monitoring an autopilot controlling I
themi, and b) concurrent task workload. Five subjects either tracked or monitored
"the system dynamics on a two-dimensional pucsuit display under single task cunditi.ns
and concarrently with a "subcritical" tracking task at two difficulty levels.
Det-ýction performanc--e was faater and only slightly less accurate in the manual
as opposed to the autopilot wade. Periormance in each mode was derogated by the
concurrent tracking requirement, but not by increases in loading task difficulty.
"Further analysis indicated that menual superiority was attributable to the
addit onal prprioceptive informatiun resulting from operator-coatrol adeptatioa
to the system change.

W/L Cat. Code: 2.1.2, 3.1

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

"Spare m. capacity Subsidiary task Ekperlmental Laboratory Flisht simulator

43 Pritary task Siugle measures I]
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Wickens, C. D. and Pierce, B. Attentional resouz-e allocation in a variable
dilficulty dual task paradigm. Urbana-Champaign, Illinois: Engineering
Psychology Lal-orctory, University of Illinois, Technical Report AFOSR-78-l/
EPL-78&1, Februar/, J.977. (AD A059 463).

A model of the attention allocation process In a dynamic environment with changing
task demands is preserted. Eight subjects then time-shared two compensatory
tracking tasks orider conditions of constant task difficulty, and imder :onditions
when the difficulty of one task was varied over the course of the trial. Subjects
were instructed to maintain constant performance on the variable difficulty tack.,

and augmented performance feedback was presented on half of the trials. The data
were evaluated in terms of the model, and coherence and error analysis revealed
that allocation was far from optimal. The failure of au--ýmented feedback to
improve the optimelity of allocation suggested thet the limtatinn lay within the
allocation, rather than the demand evaluation process. Some resasns ars oroposed
for chese limitations, and for the contrast of the current results with optimum
allocation observed in constant difficulty dual task studies.

W/L Cat. Code: 2.2. 3.1

GOp. Behav. Code: 1., 2,, 4.

Spare m. capacity Subsidiary tauk E:perimental Lauoratory Bsckground

Primarv task Sinr.l, measures

Wickens, C. D. and Tsang, P. A-tontlon allocation in dynainic environments.
University of Illinois (Urbana-Ciampaign) Engincering Psychologv Research
Laboratory, rennicai Report EPL-i9-3iAFOSR-79-3, June, i97;.

Three policies of attention resource allocation between tasks of dynamically
varying difficulty are descxibed. Tese policies optimal allocation, optJ.til
resource expaneion. and non-optimal allocation are distinguished analytically
by the gain of the transfer function between task difficulty and primary and
becondary cask performance. Eight subjects time-shared two compensatory tracking
tasks in which the control dynamics of the primary task fluctuated continuously
between first and e'econd order. The difficulty and filtered RMS arror porformarce
measures indicated that subjects were initially non-optimal i.n their allccation
policy, failing to guard the primary task in the face of fluctuations in its
difficulty. With practice, a trend toward more optiual performance wss observed.
Clooe analysis and comparisoa of the vatiable difficulty data with perforuamce
in constant difficulty dual task conditions indicated a persisting lim!itation in
subjects' ability to roallocate resources from the secondary task when requiree
by demand changes of the primary. The source of this limitation was postulated
to reside in the difficulties operators encounter when maintaining two zoncurrent
and dissimilar describing functions.

W/L Cat. Code: 2.2.2, ?.2.5, 3.1, 3.3
Op. Behav, Code: 1., 2., 4.

Spare m. capecity Suf:sidiary task Experimental Laboratory Flight simulat.or
Primary task Single measures

Math. model
.j• 3Z3
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Wickens, C. D)., Teang, P. S., and banal, R. A'. The Al1ocatiion of sittention~al
resourczes in a dynamic environment. Proceedings of the 23vdAnnual Meseting
of the Human Factors Society, Boston., Massachusetts, 0,:t 4 ~ber 29-November J.,

1 Three experimentbl are reported in which subjects perf~ormned a toriiary t~aal, whose
* difficulty varied quasi-ranjcuzuy Over Limea, concurrently vith a secondzry task,

vhose difficulty remained constant. hirns models of iesouinca allocation wpre
descriied which varied in the degree caf optinality with which operators can 11obilize
resources in responase to the doma21d changei. These are quantified by linear time-
series analysis, In experiment 1 employing two tracking tasks, allocation behavior
was non-optimal, but indicated a trend toward optimality with practice. In

I experiment 2 when tracking diffi.culty was varied concurrently with a dynamic system
monitoring task, behavior was somewhat optimal. In experiment 3 which again paired
tiacklttg and waonitorivig, but varied monitoring task tUemand, resource allocation

I was extromely non-optimal. Some reasons Lor this departure from optlnallity Pre
considerned.

W/t Cat. Co~de: 2.2.2, 2.-/.5, 3.1

Op. B.1ahav. C~ode: 1,,, 2.., 4.

Spare mn. capacity Subsidiary task E~xperimental Laboratory Flight simulautor

Prima~ry task SingLe measures

Wiene~r, E. L. Conmtrolled flight into terrain accidents: system irdid'ced err"~rs.
hFuwn Factors, 1977, 19, 171-181.

CorZrolled flight into terraiai accidentn are titos. in whikch an alircraft, under
the control of the crew, is flown into terrain (or wat%,r) with n,: vr~ror awwrenese
ontho part of the crew of the it~eading disaster. This paper ex~vdnes recent

experionce with. these accidents, aefing them as the result of errors gaeersted by
a comiplex air traffic control sycstem with &-aple apporttz.Vi~es for mystett-Induced
errors. Such problem areas as pilot-contitolter cciinmuni~ation, f lightdecut workload,
uoise-abatonient procedures, givernmettt rogulntimi, visual illusions, and cockpit-
and grcund-ra~iar warriinC devicv.s ere dietcutsed, with nuiierous examples of recent
accidient case3. The fa:A-zre of the hw,.w tactors profession to play a Moro
aignificant role in tne air tr~f tic ccotnlex is also considered.

I %rJL Cat. Code: 3.1

7Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 3., 4.

Primary task, Single measures Review None Backgrot? kd

[J
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Wierwille, W. W. Physiological meaeures of aircrew mental workload.
Human Factors, 1979, 21, 575-593,

Physiologtcal measures of aircrew meital workload were divided into fourteen
specific classms. Each class was then sumarized in terms of background,
applications, and implicatior.s for research and implementation. It is concluded
that several physiological measures appear promising, but that more research
Li needea to provide convincing evidence of viability. Fhysiologicol techniques
can, however, be combined with other workload assessment techniques to providu
a more complete understanding of the workload associated with given aircrew
tasks.

W/L Cat. Code: 4..

Op. Behav. Codc: 1., 2., 3., 4.

Physiologt cel Multiple Review None Fliuht simulator

Flight test

Wiertille, W. W. and Gutmann, J. C. ComparisLiL of primary and secondary task
measures ,%s a ftnction cf simulated vehicle dynamics and driving corditione,
H_-wian Factors, 197S, 20, 233-244.

In a previously reported experiment involving a moving base driving simulator
with computer-generated display, secondary task measures of workload showed
cignificant tLcrcases as a function cf large changas in vehicle dynamics P'd
disturbance levels. Btcause the secondary task measures appeared less sensiclve
than desired, driving performance measures recorded furing the same experiment
were later analyzed. Particular empi).isis in examining the driving pertornance
data was placed on (1) deteý.mining the degree of intrusion of the secondary tusk
on the driving task as a functlon of the independent variables, and (2) on
comparing the sens!tivity of the primary and wecondary task measures. The
result* showed the secondary tssk does intrude significantly upon the driving
task performance at lcw workload levels, but that iz does not Significantly
intrude at high wurklosd levels. Also, -Ihen the four primary task mcasures
were analyted for sensirýiv~ty to the independent variables, new information
was obtained indicat~ng greater sensitivity than is obtained with the stngl~c
secondary task measure.

W/L Cat. Code: 2.2.1, 3.2
Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Spare m. capacity Subsidinry task. Experiveat*1 Simulator lUght simulator
Primary task Mult. mrtsures L'I.41t test

.5
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and driving czouditioms. Human Factots, 1977, 19, 557-565.

IA driving simlilator with a computcr-SWnmrated dispulay and a four degree of
frec-doum phrat-sl motion systeii was used to daetir'he~. the sensitivity of a secondary
taink to vehlice handling parameterh and various dri-ving conditiol&5. Six subjects

ft)v niiulated v'ehicle with nortmti automobile handlirr.. and another six drove
With degraded handli.ng. Steering ratio and disturhance icvell u.are adjusted within
erch set nf :ubjente. A secondairy task consisting of reud ir~g random digitsalu

fro & inge-dgitdasboad dsply wA ued o #8866 wrklad.It was oM
thtworkload increased significant'Y as disturbsntce level increased. furthcrmore,

t coikload tucreased significantly with degrad3d vehicele handling. In contrast,
l~dicrnaring steering ratio did not produce a sign-1ficaur: change in workload. These
results i'idicate that the secondary task method can be used to assess the uajor
effzttý .)f aiwilated vehicle hand~ing on driver workload. Problems remain,
howev'Ar, tt designing taore sensitive secondary-task measures.

IW /L Cat. Code: 2,2.1, 3.Y

Op. Behav. Co~de: 1., ý.., 4.

I Spaire m. capacity Suzbuidiary cEtak Uxperme~atal Simulator Flight simulator

Primary task Single measures

Wierwille, W. W. and Willigas, P:. C, Survey and analysis of operator workload
s~sessrnent techniques. Blackabucg, Virg~*ia: Systemetrics, Inc. Report
no. S-78-101, September, 1978.

over 40n references relating to operator mental Yterkload vere selected nnd
classified according to~ a two-dimensional scheme. incl.uding workload methodology
and universal aperator behavior. Twenty-eight spccific techniques of assessing
workload by means of subjective opiniona, spare wental capaciLy, primary task,
and physiological meaoures were cataloged. This catniog sumnmarizes cr1 tical
criteria that need to be considcred in the flight test and evaluation environment
and describes each .echnique in terms of theory and b.rzckeround, descriptiouk of
necessary method/apparatuti, area of application and example, limitations, and
'iuggestca RDT&E follow-ups.

WIL Cat. Code: 1.. 2., 3., 4.

O~p. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 3., 4.

¶ Opinion ?1ul1iple Reviswv None Flight simulator

Spare m. cajia(ity Construct Flight test

IPrAwuary tzsk
Ph). io10&ic~l
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Wierville, w. j.. Williges, R. C., and Schifiett, S. G. Aircrew workload
assessment techniques. In B. 0. Hartman and R. E. McKenzie (Eds.) Survey
of methods to autsess workload. AGARD-AG-246, August, 1979, 19-53.

A classifieation sciteme is presented which summarizes a survey and analysis of
aircrew workload assessment techniques relevant to inflight test and evaluation
considerations. Two dimensions consisting of universal operator behaviors and
workload assessment methodologies were used in the classification scheme. The
universal operator behaviors were classified accordi ,g to the Berliner, Angell,
and Shearer (1964) categories including parceptual, madiational, communication,
and motor processes; whereas the workload assessment methodologies were cataloged
into 28 procedures under th2 general categories of subjective opinion, spare mental K
capacity, priuary task, and physiological measures. An applicability matrix based
on this classification scheme is presented which summarizes existing research on
workload assessment methodologies, and a bibliography of over 400 relevant references
is provided as an appendix to this paper. ?rocedures are described whereby this
matrix can be used as a guide for selecting candidate aircrew workload
assessment measures for inflight evaluation.

W/L Cat. Code: 1., 2., 3., 4.
Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 3., 4.

Opinion Multiple Review None Flight simulator
Spare m. capacity Construct Flight test
Prinw.ry task
Physiological .1
Wildervanck, C., Mulder, G. and Michon, J. A. Mipping mental load in car

driving. Ergonomics, 1978,, 21, 225-229.

A system is being developed which permits the idenitification of traffic

locations which impose a heavy mental load on the car driver. The method
employs a car equipped with a vitdeo-recorder, of which the camera is mounted
behind the windscreen, continuously recording the •.ndependent variable of
traffic load. Dependent variables are physiological indices and performance
on a secondary task. This workzing report is a review of the factors taken
into consitderation in the preparatory phase of the ,xperiments.

W/L Cat. Code: 2.1.2, 2.2.2, 3.2, 4.1

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Spare a. capacity Multiple Review Field Flight simulator

Primary task Flight test

Pbysiological
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I
Williams, C. E. and Stevens, K. N. Emotions and speech: some acoustical

correlates. Journal of the Acoustical Society of America, 1972, 52,
12 38-12 50.

Itis paper describes some further attempts to identify and measure those
parameters in th& Lpeech slgnal that reflect the emotional state of a speaker,
High-quality recordings were obtained of professional "method" actors reading the
dialogue of a short scenairio specifically written to contain various emotional
situations. Excerpted portions of the recordings were subjected to both
quantitative and qualitative analyses. A comparison was also made of recordinga

from a real-l.ife situation, in which the emotions of a speaker were clearly
defined, with recordings from an Actor who simulated the same situation. Anger,
fear, -rvd sorrow situations tended to produce characteristic differences in contour
of fundamental frequency, average speech spectrum, temporal chdracteristics,
precision of articulation, and waveform regularity of successive glottal pulses.
Attributes for a given emotional situation were not always consistent from one
speaker to another.

W/L Cat. Code: 4.3
"Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 3.

Physiological Speech patt. Experimental Laboratory Background
-• anal.

S Williams, L. W. Feasibility of saliva analysis for measuring mental stress
in mas,. Master's thesis, Texas A & M University, College Station, Texas,

--- 91971 "AD/ '47 671).

" T•e purpose of the investigation was to determine the usefulness of the parotid
fluid analysis technique in measuring mental stress. Ten subjects were used in
the experimental portion of this work. Three levels of stress were used. A low
stress level was taken with the subjects at rest. The medium and high stress
levels were set up using 30 and 60 revolutions per minute respectively on a
"rotary pursuit tracking task. Parotid fluid was collected for a 30 minute period

,, at each of the three stress levels for each subject. The chemical analysis of
the parotid fluid was carried out to determine the concentrations of corticosteroids

-(17-OHS) in the parotid fluid samples. Mathematical ana.Lys~s of the data
indicated that there was no change in the 17-OHCS level as a result of increased
" stress level:. The results were attributed to using a tracking task lacking
sufficient difficulty to produce mental stress.

W/L Cat Code: 4.1.12
Op. Betav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Physiological Bo;ýy 'luid Experimental Laboratory Flight simulator
-alfAl.
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Williges, R. C. and Wierville, W. W. Behavioral measures of aircrew mental
workload. Human Factors, 1979, 21, 549-574,

Behavioral research literature pertaining to the measurement of aircrew workload
was classified into general categories of subjective opinion, spare mental capacity,
and prim-ry task met*rics. Fourteen specific classes of workload measures related
to these general categories were reviewed specifically in regard to aircrew work-
load assesiment in the flight test and evaluation. Each class of measures was
summarized in terms of background, applications, and implications for research
and implementation. It was concluded that no one, single measure can be
recormended as the definitive behavioral measure of mental workload. Due to the I
multidimensionality of workload, it appears that the most promising assessment
procedure shoul- include multiple measures of subjective opinions, spare mental
capacity, and primary task measures as well as physiological correlates.

W/L Cat. Code: 1., 2., 3.

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 3., 4.

Opinion Multiple Review None Flight simulator

Spare m. capacity Flight test

Primary task

Wingert, J. W. Function interlace modifications to analytic workload
pred .i-,? . in K. D. Cross and J. J. McGrath (Eds.) Crew System Design.
SaUtL "'bara, Cnlifornia: Anacapa Sciences, July, 1973.

Anal, &Lediction of operator workload has been used to evaluate the result
of alL... Ang fuactions to human operators for a specific system concept. A
common workload definition used is the ratio of time needed to perform all
required tasks to the time available. This technique has proved useful in that
system concepts which impose excessive workload demands on the operator can be
abandoned early in the development cycle. The usual techniques involve task
analysis, with performance time predicticn based on eye-movement data, information
processing time data and time and motion data. The human is typically modeled
as a single-channel device. The results are quite conservative if complex well-
practiced tasks arr "-vol. Function interlace provides a model which permits

Stime-shar'ing c' ntir tapacity to yield workload predictions more closely
in agr.eement with simulation workload data. The theory is not as yet substantially

•. developed, although :-tome validating laboratory measurements have been made.

W 'L Cat. Code: 2.1.1

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., .

Spare m. capacity Task comp., Construct Flight simulator Flight simulator
• ~time assess. •

•! ~Flight test .
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U
Wisnei, A. Electrophysiological measures for tasks of low energy expenditure.

In W, T. Singleton, J. G. Fox, and D. WhitfEield (Eds.) Meastrement of man
aL work. London: Taylor and Francis, 1973, 61-73.

Having no good measure of the energy aspect of brain activity, researchers have
recorded and evaluated the electrical activity of the brain and some physiological
functions which are mare or less faithful images of central activity. In early
studies technical difficulties restricted interest to certain variables and
experimental conditions, and the resulting interpretations are not of little

importance. Many people nou, prefer to measure both in laboratory experiments end
in the field and the classification of work situations in terms of a single scale
of arousal is no longer accepted. As well as estimating the cost of high or
low extremes of activation, we must also determine the orientation of attention
towards different aspects of the work situation. Only thus can physiological3 measures be of any use in the study o' man-machine systems.

W/L Cat. %ode: 4.1.3, 4.1.4, 4.1.5, 4.1.6, 4.1.7, 4.1.10
Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Physiological Multiple Review Laboratory Flight simulator

1
Wolf, J. D. Workload evaluation of control-display configurations for approach

to landing. Minneapolis, Minnesota: Honeywell, SRC Report F0548-IR, August,
1977.

The program objective is to develop a quantitative measure of information processing
workload for evaluation of alternative fligL*- control and display configuzattons.
Simulator tests described below are designed to support this objective by providing
operator response data and analysis results:

To 'how that physiological and performance measures can be combined to prelict
information processing task difficulty.

To show the relative predictive merits of different combinations of measures.

d To show the generality of physiological measures in predicting information
processing workload.

To compare the relative sensitivities of different methods of evaluating
cockpit systems.

W/L Cat. Code: 4.1.3, 4.1.4, 4.1.7, 4.1.11

d Op. Behav. Code: 1.1, 2.2.1, 3.2., 4.

Opinion Multiple Experimental Flight simulator Flight simulator

Spare m. capacity Flight test
l Primary task

Physiological

1
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Wolfe, J. D. Crew workload assessment-developiaent of a mavure of operator
workload. Wright-Patterson Air Force Rase, ;hio: Plight Dynaaic3 Labor, tory,
Final Technical Report, AFFDL-TR-78-165, D¢cember, 1978.

The study objective was to develop a quantitative weasure., of worklcad useful in
crewstation evaluation. Flight tasks of varying difficulty were simulated, and
35 piloc response variables analyzed. Solected physiological aind visual respon3c
variables were applied in a stepwise regression procedura to the prediction' of
a cotposite performance/opinion measure, which reflected differing levels of
task difficulty. The resulting linear equatlcn was reformulated as a preliminary
operationally-defined mea ure of information-pýocer..3ing workload.

W/L Cat. Code: 1.1, 2.2.1, 3.2, 4.1.3, 4.1.4, 4.1.7, 4.1.8, 4.1.10, 4.1.11, 4.2

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Opinion Multiple Experimental Flight simulator Flight sitmilator

Spare m. capacity

Primary Lask

Physiological

Wong, P. J., Couluria, G. J., and Schmidt, D. K. Aggregate flow model for
evaluating ATC planning strategies. Journai of Aircraft, 1977, 14, 527-532.

An aggregate traffic flow model is developed and i:ted to evaluate the potential
benefita of automated, facility-level, on-line air traffic flow control. mne
model monitors and dynamically adjusts traffic flow rates and traftic densities
on the routes in the ATC network. The route flow adj-istments are based an
controller workload crireria, with the intent of eliminating -rapf.1c surges and
the associated periods of excessive workload, The inodel is used to evaluate
two flow control strategies with respect to aircraft delay, controller worklcad,
and staffing consideration3.

W/L Cat. Code: 2.1.1, 31.3

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 3., 4.

Spare m. capacity rask comp., Exptrimenr~il Field Background
time aasess.

Primary task Math. model
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Ycshitake, 3. Three characcertst•.c patterna of subjective fatlgue symptoms.
_TrjonAcS s, 1978, 213, 231A.233.

3 An .cytansLve field survey of subjectlve symptoms of 1atique r-evealed three
characteristic patterns. Onet, in which 'druwuLveso and dullness' prodomintced,
was frequent both among those whn reported many swmvtoms and thino who reported
few and was not characteristic of any piarticulatr type of work. P, securnd, in
which "inability to concentrate" was prominent, was more f.ý.-queut among those
who reported many symptnwi, and w'as Y&Actertnt .c of mental workeLs, especially
after nigat work. A tnird pattern, in which awareness of physics. discomfort

*was characterietic, was found ainly among those who reported few sy-mptoms and
were engaged in physical mork.
WiL Cat. Code: 1. 2

Op. 3-ha%,. Code: 2,, 3., 4.Upinion Interview Experimental Field Flight simulator

I
I Zaitzeff, L. P. Aircrew task loading in the Boeing maltlzisslor sivulator.

IProcetings of the 56th AGARD Conference on Measurze.ment of Aircrew
SPerformance. Brooks Air Force Base, Texas, May,1969, pp. 8-1 to 8-3.

-• The ioeing Company's new multimission simulator, corbining a 160° "real-vurld"

Svisual display in high-resolution color, together witn a complete!:- functf.c.-al
and correlated cockpit, is detscribed. The simulatot PF..Mlt al-fe-ews Lo t'ain
in proposed aircraft and %vionics systems and fly rexl-time misstuis over a
specially designated areu. of the Uniter Stetec. 'The simulat,.r wee decigned
to evaluate aircrew performance using state-of-the-art cLncep!s., controls,
and d splays fncorpornted in the cockpit of ar, azvance.. fighter/uttack
air-rsft Visual target acquipitior per'txt ance was used is a measure of
task loading ia tatests of one- and two-,man crews flying both realistically
task-loated mibsions and s•ruences requiring visual target acquistion only.
Vsuai target acquisition. performiance of two-wia crew; was tignifica•ntly
better than that of one-man crews in toth typur of flights.

WI;. Cat. Code: 2.2.1, 3.1

Op. Behav, Cbde: 1., 2., 4.2

Srare m. capaciti Subsidiary task Experimental Flighn almulator Flight simulator

Pri.aary task Single Lez,3ures

1.
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Z4ier, H. Concurrent physiological activity, of driver and passenger wihen
driving with and without Automatic transmission in heavy city traffic.
frponoince, 1979, 22, 799-810.

Twelve subjects were selected for a compariaon of driver and passenger reactions I
in vehicles with automatiz transmission and with manual transmission. Each subject
underwent four tent runs, as a driver and ae a passenger with each transmission.

During the tests, skin conductance (SCL and SCR), EMG from the frontalis muscle
and ZCG were recordud frow both the driver and the passenger. Urine samples were
taken to measure catscholaetmne excretion. The test driving-circuit was aboit
14 km in lcngtb and each test run consisted of four complete circuits. In drivers,
significant differences were only found between driving with automatic and manual
transmission. When driving with manual transmission, rate of adrenaline excretion,
skin -onductance •vc-ivity (SCR), hsart rate and heart rate variability were
significantly higher than when driving with automatic transmission or when riding
as a p.ssenger. Between the latter two conditions there were no significant
differences with respect to these variat1es.

W/L C3t. Code: 4.1.2, 4.1.3, 4.1.4, 4.1.9, 4.1.10

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 3., 4.

Physiological Multiple Experimental Field Flight simulator

Flight test

Zeitlin, L. R. and Finkelman, J. M. A "rardom digit" generation subsidiary task
measure of operator perceptual-motor loading. Experimental Publication System,
August, 19059, _, MS. No. 035-D.

"Spare capacity" measures, while indirect, offer a means of comparing control-display
confiauraticas in the less ixtreme range of operating conditions, before overt errors
occur, zad as such can be useful in field research in autouotiv,% and aircraft safety
where extreme ocerating conditions may be dangecous. Spare capacity is, in most
instances, detetsined by noting the degradation of performarce on a second&ry task
while the operator holds primary task performance constant. Because of the field
conditions in which most of the studies in this area were performed, primary task
analysis and subsidiary task standardization were often sacrificed to expediency.
Random digit generation was utilized in thic study as a subeidiary task measure of
the load imposed by a simple perceptual motor tracking fur.ction. As exoecred,
primary task performance increased with practies and was not degraded by the
inzroduction of the subsidiary task. Scores on the subsidiary task distinguished
between primary taak load and no load, and also indicated a drop in information
processing load as primary task performance approached an asymptote after exteusive
practice. Although the present scbsidiary task may be somewhat insensitive to small
changea in loading, upon refinement, it should prove a valuable research tool in the
development of man-machine systems and in the assessment of operator Information
processing requirements.
V,/L Cat. Code: 2.2.1, 3.1
Op. Behav. Code: 1., 3., 4.

';,Paxe m capacity Subsidiary rask Experimental Laboratory Flight simulator
Frirwrv task Single measures Flight test
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Zeitlin, L. R. and Finkelman, J. M. Measurement of operator loading in pursuit
rotor trackinS by a "random digit" generation subsidiary task. Hoboken,
New Jersey: Stevens Institute of Technology, Davidson Laboratory, Technical
Report R-1401, August, 1969.

3 Random digit generation wea used in this study as a subsidiary-task measure
of the load imposed by a simple perceptual-motor tracking function. As expected,
primary-task performance increased with practice and was not degraded by the
introduction of the subsidiary task. Scores on the subsidiary task distinguished
between primary-task load and no load, and also indicated a drop in information-
processing load as primary-task performance approached an asymptote after
extensive practice. Although the present subsidiary task may be somewhat
insensitive to small changes in loading, it should, upon refinement, prove a
valuable research tool in the development of man-machine systems and in the
asseesment of operator information-processing requirements.

W/L Cat. Code: 2.2.1, 3.1

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Spare m. capacity Subsidiary task Experimental Laboratory Flight simulator

Primary task Single measures Flight test

Zeitlin, L. R. and Finkclman, J. M. A subsidiary task evaluation of the
information processing load in a vehicular control simulation. Washington,
SDC.; American Psychological Association, Experimental Publication System,
Issue 3, Manuscript No. 106B, December, 1969.

- The information processing load imposed upon an operator by compensatory
tracking in a basic vehicular control simulation was measured by means of a

* "random digit" generation subsidiary task. The actual degree of loading was
* varied through manipulatian of the frequency of the tracking forcing function

and the order of the control. Performance was inversely related to both
tracking frequency and control order. A significant interaction was tound

Sbetween the tracking frequency and the cuntrol order. The subsidiary task
clearly distinguished ]oa0 conditions from the no-load condition.

•., W/ý 4.at. Co%-,e: 2. . ,3.1!, 3.3

Or(. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Spare m. capacity Subsidiary task Experimental Laboratory Flight simulator

Primary task Single measure Flight test

Math. model
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Zeitlin, L.R. and Finkelman, J.M. Iomparison of "random digit generation" and
"delaytd digtc recall" as subsidiary task masv~res of operator loading in man-
aechlue syrtems. Mxperimental Publication Systems, June, 1971, 12, Ml. No. 458-12

"Spare capacity" measures, while indirect, offer a means of evaluating operator
loading in man-machIne systems in the leso, extreme range of operating conditicna,
before overt errors occur. As such, they can be useful in field research in P'Ito-
motive and aircraft safety where extreme orerating conditions may be dangerous.
Spare capacity is, in wcst instances, determined by noting the degradation of
performance on a subsidiary task, while the operator attempts to hold primary task
performance constant. Because of the field conditions in which most of the studies
in this area were performed, primary task analysis and subsidiary task standardization
were often sacrificed to expendiency, making the comparison of results between
research studies and across systems difficult. Prior to choosing a standard spare
capacity measure for use in a large scale automotive stability and handlin3 project,
a variety of subsidiary tasks utilizing an oral response mode were screened.
These included digit span, mental arithietic, self paced generation of random
digits, and delayed recall of rendom digits. These measures were paired with the
primary sensorimotor task of vehicle steering simulation. They were evaluated in
terms of their: interference with the primary task; sensitivity to primary task
loading; and convenience and ease of interpretation.

VIL Cat. Code: 2.2.1, 3.1
Op. Behav. Code: 1., 3., 4.
Spare m. capacity Subsidiary task Experimental Laboratory Flight simulator
Primary task Single measures Flight test

Zeltiin. L. R. and Finkelman. J. M. Subsidiary task techniqtxes of digit
generation and digit recall as indirect measures of operator loading.
Human Factors, 1975, 17, 218-220.

As part of an ongoing experimental program, two subsidiary tasks using an
oral response mode were screened. They were self-paced generation of
random digits and delaycd re:all of random digits. These measures were
paired with tt~e primary senscrimotor task of "vehicle steering" simulation.
They were tvi~lu.ýted in terms of their interference witl. the primary task,
seusitivicy to pr~xary task loading, and convenience and ease of interpretation.
Although both subsidiary tasks satisfied the fundamental requirement that
they not interfere with performance on the primary task, the differed
markedly in their sensitivity to the primary task loAdliag. The delayed
digit recall subsidiery task was sensitive, whereas tht random digit
generation subsidiary task was not.

W/L CAt. Code: 2.2.1, 3.1

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Spare m. capacity Subsidiary task Experimental Laboratory Flight simulator

Primary task Single measures Flight test
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SZiegler, P. N. Single and dual axis tracking as a function of mystem
dynawzics, liwa. n Factora, 1968. 10. 273-276.

S1irg1 axis maiual tracking was compered to dual axis trackin& for xero,
first, second and third order dynamics. Trackine error on the original
a,,ie was significantly degraded &or first, second ond third order dynamic*
wi.th no diffarence occurring for taro order. Thv results seem to Indicate
that the operator's information handling capacity becomes overloaded as
the oyster. o.rder izkrreoase resulting in a decre.ment a' performance.

4 W/ Cat. Code: 3.1

Op. Behav, Code: 1., 2., 4.2

Primary task Single mseuri Experimental Laboratory "siPhr,.eimzatr

Flight toot

Ztcoy, D. R., Premeelaar, S. J., Gargett, R. C., Belyes, I. L., and Hall,
H. J., Ir. Integrated information presentation end control system study.
Volume I system development concips. Wrtght-Patt&rst'n APB, Ohio: Air
Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory, Technical Report A.DI..-TR-7O-79, Aý,lquvt,
1970. (AD 876 624).

A cockpit concept for a tactical fighter aP!rrft of the 1975-1980 tlae period

this aLtdy, a composite mission profile and scenario are presented to define
the operational req%iromentN for the 8yatem concept. Airplane cnfiguration
and performance are described, and the characteristics and capabiltries of the
on--board avionics aro suunrited. A full-niued, minple-place ccckpit mockup
Pond three interior configurAtions hiva baon fabricated to reflect study results
and to serve as e'valuation tools.

W/L Cat, Code: 2T..

Op. Behav. Code 1., 2,., 3., 4.

Spare m. capacity Task coap., Expartmental Flht %imulator Ylight simulator
time as"oaws.
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Zoliua, Z. M. Ph-,siological criteria for, and definition of, physicul and
mental stress at work. Proceedings of a Symposium on Ergonomics in
Machine Desijg, Prague, Czechoslovakia and Geneva, Switrerland, 1969,
223-228. (In Russian).

This paper gives a physiological definition of t:he concept of heavy work and
occupational stress. The characteristics of these factors are evaluated
objectively both at the start of work, during the steady-stare phas2 and
followiug reduction of physical function capacity during the dey or week.
The steady-state phase is accompanied by higher-nervous center atimulation
and is relartd to individual 'dominance'. The author proposes
that tha criteria for workload and work stress should be based on A. A.
Ukhtomwky's 'principle of dominance' (1950). The phase at the srart of work,
which precedes the development of dominance over the work, iv a period of
adaptation to work tempo. This was observed during the author's studies of
work carried out at a constant tamp on a conveyor belt. The rapid increase
in fatigue is manifested by a fall-off in dominance and pronounced changes
in physiological f •.on.

W/L Cat. Code: 1J,. "

Op. Behav. Code: 4., 4..

Physiological Muscle ct-nsion, Construct None Flight simulator
trenor Flight test

Zwaga, H. J. C. Psychophyelological reactions to rientai casks: Effort orstress? Ergono•,cs, 1973, _16_, 61-67.

The iNmlications of the mental load model, used implicity or axplicitly by
maný irvestigators, appear to be inconsistent with many experimental results.
It Ls cemonstrated that a clearer picture emerges if the concept of arousal i
Is take a into consideration.

W/L Cat. C•ode: 4.1.10

Op. Behav. Code: 1., 2., 4.

Physiological Heart rati, Cýnstruct L~boratory Flight simulator
h.r. var.

Experimental Flight test
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I LISTING OF INCOMPLETE CITATIONS

I The documents listed below did not have complete citations or had not been
received at the time of publication of this bibliography. They ar•. listed in an
attempt to provide the reader with the maximum information.

Bartell, A. and Kantowitz, B. H., Tradeoffs in Dual-Task Performance Induced by
Emphasis of which Task was Primary. Paper Presented at the 50th Annual Meeting

I of the Midwestern Psychological Assciation, Chicago, Illinois, May, 1,78.

Baschera, P. and Grandjean, E., Effects of Repetitive Tasks with Different Degrees
Sof Complexities on Critical Flicker Frequency and Subjective State. Paper Pre-

sented at the Ergonomics Society Annual Conference, 1977.

Billings, C. E. and Lauber, J. K,, Short-Term Workload in Airline Operations. Paper
Presented at the TATA Conference on Safety in Flight Operations, Istanbul, Turkey,
1975.

Boelhouwer, A. J., et. al., Blink Reflexes and the State of Arousal. Journal of
NeuroIR~yjjleurosurgery, and Psychiatry, 1977, 40, 58-63.

1 Brabec, V. and Popelova, J., Investigations of Mental Load Imposed on Drivers of
Hydraulic Excavators and Loaders. Paper Presented at the 7th Congress "'f the
International Ei ,ýmomics Association, Warsaw, Poland, August Z7-31, 1979. (In
German.)

Child&, J. M., et. ai., Identification and Measurement of Critical IERW Per-
formance Variables. Fort Rucker, Alabama: Canyon Research Group, Researchj Memorandum, March, 1979.

Chilts, J. M., et. al., Development of Procedures and Techniques for In-Flight
1 Performance Assessment. Ft. Rucker, Alabama: Canyon Research Group,

Research Memorandum, April, 1979.

Curry, G. A., Hiett, D. J., and Welder, G. J. S., Task Load in the Motor Vehicle: A
Comparative Study of Assessment Procedures. Ottawa, Ontario, Canada: Ministry
of Transport, Road and Motor Vehicle Traffic Safety Branch Report, 1975.

Donchin, E., Event,,Related Brain Potentials: A Tool i',i the Study of Huwan Infor-
mation Processing. (Unpublished Manuscript, Uzive.sity- of nlinoio, Cognitive
Psychophysiology Laboratory.)
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Hartman, B. 0. and Ellis, J. P., Arousal and Sleep Disturbance: Bichemical
Considerations. Presentation in AGCARD Lecture Series No. 105, Hleadquarters,
AGARD, Paris, France, October, 1979.

Isereal, J. B., Chesney, G. L.., Wickens, C. U., and Donchbi, Z.X, On th~e Conistancy of
P300 Amplitude in Concurrence with Continuou~c Variations in Tracking Difficulty.
(Unpublished, Manuscript, University of flinois, Cognitive Psychophysiology Labora-
tory4

IsralJ.B., Wickens, C, D., and Donchin, EThe Dynamics of P300 during Dual-
TaskPerormnce.Preeedngs f te 5h Inerntioal Smpoiumon Electrica.

Potentials Related &to Motor and Sensory Processes of the Brain, Amsterdam,
Netherlands, .' )80.

Kant~owitz, B. H., Channels and Stagas in Yumnan Information Processing: A
Limited Review. (Unpublishied Manuwcript, Dn~versity of Trondheim-The Norwegian
Institute af Technolo~,y, 1979.)

Kutayev'-smza!Fk, L. A., Neumy-vakin, L P. and PRnomarenko, V. A., Contribution t.o
the Question of ths Methods of Evaluating the Pt~rc hophysio logical State of the
Pilot in an Emerg-:ncy Situation durbig Flight.. Problems of angineering Psychology,
N ASA TT (TecluAical Translation) F-3 I 4 May, 1 965.

Macdonald, W. A. and Hoffmann, E. R., A Secondary Tas~k Measure of Driving
IDemanda: Test Track Evaluationi. Australian Road Reaearch Board, Research
Report AAR No. 70, 1977.

Macdonald W. A. and Hoffmrann; F'. R., A Gecouudary Tfask Measur-e oi DTriving
Demauds: Pilot Field Study. Australian Road Research Board, Internal Report AIR
No. 247-2, 1978.

Roscoe, A. H., Psychological Stress and Heart Rate Response in Test Pilots. Paper
Presented at the Ergonomics Society Annual Conference, 1977.

Scientific and Technical Aerospace Abstracts, The Influence of Environmental
Factors on T.osk Load and Driving Beha-7ior, Report No. IZF-1976-7; TDCK-679Z8.
tIn Dutch.)

Senders, J. F., 'lle Measurement of Workload in Mental Tasks. PKgaom cs., 196?)
10,, 539. (Title Only.)

Shiraishi, N., Estimiati~on of Mental Work Capacity with Special Refercmce t,:
Cr'ntroUed Work r-apacity and Information Processing Capability. ga1.ý.vx. Journcl of
llygiee, 1975, ?J, 776.

Walker, 34. X., Di.al & ask (21TA/Ar_ýT) Performance Tests an Stud'-nt Pl~ota ina
Fighter Lead-!n. kockvillet LMarylani: Norman K. Walker Associates,
Report No. 90, Septewný,_r, 11979.

Walker, N. K. and~ Walker, MA. K,. A Comparlecr ot a Particular Du-il Task
Performance (ZITA/ADT) System with Other Mear3 of A.rtsesulng Pilot Wor~kload
and Cownbat Performances. Rockville, 4srld:Norman K. Wsiker Awccir~tes,
Repor-i No, 88, July, 19?9.
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WORKLOAD TECHNIQUE ANDI EXPERIMENTAL FACILITY INDEXES

j Ir this section two, indexing s.hemes are presented, one whichi groups the
SIdocumants by workload te,-hnique wnd one wlich groups them by experimental
facility used.

4"The workload teclinique index corresponds ex.ctl> to the "W/L Cat. Code"
numerical categories appearing ih each citation. In abstracting the documents, the
mst general numerical rating was used. For example, if a dovament contained

"Iform ation on a Task Component-Time Summation tectnique and an
Information-Theoretic tecinique, the category code would be Z.1 instead of Z.1.1
and Z.1.Z.* Therefore, in using this index, Of a reader were interested in
information-theoretic estimation techniques, the reader should look trader Z.1.2
Biformation-Theoretic, Z.1 Task Analytic, and 2. Spare Mental Capacity.

jhe experimental facility it-ex correspoads to the fourth column of the word
- I.• descriptors on each abstract. The gro'Lpings used are Laboratory, Field, Simulator,

Flight simulator, and Flight test. If no experimental facility was used, the
ducument is not cited in this secriun.

14The groupings appear by author or authors and date. If more than one citation
has the same authorship and date, lower case letters in alphabetical order follow
the dates. These letters correspond to •he order in which the citations appear in
the annotated bibliography.

'1

:1
*Nct.- -.t Z.1.1 andi Z.L2Z re t-.r only suthdivis.om.s under 2.1.
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Workload Technique Index

Pase

1. Subjective Opinion 342
1.1 Rating Scales 343
1.2 Interviews and Questionnaires 345
Z. Spare Mental Capacity 346
Z.1 Task Analytic 347
Z.1.1 Task Component, Time Summation 348
2.1.2 Inform ation-Theoretic 350
2.2 &" f"" Task 351
2.2.1 hk. .ptive, Arithmetic/Logic 352
2.2.2 N-', adaptive, Tracking 355
2.23 Time Estimation 356
2.2.4 Adaptive, Arithmetic/Logic 357
2.2.5 Adaptive, Tracking 358
2.3 Occlusion 359
3. Primary Task 360
3.1 Single Measures 361
3.Z Multiple Measures 366
3.3 Math Modeling 367
4. Physiological Measores 369
4.1 Single Physiological Measures 370
4.1.1 FFF 371
4.1.2 GSR 372
4.1.3 EKG 373
4.1.4 EMG 374
4.1.5 EEG 375
4.1.6 ECP 376
4.1.7 Eye and Eyelid Movement 377
4.1.8 Pupillary Dilation 379
4.1.9 Muscle Tension, Tremor 380
4.1.10 Heart Rate, Heart Rate Variability, Blood Pressure 381
4.1.11 Breathing Analysis 383
4.1.12 Body Fluid Analysis 384
4.1.13 Handwriting Analysis 385
4.2 Combined Physiological Measures 386
4.3 Speech Pattern Analysis 387

3Ii
4
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1. SuLbjective O~inion

Butterbaugh, 1978
Caplan and Jones, 1975
Control-display pilot factors program, 1963
Crabtree, 1975

* Curry, 1979
Ellis, 1978
Gartner and Murphy, 1976
Gartner and Murphy, 19795 Geer, 1977a
Geer, 1977b
Hacker, 1974
Hart, McPherson, Kreifeldt, and Wempe, 1977
Hartman eaid McKenzie, 1979
Hopkin, 1979
Jahns, 1973a
Jahns, 1973b
Jex and Clement, 1979
Johannsen, 1979
Kikolov, 1978
Lauschner, 1969
Leplat, 1978
Machac, 1971
Madero, Sixton, Gunning, and Moss, 1979
Pasmooij, Opweer, and Hyndman, 1976
Reising, 197Z
Rohmert, 1971

* Rolfe, 1976
Rolfe, Chappduw, Evans, Lindsay, and Browning, 1974
Rolfe and Lindsay, 1973I RZoscoe, 1978a
Sanders, 1979
Schiflett, 1976i Schouten, Kalsbeek, and Leopold, 1962
Seifert, Daniels, and Schmidt, no date
Smit, 1976
Soede, 1979
Szekely, 1975
Wierwille and Williges, 1978
Wierwille, Williges, and Schiflett, 1979
Williges and Wierwille, 1979
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1.1 Rating Scales

Armstrong, Sams, McDowell, and Winter, 1975
Bateman, 1979
Beyer, 1977
Borg, 1978
Bowser, 1976
Boyce, 1974
Braniscomb, 1979
Brictson, 1977

Clement, 1976
Clement, McRuer, and Iclein, no datp
Cooper and Harper, 1969
Curry, Kleinman, and Hoffman, 1:
D niel, 1970
Defayo~le, Dinand, and Gentil, Y. ,73
Dick, Brown, and Bailey, 1976
Donnell, 1979
Donnell and O'Connor, 1978
Dyer, Matthews, Wright, and Yudawitch, 1976
Fergenson aund Gold, 1977
Goerres, 19"7a
Goerres, 19'17b
Gunning, 1978
Hacker et. al, 1977
Hagen, Moe, and Woratschek, 1973
Halet McNee, Ellis, Bollinger, and Hartman, unpublished

Hale, McNee, Ellis, Bollinger, and Hartman, 1974
Harris, Pegram, and Hartman, 1971
Hartman, Hale, and Johnson, 1974
Helm, 1975
Helm, 1976
Helm, 1978
Henry, Davis, Engelken, Triebwasser, and Lancaster, 1974
Hicks and Wierwille, 1979
Howitt, 1969
Hurst and Rose, 1978a
Hurst and Rose, 1978b

Jenney, Older, and Cameron, 197Z
Johannsen, Pfendler, and Stein, 1976
Johnston, Klein, and Hoh, 1976
Joslin, Ohmiya, and Ellis, 1977
Kopala, 1979
Karnstadt and Pfennigstorf, no date
Koym, 1977
Krebs and Wingert, 1976
Krebs, Wingert, and Cunninghan, 1977
Kreifeldt, Parkin, and Rothschild, 1976
Kuhar, Gavel, and Mloreland, 1976
Kundiev, Navakatiian, romashovskaia, Dekach, and Kovaleva, 1976
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I Lebacqz and Aiken, 1975
McDonnell, 1976
Melton, Smith, McKenzie, Hoffman, and Soldivar, 1976
Melton, Smith, McKenzie, Wicks, and Silver, 1977
Michon, 1964
Milord and Perry, 1977
North and Graffunder, 1979
O'Connor and Buede, 1977
Opmeer and Krol, 1973

I Pfendler and Johannsen, 1977
Philipp, Reiche, and Kirchner, 1971
Rault, 1976
Rault, 1979
Repa and Wierwille, 1976
Roscoe, 1975
Roscoe, 1976a

I Roscoe, 1976b
Rouse, 1979
Pianders, Burden, Simmons, Lees. and Kimball, 1978

"g S chiflett, 1980
I Schiflett and Loikith, 1979

Schultz, Newell, and Whitbeck, 1970
Simmons, Lees, and Kimball, 1978a
Smit and Wewerinke, 1978
Soulatges, 1974
Spady, 1978
Spyker, Stackhouse, Khalafalla, and McLane, 1971
Stackhouse, 1973
Stamford, 1976

~ Steininger, 1977
Stone, Sanders, Glick. Wiley, and Kimball, 1979
Storm and Hapenney, 1976
Storm, Hartman. Intauo, antd Peters, 1976
Stress in Air Traffice Control Research Association, 1971
Walle.-, 1976

Wcwerbike, 1976
Wewerinke, 1977
Wewerinke and Smit, 197,k
White and Gaume, 1975

, Wclfe, 1978
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L.Z Interviews and Questionaireos

Andersc4 and Toivanen, 1970
Baker and Intano, 1974
Baschera and Granjean, 1979
Brictson, 1977
Bromberger, 1976
Crantreii and Hartman, 1967
Clafk andi Armstrong, 1977
Corkindale, 1974
Dick and Bailey, 1976
Dyc.-,, Matthews, Wright, and ?ttdawitch, 1976
Geiselhart, Koeteeuw, and Schiffler, 1977
Geisahart, Schiffier, and Ivey, 1976I Goerres, 1977bGregoire, 1977
Hagen, Moe, and Woratschek, 1978
Harris and Mixon, 1979
Howitt, Hay, Shergold, and Ferres, 1978
Markiewicz, Koradicka, and Konarska, 1977
Murphy, McGee, Palmer, Paulak, and Wempe, 1974
Murrell, 1970
Nicholson, 1973
Pardon, 1977
Rohmert, 1977
Roife, 1973a
Sherman, 1973
Soliday, 1965
Sobidav, and Schohan, 1965
Soulatges, 1974
Soutendam, I 177
Sperpndio, 1978
Stone, Sanders, Glick, Wiley, and Kimball, 1979

Strieb, Preston, Harris, and Fisher, 1978
Vettes, 1977
Yoshitele, 1978
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1 2. spare Men.tal Capacitt

Wm Butterbaugh, 1978
Chiles, 1977
Chiles, 1978K Chiles and Alluisi, 1978
Egeth, 1975
Gartner and Murphy, 1976
Gartner and Murphy, 1979

r GeratLewohi, 1976
Hacker, 1974
Hartman ard McKenzie
Hoplua, 1979

. JaIns, 1973a
Jahns, 1973b
Jex and Clement, 1979

i~ Johannsen, 1979
Kikolov, 1978
Lane, 1977
Lauschner, 1979
Leplat, 1978
"Levine, Ogden, and Eisner, 1978
Machac, 1971
Reising, 1972
Rohmert, 1971
Roscoe, 1978a
Sanders, 1979
"Schiflett, 1976
Schouten, Kalsbeek, and Leopold, 1962
Soede, 1979
Szekely, 1975
"Teiger, 1978
Wierwille and Williges, 1978
Wierwille, Williges, and Schifitt, 1979
Williges and Wierwilla, 1979

X
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L.1 Task Analytic

Chiles and Allutsi, 1979
Crawvfzd, 1979
GeeT, 1977a
Geer, 1977b
Glenn, Streib, and Whern-y, 1977
Kirchner and Laurig, 1971
Lane, 1977
Lindquist, 197 2
Linton, 1975
Linton, Jahns, and Chate!ier., 1977
Reiche, 1971
Rohmert, 1979
Sender, 1979
Simpson, 1968
Stream in Air Traffic Control Research Associatiou, 1971
Way, 1978
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Asiala, 1975
Asiala, Loy, and Quinn, 1969
Asset, Batejat, Papin, and Viard, 1976
Bisseret, 1971
Boiler and Kruger, 1978KBoylan, 1974a
Boylan. 1974b

I Brictson, 1974
Brictson, 1974a
Brown, Stone, and Pearce# 1975
Clement, Hofmann, and Graham, 1973

Clement, Jex, and Gam,1968a

Clement, Jex, and Graham, 1968b
Couluris, Ratner, Petracek, Wong, and Ketchel, 1974

I Donnell, 1979
Donnell and O'Connor, 1978
Enstrom and Rouse, 1976

S Enstrom and Rouse, 1977
Geiselhart, Koe-'eeuw, and Schiffler, 1977
Geiselhart, Schiffler, and Ivey, 1976
Gerathewohl, Brown, Burke, Kimball, Lc we, and Stackhouse, 1978

l Gobuty, 1978

Gomer, Beideman, and Levine, 1979
Graham, 1977

S Greening, 1978
Gregoire, 1977
Helm, 1976

l He.ni, 1978
Hinton and Shaughnessy, 1978
Howitt, 1969
Hughes, Hartman, Garcia, and Lozano, 1974

l oseliani, 1971

Ivanov-Murome, kii and Lukianovi,4 1975
Kalsbeek, 1971

S Kalsbeek and Sykes, 1967
Kle'ln, 1970
Klein wid Cassidy, 197 Z

i Klein and Hall, 1975
1,7uhar, Gavel, and Moreland, 1976
Lane and Streib, 1977
Lane, Wherry, and Streib, 1977

I Laville, Teiger, and Duraffourg, 197Z
Mashhour, 1969
Meyer, 1974

I Murphy and Gurnam, no date
Murphy, 1980
Nicholson, 1973

i Och, no date
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Parks, 1979
Parks and Springer, 1976
Pasmoot, 1975
Payne and Buck, 1979
Posner and Boies, 1971
Poston, 1978
Price, 1965
Price, Honsberger, and Ereneta, 1966
Prituker, Wortman, Seum, Chubb, and Seifert, 1974
Proceedings of the Symposium o- Man-System Interface, 1978
Ringland and Craig, 1977
Rohmert, 1977
Sanders, Jankovich, and Goodpaster, 1974
Schiffler, Ceiselhart, and Griffin, 1978
Schiffler, Geiselhart, and Ivey, 1976
Schmidt, 1978
Schwarz and Ekkers, 1976
Siegel and Wolf, 1969
Siellel, Wolf, Fischl, Miehle, and Chubb, 1971
Siegel, Wolf, and Sorenson, 196Z
Simmons and Kimball, 1979
Steininger and Wistuba, 1974
Strieb, 1975
Strieb, Glenn, Fisher, Fitts, 1976
Strieb and Harris, 1978
Strieb, Preston, Harris, and Fisher, 1978
Strothe'., 1 974b
Teper, Hon, and Smyth, 1977
TerBraak, 1974
Thorne, 19#Z
Welford, '6973
Welford, 1978
White, 1971
White and Ware, 1969
Wingert, 1973
Wong, Couluris, and Schmidt, 1977
Zipoy, Premselaar, Gargett, Belyea, and Hall, 1970
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AAoila. 1975

lilityn, 197 9

liatoo11, 1977
IlowoN~, Kntajhi, atid Wotaqa, 1979
KloUftnmn and Oir.ay, 1976

I Lirmak and Rohmort, 1976
M~hotn, 1964
Mora~y. 1967
Oloo'a, 1 966
lkian.' an~d Bolos, 197 1
Roault. 1976

ii PIAmit. 1979
S"n doro, 1904 rirn ~~oDitth ndWu,16
S*iondors 1970~r 17

Sht'ridan and Staacon, 1979II ~ ~Soulatilip, 1974 ~ N~i,17

Whito, 1971
Wit'kman and o l.17

4idmnk ~udr.adMco.1?

3S0
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LZ Se ondary Task

Brown, '1978
Brown and Poulton, 1961
Chiles and Alluisi, 1979
Chiles, Jennings, and Alluisi, 1979
Clement, 1976
Clement, 1978
Curity, 1979
Goldstein, Dorfnian, and Pr'ice, 1978
Gunning, 1978
Hawkins, Church, and de Lemos, 1978
Johannsen, 1976
Kahneman, 1973
Kalsbeek, 1973b
Kantowitz and Knight, 1976a
Kantowitz and Knight, 1978
Kerr, 1973
Knowles, 1963
Leplat and Pailhous, 1973
Mulder, 1979a
Noble and Trumbo, 1967
Norman, 1975
Ogden, Levine, and Eisner, 1979
Pew, 1979
Roediger, Knight, and Kantowitz, '.977
Rolfe, 1973b
Rolfe, 1976
Rolfe and Lindsay, 1973
Sinaiko, 1967
Sverko, 1977
Wtcke.ts, 1979a
Wickens cnmd Pierce, 1971
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,.Allen, Jex, McRte,, and DiMarco, 1976
Aliport, Antonis, and Reynolds, 1972
Alluisi and Morgan, 1969
Allu,4i and Morgean, 1971

3 �Anderson and Toivanen, 1970
*• Bahrick, Noble, and Fitcs, 1954

Bateman, 1979
I Baty, 19,71

Bell, 1978
Benson, Huddlestzu, and Rolfe, 1965
Beringer, 1979

, •Besmudez, 1979
Bloszezynski end Kozerenko, • 977
Brecht, 1977

I Brichcin and Hampejsova, 1970
BrighL•n, 1.974
Broadbent and Heron, 96Z

: • Brown, i962
Brown, 1965
Brown, 1966

i •Cliff, 1971
Cclle and DeMaio, 1978
"Crawford, 1979
Crawford, Pearson, and Hoffman, 1978

I Damos, 1978
Darmos and Wickens, 1977a
Damos and Wickens, 1977b
Daniel, 1970
Defayolle, Dinand, and Gentil, 1973
Dough•.rty, Emery, and Curtis, 1964
Ephratb, unpublished' t Ephrath, 1975

Finkelman and Glass, 7970
SGabriel aAd Burrows, 1968

Gaume and White, 1975
Gerathewohl, Brown, Burke, Kimball, Lowe, and Stackhouse, 1978

• Green and Flux, 1977

Ha'l, Pubsey, and Meighan, 105
Hawkins, Podziguez, and Reicher, 1979

j Herman, 1965
AHicks and Wierwille, 1979

I I Hilgendurf, 1967
Holfmen and Jcubert, 1966
Hosman, 1975
Huddleston, 1974
Huddleston and Wilson, 1971
lsroal, Chesney, Wickens, and Donchin, in pres
Isreal, Wickens, Chesney, and Donchin, in press

I 35
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Isreal, Wicken,. and Dimchin, 1979:,
Jenney, Older, and Cameron, 1972
Jennings and Chiles, 1977
Kahneman, Beatty, and Pollack, 1967
Kalsbeek and Sykes, 1967
Kantowitz and Knight, 1974
Kantowitz and Knight, 1976b
Kennedy, 1975
Kornlstadt and Ffennigstorf, no date

Kraft and Elworth, 1969
Kfnl, 1971
Lane and Streib, 1977
Laurell and Lispar, 1978
Lisper, Lavn.ell, and Stening, 1973
Logan, 1979
Mashbour, 1960
McDonald ;knI Ellis, 1975a
McDonald and Ellis, 1975b

Milord and Perry, 1977
Monty and Ruby, 1965
IvMrrissette, Crannell, and Switzer, 1965
Nagaraja Rao and Griffin, 1971
Nataupsky, Schwank, Griggs, McKay, anc& Schhutdt, 1979
North, 1977
North anI Gopher, 1976
O'Donnell, 1975
O'Donnell, 1976
O'Donnell and Spicuzzi, 1975
On3tott and Fa, lkner, 1977
Owens a•xd Hcaris, 1978
Potemnia, 1969
Price, t971
Proceedings of the -nympcsiu-m on Man-System Liter~ace, 197a
Ro.f e, 157
Smnders, Simmons, Hofnm.nn, and D'eonis, 1977
Savage, Wierwille, and Cordes, 1I 78
Schiilett, 19&9
Schvaneveldt, 1969
Shulm an and Briggs, 1971
Siegel, Lanterman, Platzee, ane, Wolf, 1976
Soede, 1977
Spicu2.za, Pinkus, and O'Donnall, 1974
Spyker, Stackhouse, Khalafalla, and Mc:•ane, i9711
Atackhcusa, 19','3
Stager and Muter, 1971
Stager and Zd,,h, 1977
Steininger and Wisstuba, 19',
Slephens and Michaol,• 1.4
Sternberg, 1969
Stcrm, uaInn, raxvo, aRd Peteus, 1916
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-I Strieb. 1975
Strctber, 1974bI' Thackrx.yt Jnv-ai) ad 'iouchatoaoc 1973
ITig~e' 1969
Trumbec anid Noble, 1972Z
Thnimbo, Noble, and Swink, 196?
Watson, 197Z
Welmpe and Baty, 1968
Wa~oirkeg 1916
Whitak~er, 1979
White, 1975
White and Ge-uue, 1975I Wickens, 1974
Wickcas, 1976
Wicke~ns. I M9bIWI.Aws G.,h.r 1 IC?7
Witrwille and Gutmann, 1978

W't~~hGutm~ann, Hicks, aad M4ute, 1977
Woilf e, 1978I Zaitzeff, 1969
Zeitlin a-ad Fink-abn2an, 1969a
Zes'lin rnd Fi kelL-an, 1969b
Zeithi dan~d Finkelnian, 1969cI. Zeitln and Fiakelnaan, 197!
Zeitlin and FinkehlIaa) 1975
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2.2.2 Nanadaptive, ?racii•
Alluiql and Morgan, 1971
Benel, Coles, and Benel, 1979
Bergeron, 1968
Bloszczynski and KI zerenko, 1977
Corkindale, 1974•
"Damos and Wickcns5 

1 977a
Dagoos and Wickens, 1977b
Faulkno.- and Onstott, 1977
Glenn, Stkeib, and Wherry, 1977
Gopher and Navon, 1978
Gopher and Navon, 1979
Gopher, Navon, Chillag, and DotiU), 1977
Hall, Passey, and Meighan, 1965
iar"1is, North, and Owens, 1977SHar and McPherson, 1976

Herman, 1965
Hicks and Soliday, 1972
Jex, 1967
Johannsen, Pfendler, and Stein, 1976
Kantowitz and Knight, 1974
KantOwitz and Knight, 1976b
Kantowitz and Knight, 1977
Lane, 1977
Lane and Streib, 1977
Levison, 1970
Michon, 1964
Michon, 1966
Michon and Doorn., 1967
'Navon and Gopher, 1979
North, 1977
North atnd Gopher, 1977
O'Doinell and Spicuza, 1975
OnStott and Faulkner, 1977Pfendler and Johanneen, 1977
Shulman and Brigga, 1971
Stephens and Michaejs, 1964
Strieb, 1975
Trumbo and Noble, 197Z
Wewerinke, 1976
Wickens, 1974
Wickens, 1976
Wickens, Isreal, McCarthy, Gopher, and Donchin, 1976Wickens and Kessel, 1977
Wickens and Tsang, 1979
Wickens, Tsang, and Benel, 1979
Wildervanck, Mulder, and Michon, '1978

35
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I Z.2.3 Time Estimation

Hart, 1975
iI Hart, 1976

Hart, 1. 979
Hart and McPhernon, 1976
Hart, bMcPterson, Kreifeldt, and Wernpe, 1977
Hart, MWPherson, and Loomis, 1978
Hayc and Simpson, 1976
HIxrtzell, .,9-!9
Hopkin and Napier, 1963
Jennings and Chiles, 1977
Madero, Sixton, Gunning, and Moss, 1979
McCauley, Kennedy, and .Bittner, 1979
McGrath, 1969Ih ,NASA-Ames Research Center, 1975
Phillips, 1976
Proceedings of the Symposium on Man-System Interface, 1978
Simpson and Hart, 1977

3I

I,
"z
, I
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.?.4 Adaptive, Azithmretic/Lostic

Brecht, 1977
Dunn, Gilson, and Sun, 196
Enstrom and Rouse, 1976
&.strorn and Rouse, 1977
Gt!son, Burke, and Jagacinski, 1978
Gopnhe and Worth, 1977
Jones and Schuster, 1.910
Kelley, 1966
Kelley aid Wargo, 107
Krause aid Roscoe, 1972
Merhav and Ya'acov, 1976
Roscoe, 1974
Schori, 1973
Schori and Jonea, 1975
Stackhous., 1976
Sun, Keane, and Stackhouse, 1976
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2Z.5 Adaptive, Tracking

I lBurke, 1979
Clement, McRuer, and Klein, no date
Ephrath, 1976
Gilson, Burke, and Jagacinski, 1978
Gopher, Navon, and Chillag, 1977
Hess and Teichgraber, 1974

Jx 1979
SI Jex and Allen, 1970a

Jex, Jewell, and Allen, 1972
Jex, McDonnell, and Phatak, 1966
Kelley, 1966
Kelley and Wargo, 1967
McFeely, 1972
Schori, 1973
Schori and Jones, 1975
Spicuzza, Pinkus, and O'Donnell, 1974
Stackhouse, 1976
Sun, Keane, and Stackhouse, 1976
Teichgraber, 197Z
Westbrook, Anderson, and Pietrzak, 1966
Whitaker, 1979
Wickens and Tsang, 1979
Wickens, Tsang, and Benelq 1979
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2-3 q2Sv~uxLm

Bate and Self 1968
Farber &nd GaUlsher, 1972
Glenn, Streib, and Wherry-, 197
Hicks and Wierwille, 1973
Sendo.,s, Kristoffersoia. Levison, Dietrich, and Ward, 1967

I39

a
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1 3. Primary Task

Butterbaugh, 1978
Chiles, 1977
Chiles, 1978
Chiles and Alluisi, 1978
Gaitner and Murphy, 1976
Gartner and Murphy, 1979
Geer, 1977a
Geer, 1917b
Gerathewohl, 1976
Gunning, 1978

I Hacker, 1974
Hartman and McKenzie, 1979
Hopkin, 1979
J 3hns, 1973a

I Jahnb, 1973b
Johannsen, 1979
Kikolov, 1978
LeLauschner, 1969
Leplat, 1978
Nlachac, 1971
Reising, 1972
Rchniert, 1.971
Rocoe, 1978a
Sdnders, 1979
Schiflett, 1976
Scb-uten, Kalsbeek, and Leopold, 1962
Soede, 1979
Stackhouse, 1973¶. Stress in Air Traffic Control Research Association, 197 1
Szekely, 1975
Wickens, 1919a
Wierwille and Williges, 1978
Wierwille, Williges, and Schiflett, 1979
Williges and Wierwille, 1979

[
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Adams and Rich, 19773

Akhutin, 1977
Albanese, 1977
Albanese, 1979
Allaen, Jex, McRuer, and DiMar-o, 1975Allport, Antonis, and Reynolds, 197Z 

"1Alluisi and Morgan, 1969
AUuils ai;d Morgan, 1971
Anderson and Toivanen, 1970Asset, Batejat, Papin, and Viard, 1976
Bainbridge, 1978
Bate and Self, 1968
Bateman, 1979
Baty, 1973
Bell, 1978 8' 1
Benel, Coles, and Benel, 1979
Bee6eron, 1968
3ergstroeia and Arnberg, 1971
Beringer, 1979Bsrmudez, 1979"
Beyer, 1977Blaawt Godthelp, and Morall, 1977
B)OIzczynaki and Ko eretnko, 1977
Boller and. Kruger, 1978
Bradshaw, 1968
Brauscomb, 1979
Brecht, 1977
Brenner, Branscomb, and Schwartz, 1979
B*ichcin and Hampejsova, M 97
Brictaon, 1974a
lBrictson, 1974b
Bromberger, 1976Brown, 1965
Brown, 1966
Buckley and O'Connor, 1979

Burke, 1973
Burke, 1977Burke, 1979
Casey, Breitmaier, and Nasori, 1977
Catlett, 1973
Cavalfi, 1977
Chbinova, Komarova, and Zoaabend, 1970Childs, 1979
Chiles and Aluisi, 1979rChiles, Jennhags, and Alluisi, 1979
Clement, 1978
Cliff, 1971

Crawford, 197Q
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Curry, 1979
Curry, Kleinman, and Hoffman, 1977
Damos and Wickens, 1977a
Damos and Wickens, 1977b
Daneva Radneva, and Zlata1ov, 1975
Daniels, 1970
Dick, Brown, and Bailey, 1976
Dougherty, Emery, and Curtin, 1964
Dunn, Gilson, and Sun, 1976
1~dwards, Pilette, and Biggs, 1978
Enstrom and Rouse, 1977
Ephirath, 1976
Ephrath, 1977

Ettema and Zielhuis, 1971
Fergenson and Gold, 1977

Finkelman and Glass, 1970
Flora, Kriechbaum, and Willich, 1969Frankenhaeuser and Johaneson, 1976
Frolov, 1976
Gale, Davies, and Smallbone, 1977
Gerathewoh,, CDles, and Thackeray, 1976
Gilson, Burke, and Jagacinski, 1978
Goldstein, Dorfman, and Price, 1978
Golpher and Navon, 1978
Gopher and Navon, 1979
Gopher, Navon, and Chillag, 1971
Gopher, Navon, Chilag, and Dotan, 1977
"Gopher and North, 1977
Green and Flux, 1977
Gunning, 1978
Guttman, Easterling, and Webster, 1972
Hacker et al., 1977
Hacker, Plath, Richter, and Zimmer, 1978
Hagen, Moe, and Woratschek, 1978
Harris, North, and Owcns, 1977
Hart, McPherson, Kreifeldn, and Wempe, 1977
Hartzell, 1979
Hawkine, Cl9ir9h, and de Lemos, 1978
Hawkins, Rodriguez, and Reicher, 1979
Helander, 1975
Helm, 1976
Henry, Davis, Engelken, Triebwasser, a1d Lancaster, 1974
Henran, 1965
Hess and Teichgrab6r, 1974
Hickok, 1973

Hilgendorf, 1967
Hoffman and Joubert, 1966
Holland and Tarlow, 1972
Hopkin and Napier, 1963 i

Howells, Knight, and Weiss, 1979

362
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Huddleston, 1974
Huddleston and Wilson, 1971
Iuist aLd Rose, 1978a
Humt and Rose, 1978b
loseliani, 1971
Isreal, Wickens, Chesney, and tionchin, in press
Isre&I, Wickens, and Donchin, 1979
Ivanov-Muromskii mnid Lukianov3, 1975
Jenmings and Chiles, 1977
Jex, 1967
Jex, Jewell, and Allen, 197Z
Johannsen, 1976
Johnston, Klein, mad Hob, 1976
Joslin, Ohmiya, and Ellis, 1977
Kahnemai, 1973
Kalsbeek and Sykes, 1967
Kantowitz and Knight, 1974
Kantowitz and Knight, 1976a
Kantowitz and Knight, 1976b
Kantowitz and Knight, 1977
Kantowitz and Knight, 1978
Kelley and War%-, 1967
Kennedy, 1975
Kennedy, 1978
Klein and Cassidy, 197Z
Klein and Hall, 1975
Klotzbucher and Roloff, 1977
Kopala, 1979
Krause and Roscoe, 197Z
Krebs and Wingert, 1976
Krebs, Wingert, and Cuwinghem, 1977
Kreifeldt, Parkin, and Rothschild, 1976
Krol, 1971
Krzanowski and Nicholson, 197Z
Laurell and Lispar, 1978
Lebacqz and Aiken, 1975
Logan, 1979
Lovesey, 1977
Luczak and Rohwert, 1976
Madero, Sixton, Gunning, and Moss, l.'79
Mashhour, 1969
McCauley, Kennedy, and Bittner, 1979
M IcDonald and Ellis, 1975a
McDonald and Ellis, 1975b
"McFeely, 197Z
McGrath, 1969
McKenzie, 1979
McKenzie, Buckley, and Sarlanis, 1979
McLean and Hoffmann, 1975
Melton, 1979
Merhav and Ya'acov, 1976
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Milord and Perry, 1977
Monty and Rubin, 1965
Moray, 1976
1Morgan, Coates, Alluisi, and Kirby, 1978
Morrissette, Crannell, and Switzer, 1965
Murphy, McGee, Palimer, Paulk, and Wempe, 1974
Nataupsky, Schwank., Griggs, McKay, and Schmidt, 1979
Navon and Gopher, 1979
Noel, 1974

'i Norman, 1975
5 North and Gopher, 1977

Och, no date
* O'Domnall, 1975

j O'Donnell, 197 6
Offenlock, 1977
Older and Jenney, 1975
Olson, 1966
Onstott, 1976
Owens anu Barris, 1978
Par:Ion, 197'
Pasmocij, 1975
Payne and :",k, 1979
Pfendler and Jcliannsen, 1977
Price, 1971
Proceedings of th'! Symposium on Man-System Interface, 1978
Replogle, Holden, Gold, Kulak, Jonas. and Potor, 1971
Roediger, Knight, and Kantowitz, 1977
Rohmert, 197Q
Rv!fe, 1971
Rolfe, 197o
"r.dIfe and Lindsay, 1973

is )e, 1978c
P-,oscoe, 1979
Roscoe, 1 974
Rotoido, 1978
Rcuse, 1979
Schick, 1976
.Schiffler, Geiselhart, and Griffin, 1978
Schiflett and Loikith, 1 979
S.-hori, 1973
Schvanveldt, 1969
Seibel, Christ, and Teichner, 1164
Sebej and Biro, 1978
Sherman, 1973
Shiffrin emd Gard.rer, 197?
Shulman and Briggs, 1971
Siegel and Williams, 1974
Siegel, Wcif, and Surer.zon, 1952
Sitimnns, Lees, an u Kimball, 1978a
Simmons, Sanders, and Kimball, 1979

A
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Smit, 1976
Smith, 1979
Smith, 197Z
Soede, 1977
Spady, 1978
Sperandio, 1971
Sperandio, 1978
Spyker, Stackhouse, Khalafalla, and McLane, 1971
Steininger and Wistuba, 1974
Sternberg, 1969
Stone, Sanders, Glick, Wiley, and Kimball, 1979
Strasser, 1974
Strasser, 1977
Strasser, Brilling, Klinge-,, and Mueller-Limmroth, 1973
St) :her, 0974a
Strot her, 1974b

Sundermeyer and Alles, 1979
Sverko, 1977
Teichgraber, 1972
Thackray, Jones, and Touchstone, 1973
Tomashevskaya, 1974
Trumbo, Noble, and Swink, 1967
Verph'em, i976
Wailer, Harris, and Salmirs, 1 979
Wanner, 1978
Welford, 1978
Wempe and Baty, 1968
Whitaker, 1979
White and Ware, 1969
Wickens, 1979b
Wickens and Gopher, 1977

Wickens, Isreal, and Donchin, 1977
Wickens and 1 essel, 1977
Wickens and Kessel, 1979Wickens and Pierce, 1977

Wickens and Tsang, 1979Wickens, Tsang, and Benel, 1979
Wiene~r, 1977
Wierwille, Gutmann, Hicks, and MiL to, 1977

Zaitzeff, 1969
Zeitlin and Finkelman, 1969a
Zeitlin and FinkelInan, 1969b
Zeitlin and Finkelman, 1969c
Zeitlin and Finkelman, 1971
Zeitlin and Finkelman, '1975
Ziegler, 1968

365
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3.2 Multiple Measures

3 Armstrong, Sams, McDowell, and Winter, 1975
Bateman, 1979
Brictson, 1977
Brictson and Ciavarelli, I979
Chies and Alluisi, 1979
Clark and Armstrong, 1977
Clement, 1976

I Control-display pilot factors prog,ýam, 1963
CrabLree, 1975
Cross and Cavallero, no date
Danev and Wart,". 1970
Fowler, Williams, Fowler, and Young, 1968

Frolov, 1976

Gerathewohl, Chiles, and Thackeray, 1976
Hall, Passey, and Meighan, 1965
Helm, 1978
Hicks and Wierwille, 1979

j Jex and Allen, 1970a
Kerr, 1973
North and Graffunder, 1979
O'Donnell and Spicuzza, 1975

I Potempa, 1969
Repa and Wierwi~le, 1976
Repko, Loeb, and Brown, 1974
Rolfe, Chappelow, Evans, Lindsay, and Browning, 1974
Sanders, Burden, Simmons, Lees, and Kimball, 1978
Simmons and Kimball, 1977
"Soliday, 1965
Soliday and Schohan, 1965
Stackhouse, 1976
Sun, Keane, and Ste-ckhouse, 19761 Waugh, 1975
Wierwille and Gutmann, 1978

Wildervanck, Mulder, and Michon, 1978
"f Wolfe, 1978
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Albanese, 197'!
Albanese, 1979
Asialm, 1975
Baron and Levison, 1971
Baron. Murvlidharan, and Kleinmsm, 1978
Cavalli, 1977
Chilis, Jennings. and Alguisi, 1979
Chu and Rouse, 1•77
Clement, 1978
Clement, Ilofvriann, aud Graham, A973
Clement, Jex, and Grabhm, 1968a
Clement, Jex and GraharA, 1968b
Clement, McRuer, and Klein, oc date
Curry, 1979
Cvrry, Kleinman, and Hoffman, 1977
Enstrow and Rouse, 1976
Enstrom and Rous't, 1977
Ephrath, 1976
Faulkner and Onstott, .977
Glemn, Streib, and Wherry, 1977
Hacker et al., 1977
Hataell, 1977
Holden, Rogers, and Replogle, 1974
Yex, 1979
Jex and Allen, 1970a
Jex, McDonnell, and Phatak, 1966
Johnston, Xlein, and Hoh, 1976
Kirchner and Laurig, 1971
Kleinman and Curry, 1976
Levison, 1970

Levison, 1979
L~ucidak,1•971

Moray, 1976
Moray, 1979
Mulder, 1979a
Murphy, 1978
Navon and Gopher, 1977
Onstott, 1976

Onstott and Faulkner, 1977
Phat?.k, 1973
Proceedings of the Symposium on Mar.-System Intertace, 1978
Rasmussen, 1979
Rault, 1976
Rault, 19?9
Ringland and Craig, 177
Rolfe and Lindsay, 1973
Rouse, 1977
Rouse, 1979
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I Schmidt, 1976
Schmidt, 1976
Schultz, Newell, and Whitbeck, 1970
Serdt-rb~, 1970
Senders, 1979i Senders and Posner, 1976
Sheridan and Stasien, 1979
Siegel, Lanterman, Platzer, and Wolf, 1976
Siegel and Williams, 1974
Swit and Wewerinke, 1978
Soulatges, 1974
Strasser, 197Z
Strasser, 1979
Strieb, Glenn, Fisher, and Fitts, 1976
Strieb and Harris, 1973

4. Strieb. Preston, Harris, and Fisher, 1978
Teper, Hon, and Smyth, 1977
Verpiank, 1977
Watson, 197Z
Way, 1978
vWelford, 1973

Westbrook, Anderson, and Pietrzak, 1966
Wewerinke, 1976
Wewerinke, 1977
Wewerinke and Smit, 1974
Wickens, 1974
Wickens and Tsang, 1979
Wong, Couluris, and Schmidt, 1977
Zeitlin and Finkelman, 19 69c

.i

I "
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4. Physiological Measures

Butterbaugh, 1978
Gartner and Murphy, 1976
Gartner and Murphy, 1979
Geer, 1977a
Geer, 1977b
Gerathewohl, 1976
Hacker, 1974
Hartman and McKenzie, 1979
Hopkin, 1979
Jahns, 1973a
Jahns, 1973b
Jex and Clement, 1979
Johannsen, 1979
Kikolov, 1978
Lauschner, 1969
Leplat, 1978
Machac, 1971

Reising, 1972
Rohmert, 1971
Roscoe, 1978a
Roscoe, 1978b
Sanders, 1979
Schiflett, 1976
Schouten, Kalsbeek, and Leopold, 196Z
Soede, 1979
Stress in Air Traffic Control Research Association, 1971
Szekely, 1975
Teiger, 1978
Ursin and Ursin, 1979
Wickens, 1979a
Wierwille, 1979
Wierwille and Williges, 1978
Wierwille, Williges, and Schifiett, 1979

3
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4.1 Single Physiological Measurms

i Auffret, 1977
Crawford, 1979
Hacker et aI., 1977
Helander, 1975
Ivanov-Muromskii and Lukianova, 1-975
Kennedy, 1970
Leplat and Pailhous, 1973
McKenzie, 1979
Morgan, 1975
Mulder, 1979aI • Murphy, 1980
Rolfe, 1976
Rolfe and Lindsay, 1973
Rouse, 1979
Smit, 1976
Smit and Wewerinke, 1978
Stackhouse, 1978
Strasser, 1979
Wildervanck, Mulder, and Michon, 1978

II
I

I| ,
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4.1.1 X'FF

Baschera and Grandjean, 1979
Guttmann, Easterling, ard Webster, 1972.
Jenney, Older, and Camerorn, 1972
Lisper, Laure•l, and Stening, 1973
Schick, 1976
Voile, 1978

3

[I
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4.1.2 GSR

Benel, Coles, and Bene4, 1979
i* I Benson, Huddleston, and Rolfet 1965

Buckley and O'Conner, 1979
Chainova, Komarova, and Zoaabend, 19"'0

II Cohen and Silverman, 1957
Gaume and White, 1975
Jex and Allen, 1970b
Kalmeman, Tursky, Shapiro, and Ctider, 1969
Lorens and Darrow, 196Z
McKenzi;, Buckley, and Sa.lanis, 1979
Noyer, 1971
Spyker, Stackhouse, Khalafadla, and McLane, 1971
Wes.brook, Anderson, and Pietrzak, 1966

•- White and Gaume, 1975
Zeier, 1979
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4.1.3 EKG

Akhutin, 1977
]Boyce, 1974
GraLan2, 1977
Howltt, Hay, She~rgo'd, anti Feres, 1978
Jex and Allen, 1970b
Kundiev, Navakatikian, Towasah-vskaial DerKach, and Kovalevaj, 1976
LaurIg arnd Phillip, 1970
Markiewicz, Koradicka, anid Konarska, 1977
Melton, Smith, McKenzie, Wicks# and Silverg ly??
M4obbs, David, and Thomias, 1971
Mulder, 1 979b
Mulder and Mulder-Hajonides van der Meulen, ).973I Negoescu, 2979
Nicholsont HUIl Borland, and Krzankowski, 1973
North and (ira ffunder, 1979I ~Opineer, 1973
Pasznooij, Opmzer, and 1{yndman, 1976
Rault, 1976
Rohmert, 1977
Ronroert, 1979
Roscoe, 1978c
Roscoe, 1979
Roseribrock, 1971
Schwarz and Ekkets, 1976

Sekiguchi, flanda, Gotoh, Ktzrihara, Nagasawa, and Kuroda, 1978I Sew-Jacobven, 1976
Sinionov, Frolov, anid Sviridov, 1975
Soede, 1977
Souteadam, 1977

Spyker, Stackhouse, Khalafalla, and McLane, 1971
Stackhouse, 1973

SZtackbotzoa, 1Q76
Sun, Keane, and Stackhouse, 1 976
White and Gaixtue, 1975
Wisner, 1973
Wolf, 1917
Wolfe, 1978
Zeier, 1979
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1 4.1.4 EMG

I Benson, Huddleston, and Rolfe, 1965
Cahinova, Komarova, and Zoxiabend, 1970
Jex and Allen, 1970b
Luczak and Rohmert, 1976
North and Graffunder, 1979
Rault, 1976
Rault, 1979

Rohmert, 1979
Rosenbrock, 1971
Sherman, 1973
Spyker, Stackhouse, Khalafalla, and McLane, 1971

I Stackhouse, 1976
Sun, Keane. and Stackhouse. 1976
Westbrook, Anderson, and Pietrzak, 1966

S* Wisner, 1973
Wolf, 1977
"Wolfe, 1978
"Zeier, 1979
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Akhutinj !.977
Chaincva, Komarova, and Zonabend, 1970
Cohen andA Silverman, 1957
Defayolle, Dinand, and Gentil, 1973
Elkiin, 1971
Gale, Davies, and Smallbone, 1977
Gomer, Beideman, and Levine, 1979
Harris, Pegrem, and Hartman, 1971
Howitt, Hay, Shergcld, and Ferres, 1978
Lawrence, 1979
Lorvms and Darrow, 196Z
Negoescu, 1979
Offenlock, 1977
Proceedings of the Symposium on Man-System Interface, 1978
Rashman, 197Z
Rohmert, 1977
Rosenbrock, 1971
Spyker, Stackhouse, Khalafalla, and McLane, 1971
Wisner, 1973
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4.1.6 ECP

I Defayolle, Dinand, and Gentil, 1973
Gomer, Beideman, and Levine, 1979
!weal, Chesneyr Wickens, and Donchin, in pressI Isreal, Wickens, Chemney, and Donchin, in press
Isreal, Wickens, and Donchin, 1979
Lawrence, 1979
Proceedings of the Symposium on Man-System Interface, 1978
Soede, 1977
Soutendam, 1977
Strasser, BrflliDg, Klinger, and Mueller-Limwroth, 1973I •Wickens, Isreal, and Donchin, 1977
Wickens, Isreal, McCarthy, Gopher, and Donchin, 1976
Wisner, 1973
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4.1.7 Eye and Eyelid Movement

Allen, JeL, McRuer, and DtMarco, 1975
Anderson v--d Chiou, 1977
Asi-la, 1975
Barn. a, 1977
Burke, 1973
Burke, 1977
Casey, Breitmaier, and Nason, 1977
Cavalli, 1 977
Ceder, 1977
Chainova, Komaruva, and Zonabend, 1970
Clement, 1976
Clement, 1978
Clement, McRuer, and Klein, no date
Corkindale, 1974
Dick and Bailey, 1976
Dick, Brown, and Bailey, 1976
Gerathewohl, Brcwn, Burke, Kimball, Lowe, and Stackhouse, 1978
Gomar, Be.demen, ard Levine, 1979
Gopher, 1971i
Graham, 1977
Harris and Mixon, 1979
HayF shi and Ogawara, 1977
Holland and Tarlow, 1972
Kennedy, 1978
Krebs and Wingert, 1976
Krebs, Wingert, and Cunningham, 1977
Lorens and Darrow, 1962
Luczak and Rohmert, 1976

Mourant and Rockwell, 1970
North and Graffunder, 1979
Rault, 1976
Rault, 1979
Sanders, Simmons, and Hofmann, 1979
Sanders, Simmons, Hofmann, and DeBonis, 1977
Sherman, 1973
Simmons, 1979
Simmons and Kimball, 1977
Simmons and Kimball, 1979
Simmons, Kimball, and Diaz, 1976
Simmons, Lees, and Kirnball, 1978a
Simmons, Lees, and Yimball, 1978b
Simmuns, Sanders, and Kimball, 1979
Spady, 1977
Spady, 1978
Spicuzza, Pinkus, ant -Il, 1974
Strother, 1974a.
Strother, 1974b
Waller, 1976
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z- .•Waller, Harris, and Sabmirs, 1979I Wei- and Klei,4 1070
Wisner, 1973
Wolf, 1977• ,I Wolfe, 1978
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•..I.8•.•ey ilation

Anderson and Chiou, 1977
Beatty, 1976
Beatty, 1979
Bradshaw, 1968
Gardner, Beltramo, and Kriaskyo 1975
Graham, 1977
Harris and Mixon, 1979
Juris and Velden, 1977
Kahneman, Beatty, a-,d Pollack, 1967
Kahneman, Tursky, Shapiro, and Crider, 1969
Krebs and Wingert, 1976
Krebs, Wingert, and Cunningham, 1977
McFeely, 1972
Noel, 1974
North and Graffunder, 1979
Prcceedings of the Symposium on Man-System Interface, 1978
Sherman, 1973
WoSin*, >, 1967
Went~,rook, Anderson, and Pietrzak, 1966!!l Wolfea, 1978

379
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4.1.9 Muscle Tesion, Trnmor

3B Benson, Huddlestons and Rolfe, 196S
5 Clement, McRuer, and KWein, no date

Graham, 1977
Hickoh, 1973
Jex and Allen, 1970b
Laville, Teiger, and Duraffourg, 197Z
Luczak and Rohmert, 1976
Muarkiewicz, Koradicka, and Konarska, 1977
Nakamuva, Okaue, and Hori, 1974
Nicholson, Hill, Borland, aun Krzanowski, 1973
North and Gtaffunder, 1979
Rault, 1976
Rohmort, 1979

Sherman, 1973
Snith, 197Z
Zeie., 1979
Zolina, 1969
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4.1.10 Heart Rate, Heart Rate
Valablitty, Blood Pressure

Akhutin, 1977
Auffret, Seris, Berthoz, and Fatras, 1967
Baschera and Grandjean, 1979
Benson, Huddleston, and Rolfe, 1965
Bergstroem and Arnberg, 1971
Blyx, 1974
Boyce, 1974
Brecht, 1977
Buckley and O'Conner, 1979
Caplan and Jones, 1975
Chainova, Komarova, and Zonabend, 1970
Clerk and Armstrong, 1977
Corlett, 1973
Danev, Radneva, and Zlatarov, 1975
Ettema, 1969
Ettema and Zielhuis, 1971
Firtha 1973
Frankenhaeuser and Johansson, 1976
Fujihara, Sakurai, and Kakimoto, 1978

Gaume and White, 1975
Goeters, 1975
Hicks and Soliday, 1972
Hicks and Wierwille, 1979
Hyndman and Gregory, 1975
Inomato, 1977
Jenney, Older, and Cameron, 1972

'I Jex and Allen, 1970b
Kahneman, Tursky, Shapiro, and Crider, 1969
Kalsbeek, 1968
Kalsbeek, 1969
Kalsbeek, 1973a
Kalsbeek, 1973b
Kalsbeek and Sykes, 1967
Klotzbucher and Roloff, 1977
Krivohlavy, 1968a
Krivohlavy, 1968b
Kundiev, Navakatikian, Tomashevskaia, Derkach, and Kovaleva, 1976
Laurig and Phillip, 1970
Lisper, Laurell, and Stening, 1973
Lorens and Darrow, 1962
Luczak and Laurig, 1973
Litcz.-'k and Rohmert, 1976
"McKbtie, Buckley, and Sarlanis, 1979
MAelton, Smith, McKenzie, Hoffmann, and Saldivar, 1976
Mrlt,;n, SWIutX McKanzie, Wicks, and Silver, 1977
Mvkbbs, Dtv)d, ead Thcmas, 197%
Muldort, 1579b.

Mu4te and Muldez-Hajonides ver der Meulen, 1973
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3 Nakamura, Okauie, and Hari, 1974
Negoescu, 1979
North and Graffunder, 1979
Ohhara, 1970
Opmeer, 1973
Opmeer and Krol, 1973
Pawooli, 1975
PasmoniJ, Optneer, and Hyndman, 1976
Rashman, 1972
Rault, 1976
Rohmert, 1977
Rohmert, 1979
Rohmert, Laurig, Philipp, and Luczak, 1973
Roscoe, 1975
Roscoe, 1976a
Roscoe, 1976b
Roscoe, 1978c
Roscoe, 1979
Roscoe and Goodman, 1973
Sayers, 1973
Sekiguchi, Haxida, Gotob, Kurihara, Nagasawa, and Kuroda, 1978
Sew-Jacobsen, 1976
Sherman, 1973
Simonov, Frolov, and Sviridov, 1975
Smith, 1979
Soede, 1977
Spyker, Stackhouse. Khalafalla, and McLane, 1971
Stackhouse, 1973

L. Strasser, 1974
Strasser, 1977
Strainer, Brilling, Klinger, and Mueller-Limmroth, 1973

STom ashevskaya, 1974
Vettes, 1977[- White and Gaume, 1975
Wisner, 1973
Wolfe, 1978
Zeier, 1979I Zwaga, 1973
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4.1.11 BeeathnAS Analysis

Benson, Huddleston, and Rolfe, 1965
Ettema and Zielhuis, 1971
Gaume and White, 1975
Graham, 1977
Jex and Allen, 1970b
Klotzbucher and Roloff, 1977
Krivohlavy, 1968a
Mobbs, David, and Thomas, 1971
Mulder, 1979b
Mulder and Mulder-Hajcnides van der Meuleu, 1973
Ohharaq 1970
Opmeer and Krol, 1973
Pasmooj, 1975
Pettyjoim, McNeil, Akers, and Faber, 1977a
Pettyjohn, McNeil, Aker", and Faber, 1977b
Rabhman, 197Z
Rault, 1976
Rosenbrock, 1971
Sayers, 1973 .

Sebej and Biro, 1978 i
Spyker, Stackhouse, Khalafalla, and McLa.e, 1971
Stackhouse, 1976
Sun, Keane, and Stackhouse, 1976
White and Gaume, 1975 -

Wolf, 1977
Wolfe, 1978
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Clark and Armstrong, 1977
Clark, Arnold, Foulds, Brown, Eastmuad. and Parry, 1975

1 Frankenhaeuser and Johanason, 1976
Hale, Anderson, Williams, and Tanne, 1968
Hale, Hart, man, Harris, Williams, Miranda, and Rosenfeld, 197Z
Hale, Ha'tman, Harris, Williams, Miranda, !!oamfeld, and Smith, 1971
Hale, Hartman, Harris, Williams, Miranda, Hosenfeld, and Smith, 1972
Hale, McNee, Ellis, Bollinger, and Hartman, umpublished
Hale, Williams, Swith, and Meltom, 1971

j. Hartman, Hale, and Johnson, 1974
Hutcherson, 1971
Ylotzbucher and Roloff, 1977
Krahenbubl, Marett, and King, 1977
Kundiev, Navakatikian, Tomashevskala Derkach, and Kovaleva, 1976
LiAn, 197Z
Melton, 1979
Melton, Smith, McKenzie, Hoffwann, ane Saldivar, 1976
Melton, Smith, McKenzie, Wicks, and Silver, 1977
Miller, Rubin, 1970
Rohmert, 19791. 1
Soutendam, 1977
Storm and Hapenney, 1976
Storm, Hartman, Intano, and Peters, 1976
.treet, Singh, and Hale, 1970
Tomashevskaya, 1974
Williams, 1971

i 3
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Kalsb..k,, 196-8 

nyj 1
KaJmbgek, 1973bI
Kallbe~k and Sykes, 1967
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4.Z Com bined LMlaloaical Meaires ]
Br•ctsons 1977

i Brictsont McHugh, &ad Naltoh, 1974
Danev and Wartna, 1970
Frolov, 1976
Gerathewohl Brown, Burke, Kimball, Lowe, an" Stackhouse, 1978

3 Graham, 1977
Hale, McNsm, Ellis, BoUlnger, and Hartman, 1974
Krmanowski and Nicholson, 197Z

I ~McHulk,t~ Blicksou, and Nattoh, 1974
North Qnd Graffun4er, 1919

Rolfe, 1973a
Slmraon, 1968
Stackbouse, 1978
Wolfe, 1978
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4.3 Ipeeh Pattern Analvsis

Branaconabf 1979
Brenner, Diazaacomb, and Schwartz, iV?~
Brenner, Bwasncoznbmind Wright, 1979

F Ceu Mngih 1979
Caunings, Dorland, Hill, wmd Nicholsoa, 1977
JDahm, 1974
Memon 1976
Fujilwara Sakuraip and Kakimoto, 1978
Harr*s North, and Omens, 1977I lnabr and Eden, 1976
Kradz$ 1974
Kuroda, Fuliwara, Okamura, enid Utauki, 1976
Lieberm~an and Mdichas*a 196Z
Older and Juaney, 197S
Paauaoot, Opmeer, and Hyndman, 1976
Potempa, 1969
Schiflett, a19L79~ 97

Sciflett, 1979iktI 1IicoradFoo,17
Wilai n tvn$17
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ILaboatory 
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Simulator 395
Field Test 396FlJght Simukltor 398
Flight Test 401
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AKlbutin, 1977
A2'lport, Antonio, and Reynoldm, 1972
Afluisi and Morgan, 1969
Allulsi and Morgan, 1971
Anderson and Chiou, 1977
Asiala, Loy, and Quinn, 1969
Babrick, Noble, and Fitts, 1954
Baron and Levlson, 1975
Baschera and Graf.ean, '.979
Bate and Self, 1968
Baty, 1971
Beatty, 1976
Beatty, 1979
V'.Ui, 1978
Benel, Coles, and Benel, 1979
Benson, Huddleston, and Rolfe, 1 '65
Bergatroem and Areberg, 1971
B!ca&--zynski and Kozerenko, 1977
Boyce, 1974
Boylan, 1974b
Bradshaw, 1968
Branscomb, 1979
Brecht, 1977
""•renner, Branscomb, and Schwartz, 1979
Brenner, Branscomb, and Wright, ! 979
Brichcin and Hampejsova, 1970
Brmadbent and Heron, 196Z
Brown, Stone, and Pearce, 1975
Burke, 1979
Cannings, 1979
Cannings, Borland, Hill, and Nicholson, 1977
Catlett, 1973
Ceder, 1977
Chainova, Komarova, and Zonabend, 1970
Chiles, Jenuings, and Alluisi, i979
Chu and Rouse, 1977
Clark, Arno)d, Foulds, Brown, Eastmead, and Parry, 1975
Clement, McRuer, and Klein, no date
Cliff, 1971
Cohen and Silverman, 1957
Colle and DeMaio, 1978
Damos, 1978
Damos and Wickens, 1977a
Damos and Wickens, 1977b
Danev, Radneva, and Zlatarov, 1975
Danev and Wartna, 1970
Defayolle, Dinand, and Gentil, 1973
Enstrom and Rouse, 1976
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E.natrom and Rouse, 1977
Ettema, 1969
Ettema and Zielhbuis, 1971
Fergenson and Gold, 1977
Finkelman and Glass, 1970
Fowler, Williams, Fowler, and1 Young, 1968
Frankenhaeuser and Johanseon, 1976
Gaue, Davies, and Smallbone, 1977
Gardner, Beltramo, and Krinsky, 1975
Gaume and White, 1975

I Gerathewoh•, Chiles, and Thackeray, 1976
Gilson, Burke, and Jagacinski, 1978
Gobuty, 1978
Goeres, 1977b
Goeters, 1975
Goldstein, Dorfman, and Price, 1978
Gopher, 1973
Gopher and Navon, 1978II Gopher and Navon, 1979
Gopher, Navon, and Chillag, 1977
Gopher, Navon, Chillag, and Dotan, 1977
Gopher and North, 1977
Green and Flux, 1977
Greening, 1978
Guttman, Easterliug, and Webster, 197Z
Hacker et al., 1977
Hacker, Plath, Richter, and Zimmer, 1978
Hall, Passey, and Meighan, 1965
Harris, North, and Owens, 1977
Hart, 1975
Hatsell, 1977
Hawkins, Church, and de Lemos, 1978
Hawkins, Rodriguez, and Reicher, 1979
Herman, 1965I He&s and Teichgraber, 1974
Hickok, 1973
Hicks and Soliday, 1972
Hilgend'wf, 1967
hib,,on au-4. Shaughnessy, 1973
Holland and Tailnw, 197Z
Hosman, 1975
Howells, Knight, and Weiss, 1979

SHuddleston, 1.974

Huddleston and Wilson, 1971
I ~Hutcherson, 1 971

Hyndman and Gregory, 1975
Inbar and Eden, 1976

Inoiatt,. 1977
Ioseliana, 1971
Isreal, Chesney, Wickens, and Donchin, in prese
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Isreal, Wickens, Chesney, and Donchin, in preas
Isreal, Wickens, and Donchiri 1979
Ivanov-Murowskii and Lukianova, 1975
Jenney, Older, and Cameron, 1972
Jennings and Chiles, 1977
Jex, 1967
Jex and Allen, 197 0a
Jex and Allen, 1970b
Jex and Clement, 1979
Jex, Jewell, and Allen, 1972
Jet., McDonnell, and Phatak, 1966
Jones and Schuster, 1970
Juris and Velden, 1977
Kahneman, 1973
Kahneman, Beatty, and Pollack, 1967
Kahneman, Tursky, Shapiro, and Crider, 1969
Kalsbeek, 1968
Kalsbeek, 1969 "

Kalsbeek, 1973L
Kalsbeek and Sykes, 1 967
Kantowitz and Knight, 1974
Kantowitz and Knight, 1976b
Kantowitz and Knight, 1977b
Kelley, 1966
Kelley and Wargo, 1967
Kennedy, 1975
Kennedy, 1978
Klein and Cassidy, 1972
Klein and Hall, 1975
Klotzbucher and Roloff, 1977
Krivohlavy, 1968a
Kundiev, Navakatikian, Tomashevskaia, Derkach, and Kovaleva, 1976
Xuroda, Fujiwara, Okamura, and Utauki, 1976
Lane and Streib, 1977
Laurig and Phillip, 1970
Lawrence, 1979
Levison, 1970
Levison, 1979
Lieberman and Michaels, 1962
Logaa, 1979
Lorens and Darrow, 1962
Luczak and Laurig, 1973
Luczak and Rohmert, 1976
McCauley, Kennedy, and Bittner, 1979
McDonnell, 1976
McFeely, 1972
McGrath, 1969
Merhav and Ya'acov, 1976
Michon, 1964
Michon, 1966
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Milord, and Perry, 1977
Monty and Rubin, i 965
Moray, 1967 i
?Morqan, C-•ates, Alluisi, and Kirby, 197&
Morri3sette, C-annell, n-md r'witzer, 1965
Mulder and Mulder-Hajonides van der Mualen, 1973
Nakamura, Okaue, and Hori, 1974
Navon and Gopher, 197°
Negoescuw 1979
Noble and Trumbo, 1967
Noel, 1974
Norman, 1975
North, 1977
North and Gopher, 1977

! ]Noyer, 1971V iO'Conner and Buede, 1977
Offenlock, 1977
Ohhara, 1970
Opmeer, 1973

: •Owens and Harris, 1978
Parks and Springer, 1976
Payne and Buck, 1979
Phillips, 1976
Price, 1965
Price, Honsberger, and Ereneta, 1966

4- Proceedings of the Symposium on Man-Sytem Interface, 1978
Rashman, 1972
Repko, Loeb, and Brown, 1974

* Replogle, Holden, Gold, Kulak, Jonas, and Petor. 1971
Roediger, Knight, and Kantowitz, 1977
Rohmert, Laurig, Philipp, and Luczak, 1973
Rouse, 1977
"Schick, 1 97t6
Schiffler, Geiselhart, and Ivey, 1976

7 Schiflett, 1979
*. Schiflett and Loikith, 1979

Schori, 1973
Schori and Jones, 1975
Schvaneveldt, 1969
Schwarz and Ekkers, 1976
Seibel, Christ, and Teichner, 1964
Seifert, Daniels, and Schmidt, no date
Sekiguchi, Handa, Gotoh, Kur'ihart, Nagasawa, and Kuroda, 1978
Senders, 1964
Sebej and Biro, 1978
Sherman, 1973
Shiffrin and Gardner, 1972
Shulman and Briggs, 1971
Siegel, Lanterman, Platzer, and Wolf, 1976
Siegel and Williams, 1974
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Stlevel, Wclf, Finchi, Miehie, ind Chubb, 1971
Siegel, Wolft and Sorenaora, 1962
Simozriv, Frolovp and Svlwldov, 1975
Simnpsona and H art, 1977

V Soede, 1979
Pter~dam, 19??

bp.yker, Stackbouse, Khalafalla, and McLane, 1971
Stager and Miter, 1971
Stager and Zufalt, 1972
Stamford, 1976
Stephens ;cmd Michaels, 1964
Strasser, 1974
Strasser, 1977I
Street, Singh, and Hale,, 1970
Stress in Air Traffic Control Research Association, 1971

Strieb and Harris, 1978
Sverko, 1977
Teichgraber, 1972
Teper, Hon, and Smnyth, 197?
Thackaray, Jmnes, and Touchstone, 1973
Tomzshevskaya, 1974
Triggs, 1969
TImurbo and Nohle, 1972
Truwbo, Noble, and Swin~k, 1967
Verplank, 1977
Volle, 1978

Wailer, Harris, and Salnairs, 1979

Whitso, 1975
Whitpe and Baume, 1975

Wickennke, 1974

Wick ens, 1976
Wickens, 1 976b
Wickens and Gopher, 19-17
Wickenas, Isreal, and Donch:'i, 191?
Wickenas, Isreal, McCarth~y, Gopher, and Doachian, 1976
Wickens and Kesiiel, 1977
Wickeris and Kessel, 1979
Wick~ne and Pierce, 1977
Wickens and Tsang, 1979
Wickens, Tsang, and Benel, 1979
Williams and Stevens, 19? 2
Williamzs, 1971
Wisner, 1973I
Zeftlin and Finkelynan, 19 6 9a
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I .eitlin and Finkelm~an169
Zeitliuao Ftnkelmani'17
Zeit~ln aad Finkelwan, 1975I Ziegler, 1968
Zwaga, 197.3
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Simulator

Allea, Jex, McRuerv and DiMarcop 1975
Boiler and Kruger, 1978
Buckley and O'Conner, 1979
Edwards, Pilette, and Biggs, 1978
Gabriel and Burrows, 1 968
Hicks and Wierwille, 1979
McKenzie, Buckley, and Sarlanis, 1979
Milord and Perry, 1977
Phatak, 1973
Repa and Wierwille, 1976
Sekiguchi, Handa, Gotoh, Kurihara, Nagasawa, and Kuroda, 1978
Siegel and Wolf, 1969
Strieb, Preston, Harris, and Fisher, 1978
Teper, Hon, and Smyth, 1977
Verplank, 1976
White and Ware, 1969
Wierwille and Gutmanno 1978
Wierwille, Gutmann, Hicks, ard Muto, 1977

.1
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Ffi-.id Test

Bisseret, 1971
Blaau, Godthelp, and Morall, 1977
Brigham, 1974
Brown; 1962
Brown, 1965
Brown, 1966
Brown and Poulton, 1961
Cantrell aid Hartman, 1967
Caplan and Jones, 1975
Couluris, Ratner, Petrack, Wong, and Ketchel, 1974
Dyer, Matthews, Wright, and Yudawitch, 1976
Farber and Gallaghe:, 1972

I Hacker et al., 1977
Hacker, Plath, Richter, and Zimmer, 1978
Hayashi and Ogawara, 1977

i Helander, 1975
Hoffman and Joubert, 1966
Howitt, 1969
Hurst and Rose, 1978a
Hurst and Rose, 1978b
Koym, 1977
Kradz, 1974

I Krivohlavy, 1968b
Krol, 1971
Krzanowski and Nicholson, 197Z
Kuhar, Gavel, and Moreland, 1976

j Laurell and Lispar, 1978
Laville, Teiger, and Duraffourg, 1972
Linn, 1973
Lisper, Laurell, and Stening, 1973
McDonald and Ellis, 1975a
McDonald and Ellis, 1975b
McLean and Hoffman, 1975
Melton, 1979
Melton, Smith, McKenzie, Hoffmann, and Saldivar, 1)76I Melton, Smith, McKenzie, Wicks, and Silver, 1977
Michon and Doorne, 1967
Mourant and Rockwell, 1970
Murphy, 1980
Och, no date
Opmeer, 1973
Pasmooij, 1975
Pasmooij, Opmeer, and Hyndman, 1976
Philipp, Reiche, and Kirchner, 1971
Reiche, 1971
Rohmert, 1977
S Rohmert, 1979

Rohmert, Laurig, Phitpp, and Luczak, 1973

I
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Schm~dtp 1978
Sendersp Kristofferson, Levisoin, Dtc~rich, and Ward, 1967
Soede, 1979
Sperandio, 1971

P., Sperardlo, 1978
Strew in Air Traffic Control Research Association, 1971
Teiger, 1978
van Glgch, 1970a
van Gigeh, 1970b
Wildervanck, Mulder, aud Michon, 1978

Wisner, 1973
Wong, Couluiw, and Schm~idt, 1977
Yoshitake, 1978
Zeier, 1979
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Flight Simulator

I Adams and Rich, 1977
Anderson and Toivanen, 1970
Bateman, 1979

•I Bergeron, 1968
B•ringer, 1979
Bermudez, 19791Bromberger, 1976
Burke, 1977
Casey, Breitmaier, and Nason, 1977
Cavalli, 1977I: Childs, 1979
Clement, 1976
Clement, McRuer, and Klein, no date
SCorkindale, 1974
Corlett, 1973
Crabtree, 1975 ,
Crawford, Pearson, and Hotiman, 1978K, I Cross and Cavallero, no date
Curry, Kleinman, and Hoffman, 1977
Daniels, 1970

• •. Dick and Bailey, 1976

Dick, Brown, and Bailey, 1976
i Dougherty, Emery, and Curtin, 1964

Dunn, Gilson, and Sun, 1976
Ephrath, unpublished
Ephrath, 1975
Ephrath, 1976
Ephrath, 1977
Faulknew and Onstott, 1977
Flora, Kriechbaum, and Willich, 1969
Gerathewohl, Brown, Burke, Kimball, Lowe, and Stackhouse, 1978
Gerathewohl, Chiles, and Thackeray, 1976
Green and Flux, 1977SGreening, 1978
Gunning, 1978
Hale, He-tman, Harris, Williams, Miranda, Hosenfeld, and Smith, 1971Ii Hale, Hartman, Harris, Williams, Miranda, Hosenfeld, and 3;mith, 197f
Hale, McNee, Ellis, Bollinger, and Hartman, unpublished
Hale, McNee, Ellis, Bollinger, and Hartman, 1974

I Hele, Williams, Smith, and Melton, 1971
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